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When the Van Leer Fou/dation inOicated that it would suppert
a preeschool project in Victoria, those involved welcomed the

challenge. Now some five years later it is legitimate to ask
what has beer achieved and what hEs teen learned. Dr. Scott
has tried in this report to describe not only the development
achieved ty individual children but to analyse the nature of
the edtcational problems faced by children and their parents,
and to place these in the perspective of pre-school education.
Her discussion of the difference between research and teaching
programs, and her penetrating analyses of issues in existing
intervention programs, stem from her concern with tow one
translates Xnowledge about development and learning into action
in teaching and with research which generates data helpful in
education. The report is thus not merely a statement of what
occurred but also a discussion of basic problems of preu.schocl
education, worked out in the new context of this project.

As Chairman of the Project Committee I must express my
appreciation for the dedication to the task of Dr. Scott,
Mrs. Daroyshire, Miss Considine acid Miss Dean. To have seen
the teachers at work with the children was to be reminded of
how exciting learning can be. I am grateful to them for
educating me about issues which I failed to perceive, or
perceived at best vag,:ely, when tne project began. I feel sure

most of the children and their parents benefited from the
project. I certainly did. Can a report such as this help us

to think more clearly about appropriate ways of assisting with
Aboriginal education, and about the educational issues
involved in pre-school education for all children ? This long

term benefit, if it is achieved, would be an appropriate
reward for Dr. Scott.

S.S. Dunn
Dean, Faculty of Education
Chairman, Van Leer Project

Planning Committee
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PREFACE

Origin of project

In August, 1967, the Centre for Research into Aboriginal Affairs at
Nonash University arranged several days of seminars concerned with the
education of Aboriginals. These brougnt together a wide variety of people,
including Aboriginal delegates and representatives from all States, with
contributions to make to this area of work. The content of seminar
papers and discussions is recorded in the publication, Aborigines and
Education (Dunn & Tatz, 1969).

A representative of the Bernard van Leer Foundation was also invited to
attend these meetings. This Foundation, established in 1958, is
interested to support projects which help to counteract the effects of
negative environmental factors on children's development and intellectual
progress. Its funds are derived entirely from shares in the Van Leer
Group of Companies which has business interests in many countries,
including Australia. Its policies give priority to projects in
countries from which its income is derived, and to those initiating
experimental field work which may then be developed by the country
concerned.

Following the seminars at Monash University, the Foundation indicated
interest in considering a proposal for educational work with Aboriginal
families. It financed a period of exploratory planning in 1968, under
the direction of Dr. Colin Tatz, then Director of the Centre for
Research into Aboriginal Affairs. The Board of the Centre then
requested the Faculty of Education to undertake planning and develop-
ment of the project and a project committee was established. (This

committee has taken responsibility for administrative matters. Plans
for educational activities, however, have been made directly with each
Aboriginal family participating.)



Chairman:

Members:

(ii)

Professor R.S. Dunn, Dean, Faculty of Education,
Monash jniversity

Mr. M.R. Worthy, Director, Ministry of Aboriginal
Affairs, Victoria.

Dr. Mary C. Nixon, Senior Lecturer in Payohology,
Faculty of Education, Monash University.

Mrs. Margaret Darbishire, Psychologist.

Dr. Phyllis M. Scott, Research Fellow,
Faculty of Education, Monash University.

Representative: Centre for Research into Aboriginal
Affairs, Monash University.

(Initially Dr. Colin Tate:
later Dr. Elizabeth Eggleston.)

Lajlz, Planning

In the formulation of the project, the following people assisted the
Planning Committee in an advisory capacity: Aboriginal representatives

Mies D. Charles; Mrs. B. Nicholls. Representatives of related fields of

professional work - Mr. L. EMerson; Dr. I. Findlay; Mr. A. Grey;
Miss S. Stubbs; Dr. E. Wilmot. In addition, early contacts with
Aboriginal families and exploratory discussion with the Aboriginal
Assembly in the area under consideration for initiating woe Indicated
an interest and willingness to work with University project staff, in

developing an education program for pre-school children and their parents.

Financiallmat

The Van Leer Foundation accepted a proposal for a three-year pre-school
project to start in January, 1969. This was extended later to a fourth

year of work. The Foundation has carried the major financial
responsibility for this project. This contribution has made it possible
to initiate pre-school program a with Aboriginal familiee in Victoria, to
study the outcome carefully and to share something of the thinking,
experience and information resulting frrm four years' work through the

preparation of this report. We would like to express here oar sincere
thanks to the Foundation for its support for this experimental work in
Victoria; also to assure it of our continuing interest in the further
development of the work initiated under its auspices.

The Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, Victoria, has also carried a
significant share of financial responsibility, increasing this throughout
the project until, in the final year, the full salaries of the two
pre-school teachers employed are provided from Itinietry funds. ASmint
this financial support is acknowledged with appreciation.



Summary of Eroject Aims

1) establishing positive communication with part-Aboriginal families in
Victoria, in order to understand wha'. planned educational
contributions might appropriately be made to families with young
children

2) developing tentative pre-school programs which, while allowing such
communication, would provide some immediate educational support and
create bases for developing future work

3) refining issues needing consideration in educational work with part.
Aboriginal adults and children, and so trying to develop a frame of
reference which would help resolve some of the current controversy
zurrounding experimental pre-school programs

4) obtaining descriptive information relevant to these issues in
education and psychological research

Field Staff

Project Co-ordinator: Dr. Phyllis M. Scott (Half-time)

Psychologist: Mrs. Margaret Darbyshire (Two-fifths time)

Teachers: Miss I.M. Dean (Full - time): Swan Hill program.

Miss M. Considine (Full- time): Metropolitan

Program.

Work Sequence

1968: Initial planning.

1969: Swan Hill pre-school program initiated by Project Co-ordinator
(Feb., 1969)

Initial psychologiLal tests: Swan Hi ?1 (Oct. - Nov., 1969)

1970: Metropolitan program initiated (March, 1970)
Two full-time teachers appointed to develop programs.
Initial psychological tests: Metropolitan (June, 1970)

Repeat " : Swan Hill (Sept. & Nov., 1970)

1971: Teaching programs maintained.
Initial and repeat testing: Swan Hill (Oct., 1971)

ON 11
: Metropolitan (June-July, 1971)

1972: Teaching programs maintained.
Follow-up contacts with schools initiated.
Exploratory planning for maintaining field work undertaken.
Project report prepared.
Project to be terminated: Dec., 1972.



Liaose and liature of RetLLI

The main objects of this report are to bring the thinking, data and
practical experience of this project to bear on issues needing attention
in educational work with Aboriginal families; and to report what it has
been possible to achieve is field work during the period of the project.
Only as our exploratory wcr. draws to a close can either of these be done.

Describing the activities of the project as such, as though they should be
reproduced elsewhere, makes little contribution to work in other situations.
For one thing, our activities have been directed at answering questions
about specific groups; at exploring concrete possibilities in two partic-
ular settings; and at gaining some much-needed experience. They ac not
represent some set way of teaching to be tested, demonstrated, or
replicated. Activities have been heavily influenced by the varied circumm.
stances and concerns of individual families and of the children particip-
ating, and by what each home is already contributing to the children's
development. (These would be necessary characteristics of any other adequate
program.) A variety of practical matters, too, in both field and University,
as well as the experience of the teachers employed, have affected the

amount and range of work which it has been possible or useful to undertake.

Project activities do not, therefore, represent a model to be imitated in
future. There appears to be much imitative activity on pre-school issues
at present; sometimes it seems that the main questions asked are merely
which activity model should be selected, or whether we need to try out yet
anotherlFew criteria are presented for selection, and often the models are
not comparable, serving quite different, even unspecified purposes.

So, we have not reported activities as the project proceeded, as though in

themselves they had some constant value, or allowed evaluation of the
project. Instead, we wish to report what we have learned from some eaplor-
atory activities which helps with making decisions on the major questions

one faces in educational work dith Aboriginal families.

In order to do this ola needs a conceetual framework which allows one to

describe the educational and cultural ingredients, not the outward form ,

of practical activities. Current discussion in the educational literature

appears to lack such a framework for discussion of experimental pre-school

programs.

A functional definition of pre-school education which can be generalized to

new situations, while' retaining an individualized ar,nroach to teaching, is

also needed. Making progrets with this area of vor: s the task of another

project being undertaken by the Project Coordinate:. Bringing something of

the thinking from this to bear on this project will, hopefully, allow a

start in this direction, add help tc reduce e existing communication

problems. The program of stork involved is bP: 3 developed in collaboration

with the Melbourne Lady Gowrie Child Centre, as funds can be found to take

work a stage further. Fart-time grants to date from the Creswick Foundation,

the Department of Education and Science, and the Buckland Foundation have

all helped, in various ways, with the background to this project.



(v)

Format of Report

It has provel impossible ander half-time funding to present all
availatie inf:r7ati:n or to discuss all aspects of work in a written
report, w : :i involvement.in and administration of field
t.:ork. If it is ;:ssible tc continue the study and evaluative aspects
rf w:rk in 7iot.?ria, it is hoed to prepare further working papers.

The f:llowini- rutline indicates the emphasis in this report. In any
P.ttare :nes, it may to more possible to take up specific teaching
qesti:ns, or tc add to inforration which might help in understanding
the circumstances in wnich Aboriginal families in Victoria are living,
as the affect educational chan,:.e. Here, it has been necessary to
cbhdentrate :n the general nature of work, on establishing a frame-
work for comm.anication on ;re-school education, and on trying to
extri:ss curre:.t :rocier.s, affecting progress with field work.

tions I - II 4 Clarifyin,- pur;,1,:s and bases for adtion

III Initial field work: establishing communication

17 Selection and review of tests; initial test and
observational data on children

Teaching programs and field work problems

VI Changes evident on re-testing children

711 School follow-up study

7111 Guidelines for future action

Joint Authorship

Ir. rreparinz he various papers collected in this report, responsibility
f:r authorship has been shared as follows.

back round (1.2-1.4); Cultural difference or deficit?
4.2); Selectio-1 and review of tests (9.2) ; Initial test data
1_.2-1:.":); assistance with editing: M. Darbyshire

Cther cna:ters, figures and tables, and general plarning and
eiitinE of the report: P. Scott

This report intentionally emphasizes some of the thinking behind field
vork, and this means that readers may find that some re-orientation to
the p-,r;:se cf s,ch a report is needed. But since the literature on
experimental pre-scL:ol programs reflects some imbalance between study
and action, it seems th_..t communicating something of the background to
the field work reported is important,if the project is to be useful.

No claim is made for having ready-made answers. What we hope for is to
set a framework for dialogue which allows resolution of unnecessary
confusions and divided efforts.
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Publicity

At the outset of work in both programs undertaken, some parents asked
whether participation in a pre-school program would bring publicity, photo-
graphers, and a general spotlight on the families involved. Previously,
some had experienced unpleasant forms of this: for example, the humiliation
of having oneself and family setting presented photographically as an
illustration of the need for funds to support work with Aboriginals.
Individual parents expressed a wish to "get ;Al with things" without such

attention.

In the opinion of project staff, those in need of assistance of one kind
Or another, for reasons outside their control, have the same right to privacy
in their attempts to solve personal and family problems as that expected by
the rest of the community. So we reassured parents on this matter, and
hive consequently gone about this project as unobtrusively as possible.

leaftise of professional aud general interest On work of this nature, the
invOlvement of the University, and the need for allocations of public funds,
it has not been easy to maintain this working agreement. In addition, the

form of the project has set restrictions on comr.unication. For instance,
when teachers work in children's homes, at the invitation of their parents,
they are not at liberty to invite either professional colleagues or inter-
ested public to observe the pre-school program.

The continuation of support, financial and otherwise, with minimal publicity,

is therefore appreciated; for as long as community assistance to those
with particular needs arises from political or charitable motives in either
white or Aboriginal Australians, or is a source of special gratification,
the *quality of those involved would seem to remain in some doubt.

On the other hand, the importance of the community being responsibly involved
and informed on progress with social and educational matters, and on the use
of Government funds, is acknowledged. It is hoped that this report will
proVide such information and set a context for thoughtful discussion of
future directions for effort.

Terminology

In official reports concerning Aboriginals, it is usual to distinguish between
*Am -blood" and "part-Aboriginal" since the experience, current situation,
and needs of these two groups differ in some major respects. Also, it is under-
stood that the distinction is important to full-blood Aboriginals.

For the purposes of an educational report, however, it should be clear that the
issue here is not one of purity of racial inheritance, but one of how Aboriginal

families wish to live in relation to the rest of the Australian population.

In Viotoria, there are no groups of Aboriginals continuing a traditional
existence, although elements of this remain. Families of Aboriginal descent in
this State are, therefore, referred to in this report by the one term,

"Aboriginal", except where there is a particular need to differentiate groups

of Aboriginal Australians, or in the presentation of statistical data from

which comparisons may be ;lade.
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In this report, the limitations and the uncertainties of our field
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for possible use in future by others. Attention is sought, through
this report, for problems which have broad implications, yet which
basically affect educational work. This is done from the viewpoint
that.responsibility for the existence of these problems rests with the
whole community, and that their implications need to be widely kndOn;
also with some first-hand experience of the very real difficulties
and pressures attached to the task of making progress. Whether or not
problems are reduced, however, will depend for a start on
acknowledging their existence, and then on giving thought to the vital
overlap between professional decisions in education and political

policies.

The families, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, who have become our
friends through field work, have our respect, affection, appreciation
and concern. In trusting us with something of their thinking, their
feeling, and their experience, they have given us an educational
experience of exceedingly vivid impact - enjoyable, painful in the
awareness created, thought-stretching - and one which all of us
value highly. Whatever the practical outcome of this project, this
will continue to activate the search for increased understanding of
our own responsibilities to Aboriginal Australians and to all families
with young children, and for ways of translating this into action.

ry, .

Phyllis M, Scott

Project Coordinator

September, 1973



SECTION I: STARTING POINTS

Introduction

A University obtains a grant for a pre-school education project with
Aboriginal children and parents. Their families are scattered through-
out the State, in a variety of social and economic circumstances. To the
majority, a University is far from the context of their daily lives; to
some it has no physical reality. For many Aborigines, it seems, the
white population in general is experienced as a source of discomfort and
anxiety, a majority group in possession of power but not necessarily of
understanding of the personal and cultural problems which Aborigines face
today. With educational differences as one probable reason for stress in
relationships with other Australians, how can Aborigines meet, with any
strongly positive feeling, those who have had considerable educational
advantages for operating successfully in the majority-culture?

The task, however, of bringing University resources and Aborigines
into constructive interaction is the basic responsibility of the Monash

4N University Bernath van Leer project. 'Until and unless this is accomplished,
the concerns which pilompted the acceptance of funds cannot be translated
into concrete and appropriate directions for effort and activities which
are mutually meaningful; nor can a University be sure that its efforts
are based on the realities of the situation, and acceptable to Aborigines
themselves. For, in general, the white population of this country has had
- and has sought - little contact with Aboriginal Australians.

In these circumstances, one can only start with questions. Accepting
funds for initiating educational work with Aborigines is appropriate only
at the general level of awareness that some form of educational support is
needed, and certain professional skills may be relevant. Beyond that it is
paradoxical since, when faced with the task of providing such support, one
finds oneself uneducated in respect to knowledge of the particular
problems - educational or other - which Aborigines face in their current
lives. Remedial action, however urgent it appears, may be destructive
rather than helpful if it precedes thought for the issues involved and
understanding of their meaning for the people involved; if it occurs in
isolation from some overall approach to interacting problems; and most
particularly, if involvement in such work is seen as an avenue for
increasing status, political or academic. Unfortunately, the recently
burgeoning interest in the pre-school education of minority groups
throughout the world appears not to have been free from such components.

For this experimental pre-school project there were, therefore, some
prerequisites to field 'ork. The starting point was not the now familiar
blanket assumption of group disadvantagement, supported by selected
hypotheses regarding the educational effectiveness of specified inter-
vention procedures. This assumes that the work to be done is known, and
the main problem is how to do it. Instead, there was awareness that the
education of both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians had not
equipped them for the positive interaction across cultural boundaries which
would allow understanding of educational neecs. A focus on creating an
opportunity for interaction, for listening and perceiving and some initial
social learning on both sides was necessary. Thinking and communication
about education might then be responsive to the plea of Aborigines
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themselves: to be known and treated as individuals - individuals
representing a minority group with common concerns and interests, but
still people with individual needs and iersonal contributions, and
representing' a variety of sub-cultures. On this basis, educational
activities could proceed tentatively, to the extent that the necessary
communication was established, information was available and some common

purposes existed.

It is, in fact, an accepted principle of the established field of

Australian pre-school education that useful programs of educational
activity are built on actual study of the progress and needs of particular

groups and individuals; on some understanding of the existing

contribution of each family to the education of its children; and on an

awareness of the nature of the social community in which these families

live. A general lack of experience in work with Aboriginal families
indeed highlights the need to adhere to the principle, applying it even to

the actual organization of teacher-family contact. Neither the usual

concept of a pre-school centre, the experimental research-oriented pre-
school program, nor an approach which left the matter entirely in the
hands of the Aboriginal community, appeared, on first thoughts, to
solve the educational situation.

But starting with questions about programs is useless. What, actually,

were these various methods of education intended to achieve?

Chapter 1 WHAT IS THE EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM ?

1.1 Alternative starting points for thinking

Thought for the educational situation of Aboriginal children in

Victoria is relatively recent in educational planning. Now, however,

there is increasing awareness of, and concern for, the learning
difficulties apparently experienced by Aboriginal children throughout

formal schooling. These have been reported early in school attendance,

and are seen to have a cumulative effect.

A recent study sponsored by the Australian Council for Educational

Research and funded by the Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, Victoria,

(Bruce, Hengeveld and Radford, 1971) documents differences between
Aboriginal, migrant and other school-age Australian children on
psychological tests considered relevant to academic progress. Even in

early primary school grades, children of parents who identify themselves

as Aboriginal were reported to have made significantly less progress in

some aspects of thelangvage development necessary for learning in school.

Although the results showed no consistent picture of significantly lower

performance by Aboriginal children at all ages or grades (p.25), the

investigators considered that specific findings were in tune with the

widely accepted view that educational deficits existed and were likely to

have a cumulative effect. Such early learning difficulties are

frequently assumed to be the basic cause of the high percentage of

Aboriginal children not completing secondary education; of later

employment problems and associated economic instability; and of limited

* Informal communication from Aboriginal delegates to ABSCHOL Conference,

Univ. of N.S.W., Feb., 1971.



access to community resources. This combined chain of events is then seen
to prevent full and equal participation by Aborigines in the Australian
community.

Concern to improve this situation is expressed in a report of The National
Workshop on Aboriginal Education: priorities for action and research
(Watts, 1971). It reads:

"The workshop recognized from the outset that the educational
experience of host Aboriginal Australians is one of almost
continuous failure, leading to withdrawal from and ultimate
rejection of the school and what it has to offer. There
are exceptions to this, however, and the general position is
showing gradual improvement. Acknowledging this, and noting
that Aborigines for a variety of reasons appear to be at a
marked disadvantage educationally, compared with most other
Australians, the Workshop espoused the view that special
consideration should be given to the educational needs of
Aborigines." (p.ii)

At this point it is necessary to raise a very basic question: Is the
problem for education that of finding more effective ways of helping
children (Aborienal and other) copeuwith the requirements of an
institutionalized education system, devised to meet the past (unstated)
purposes of one particular cultural group?

Or is the problem to define what education is needed if intelligent living
it seen to include the ability of Aboriginal and European Australians to
co-exist with mutual respect, and with areas of both positive interaction
and of cultural independence?

In the first case, the educational problem is largely one of method;
objectives remain vague and internal to the system; their educational
content and contribution to another cultural group is not open to
discussion. While there may be some serious questions to examine here,
the more immediate problem is that taking such a position automatically
expresses disinterest in listening to the concerns, values, and practical
needs of a minority group. It is not permissible to raise questions
about the cultural relevance of educational activities; they are assumed
to have a constant value. Perhaps there is fear that any needed
revisions would involve massive reorganization of facilities and resources
rather than flexibility in people's minds?

In the second instance, the problem extends to examining educational
purposes and the content of what is to be learned. If these are
appropriate, some problems of method may just disappear and solutions to
others become clearer. The frame of reference for discussion and
decision-making is distinctly different in each case. The extent of
overlap in what would be taught between these alternative ways of defining
responsibilities to Aboriginal children has not received careful
examination.

Whether increased academic success would reduce or increase the social
problems of Aboriginal adults, and whether such comparative success is a
basic educational issue, are matters open to question. There seems no
clear evidence in everyday life that the existing educational advantages
of the white Australian population have helped resolve its social
problems as they have those affecting technological progress; or that the
progress of these two are necessarily related.



If one is not careful, the "educational" problem underlying action tends to
be that of the majority group, of those who operate the current system.
Concern for children in educational difficulty has an artificial flavour if
it comes from those who may be responsible for creating the conditions in

which such difficulties arise. It seems essential in planning, therefore,
to draw a careful distinction between concern for those problems faced by
children as a result of exposure to an existing system of education, and
concern for how appropriate education may help Aborigines towards increased

independence. These alternative starting points for thinking do not
necessarily lead to altogether opposite content, but resources and policies
geared to the first may still leave untouched basic educational issues, of
which failure in school grades may be merely symptomatic. This may waste

valuable time and finance.

On grounds that the educational objectives of teaching should be deterwined
independently from the social consequences of success ar failure in coping
with the requirements of any existing education system, we considered that,
for this pre-school project, any reduction of differences in school
progress should be an expected result of work, rather than an end in itself

- that is, to 'the extent that the requirements were supportable on cultural

and educational grounds.

Accepting, then, the concern that education prides a tool for Aborigines,
and does not mean just one more set of problems making demands rnon them,

one must ask what tools are useful. Relative cultural positions of
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal populations need to be examined openly.

Then, the role of education in relation to these can be studied, and
specially planned programs have some clear sense of direction.

A summary statement of the general situation, and some information on the
position of part-Aborigines in Victoria, follow in the next section for the
information of those who have not had an opportunity to become conversant

with the situation.

1.2 The identity and status of Aborigines as an ethnic group

Many Aborigines are readily distinguished as physically 'different' from
the majority of the population. This is dramatically the case with 'flifV4.

blood' Aborigines but also holds for a large proportion of part-Aborigines_,
who show this perceptual 'figure-ground' relationship to the European

majority in the centres where they live. In urban centres where there is

a growing population of Southern-EUropean migrants this perceptual

distinctiveness is likely to decrease. However, not only do Aborigines

share a distinct ethnic identity in relation to the predominantly

European community; they also share a low status in this relationship.
The determinants of this low status are not merely socio-economic: for

example, low earning power resulting from limited education and skills may
be compounded by a 'dependency' relation to a reserve, mission, or station
where Aborigines reside, or by prejudice in the general community. Our

forefathers vindicated their inhuman and in scme cases 'genocidal'
treatment of the original inhabitants of this country on the basis of

an assumed gross inferiority of their culture in relation to European

culture, and of their racial characteristics as being more primitive in
'evolutionary' development than those of Europeans. A significant residue of

these historical 'values' underlies contemporary attitudes to Aborigines

(Rowley, 1970).

Historically, we denigrated their original cultural heritage and way of



life, at the same time denying Aborigines the opportunity to achieve status
in our own. This was accomplished both by decimation and by residentially
segregating them from the mainstream of development in coastal south-
eastern areas, leaving them to subsist in inner arid and northeuntropical
areas which have remained, till very recently, economically non-viable.
At no time has the colonizing power resolved the issues arising from
conquest. Thus the ethnic group identity of Aborigines in relation to
the ethnic majority of the community has been and has remained, with few
exception:, one with a chiefly negative value.

1.3 The situation of Aborigines in Victoria

On a number of dimensions, such as size, composition and residential
distribution, the part-Aboriginal population of Victoria has some
distinctive features which set it apart, to some degree, from that of
other States of the Commonwealth. There is, it would seem,a somewhat
different sociological context for educational planning.

Size and composition. In 1970 the Aboriginal population of Victoria was
approximately six thousand and was made up entirely of part-Aborigines.
While in size it most closely approximates that of South Australia
(approx. 8,000), 4ion composition the Viiatorian population iq,dramatically
different, as nearly half the South Australian Aboriginal population is
full-blood. On the other hand, though New South Wales has a negligible
number of full-bloods, its part-Aboriginal population is five times as
large as that of Victoria. Western Australia and the Northern Territory
have total populations of Aborigines very similar to N.S.W., but in these
States the full blood population is a significant feature - in Western
Australia more than two-fifths of the total and in the Northern Territory
four-fifths of the total. Queensland, on the other hand, with the
largest population of Aborigines - 10 times that of Victoria - has only

one-fifth full-blood. (No accurate figures are available; these are
estimates only from the 1966 Commonwealth Census and the 1969 Department
of Labour and National Service, Labour Market Studies: Number 1; Aborigines.)

When account is taken of the density of overall populations in the various
States, it can be seen that in Victoria the part-Aboriginal population
represents a very small percentage, even compared to N.S.W., which has
somewhat similar demographic features. It certainly lacks any perceptual

4:::)
'saliency' as a group, and this has been further reduced, at least in the
metropolitan area, by the high proportion of persons from Southern Europe
in our recent migrant influx.

For the Commonwealthasawhole, the residential distribution of Aborigines is
distinctly different on the rural/urban dimension from that of the
European population. Sixty-five per cent of the total Australian

Cloa) population live in towns and cities of over 50,000 inhabitants, but less
than 25 per cent of the Aboriginal population is so located (Stevens, 1970,

p.391).

01111
That this has had significant implications for the part-Aboriginal
population was highlighted during a seminar held in Melbourne in 1969,
in which part-Aboriginal adolescents were discussing their problems.
One young part-Aboriginal girl remarked that she looked much like the
rest of her classmates!
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This residential location of a significant proportion of the Aboriginal
population in rural and often remote areas would seem to have played (and
to continue to play) an important role in determining their economic
position and directly and indirectly their depressed housing, health and
educational standards. While, under their traditional subsistence
economy of hunting and gathering, many Aboriginal tribes ware able to
maintain their viability in such areas, the 'market' economy which white
settlement has increasingly imposed on land use throughout Australia has
virtually destroyed that viability and created an economically dependent
relationship on the part of Aborigines to the economic system of the
Europeans. Within that system Aborigines have had almost no opportunity
to become employers or self-employed (as are 40% of European rural males)
since they have lacked the appropriate resources in capital and in skills.
At the same time their restricted employment opportunities, till very
recently, have left them vulnerable to exploitation. For example, in
the Northern Territory, pastoralists have refused to acknowledge the actual
skilled contribution to the industry of Aboriginal labour, in order to
keep wages down (Berndt, 1948).

Thus the economic insecurity, which Stevens (1970) claims remains the main
barrier to social equality of Aboriginal people iu the Australian community,
would seem critically related to their 'residential locale.' For the
majority.of Aborigines, livirzjas they do in rural.das distinct from urtan
Australia, planned programs for the independent economic development orthe
adult Aboriginal communities, of necessity, claim a high priority. Without
such a framework, attempts to upgrade housing, health and educational
standards are likely to remain sporadic and in the long -run ineffectual, even
consolidating the dependent, often parasitical relationship to the European
community. 'Land Rights for Aborigines' may be seen as an issue, not just
of cultural, but of economic viability.

This discrepancy in residential distribution with its accompanying effects
does not seem to hold, however, for the State of Victoria. In 1966, 85 per
cent of the population of Victoria was living in urban centres of more than
1,000 persons (Clarke, 1970). Currently, it has been estimated that some
80 per cent of Victorian part-Aborigines are similarly distributed
(calculated from figures supplied by the Research Officer for the Ministry
of Aboriginal Affairs - approximately 700 out of the total of 5,250 not
living in such centres.) In Victoria the main difference between the
distribution of Europeans and part-Aborigines is in the proportions residing
in the Metropolis - 70 per cent (approximately) of Europeans, but only 27
per cent of Aborigines.

Only a very small proportion, then, of this State's part-Aboriginal
population is currently living in areas segregated from European
settlement. The majority are now housed alongside European families in
somewhat comparable circumstances, although most commonly, as tenants rather
than home-owners. That this residential distribution of Aborigines has
some critical implications for their overall advancement is highlighted by
Stevens' conclusion that until Aboriginal domestic circumstances are brought
into line with those enjoyed by other Australians, "Aborigines have little
chance of changing their status as an under - privileged socially and
educationally deprived group." (Stevens, 1970, p. 405). In Victoria, it
is only in the East Gippsland area that any 'group' of Aborigines (some 600,
strung at points along the higtway), as distinct from individual households,
lack this basic 'comparability' and there conditions reflect in part the
generally depressed state of this area. This would seem to bear out
Bowlers (1970) conclusion that factors facilitating urbanization may help
to strengthen economic power.
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The differential between the )evel of housing, health and education of

Aborigines and that of the European population would appear to be smaller

in Victoria than that which obtains in other States. General data on

health are not available but, as far as infant mortality is concerned, the

N.S.W. figures for it: part-Auoriginal nupulation, grossly discrepant from

European rates, apparently did not hold for Victoria (Moodie, 1969, p.184).

Again, there is not the marked, and in some States, enormous, discrepanc:

in the ratio of secondary to primary level enrolments of the Aboriginal

child population. This has been calculated from the figures quoted in

Abori inal EOuca.Lon - resent facilities and needs (Tatz, 1969). The

data from which the ratios have been calculated was for the year 1966-67.

Nation -wide data for all children wets not available. It was possible to

obtain figures for Victoria for Feoruary, 1967. From these it was

calculated that the proportion of children enrolled at secondary schools

compared to primary school enrolments was 1:1.7 which provides a crude

yard-stick or base line for assessing the proportions for Aboriginal

children set out below.

Pro:ortions of Secondary to Primary School Enrolments for
Aboriginal Children in different States

Northern Territory 1 : 644

.south Australia 1 : 9 (approx4.)

West Australia 1 : 8 ( " )

Queensland 1 : 6 ( " )

New South Wales 1 : 5 ( " )

Victoria 1 : 2 ( " )

The fiPures for the Northern Territory are illuminating in view of

the different organization of educational services there. "The

majority (of Aboriginal children) are subjected to standards

uniquely applicable to the Education Section of the Social Welfare

Branch" (Stevens, 197C, p.40).

The ratio for Victoria becomes more discrepant, however, at higher levels

of the secondary school and, consequently, is most marked at post-secondary

and tertiary levels. This holding or drop-out pattern, however, is shown

by other low cocio-economic status and/or rural groups both in Victoria and

elsewhere i:. the Commonwealth. Closure of the 'housing-gap° is also

almost in sight in Victoria.

small amount of credit for achievement of these decreased differentials

is due to the vigorous work of a re-organized Department of Aboriginal

Affairs since the appointment of a new Director for this State in 1968.

However, some basis would seem to have been provided by the over -all

economic development within the State and the size, composition and

distribution of the Aboriginal population itself. It seems unlikely that

the selective migration of Aboriginal families with any special

characteristics has played any major role. Victorian part-Aborigines

live in the most "settled" part of what Professor Rowley has termed

"settled" Australia, and their living conditions here largely reflect

this residential distribution.
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1.4 Commentary

The available evidence of different conditions of life of Aboriginals
in different parts of the Commonwealth suggests that the chief obstacles
to their joining the mainstream of European development (if they so
'choose') lie, in a sense, outside the characteristics of the Aboriginal,
people themselves and outside their control. The grossly depressed level
of Aboriginal housing, health and educational standards in many areas of
the continent would seem largely to reflect their level of association
with, and access to, those conditions of life and facilities of the
European community which sets these standards, rather than an inability to
reach or a rejection of such standards on the part of Aborigines.

Further, demonstrable lack of high educational and occupational skills of
the majority of the Aboriginal population cannnot be shown to be the chief
barrier to their economic and r!ocial advancement nor can their reputed lack
of appropriate motivations. To the extent that Melbourne can be taken as
an index of employment conditions in Southern States, low skill under the
then present economic conditions (1966) was not found to be a significant
factor causing poverty (Henderson et al, 1777This Melbourne poverty
study found two thirds of Italian and Greek migrants to be unskilled, but
with little unemployment incidence, and hardly any families headed by a
male bread-winner in regular employment to be poor - the only exceptions
being some large families andwsome migrants affected by exorbitant
housing costs.

Attempts to upgrade the educational and occupational skills of Aboriginal
children and youth can only have an impact on the status of the future
Aboriginal population. !eanwhile, a great deal can and must be done to
improve the general status and living conditions of a present generation
of Aboriginal adults. For those who wish to move into urban complexes
(and, under Tiresent conditions in the rural sector of the economy, this
is likely to represent increasing numbers of rural dwellers both European
and Aboriginal) planned programs of adult education and welfare are likely
to be needed to relieve the 'transitional' stresses of 'in- migration.'
For those who wish to remain on settlements and reserves, imaginative and
extensive, well-financed community development programs will need to be
created if such communities are ever to achieve an independent,
economically viable existence in such areas. Without such an overall,
two- pronged attack on the problems of the Aboriginal adult population,
educational programs directed at their children are unlikely to effect
long-term gains and could create dislocations in the relationship between
the two generations.

At the same time, even such multi-faceted, carefully planned programs for
the population may well fail to effect their goals unless attention and
effort are directed to the serious problem that resides in the European
population. Rowley ( 1970 ) sees the prejudice expressed in the
myth of white Australia as the basic problem: "Color prejudice has so
overwhelmingly dominated the value system as to restrict the opportunities
of dark-skinned persons, irrespective of ability, while opening the wady
more easily for those of fair coloration." Probably because of the lack
of saliency of the Aboriginal population in this State, we, in Victoria
seriously underestimate the existence of such prejudices and of the
operation of devaluing stereotypes of the Aboriginal people - while they
certainly occur here, they are likely to be given more blatant and
frequent expression in "colonial" as against "settles" Australia.
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Till recently it has been only the Aboriginal population which has
attempted any solution to this problem. This they have done by deferring

such prejudices and, for some, such deference has meant engaging in
._,,fined endeavours to be as much like Europeans as possible in order to

reduce its expression. While it can be shown that color prejudice creates
manifold problems for the Aborigines themselves even to the extent of
distorting 'objective' investigations into such areas as their health,
housing and education.- it is only the European matrix society itself which
is in a position to tackle the problem of its own prejudices. This it must
undertake through its own institutions - through the legal system, the
education system and so on and through the channels of sass media
communication. It is not possible to turn back the clock of white
settlement in Australia. However the current °zeitgeist° of environmental
concern would seem to offer a more favorable climate of opinion for
modifying the position If cultural arrogance assumed by successive
generations of white settlers towards the indigenous nomadic culture of
the Aborigines, which settlement so effectively destroyed.

Only when their own origins are accorded their rightfUl value can Aboriginal
or part-Aboriginal people take their place in a, hopefully, multiracial
society. Unless changes in the ehite matrix society can be wrought so that
this becomes a possibility, early education programs and improved
educational opportunities could further increase tensions and frustrations

'"within the Aboriginal population rather than lead to their reduction.

liglaw Both Professor Rowley's book and the recently published study of
'Aboriginal school' (N.S.W. Teachers' Federation, 1970), reviewing the
current underachievement and drop-out phenomenon exhibited by Aboriginal
youth, underline 'color prejudice' and discrimination as a basic cause.

The 3.S.W. Teachers' Federation report stresses that despite the value of
the various educational measures they recommend, such steps °could do
nothing to overcome the lack of employment, housing, poor health and the
various forms of discrimination which are the basic cause for the failure
of Aboriginal children to achieve their full potential.° Rowley (1970)
also claims that an important determinant of school drop-out is the
realization by the Aboriginal adolescent that °for the person who cannot
'pass' there is nothing in Australian society but unskilled work and
membership of a socially depressed caste." Similar observations have
been made regarding Negro and Indian adolescents in the United States.
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Chapter 2 L'iMaiiiaNROAC IN FWD-SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Whatever the relationohip between education And the progress of Aborigines

as a socially respected and economlcally viabie cultural group, research
interests and Government policies increasingly focus on pre-school
education as an avenue of constructive effort. This trend is world -wide.

The theoretical recognition previously given to pre-school experience as a
significant factor in physical and mental health is now extended to

education. Adequate preeschool education now tends to be viewed as a

solution to many .,f the learning problems experienced by school children
from minority groups in socially disadvantaged circumstances.

The preventive flavour of such a position has a strongly appealing note,
and the growing interest is welcomed by a professionally isolated and
economically struggling field of work; but many questions remain about the
nature of the contribution which can be expected from pre - school education,
relative to education at older age levels arl to environmental variables
beiond those within the control of planned education programs.

Since learning is cumulative in natze, however, and since there is some
evidence that early environments can seriously affect intellectual progress,
educational experience in preese,00l years remains a significant area for

studrand for practical effort:

R.1 Ar0121103,

haloes pre- school progrems involving Aboriginal children are being
funded in Australia at present. Mach has supporters and critics. The
range reflects overseas trends and current controversies in the literature.

Financial wipport from the Commonwealth Office of Aboriginal Affairs
(Dexter, 1971), free State Ministries and from Education Departments in
some places, extends to a number of experimental approaches. 1 brief
descriptive review of some of the basic features of each provides basis

for discussing the position taken in this project. (Specific issues
illustrated by these programs are dealt with fully in the following

chapters.)

Aboriginal familv,Sdustivl Centre'

An approach initially developed in New Zealand play centres and Maori
Fwaily Pre-schools now forms the basis of an action research project in

S.M. This was initiated in 1969 under a grant from the Bernard van Leer
Foundation (Grey 1972, Lester, 1972). A similar approach to work with
Aboriginal families is taken in another von Leer project in South Australia,
where experimental programs are being developed at Mimeo and Ernabella
(Teesdale, 1972).

Some basic features s

1) centres are developed and operat d by Aborigines in communities where
Aboriginal families themselves decide to establish these; they are

primarily for Aboriginal families.

2) project staff confine thair role to one of advising on request.
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3) tne pre-school program (for children up to 6 years) takes the form of a
family group, with parents, grandparents and young children attending
to,zetner.

4) Jevelopment of positive self-concepts as Aborigines is a primary
educational objective, for both adults and children.

5) self-initiated informal play is characteristic of children's activities.
(There are variations in the South Australian project where Sesame
Street programs and a thematic approach to curriculum planning ire
included in an effort to stimulate cognitive and linguistic .levelopment.)

Aboriginal adults act as teachers.

7) parents observe and discuss children's activities, and their own role
in helping children learn, with the help of prepared booklets and tapes.

current reactions :

1) the involvement of parents in developing their own centres, and the
freedom and encouragement these give to Aborigines to develop a
distinctive way of life, are widely accepted as positive features.

2) questions have been raised about the extent to which the overall
proram meets the educational needs of children as well as the
cultural needs of adults, and whether the purpose of increased
autonomy and self-respect as Aborigines is best served by a program
which restricts interaction with the general community.

C:mbensatory structured language program

Experimental work (Moffitt et al, 1971) at Bourke, N.S.W., stems from an
interest in replicating in Australia the action research program developed
in ";.S.A. by Ilereiter and Engelmann (1966). The results of using their
lane :ape teaching techniques with part-Aboriginal children are compared
itn those from a proerram described as closely resembling that of
estab:isned suburban pre-schools. Three and four-year-old children are
tne subjects of the experiment.

S: me bafc features :

1) the ,..Teneral approach to learning problems is one of educational
in

2) t?ach'n efforts are concentrated on specific areas of language
"deficit" for which some minimal goals are defined.

5) :he project is cased on an experimental research design, with pre- and
post-testing of groups receiving contrasting educational "treatment."

G) standardized psychological tests are used as measures of educational
;r:y..7ress.

5) there is an effort to document elements of the alternative learning
,nvironments created within the program.

Some current reactic:.: :

1) recognition of the additional evidence that structured language
programs can decrease certain differences in the language development
of children from socially "privileged" and "deprived" cultural
backgrounds.

2) questions about the theoretical approach to language development
adopted; about the educ4tional relevance of the measures of progress
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used; and about the adequacy of an "educational intervention"
framework for pre-school education.

Regular pre - school centres

Pre-school programs in Government-subsidized pre-school centres supervised
by established organizations have been assumed to have sufficiently common
features to represent a third approach, described in the literature as

"traditional." With increasing efforts to contact Aboriginal families, the
number of Aboriginal children attending such centres is gradually increasing.
Centres of this type (with some program modifications) have been, in fact,
engaged in work with Aboriginal children in the Northern Territory prior to
recently increased concern with education for Aborigines in all States

(Swift, 19u8).

The main basis for the common label "traditional" would seem exclusion from
the categories just described, rather than similarity in the actual programs

of a relatively large group of kindergartens. In contrast to other
approaches, however, some similar emphases exist, at least in principle.

Some basic features : (see Chapter 6 for further discussion)

1) programs are more heavily influenced by teachers' observations of
individual children's general progress, and their current interests,
than by some common, sequenced curriculum for all children.

2) there is concern with all main areas of development, rather than
concentration on a narrower range of skills more directly related to

academic progress. A high value is placed on activities which allow
for creative effort and for the sharing of ideas.

3) self-initiated play is considered an important source of learning.

4) qualified teachers are employed.

5) parents are in active communication with teachers, but not usually
responsible for taking a teaching role in the program.

Some current reactions :

1) programs im regular pre-school centres lack the ingredients needed to
compensate for underprivileged environments, particularly those
affecting language and cognitive development.

2) standards set for staffing, buildings and equipment are not valid or
necessary for the education of Aborigines.

3) the individual orientation of program planning is closer to equality
of opportunity in education than programs based on blanket
assumptions about disadvantaged groups.

New variations in the approach of established pre-school organizations to
planning programs with Aborigines are evident. It is too early yet to

describe the outcome.

Notes : other work with Aboriginal children

Save the Children Fund Centres have also developed contacts with Aboriginal
families with young children. Their contribution is one which, at a
general level, offers help in bridging the social distance between

Aboriginal and white communities. Although some centres now employ
qualified teachers, S.C.F. Centres as a group do not represent a
distinctive educational approach which adds to those already listed.
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Two of the four Australian programs of work with Aborigines, funded by the
van Leer Foundation, have already been noted (N.S.W. and S.A.). A third is
the subject of this rt.rort (Vic.). The fourth program is a language
development program in Queensland. This is concerned with designing
compensatory language rrograms for use with children aged from 5-7 years
(Alford, 1972, and Department of Education, Qld., 1971). Work with pre-
school children in this project has been geared mainly to de-iptive
analyses of most commonly used language forms on which to buil:, teaching
materials. It does not represent another basic approach to teaching
Aboriginal children under school age.

2.2 Purpose of brief review

This brief statement of some recognized features of alternative approaches
to early education does not do justice to any one. It merely serves to
direct attention to the problem faced at the outset of this project, and
facing teachers and Governments as the field of pre-school education meets
new responsibilities. On what grounds does one select from these
alternatives? Obviously, all have positive features. Should we proceed
to experiment with differing programs in Australia and, if so, on what
bases might they be evaluated? To what extent are there basic conflicts
between approaches? Is there little involved educationally or culturally,
in the choice, so that personal preferences are acceptable or diversity
per se of value?

2.3 Initial conception of Monash University pre-school project

In exploratory discussion with Aboriginal families and the van Leer
Foundation work in this project was conceived, initially, as developing
along the lines of the New Zealand pattern of Family Education Centres.
This approach expressed the basic respect for Aboriginal cultures which was
or concern to all involved; it was also known to be acceptable to those
Aborigines with whom the idea had been discussed.

Staff eventually appointed to develop field work, however, considered that
many other issues needed to be made much more explicit before it was
decided to support the establishment of one particular form of organized
activity. In the absence of information about the preference of
particular part-Aboriginal parents for involvement in group activities
predominantly Aboriginal, or about the progress of their children with
different aspects of learning, it was important not to pre-determine even
the general organization of a pre-school program. In addition, the
relationship between cultural and educational values and their behavioural
counterparts appeared to need examination.

2.4 Re-formulating the framework for decisions on field work

A forced choice between particular types of programs, which overlapped in
some respects, seemed to us unnecessary. This "packaged deal" approach
to decision-making in education is somewhat artificial since many important
ingredients of each approach (both positive and negative in respect to
certain issues) are not even listed on the labels. The emphasis on
differences, on "new" solutions, appears to be a product of the world-wide
need to appeal to sources of funding, or the need to appeal to the
consumer.

Progress, obviously, will be affected by both available finance and what is



wanted by a particular population. But if financial and social problems
determine the content and methods of pre-school programs, then the outcome
of these procrams may not be of educational value at all.

In order to sort out and avoid multiplying the many confusions in current
discussions of the relative value of different types of programs, it is
necessary to stop comparing them in activity-oriented terms. The cultural
and educational issues buried in differing approaches need to be identified
and examined. Abstracting these allows comparisons to be made on the same
issues across differen+ programs : taking educational objectives, for
example, at present what children are being helped to learn is specified
carefully in one approach and hardly at all in others. This means that
arguments about their relative effectiveness are quite pointless, since
their purposes may differ in the first place. As long as these purposes
remain unidentified, relative progress cannot be assessed and arguments for
that program are dependent on its social or political appeal, or purely on
matters of expediency.

Further, it is widely accepted in principle that the direct transfer to
new situations of activities successful for particular individuals in one
country, one locality, or one pre-school centre, is inappropriate. It

ignores differences in attitudes, interests and abilities (learned or
otherwise) as well as local needs and practical problems. This is no more
helpful to progress than valuing diversity for its own sake. Using a
medical parallel, one would be arguing that people should be treated with a
particular drug because we are now aware of new diseases to which they
could have been exposed; we have neither diagnosed their presence nor
studied the incidence of infection where conditions might lead one to
suspect an outbreak. Or, those for diversity per se would be taking a
position equivalent to "all drugs are useful," regardless of some
definition of health!

Interestingly, progress with educational problemc seems to be a matter of
whether we usc, and value the use of, certain products of education itself.
We can either maintain a trial and error approach in which we organize the
concrete world in different ways and observe the outcome of varying
activities (attending a regular pre-school centre, a aeadstart prog;:am, a
structured language program, a Family Education Centre, or watching Sesame
Street); or we can explore relationships at an abstract level - formulate
questions clearly; classify perceptions of people and events according to
criteria relevant to learning; think out relationships between purposes
and methods on reasonably logical grounds, holding multiple dimensions of a
problem in mind; apply stored information about causal relationships while
retaining the utmost flexibility to create new ways of doing this in
different sets of circumstances; keep the resulting activities open to
evaluation and revision in the light of new knowledge and experience; and
take responsibility for validating our statements, when it comes to
professional communication. (It is not suggested that we do not discuss
education at a conceptual level, but rather that we may have a
proliferation of non-functional concepts and theories which serve purposes
of general description and comparison rather than of decision-making.)
If a trial and error approach does have value (and can be justified on
ethical grounds), it is still dependent on defining the purpose of the
experiment. What is the hoped-for outcome, in both cultural and
educational terms?

Apparently, the educational "problem" has not yet been formulated at the
pre-school level either.



2.5 Monash University Van Leer Pre-school Project: summary of approach
in relation to other Australian programs

This project does not add another visibly different "type" of pre-school
program to thc)se already described, and set out to study or demonstrate
its value. Instead, it holds that the form and organisation of activities
is imlortant only as these represent decisions concerning the psychological
and occio-cultural dimensions known to be important in all education
procrams.

In order to examine these, it is necessary to move from discussing
activities to a conceptual framework in which some basic teaching
responsibilities can be identified.

The meaning of this general approach will, it is hoped, be illustrated in
the rest of this report. The next sections set out the issues for thought
and report the point reached in thinking as we began field work. The
description of field work following then indicates how decisions on these
issues were translated into action in two different situations; how the
activities by which this was done were influenced by each setting; and at
what points such differences were immaterial or represented significant
problems to be solved.

4
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Swan Hill program
Courtesy: Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs
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SECTION II: BASES FOR ACTION

Issues in the education of Aboriginal (and other)
children and initial position taken

Introduction

Urgent pressures for action, originating in both human and political
concerns, conflict strongly in projects such as this with the need to
clarify the issues involved. But there are no short-cuts through the
conceptual confusion resulting from rather hurried responding to such
pressures. Some compromise is obviously needed. Accordingly, it
was decided that:

1) before proceeding with field work in this project, sufficient thought
must be given to a set of basic issues to establish some guidelines
for action based on available information. These would provide a
consistent frame of reference for decision-making on practical

matters. The initial position taken should be open to question

as work progressed.

2) field work should retain sufficient flexibility to allow major
practical revisions as work proceeded.

3) in reporting field work, responsibility must at least be taken for
defining the operational meaning of concepts such as pre-school
education within the context of this project, and for identifying
the major points at which action of necessity precedes knowledge
and preparation of the necessary tcols for evaluation.

4) work being undertaken under another grant, towards developing a
conceptual framework for describing pre-school programs and
establishing criteria for their evaluation, would be used,
tentatively, to help with this project.

This section of the project report sets out the major issues on which it
was necessary to formulate an initial position, and to relate it to that

taken by others.
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Chapter 5 THE PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENTAL PRE-SCHOOL PROJECTS:

TEACHING, RESEARCH, OR BOTH?

Immediately discussion of action begins, there are hidden assumptions of
purpose. The ambiguous findings from action research illustrate the need
to establish some consistent frame of reference for decision-making, in
advance of any field work. In this project, too, early planning
discussions made it evident that those involved perceived project

responsibilities in varying ways which would lead to quite opposite
action at points. It was necessary to arrive at some common point of
departure.

The basic conflict of purpose was between teaching and research. Could
these proceed concurrently? To what extent did they overlap? Most
importantly, who was to benefit from the project?

It was easy to reach agreement about primary purposes. The major benefit
of the project was intended to be for Aboriginal families, in the form of
educational support - first to those participating in this project and
later, hopefully, to others in new areas, as experimental work offered
guidelines and experience for developing pre-school education services.
This, in fact, was the purpose for which funds were granted.

It was much less easy to accept the implications of this decision for the
University, and the practical repercussions. Usually, it is assumed that
the involvement of a University in field work operations carries a research
responsibility. Particularly in the pre-school field, where Australian
Universities are not involved directly in practical administration or
teacher training, this appeared a reasonable position for the University
to take, in accepting funds. Further thought, however, led one to
qualify this expectation to a considerable degree, depending of course on
some definition of research. Apparently, to date, the political "cut"
to Universities from involvement in action research projects in pre-school
education (in terms of the public image Universities present, the funds
they draw,and their involvement in current research trends) has clouded
awareness of a conflict of professional interests, sufficiently serious
to cast doubt on the value of some current activities. The major
conflict does not arise when research is geared to descriptive questions.
Even here, however, there are difficult choices.

3.1 Teaching and descriptive research

In this project, for instance, research interests suggested some value in
trying to document levels of learning in part-Aboriginal children and a
picture of adult-child interaction across a group, before any introduced
education program influenced these.

Any chance to help with the education of children was, however, completely
dependent on establishing a situation of trust, and positive communication
with parents. First impressions could make a difference to whether the
chance to develop such communication even existed, in a group which has
learned over time to mistrust the motives of the white population; a
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group, too, tired of being the object of observation, question and

discussion, which serves the immediate purposes of others and offers, as
far as Aborigines can see, little help with their own problems. In such

a situation, each non-Aboriginal adult must establish personal credentials,

and no compromises are possible. Either one's immediate behaviour clearly

expresses respect for and concern with Aborigines, in ways they understand

and find acceptable, or one's motives are suspect and contact is avoided.

The introduction of observers with notebooks, engaged in activity which
could not be openly explained if Parent-child interactions were to remain

spontaneous, was not only unlikely to create feelings of trust, but a

practical impossibility. (There was no existing group in which such

observations could be made in the areas selected for work; being invited

into homes was a privilege not extended to unknown non-Aborigines and any
suspicion of being under observation at home was known to create high

anxiety and hostility. Early contacts with children indicated that
communication and control could not be established sufficiently in a test

situation to obtain valid data; trying to force this would be a very poor

start for teaching purposes and, by artificially depressing initial test

scores, would inflate any "cognitive" changes measured from this baseline.)

In this case, the decision in favour of a first step towards educational
goals of benefit to those families immediately involved was almost a

forced choice. We decided to content ourselves with informal observation
and delayed initial psychological tests, in order to create an educational

opportunity.

Had such a position not been so necessary, however, careful documentation

of child-rearing behaviours, under conditions allowing reliability checks

and information gained from using standardized tests, would have been as

valid (and possibly even more meaningful) for teaching as for research.

For education, such information provides Measures of what has already been

learned, and information on how factors thought to influence learning, are

operating in particular families. For research, it might allow
comparative and correlational studies which give rise to hypotheses, highly

relevant to educational pursuits, which might be subjected to experimental

test.

The first of these is one aspect of evaluating work with any particular

group. It raises no conflicts since the purpose is to help with future

planning of immediate objectives for that same group. Responsibility for

such measurement of progress is accepted without question for this project,

with the proviso discussed later in the report in relation to evaluation.

3.2 Teaching and experimental research

Evaluation such as this, however, needs to be differentiated from activity

leading to the second purpose, which generates information relevant to new

situations, so meeting one criterion for research. If it is intended to

advocate the general value of a certain approach to teaching, then meeting

the scientific safeguards which allow such interpretations creates

conflicts with some basic features of adequate teaching behaviour -

particularly that based in research findings on individual differences.

Thq summary following shows the points at which conflicts tend to arise.



STUDYING QUESTIONS OF CAUSE AND
EFFECT IS CONSIDERED TO REQUIRE:

EFFECTIVE TEACHING IS CONSIDERED
TO REQUIRE (amongst other things):

For decisions

1) Decisions prior to sampling

on what should be taught

Decisions following contact with
the particular children to be
taught

2) Relevance of objectives to:
hypotheses derived from theory and
available knowledge from their
empirical testing. (i.e., what
can be done)

the researcher's professional
background and interests

what researchers have previously
learned

current research by others

Relevance to:
what is considered of educational
value (i.e., what should be done)

the cultural background and
experience of those learning

the cumulative outcome of what
each child has previously learned

what the environment elsewhere
(e.g. at home) provides for his
development

3) Concentration on a few variables
selected for study

Responsibility extending to concern
with all major aspects of develop-
ment, even though planned teaching
effort temporarily focuses on
certain priorities. (It may not
do so in ways which have adverse
effects on other aspects of
learning - also known to be
important)

4) Maintenance of initial objectives
throughout project

Adjustment of emphasis in teaching
objectives according to individual
progress across interacting areas of
learning

Responsiveness to parental concerns
and immediate problems with
children in deciding teaching
priorities

5)

For decisions on method

Decision in advance on what aspects
of environment will be manipulated
(for observation of effects)

Decision on aspects of environment
to be modified after comparing
theoretical relationships, relevant
to goals, with parallel factors in
a particular child's environment

6) Standardized methods of
introducing modifications to
environment across all cases
(in terms of both form and amount)

Flexible treatment across
individuals in relation to varying
objectives, anticipated individual
perceptions of guidance, interests,
physical and emotional states at
the time, progress in related
aspects of development, factors
operating outside the program
(e.g. at home)

(cont.)



7) Detailed concentration on a few
specific elements of environment

General awareness of a wide range
of conditions affecting immediate
experience

..........

8) Limiting of child-initiated
learning activity in order to
control variables which may
confound results

Support for a significant degree
of child-initiated learning
efforts _within a prepared setting

rm.& 11114

9) Preiom from commitment to
specific outcomes (affecting
objectivity)

Responsibility for facilitating
specified outcomes

NOTE: There is no basic conflict between the two frames of reference in
whether teacher-input or materials used can have some sequential structure.

It is recognized that a number of these points need to be amplified, since
they represent major questions in research and teaching fields on which
there may not be general agreement. The summary presented may suffice,
however, to communicate the general problem.

3.3 Hidden conflicts in action research

Concern with these hidden (and at points inevitable) confli is in action
research stems from awareness that activities given this label, and
usually expensive in time, effort and finance, have not in the past served
their intended purpose for pre-school education. This appears to be true
whether one asks if action research has yielded reasonably unambiguous
research findings or has resulted in lasting educational gains in the
children participating.

Some investigators have heeded warnings (Swift, 1964) about the need to
specify (if not document) particular elements of learning environments in
psychologically relevant terms, and to measure particular effects on
children thought to be related. This removed the earlier problem of
trying to assess some overall effect of attending a pre-school centre.
But these attempts to strengthen the research components of action
research have had some adverse effects on teaching. Leaving aside
problems surrounding selection of teaching objectives, action research
with children from cultural minorities has drawn attention to those
conditions for learning imposed by the nature of what is to be taught,
at the expense of recognizing those imposed by the nature of those
learning and by individual differences. In teaching there is a need
to retain concern with both these sets of research findings. In
experimental research, it may be necessary and legitimate for limited
periods to ignore the second sett except for controlling a few general
variables. It is not considered legitimate, however, to equate this
activity with an adequate pre-school program, particularly when, for this
purpose, the selection of objectives may itself be open to serious question.

Examining a report on their program by Bereiter and Engelmann(1968), helps
to identify sources of confusion arising from recent action research with
pre-school children.
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1) The purpose of work is stated clearly: " to see how much the

children could learn in the areas of language, arithmetic, and reading
through straightforward teaching of carefully presented content."
(Bereiter & Engelmann0968, p.17). This is a research question. It asks,

"What can be done, under certain conditions?" The teaching question,

"What should be done and what conditions are needed for that?" is not the
focus of study. Findings from this experimental work can, therefore, help
with decisions on teaching objectives in 6ther programs, in the sense of
awareness of possibilities. They do not in themselves, however, answer
problems of selection between various possibilities.

In terms of the purpose of teaching, then, decisions in Bereiter's
experimental pro'ect are being made in a research-oriented framework. The

object is to acquire some information relevant to the field of education.

2) Given this orientation, what questions about methods of teaching will

the project also answer? As a research design, there is no plan for

studying alternative approaches. The information resulting from work

again will show how a certain combination of teaching techniques can
infl4ence some aspects of learning, the selection of both being justified
from a research viewpoint. (This is not to say that such aspects of
learning or teaching met''ods are not of educational value, but merely that

Bereiter and Engelmanado not deal with the teaching issues at stake).

Interpretations which assume that the teaching methods employed in this
program are necessary or optimal for children lacking in early progress
ignore the fact that both goals and methods differ in other programs with
which comparisons are made. The same amount of concentrated effort on
identical goals, using different teaching practices would need to be made,
and side effects also considered, before any advantages could be claimed
for an instructional, drill-based approach to teaching. Further, the

effects of this manner of interacting with children in a teaching setting
are not separated in the Bereiter and Engelmann study from the effects of

careful definition of the content of what is to In learned, and from the
effects of the sequential structuring of the cognitive tasks and

information presented. These elements are not necessarily interdependent.
The established pre-school field may overlook the important emphasis on
defining what is to be learned and presenting information in some logical
sequence because these are associated with other teaching techniques for

which no convincing argument has been advanced.

This situation illustrates the dangers of hidden frames of reference for
decision-making on action. The investigators have taken the

responsibility of stating their research purposes and reporting accurately
on their results. But the program is labelled a program of pre - school

education and seen as an alternative to other 'types' of programs, as
though it were designed with careful attention to educational issues.

This is not the case. For example, it was assumed that the learning
difficulties of the "disadvantaged" children to be enrolled would stem from
a less advanced level of knowledge, but there is no information to this

e:fect on the children actually enrolled. (See point 1 of summary of

conflicts.) In fact, even within the area of intellectual development,
findings on these childrt., indicate a basic lack in other aspects of
intellectual functioning which limit the usefulness of the knowledge

acquired as a result of special training (Bereiter &Ehgelmans.p.34).

The pre-school program for Aboriginal children at Bourke,N.S.W. (Moffitt,

Nurcombe et al, 1971) has a research interest in replicating the Bereiter &

Engelmann study. In this case, however, the design included a control group,
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with the purpose of comparing the relative effectiveness of "structured"
and "traditional" teaching methods. But again, it is necessary to sort
out the responsibilities which the design of the study indicates have
been undertaken. A research-oriented program designed to answer a very
specific question (how much certain teaching techniques can accelerate
very slow progress with some arbitrarily-selected goals) is now compared
with a program of activities for which the educational goals and teaching
techniques remain unidentified. For example, in the "structured" program
designed for the experimental group, some minimal goals in very specific
aspects of learning, and some logically related teaching procedures are
described. The "traditional" program for the control group, however, is
described as a sequence of activities, not necessarily representative of
regular pre-school centres, but more critically, not descriptive of any
educational objectives or teaching practices.

Further, the main difference between the "traditional" and "structured"
programs is reported as that of the teacher-child ratio, in favour of the
structured program. It is assumed, however, that the superior
performance of the experimental group is due to the "task - oriented"
approach taken. To quote: "The immediate gains yielded by the programme
suggest that a task-oriented approach is likely to be the method of choice
in pre-school education of culturally deprived children." (p.59). Whether
or not the documentation of "structured" and "traditional" learning
environments had been more equivalent, information from a study asking a
limited set of research questions needs to be used in relation to many
other existing research findings, and consideration of many other aspects
of learning, before such an educational recommendation should be made.
(Isiues related to selection of goals are not relevant to the argument here
and will be dealt with later in the report.)

These examples are included as an illustration of the inconsistent frame
of reference underlying action research, and the importance of some
evaluation of its contributions to both research and teaching activities.
The general label of "pre-school program" attached to action research with
;:Aildren leaves its purposes, and therefore its contributions, far from
explicit. It tends to escape evaluation on either research or teaching
grounds. Recognition that both these professional activities carry their
own responsibilities and standards might allow the problem of conflicting
frames of reference to be solved by encouraging better communication
between the fields of psychology and education. At present, resources
are used to fund action research projects by educators which are naive in
terms of the research criteria necessary for obtaining facts; and to fund
action research projects designed by psychologists which bring
methodological sophistication to bear on questions which may not be basic
to educational concerns. Perhaps it is time to differentiate various
types of field work. This would avoid the tendency for some contributions
from experimental programs to be rejected because other aspects of these
programs are so unacceptable.

3.4 Reporting activities and results

Depending on the acceptance of research or teaching responsibilities, there
are conflicting expectations for reporting the results of a study. In the
field of research, one is expected to justify expenditure of funds by
making results generally availaLle. If, however, one accepts educational
responsibilities, it is necessary to ask how this affects the work to be
done.
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An example of the unspoken frame of reference which operates here occurred
recently. The results of a study of the school achievement of Aboriginal
children, in comparison to that of others, showed significantly lower
levels of progress for the Aboriginal group. Since a research
organization is expected to communicate the results of its activities, a

report to the public seems appropriate. If, however, orl is taking
responsibility for trying to reduce the educational problem, the inclusion
in a television broadcast of findings which added very strongly to the
existing negative stereotype which the community holds for Aborigines is a

source of frustration and concern.

Publicity, then, for a research institution or for those responsible for a

project may be helpful in obtaining recognition and further funds. It

may, however, have exceedingly negative outcomes for those for whose

benefit such funds are solicited. This situation requires a choice of
priorities, and co-operation between those with an overall common goal.

JAL Position laisr a la t is pro .1ect

With awareness of the limitations of attempting research and teaching
concurrently, a consistent frame of reference was sought for this propct.
Priority was given to teaching purposes, and evaluation undertaken in

educational terms.

Some contributions to research could still be made, but these would

depend on what data could be obtained without jeopardising teaching

requirements. An experimental design was precluded by the frame of

reference chosen.

The privacy of families participating in the program would be respected,

as in any pre-school centre, and any information acquired in the project

should be used in ways which had positive results for Aborigines them-
selves. Rather than adding to research findings, the main purpose of
the project would be to use what was already known to help with teaching

tasks, and to use information and experience from the project to clarify'

educational issues.
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Chapter 4 CUITURAL IsquEs IN EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS

Given an orientation to educational purposes, in what cultural perspec-
tive might a project such as this have some contribution? There are
cultural questions to be considered both in ways of working with
families and in the content of what is taught to children and methoiA
of teaching used. The more basic question, however, is whether non-
Morigines have any legitimate role to play in the education of
Aboriginal children?

4.1 Communication problema

Efforts to deal thoughtfully with cultural questions in education
Precipitate strong feelings of frustration and concern a7aout existing
communication problems. Obviously, the question of who should be
teaching Aboriginal children is largely dependent on what is to be
learned. When the meaning of 'education' varies widely within cur own
community, and the lines between the concepts of "education" and "social-
isation" are blurred, carrying the questions into a cross- cultural
dimension compounds the thinking problem and multiplies, alarmingly, the
chances of misunderstanding between people.

The iipact of this situation was experienced in several conferences
attended in the early stages of thi. project. Aboriginal delegates,
University students, representativ.r from the general field of education,
from pre-school education, from ps) lology, lacked any common inter-
pretation of the word 'education." This problem remained unidentified;
consequently, discussion of action without group agreement on what such
action was intended to achieve created an artificial sense of friction;
and, in order to be accepted, recommendations had to be so general that
there was freedom in their ambiguity for quite different interpretations,
and they seemed to offer little concrete help. Some effort to deal
with these communication problems appears to be urgent if one cares
about the social outcome, immediate or long range. Recommendations for
action in education should, it seems, be stated in the context of :
1) the hoped-for outcomes for those learning; 2) the professional and
practical reasons why action recommended is seen to facilitate these
goals; and 3) the bases on which such goals are thought to be justif-
ied.

Many opportunities for verbal communication occur under such pressure
of time that there is little chance of sorting out apparent confusions.
A written report creates an opportunity to try to unravel some of the
arguments on cross-cultural issues in the education of Aborigines.
It is likely, however, that the current situation, rather than reflect-
ing communication problems alone, results from the absence of some
mutually acceptable sense of direction in Aboriginal /white relationships,
and some undone work in defining the nature of education. It is these

which warrant primary concern.

Areas for thought

Some of the major coltroversies about cultural concerns in the early
education of Aboriginal children might be grouped as follows:

1) conflicting interpretations of observed differences between
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Ab:mi.-inal and other Australian children on standardized tests of
ntliit3ence

ne questi:n of whether Aboriginal children should be taught
7rLmarily by Ab:r1.:._n:17.

3) issues Taront involve7:ent in education

.) :he im;Ilications of sTecial pr.vision for the education of
Atorii7ines and the matter of "equal rights"

1-he most 1_7Tort:ant of these questions is, of course, whether or not there
is any legitimate role for non-Aborigines in the education of Aboriginal
children. :n order to deal with the real issues here, it '.4.s helpful

first to establish a position on the general importance or cultural
relativity of some of the differences in learning between Aboriginal

ard otner Australian children which have been documented in research
reports (1--ruce et al, 1971, de Lacey, 1970). Such differences have
been tne origin of major compensatory education programs elsewhere;
now the influence of these programs is being felt in Australia. What
is to cultural siznificance of such differences for educational planning?

4.2 Cultural difference or deficit?

If the present discrepancies between Aboriginal and other children on
intelligence test performance and in school achievement were to be reduced
siznificantly, would this represent some significant change which had
poiItive re.rercussions for Aborigines, beyond the school setting?

An automatic "Yes" in response to this question has not been acceptable
in this troect. For one thing, relationships between the concepts
involves - intelligence, education, and the socialization process of
any one cult..-re are quite unclear at any operational level. For another,
the validity of existing standardized tests as measures of "intelligence",
either across cultures or within one, is open to serious question.

Alth:ugh this project is directly concerned with the educational situation
of p art - Aborigines, the contrasts which emerge from more extreme cross-
c;,Itura- studies provide a way of -wining perspective on our own intell-
eot.;.al biases, and therefore on the meaning of these for either tradit-
ional Aboriginal or part-Aboriginal populations.

The cultural debendency of intelligence tests

Recent re-structuring of the concepts of intelligence underlying
psychological tests constitutes one of the most significant contributions
to tackling questions raised by observed differences in ethnic and sub-
cultuxal cognitive development. Ferguson, in a seminal paper in the
early 1950's, presented a hypothetical construct of abilities as "over-
learned acquisitions" with the limits to such learning being set both
by biological tendencies and by cultural factors which proscribe what
should be learned, and at what age. This provided a theoretical frame-
work, at least, for scientific study of differences, demanding that they
be detailed in objective terms rather than left as global, ethnocentric
judgments of deviation in a negative direction from the norms of western
technological societies. Vernon more recently (1965) has characterized
the concept of intelligence itself as "culturally parochial" : "the
group of skills which we refer to as intelligence is a European and
American middle-class invention."
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Others have entertained the possibility that different cultures might
well focus, to their advantage, on different skills such as those that
go to make up "creativity." The basic contradiction implicit in the
notion of "culture fair or free" tests is given explicit recognition
in the recently published Handbook No. 10 of the International Biological

Programme (Biesheuvel, 1969). "In the measurement of higher mental
processes it is more than ever essential to recognize that there are no
tests which measure basic intellectual functions independently of the
cultural context within which these functions develop." Such strictures
also apply to sub-cultural groups studied. This is emphasized by
Baratz (1970) in an article discussing the implications of a recent
evaluation of Head Start programs : the initial test scores of young
Negro children provide evidence "not of educability, but of the degree
to which the child is familiar with the (cultural) mainstream upon which
the tests are based both in content and presentation".

This contemporary recognition of the cultural dependency of psychometric
models of intelligence has found echoes in exponents of an ontogenetic
development model such as Piaget's. Thus recent Piagetian research has
evidenced a growing interest and concern with the differential impacts of
cultural "milieu" on the earliest stages of development. This contrasts
with an earlier "Piagetian" position which seemed to regard children
under wide ranges of cultural and socio-economic conditions as attaining
concrete operations at 6 - 7 years - only the use of formal operations
in adolescence appearing much subject to socio-culturally determined

factors. J. Goodnow (1969) would seem to give expression to this chang-
ing orientation in Piagetian research when she outlines the new research
vistas which can open once it is possible to shift from a concept of
overall lags in development to a concept of differential vulnerability
among tasks (Piaget's Tasks at the level of concrete operations). As

she sees it, the least vulnerable of these are probably not the easiest,
but those where a wide range of milieus provide experiences with approp-
riate "action models" for the tasks. Recent preliminary research find-

ings (E.R.I.C. 1970) suggest that a more objective, detailed study of
an ostensibly "disadvantaging" milieu (that of unschooled, junk-boat
dwelling, Hong Kong children) may reveal some unexpected "accelerating"
effects on the acquisition of certain intellectual structures (concrete
operations in projective space (Piaget, 1953)), when these are invest-
igated by an appropriate translation of tasks. In this emerging climate

of reduced ethnocentrism it has become no longer tenable to conceptual-
ize cross-cultural, ethnic and sub-cultural differenceS in intelligence
in terms of inferior scores on unitary or multiple factors, or as
developmental lags in the emergence of intellectual structures. They

would seem to be more appropriately conceptualized as differences in
cognitive patterning and of cognitive style, of preferences in inform-
ation-processing and so on, that reflect, essentially, the demands of
different cultures - equally intelligent in terms of their own milieu
but with limitations, not unnaturally, in others.

Manias the sociologist Wright Mills phrased it, lives in a second-hand

world, in a reality that is a human, social construction, and one that

varies across societies. Naturalistic knowledge of the world is

developed by all members of the human species - it is a necessary bio-

olgical adaptation. Scientific knowledge has depended on the technol-
ogical developments of societies, and it has come to replace the super-

naturalistic knowledge of non-technological societies. While scientific

concepts are epistemologically more valid, supernaturalistic oneo are
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no less conceptual. Both are as valid in the societies in which they
develop and equally reflect the ideologies of those societies.

However, supernaturalistic concepts represented much the more common
knowleige shared by all members of primitive societies and were an
important cohesive force within the society. In our own society,
scientific concepts constitute a much more specialized body of knowledge
that is not accessible to all groups (Berger and Luckman, 1966).
On societal grounds, ours is the poorer in its lack of such a source
of cohesive strength.

At the same timo, primitive societies, certainly closer to what Bowlby
(1969) terms our "environment of evolutionary acaptedness" may well
have provided a superior environment for the acquisition of naturalistic
knowledge - for the concrete operations of Piaget's theory of intell-
igence. Furth 01969) sees the highly industrialized and technological
world into which children are born today, as "far from an ideal envir-
onment for the growing intelligence". In primitive societies this
took place "largely by imitation and ordinarily in the context in which
knowledge is used"(Service, 1966, p.66). Consequently, as this author
points out, it was not necessary to give abstract expression to it.
This difference in the nature, rather than in the level, of abstraction
appears to be relevant to traditional Aboriginal cultures. Their
richness of abstract meanings refutes any idea that, in comparison
with nor. - Aborigines, there is a lack of conceptualization. It is
likely to be variations in values rather than in ability to abstract
which are reflected in the focus of concepts.

Differences between concrete and abstract levels of thinking have,
however, emerged consistently from studies which contrast cognitive
development in technological societies in which a market economy is
dominant ( Bruner, 1966 ) with those of subsistence cultures.
Differences of this nature appear more relevant to the existing
educational problems of Aborigines, many of whom have lacked full
participation in the envircnment responsible for stimulating conceptual
development in either Aboriginal or white Australian children. In
this case the crucial factors appear to be socio-economic and psycho-
logical; while occurring with greater frequency in certain cultures,
they are not unique to any one. Political situations may temporarily
highlight the fact that a majority of Aboriginal children function
in a more concrete, perceptual mode of thought than does the Australian
population in general. But given similar social and economic condit-
ions, non-Aboriginal children can also show similar cognitive charact-
eristics. Research has shown these to be associated with the absence
of certain environmental demands which may occur at a very general
level in. one culture, c: only in sub-cultural minority groups in another.

For example, Beaglehole (1957) in one of the few anthropological studies
of cognition, comments in reference to the test performance of the
Aituki children (on a typical "culture-free" battery of Kohs, Raven
Matrices and "Draw-a-Man.") that Aituki thinking functions chiefly at
a perceptual, rarely at an abstract level. A similar theme might be
said to permeatethe Studies in cognitive growth (Bruner et al, 1966),
where the authors contrast these modes of thinking in the urban school
child and the village "unschooled" on a range of tasks in several
different countries. The latter, while showing increased inform-
ational efficiency in their perceptual development, fail to develop
the abstractions - "the super ordinate and hierarchical structures"
from this perceptual data - that characterize the performance of the
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urban school child. Bruner (1966) hypothesizes that there may be a greater
push toward hierarchical connections in technical cultures than in those
less technical, and fewer compelling reasons in a less technical society for
connecting events to anything beyond their immediate contextual setting.

In this same text, Maccoby and Modiano (1966) comment that the modern indust-
rialized world demands abstractions by its very arrangements, its stimuli,
its contrasts, its laws of justice and exchange. What is demanded of the
peasant, on the other hand, is that he pays attention to his crops, the

weather and the particular people around him.

Perceptual v. conceptual thinking: difference or deficit?

This question holds a different meaning at the general level of comparison
between cultures than it does when applied to sub-cultural groups within
technological societies.

Looking first at the more general issue: what Bruner seems at pains to es-
tablish, in contrast to other theorists working within either a "process" or
a "psychometric" model of intelligence, is that this failure to develop

higher level conceptual structures is not indicative, necessarily, of any
lack of ability in members of a cultural group, but indicates a lack of ap-
propriate demands within the culture itself. He also notes that, even within
a culture such as our own, older children may retain a preference for the

perceptual mode - remain dominated by the vividness or saliency of percept-
ual experience which characterized earlier levels of cognitive development,
despite demands for more abstract thinking during formal schooling.

Also, as Bruner sees it, this failure to develop abstract, super ordinate
and hierarchical thought structures can co-exist with a well-developed lan-
guage system, despite the fact that the syntax of such languages pre-eminent-
ly exemplifies these structures. Thus, children in our own society, while
still dominated by perceptual thinking, will show a fluent grasp of syntacl
tical rules based on abstract structures; adults in less technological
societies may use a language as rich and complex in structure as our own,
but show failure to develop abstract concepts when presented with relevant
tasks. The research work of Christina Kuhlman with American middle-class
grade school children (which Bruner quotes to illustrate that his thesis has
significant parallels with that of Wallach and Kogan, 1965) was also carried
out in this social setting. Children who were characterized by Wallach and

Kogan as exclusive users of an "associative" mode of thinking were handi-
capped in their performance on certain psychometric measures and also in
school performance, in contrast to those who were exclusive users of a
"conceptual" mode or were able to utilize either one or the other, where

appropriate.

Perceptual v. conceptual thinking in ethnic and sub-cultural groups within
technological societies

Recent research findings where some variety of psychometric measures have
been employed suggest that the experiences of certain ethnic or sub-cultural
groups in our own society may operate to produce a preference for percept-
ual modes, or to limit access to a more conceptual and convergent thinking
mode. Such studies have been carried out both in U.S.A. and, more pertin-
ently, in Australia. Sitkei & Meyer's (1969) study, "Comparative structure
of intellect in middle - lower class four-year-olds of two ethnic groups"
found both Negro and lower class white children handicapped on tests of
" convergent semantic production" - more conceptual use of language - but not
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in "expressive language or in m3n'ory or figural activities." In these, the
Negro lower-class children were markedly handicapped. Bruce (1971), in a
survey of part-Aboriginal children attending elementary school in Victoria
(mean age 8 years approx.), obtained data on their performance on the ITPA
battery and on a selection of Piagetian tasks. The sample also included a
comparative group of European children attending the same or similar schools.
What characterized the group data for the Aboriginal children was their rel-
ative strength on the visual perceptual tests of the ITPA battery - on
"Visual Sequencing", "Visual Recognition" and "Visual Closure" - superior
to that of the European sample. (As might have been anticipated from the
evidence already available, their poorest performance on the ITPA was on the
tests of convergent language production - semantic and grammatical associa-
tions.) However, accompanying this more advanced perceptual mode of think-
ing was a much less adequate level in conceptual tasks - the typical so-
called "developmental lag" in the acquisition of conservation in the Piag-
etian tasks selected for the survey. This result is in line with Bruner's
hypothesis. Again, it seems likely that, for the group as a whole, a poorish
comprehension of Standard English accompanies and contaminates their concep-
tual failure, but may not determine it. Bi-culturalism as well as bilingual-
ism may describe at least some members of the Aboriginal sample.

In contrast, however, to the wealth of accumulated data on "culture and
personality", that on "culture and cognition" is limited indeed. Also, being
mostly of recent origins, it is often closely tied to the theoretical frame-
work of the individual investigator, and as yet inadequately assimilated
into the mainstream of psychological thought. A more basic problem, however,
arises from the nature of some tests in current use with young children,
from which statements about the cognitive development of various groups are
made. This matter is taken up in a later chapter in which tests are reviewed.

Summary of position on differences in cognitive characteristics evident
from performance on standardized "intelligence" tests

1) The dimensions of comparison reed to be specified: two types of cognit-
ive differences emerge from cross-cultural comparisons. One concerns the
nature of what is conceptualized (i.e. supernaturalistic or scientific
knowledge); the other, the level of abstraction reached in processing either.

2) Differences between cultures on both dimensions appear a matter of
emphasis, rather than a clear-cut disparity.

3) Differences in the nature of concepts acquired (for example, by tradit-
ional Aborigines and non-Aborigines) appear to reflect basic; emphases in
cultural beliefs, values, and patterns of social organization. Differences
in the level of conceptualization, however, appear to originate more in
socio-economic and psychological conditions which can be identified in a
variety of cultural settings, and in the social roles adopted by or allowed
individuals within any one culture. In either case, if change, is expected,
it is clear that it is not merely a matter of formal education.

4) The tendency to associate the absence of scientific concepts with a
concrete, perceptual level of operation is inappropriate to patterns of
thinking in traditional Aboriginal cultures. It may be equally inaccurate,
however, to associate concern with specific values with either the nature
of knowledge or level of conceptualization characteristic of particular
cultures.
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In the context of a psychometric approach "intelligence" is relative
in value:

5) Where contrasts in either content or level of cognitive activity are
apparent from performance on standardized I.Q. tests, cross-cultural
comparisons in an ethnocentric framework of "deficits" are not appropriate.
Since all measures of "intelligence" reflect learning mediated by a
specific cularal environment, there can be no "culture-fair" intell-
igence tests. Recognition of cultural differences in the content of
experience to be processed must be extended to differences in what type
of processing a specific culture demands.

6) At the level of comparison between cultures such as those of trad-
itional Aboriginal communities and of the majority of Australians, one
may not interpret differences in test performance as "deficits", since
this implies a value judgment in favour of one culture and absence of
recognition of parallel positive aspects of another. Conceptual as
Against perceptual thinking may be described, therefore, as "harder"
(since it requires additional learning), but not necessarily "better".

7) While it can be argued that perceptual thinking and supernatural-
istic knowledge represent differences rather than deficits between
cultures, there is little disagreement regarding the consequences of
even relative failure to develop an abstract thinking mode and scientif-
ically-based concepts within a technological society. These consequences
are not limited to handicaps such as performance on psychometric tests
and Piagetian tasks. Failure here limits participation in formal
education, particularly at higher levels and, in the long term, actual
capacity to function effectively in the complex environment of the tech-
nological society itself. Differences may, then, be viewed in terms of
cultural expediency, though not of absolute value.

Re-orienting the focus of concern with "intelligence" in psychology
and education :

8) The above statements relate to interpretations of the results of a
psychometric approach to the study of "intelligence". The problem is one
of defining " intelligence", a verbal symbol for cognitive characteristics
of value. This does not mean that a psychometric approach to measuring
differences in cognition is inappropriate, even if the validity of some
measures in current use needs evaluation. Neither does it mean that
some learned cognitive skills may not acquire - or have acquired - value
in a variety of cultures.

9) The question of whether education is merely a matter of socializaticn
in one particular culture remains to be examined. While the purpose of
psychological research is that of accumulating scientific knowledge, it
is generally accepted that education, as a professional field, must come
to grips with value issues - including what is "intelligent" in some
specified context. Once it is admitted that "intelligence" is a value-

loaded concept, it is easier to clarify the relative roles of psychological
research and education in reference to it. Rather than being caught in

the trap of assuming that the word symbolizes some constant variable on
which a value can be placed in advance, psychology might pursue the task
of studying relationships between specified cognitive characteristics and
the functioning of groups or individuals on dimensions of behaviour
observable in various cultural forms.
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4.3 The education of Aboriginal children: whose concern?

Positions taken on whether pre-school education programs for Aboriginal
children should be in the hands of Aborigines usually represent several
points combined: Aboriginal (parent) and white (teacher) are common
underlying assumptions. At times, discussion implies the further assoc-
iations of Aboriginal (parent) (informal family-type activities) and white
(teacher) ( regular pre-school centre). On top of this it is not usually
clear whether one is discussing children's opportunities to live in an
environment favourable to general development and cognitive progress, or
education in the sense of planned learning situations in which intentional
teaching efforts - direct or indirect occur. A further level of confus-
ion is added when no distinction is made between the issues and skills
entailed in teaching one's own children and those inherent in teaching
children from other families; or between learning in children and adults.

These multi-dimensional alternatives are then overlaid with value connota-
tions at a very global level. One set tends to gain the support of those
with sympathetic, and sometimes politically-oriented, concern for a minor-
ity group, and with anti-establishment educational values. The second
combination is more likely to draw support from those who emphasize educa-
tional achievement, the contribution of trained teachers, and the oppor-
tunities for learning inherent in attending an organized education program.
Even when such support is prompted by equivalent concern for increased
independence for Aborigines, the practical lack of Aboriginal teachers
leaves this position, understandably, open to suspicion of attempts to
control and assimilate Aboriginal Australians into white ways of thinking
and acting. While this situation exists, objective discussion and effect-
ive action are difficult to achieve.

Is it possible, in the current political and social climate of Aboriginal
affairs, to avoid the quick intellectual closure on global alternatives
for action which wrap together a number of issues, but give consideration
only to one? "Cultural issues in education" can quickly become just
"cultural issues"; and action or this basis may provide a very effective
cover for inexplicit educational purposes. Further, a pre-school educ-
ation program may become just any program of activities involving young
children. The point is not that all education should proceed with self-
conscious effort; it is that the usefulness of discussion depends on
whether words have some common meaning in terms of real events, and that
there are responsibilities attached to their use which have widespread
practical repercussions.

Having rejected an ethnocentric position which would allow one to advoc-
ate, on grounds of cultural superiority, that Aboriginal children should
be taught by white adults, does this mean that they should not be taught
by white adults on aia grounds? To take a stance of cultural inferiority -

to argue that traditional Aboriginal cultures are superior to those of
white Australia, or to ignore the present-day white components of part-
Aboriginality - leaves Aborigines in an equally ethnocentric role.
Derogation of one's own culture may relieve a social, conscience, but it
does not provide a positive basis for decision-making on problems to be
solved. Neither is it realistic to act as thoagh either cultural group did

not have a mixture of positive and less positive features.

Is the main point in the present Australian situation that of recognizing
the right to flultural difference? From this position, some have arrived
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at one or more of the following bases for action on education:

1) that education is inherent in socialization into the ways of a
specific culture; logically, therefore, it can only be handled by memb-
ers of that cultural group. Ck,nversely, the culture of that group remains
in jeopardy unless this is recognized. Minority groups are specially
vulnerable.

2) that while Aborigines may value certain consequences of white educa-
tion, participation in the general education system may subject them to
values and behavioural requirements which are in conflict with their
own. Separate facilities and programs are, therefore, justified.

3) that the motivation to learn, to develop a positive Aboriginal iden-
tity, to devise new forms of Aboriginal culture in niece of those
destroyed by white settlement, depends on increased self-respect in
the minority group. This, in turn, depends on Aborigines having freedom
to manage their own affairs, free from paternalistic influences. Self-
respect is seen to be closely tied to a position of independence in
relation to white society and to increasing awareness of and identific-
ation with the activities of a black community; also to removal from
exposure to negative social pressures in the non-Aboriginal community,
and the problems of learning in the formal education system.

In pre-school education, almost opposite positions on cultural matters
can be seen. The organization of some experimental programs appears to
reflect the above lines of thinking. Others, however, seem to by-pass
such questions and to stress the importance of involving Aboriginal
adults in schools and pre-school centres as they now exist; this is
seen to help in increasing children's motivation to learn, and the
identification of Aboriginal families with existing educational facilit-
ies and activities. From neither position are educational objectives
made explicit. A few programs which do this are geared more directly to
laying the basis for academic skills.

These positions may need re-consideration. Greater success in general in
our own school system may help with ability to participate on a more
equal social and economic footing in non-Aboriginal culture. This does
not mean, however, that it will provide the educational experience
which will help Aborigines solve the future of their own culture. The
nature and origins of the educational discrepancies which are relevant
to the problems which Aborigines experience,in acting with independence
and confidence,would seem to need examination. A basic level of literacy
and increased general knowledge may only be one part of the educational
responsibility. It is hoped that field work in this project will allow
further understanding of the nature of educational experience which is
needed to help solve current problems. The education of white as well
as Aboriginal families and communities is likely to be involved.

The frequently discussed matter of "parent involvement" in education
programs cuts across two main sets of concerns. Its cultural aspects are
covered to some extent in the rest of this chapter. The other area re-
lates more directly to teaching concerns. Questions and experience in
this area are familiar in regular pre-school education. Some discussion
of such points arises in later notes on field work.

At the practical level, there seem to be many cultural complexities. One
needs to keep some of the main issues clearly in mind. The notes which
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4 do ,ot prtvide n u conclusive point of departure for developing.

.it_on prop-rapc. They are Dimply intended to convey something of the
tiers of th!nkite7 underlying exploratory teaching activities and

1.1.et, in thi:: project.

r,1,14tik , neeiaLization, and cultural change: what inter-relationships?

enrrett emihacee in studyine relationships between education and
.1tere tend to be .11,i-directional. Much is heard, forinotance, about

Ittrud effect s on cognitive stimulation and language development. In
piann(.d education program, however, one faces the reverse question.

d' it are the effects of education on cultural behaviour and values?
there: is much less help; and "education" needs to be defined to some

tet before the question is meaningful. If by "education" one merely
e.s, the system and facilities by which educational activities are

r anized, this is one aspect of cultural behaviour and the question of
.ern here has not yet been asked.

, however, one wants to consider the influence,on cultural patterns and
. Hues,of socialization with or without awareness and the teaching of

,tain cognitive skills, a relatively unexplored set of questions be-
.es pertinent.

zsuall:), assumed that socialization with in-built educational ingred-
ts creates the possibility for cultural modification, as well as for

,tnuty. Ability to reflect on and to learn from one's experience,
1 from the experience of others across a range of cultural variations,
J1 seem likely to increase the probability that some aspects of con-
-1 rLry cultures might not be fully accepted. If this is true, there
Tittle doubt that education in this sense introduces something very

into earlier forms of traditional Aboriginal life. Here,
tin-lity in various forms was itself a basic value (e.g. Berndt, 1972).

T.lere are, however, some major questions to be asked about the extent to
ch cltural behaviour is open to the influence of thought and knowledge.

in, itself seems a neglected variable in both cultures and individuals.
re may be more evidence that education is more responsible for the
ection of aspects of cultural activity and values than it is for their
iace.-lents. One has some doubts about the relative force of objective
creative thought, against the social and material reinforcements of

approval and practical expediency,and consensus of opinion, in
citing community affairs. The real influence of education may be indir-

:t, through its influence on technology and the economy - with very
1.fferent results for people. The possibility that education leads to
estioning of the culture into which one is socialized, and not to develop-

; positive modifications, might suggest the need to look at the balance
:tdeen certain varieties of cognitive skills now emphasized in education.

,;7n the present situation which requires resolution of cultural direc-
ti education in the sense of increased ability to examine and deal
t:h one's own life r4tuauion, to control one's exposure to negative
,:7perience, and perha - eventually - to create new and distinctive
Aboriginal cultures, scald have particular significance. This outcome is
likely to depend heavily, however, not only on the nature of cognitive

lls that are learned, but on the degree of freedom which the economic
-1:ri social environment allows for their creative use in thought and in
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action. It is recognized that socialization, or the ability to particip-
ate adequately in a social system,may occur with or without committment
and with or without deviation (Hunt, 1972, p.3). Perhaps it is ability
to participate without commitmpnt, and the contribution of education to
positive deviation, to which efforts need to be directed.

Two aspects of the present scene need consideration in this context.

1) Expectations of the extent of Aboriginal interaction with the general

Australian community

It is frequently assumed in discussion that the physical proximity of
white and Aboriginal populations makes it necessary for Aboriginal child-
ren to be taught the ways of the general community. This may not, however,

be how Aborigines see their position and, theoretically, various degrees
of interaction are possible. Hopefully, the future settlement of land
rights and of other political and economic issues will allow a wide range
of choice in reality. Where traditional patterns of tribal life continue,
some degree of interaction with non-Aboriginal Australia is still almost

inevitable and may be desirable, if mutual respect is established. There

are special considerations here.

If the degree of contact preferred by full-blood Aborigines is limited

to ability to communicate with, rather than participate in, the wider commun-

ity's affairs, the extent to which communication is possible without a
common experiential basis seems open to thought and study. Possibly

there is more leeway here than previously thought.

To concentrate, however, on Aborigines who are physically assimilated
into the general community, they would appear to need to be in a position

to participate fully in general community affairs, to the extent they

wish to do so, with confidence and success. Differences are anticipated
in the degree of interaction preferred; and freedom to move in the direc-

ion of either culture may need, particularly, to be preserved for them.
There are many possible re-combinations of values and behaviours, without

the artificial re-creation of an earlier tribal life. Efforts to talk with

parents about their preference for themselves and their children, in
regard to participation in white society, are part of field work plans

for this project. To what extent this matter is one to which they have

been able to give conscious thought is, however, unknown at present.

In the meantime, it is assumed that Aboriginal families, housed in urban

settings, wish their children to acquire the skills and information needed
to interact on an equal footing with non-Aboriginal Australians, in
addition to whatever aspects of Aboriginality their parent: wish to, and

are able to, teach them.

Without a certain degree of informal family participation in the wider

society, such learning may be difficult. Evidence on the effects of nit-

ural milieu on language development shows, for example, the importance

of Aboriginal parents' expectations for their children being consonant
with the socio-cultural experience they provide. It is not just a matter

of relative geographical positions; for while it is possible to make

some broad generalizations about groups of Aborigines in physical isola-

tion from the cultural mainstream of European, society, this is not the

case with other groups who, while in physical proximity, may be quite
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effectively isolated by social factors. However, the clo.er the residen-
tial locale of Aboriginal families to European ones, the more
opportunities are created for the developnEnt of primary group relation-
ships and the more likelihocd that the families share some common
cultural milieus. The :haring of a common milieu would seer an important
pre-condition for the emergence of similar cognitive features. In
individual term:, it constitutes a necessary if not sufficient condition.

Frorr a comparative study of classification skills in full-blood
Aboriginal children lion groups living in differing degrees of geograph-
ical isolaticn,and those of European Australians, de Lacey reports:
"The results consistently showed a relationship between the milieus and
the clasFificatory performance of the children . . . . Among the
Aboriginal:, there was a consistent and strong direct relationship be-
tween classificatory performance and the degree of contact with Europeans
and their technology." (de Lacey, 1970, p.300). While the index of
contact u!ed may represent geographical rather than cultural distance,
the factor of opportunity still appears to be influential.

With awareness that phy:Acal proximity in itself is not enough to ensure
equivalent opportunities for learning, educational planning appears to
have a significant role in evening out differences in opportunities for
interaction, now created by cultural and social conditions. While one
car ouppert arcume%ts fcr separate education in order to maintain exist-

Jiffererces, it is harder to do so if what is wanted is a more even
distribution of cogritive skills and information now possessed, disprop-
ortionately, b/ tl:E majority culture.

2) T1-- eEcted outcome of interaction: alternatives to assimilation

The ed'Icaticral predicarrent created by indeterminate cultural objectives
is somewhat perhaps, for urban-dwelling Aborigines. This is only
true to a dr_crEe, however; in order to act at all it has been necessary
to think out our on position concerning future cultural relationships.

The inevitability of some interaction between Aborigines and other
Australians need not imply a goal of assimilation. For this project,
there is a third alternative to segregation or assimilation. By reduc-
ing Economic anal er2vcational differences, prejudice and discriminatory
practices, t is possible that a state of positive interaction, which
recognizes both comnon concerns and accepted areas of difference,
could be achieved.

Such a goal would not be reached quickly; time is needed by the
Aboriginal population to re-establish itself as a viable cultural group,
for part-Aborigines to re-think their lives - after having had the in-
creased educational and economic assistance and official political
recognition, which make this possible. Stressing the need for time for
such a stage of cultural development does not mean a continuation of
past inaction on the part of non-Aborigines, but active planning and
communication; but 21so strict avoidance of pressure on Aborigines to
adopt forms of social _.haviour which conflict with their existing
values and life styles. In the long run, equal sharing of social respon-

sibilities and privileges is likely to require some cultural compromises.
The point is, however, that any necessary compromise should not become
a matter of conformity to the preferences of the majority group.
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Is such a bi-cultural goal realistic? No doubt this c.duld be questioned.
But if so, it may be saying that neither group wants it c.out,t to try to
achieve it, and to give thougitto the means of arrival. In this project,
we hold the hope of a changing emphasis in Aboriginal/white interaction

- a reduced necessity for Aboriginal participation in general community

affairs purely for reasons of economic and social survival and recoo.
nition, and for increased voluntary participation because of a warmth
of invitation; and because such interaction has become mutually enjoy-
able, helpful, and a valued opportunity for learnints on both sides.

In the case of urban-dwelling Aboriginal families, it may be argued that

no distinctive cultural differences are operative. In some families,

this may seem the position, but if so, this is merely to recognise
history rather than to present any reasons why its effects should be
perpetuated; besides, first appearances can be misleading and there are
thought to be more differences with cultural origins than are evident

to non-Aborigines.

The main point at this stage is, in our opinion, to recognize that many
part-Aborigines do perceive differences at present, and to allow for
the future possibility of greater actual differences. This requires room
for positive interaction without fear of pressure towards behavioural
conformity - over 7.;s1 above that needed to preserve the equivalent
freedom and rights of others. Even the need for and existence of planned
education programs is a culturally-determined matter. Both the nature of
learning expected and the degree of relative responsibility taken by
parents and community are cultural variables, though not necessarily
determined on educational grounds.

The difficulty at present is that, in order to solve some educational
problems, it may be necessary to reach agreement on temporary arrange-
ments which allow exchange of learning. Otherwise, the general commun-
ity may have the continued responsibility of Aboriginal welfare, and
education may not play the role it might in furthering the successful

independent functioning of Aborigines.

A problem for this project is that Aborigines express very different
reasons at present for concern with better education, implying very
different viewpoints on future relationships with white Australians and
widely differing concepts of "education". It is not at all certain
whether Aborigines seek higher educational qualifications as a route to
increased economic security and social acceptance by the general popu-
lation, or whether they see its relevance to successful independent
functioning as a community and to the situation of individuals within
this. Further, official and informal communication from the majority
group does not seem to express a coherent direction for effort.

Given goals of understanding communication, positive attitudes between
ethnic groups, and a balance of freedom and responsibility-taking in a
shared physical and social environment, what conditions are conducive
to such learning or re-learning?

Education, basically, is a matter of communication made possible by
personal relationships. In the case of social perceptions and attitudes,
it is informal sources of learning rather than instructional efforts
which may need consideration. There is sufficient evidence that racial
attitudes are influenced very early in life to give careful thought to
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learning of self-respect automatically. The education of the white popu-
lation in respect to Aborigines is likely to exercise as potent an
effect on positive change as what is done with Aborigines themselves.
To them, we are the problem.

Watts (1971, p.1) draws attention to the responsibility of white
Australians in providing a positive context for progress. "I would
suggest that, until there are this acceptance and valuing within Australia
of the Aboriginal cultures, Aboriginal children will grow up uithin a
climate which is inimical to their optimal development."

In supporting`, ,his general position, one might give it a somewhat diff-
erent basis: that, regardless of the content of Aborigina cultures,
such acceptance and valuing on purely human grounds are the inalienable
rights of Aborigines, to which the contributions of their various
cultures may add additional respect. It seems in line with what is known
of human development to suggest that perhaps the strongest foundation
for the ability and confidence to express positive forms of difference
from the majority lies in a basic acceptance by others, on grounds of an
underlying common humanity.

Cultural orientation in approaching families

One of the questions to be faced before contacting families was how to
avoid a self-conscious approach to either educational or cultural matters
which could make families feel singled out for attention for some negap
titre reason or otherwise add to cultural discomfort. We had some feelings
of concern here, in undertaking a special project.

Some concerns we dealt with by taking care not tc attract undue publicity
for the University's involvement in such work. It was decided also that
the basis for approaching Aboriginal families should be one of general
concern for the educational needs of all young children in the area,
plus a statement to the effect that, in this case, we were giving priority
to Aboriginal families, since they sometimes missed out on educational
opportunities.

Thus the reason for interaction was applicable to all families; cultural
matters were allowed to arise spontaneously and discussed informally as
opportunities arose; but teachers were exceedingly careful to keep within
the limits of the cultural position previously established, in the
meantime.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PLANED PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAMS

FOR LATtX EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS

Cn wnat zroinas can one support a focus on planned programs of pre-school
eaucation as an effective insurance against later educational problems?
Iz the rapidly increasing theoretical interest and practical support
for early ed.:cation based on empirical evidence? What specially
si.znificant role is it thought to play 1r the progress of children from

less fay:arc:I:le social and economic circumstances?

ecties of pre-school education will be discussed elsewhere

in tne r---port. The intent here is to communicate the working position
taken- at the outset of this project on several theoretical questions
affectini- :ur extectations of its contribution.

:here are two main sets of questions:

* What is si4.nificant about development during pre-school years which
makes planned education programs vital? (There is an assumption
that somethin,7 crucial pertains to the factor of chronological age.)

* wnat extent can planned education programs for children offset
nezative factors in family and community? (The issue here is the

relative value of pre-school education programs against more broadly-
,r_rrams of family education and community development.

.3).1 Eariv devectment and pre-school education

7he followin.7 ssues were considered.

Zari, zti_alation and intellectual development

In tnis project, we took a cautious view of the relevance of theories of

_a sensor: stimulation and deprivation as a basis for advocating pre-
school eaucation.

Findins fro= experimental research on animals showing relationships
":etween sensory stimulation and brain physiology and biochemistry

c::a n:t easily extrapolated to post-natal human development.
The critical period for environmental stimulation to which these
stulies referred was a period of maximum growth rate in the
thvsi:1:_rzica; development of the brain of rats, during which it was
particularly vulnerable to environmental effects. In humans, this

wo-.:1-1 correspond to the months before birth. Given some leeway in
'--..t-.tntion, no period in child development after the first year
:f life child be described as one of maximum growth rate for the brain.
Any relevance of these findings for pre-school education would be,

then, to work with very young babies. Studies of the relatively

advanced perceptual abilities of newborn infants do not, however,
support the hypothesis of a post-natal period of vulnerability to

structural chase hick aoul6 have permanent effects on learning.
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The possibility of modification

1) Where adverse environments have resulted in abnormally slow or
negative learning, it has been established that this is open to
modification during pre-school years. While it may be that negative
effects are still reversible at much later ages it seems reasonable
(in view of cumulative effects) to assume that the earlier intervention
can occur, the less difficult the task of unlearning or accelerating
learning for both teacher and chill.

2) There is evidence that early intellectual and general retardation
responds to more intensive exposure to the positive influences of
normal environments. With thoughtful planning, some help in
measuring areas of relative strength and weakness, and flexibility in
practical organization, it should be within the scope of a qualified
pre-school teacher to make a significant contribution in cases where
the family is unable to carry the usual degree of responsibility.
There seems no basis for assuming, however, that such a contribution
would remove the necessity for continued support as long as there is
exposure to the circumstances causing the initial problem.

5.2 Pre-school education and counteracting influences

The second set of questions about the influence of pre-school education
programs concerns their relationship to the ongoing influence of family
and community. How successful can work with pre-school children be in
families such as Aboriginal, out of context of some overall plan for
change in the adult environment?

This set of questions largely awaits empirical investigation. The
following tentative position guided our approach to field work:

1) Blanket assumptions about the negative nature of Aboriginal children's
home environments were not considered acceptable. Hnderotanding
particular families and communitiec was necessary before knowing what
negative factors were operating and how these related to pre-school
education.

2) To the extent that basic issues of health and family security were not
under control, we thought it unlikely that pre-school education would
make an effective or lasting impact.

For this reason, the existing program of health and social welfare
provided by the Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs was considered an
important pre-condition for attempting to initiate educational work.

3) Recognizing cultural and parental prerogatives, the focus of our approach
would be on families, rather than on intervention with children alone.
The nature of work with parents which would be appropriate and possible
was, however, open to conjecture and to the influence of their own
responses.

4) The position taken on the above points reflected a concern that the onus
for improving children's educational progress was primarily on the adult
community and not on children. Increased effort on their part should
be expected to the extent that negative environmental influences in both
Aboriginal and white populations were reduced or counteracted.

5) Studies of the progress of minority groups indicate the importance of
balancing change in the educational status of children with change in the
adult community to which they bring new awarenecs and skills. In this

case the additional com plication of racial prejudice needed attention.
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Although staffing in this project would not allow for planned community
education, efforts would be made in the project to obtain information
helpful to future community planning.

It was important not to confuse two ideas often associated:

a. that in the long run, it was no use effecting changes in children
without concurrent changes in the adult generation of cultural
minorities, since the community needed to be receptive to new
skills, values and employment needs

b. that children's educational progress was heavily dependent on the
extent to which parents could offer direct help and support

The second matter might be more open than usually assumed. There is
evidence that children affect parents as well as vice versa (Yarrow,
Waxier & Scott, 1971); and compensatory action research programs to date
have been designed from global and theoretical viewpoints. This approach
might profitably be replaced by more organized forms of the type of
supplementing role which pre-school teachers play with individual families,
with whom they have established a positive working relationship. Such a
role could be strengthened by more conscious application of theory at
pcints where it is relevant.

5.3 Summary : the significance of planned pre-school programs

The viewpoint adopted in this project might be summarized in the statement
that adequate pre-school education is seen as a necessary but not sufficient
condition for continued educational progress. Its significance lies in the
place it holds in a sequence of learning experiences; not in any claim that
the learning usually accomplished in pre-school years in itself is more
important than what is learned at other age levels.

In the context of negative learning environments, provision for basic family
needs is seen as a pre-requisite to useful educational efforts. Beyond
this, the extent to which pre-school programs can play a compensatory role
is likely to be heavily affected by the selection of teaching objectives;
by the particular circumstances of individual families; and by
characteristics of individual children and the practices adopted by
individual teachers. In general, however, there seems room for optimism
if children's steady progress rather than conformity to age-related
expectations is the issue which is valued; and if the need for
compensatory effort is directed less to children, and more to the
environmental conditions which need to be remedied.
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Pre- school centres and pre-school education: synonymous or not?

In tnree varters .1 a century of development in pre-school centres in

Australia, there has bee at attempt to study family and community

influences on children';: dev,,:lopment acrd education, and to translate

tb' resultinc awareness into a useful community service, with some

:,alance cnncorn for the n,:ods and interests of children and adults.

A blokl.1.7, of work in con:;ertualization and in communication
of the professional content of work in pre-school centres has left a

vacuum readily The oractical and social pressures resulting in

"kinderractens" becomine: "pre-school centre: ", and pre-school centres

then beir4 0quatca with "pre-school education", have been both powerful

and subtle. Now, the: ta!ation arises as to whether the activities so
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laoelled eeeule oe t," fit moro no;ttly into the most commonly
approved c:,neQttlai mould 1 -ir "edteation".

At thi:f ,.i:.t in it tu rt:Arn Attention to the real
werld, and to reflect en what is oberAtive. There is a vast difference
between concern that at: ;tract word; ohouid have some common meaning
and allowin; th-it meaninc: moot commonly accepted to rule practical
went?. Pre-oc;,.ol centre:. do ry a to be educationally adequate, and
fi:,1,1 work conceptual basic in order to have both a sense
of directio.: flc..eftility over time. But it may ee important to start
by exam i,:in,. tiv? roopo!loibilities follnd to exist, and the work actually
t.ein( done )r. att.eited - whatever the appropriateness of the conceptual
lahele; then to -)velve cenceets which accurately describe all main
ieerediente of thiz work. With some operational definition at hand which

comr,irioon with other preerams, purposes and methods can then be
challend openly, but in some other terms than whether they perpetuate
an exieting conce: t :ef one aspect of life.

Perhaps one of the positive values of pre-school centres is exactly that
they can serve multiple purposes, which need to vary in emphasis over
time, and between individuals, as changes affecting the lives of children
occur in family and community. Some of the"inflexibility" in methods
with which the general pre - school field has been charged of late may
really be a re-affirmation of this range of purposes.

It car, then, be questioned whether it is appropriate to judge all the
activities of a pre-school centre from an adult or teaching viewpoint.
Activities can have educational relevance, too, without fitting inside a
formal concept of education. Concern with the value of some may be
shared at interdisciplinary levels, requiring some conceptual recognition.
Even within the realm of educational objectives, there is more involved
in decisions on the programs of pre-school centres than knowledge of
what may accelerate selected aspects of cognitive development.

Thought, however, does teem needed at present for the range of respon-
sibilities to family and community which pre-school centres can carry,
and for serious evaluation and communication on the educational contrib-
ution of current programs. This is not, however, a task for this
chapter. Possibly some of the reasons why pre-school centres have tried
to retain a certain position of independence, in relation to the main-
stream of education, will be reflected in the overall content of this
project.

(.2 Points of similarity and difference between this project and programs
in Australian ore-school centres which employ qualified pre-school
teach:rz

The following comparisons must be made, of necessity, at the level of
intention rather than that of action. No formal evaluation of teaching
practice in Australian pre-school centres has been reported, as far as
is known. This is impossible , in the absence of established criteria
for evaluation on professional grounds, in relation to stated objectives.
There are, however, some characteristic features of teaching concerns
and methods which are built into the training of pre-school teachers,
and would seem to be more frequently operative than some other
alternatives. In this project also, though, there will be the usual
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sources of variation in the degree to which principles are operative.
Practical pressures, teachinc experience, and the influence of the
children and families participating are some of the factors involved.

The following list is only intended to draw attention to some of the
points which seem important for work with Aboriginal families, in that
they allow the necessary flexibility. These are, however, considered
important for pre-school education in general.

Points of similarity: some general features of pre-school education

1) Participation of families in the program is entirely voluntary.

2) There is continuing communication with parents on children's experi-
ence and response to it prior to, during, and ltside the program.
The roles of parents and qualified teachers are not seen to be inter-
changeable, but rather complementary in taeir cumulative effects on
children's education; overlapping in their joint interest in progress;
and cooperative in working out a practical program of activities.

3) It is considered that individuals have the right to an educational

environment which:

a. extends the experience which a home can provide, in ways approp-
riate to physical maturity, growing independence, self-control

and understanding

b. allows freedom to pursue individual interests and to develop
ana to use individual abilities, within the limits of safety

and social responsibility

c. sustains the relationships between environment and educational
objectives which are necessary for intrinsic motivation to learn,
and for the use of what is already learned

(There is an effort on one hand to build teaching help towards
educational objectives into the context of children's everyday
lives, and on the other, to build into children's lives experiences
which challenge and assist educational progress. This aspect of
programs is noted by Fitzgerald, 1968, p.11, in a review
of Australian pre-school education. )

4) A distinction is made between:

a. a range of objectives considered of value for all enrolled
and

b. the aspects of learning with which any one child may need the help
of a planned education program, in order to reach some minimal

educational goals.

(This means that common effects of the program on all children
are not expected, although there is concern with progress in

areas considered to have common value.)

5) Educational objectives are viewed in terms of progress in selected
aspects of learning in children and teaching "methods" as providing
those conditions for learning thought to facilitate progress with
these; not specific activities which may or may not include such
conditions. (Conditions would include instruction for some objectives,
but would not be limited to this; and "instruction" would be approached

rather differently than the word implies.)
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( A draft reference statement of general areas of concern for
teaching and of specific aspects of learning in each, has guided
the selection of objectives in this project. This statement, how-
ever, is part of work being done under another grant and will
appear, when completed, in a separate publication.)

6) There is an effort to study areas of individual competence, and

levels of existing performance, and to build on to these (whatever

they may be), rather than to present a common curriculum which is
largely pre-determined on the basis of age.

7) When learning problems are apparent, the focus of effort is likely

to be on the adequacy of environmental conditions relevant to the
learning in question, and on prerequisite elements of learning,
rather than on intensified instruction and expectations of effort

in the areas of difficulty themselves.

8) Since there is no way, in practice, of limiting the impact of an

education program to those aspects of learning and experience seen

as educational objectives, responsibility is taken for ensuring the

absence of avoidable adverse effects on any aspect of children's

development (e.g. on social experience or on feelings towards self);

and since all aspects of development interact in various ways with

progress in cognitive areas, especially in pre-school children who

are much more at the mercy of total, immediate experience and much

less in control of their physical and emotional reactions, there is

also planned attention to any area of development which appears a

priority for further educational progress, or for maintaining a

positive group learning situation.

9) A basic responsibility is considered to be that of maintaining (or

trying to create where necessary) a basic set of physical and

psychological conditions, known to be conducive to general develop-

menL and cognitive learning:

for example: in the person - a state of physical health, the absence

of fatigue or psychological stress (with referral through parents

where necessary for the early treatment of any problems ); in the

physical environment - constructive outlets for energy, variety in

sensory stimulation, safe physical conditions; in the social envir-

onment - affection and respect from others, the absence of adverse

comparison and judgmental criticism, limits to behaviour which main-

tain a sense of security, adult expectations relevant to physical

maturation and previous experience.

10) Evaluation is primarily a matter of the teacher's ability to create

a generally positive setting for learning and those conditions needed

for immediate teaching objectives. Awareness of children's progress

is seen as a prerequisite to further planning and the outcome of

home/pre-school centre efforts, rather than a basis for evaluating

the adequacy of the program. On the other hand, lack of progress is

seen to require initial attention to the planned education program.
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P: into 'f difference: s, mc :Tactical matters

In the 1%ilowin-, ways, tni:- pr.mect depart.; fr:m :attorus of WOZK

re,:ular tre-scl centres:

1) inatiating cnntact with famili_es, rattier than enrolling those who

come, and taking time to build communication before starting any

educational work

2) teaching more oriented to supporting parental roles and home
contributions to children's development, while providing a bridge
towards regular pre-school services and peer group experiences

3) more time spent for personal contact, consultation and education
with parents individually, than is usually possible or planned

4) a teaching program which carries more than the usual responsibility

for what otner children may learn acre automatically, at home

5) more intensive, individual teaching contact for shorter periods,
rather than the lehger 4-ime in the usual grour with c teacher-
child ratio of about 1:25

6) more emphasis on adult-child rather then peer-croup contact

(depending on levels of development found)

7) more specific definition of aspects of learnins for teachinEl effort,

and the use of tests to help diagnose areas of more and less
advanced progress

8) a temporary program to fill what should be a decreasin need (in the

long term), as fzu:)ilies find the-Iselves in circumstances in which
they can give more of the usual parental help to children

9) work in homes with families, rather than with Frours in a pre - school

This summary may serve the purpose of some quick combar:i.sons on practical
work. It is hoped, however, that the overall report indicates some o f t e
very different experiences and opportunities of such programs, and

particularly those related to the chance to think and to learn across
cultural experience and racial origin.
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6.3 Points for thou tt in current com arisons 1_2re-school proms

New experiments with pre-schccl programs have had positive effects in
raising importart questions and challenging long-standing assumptions.
In other ways, houever, their effects are less helpful, in that far less
attention has been given, it seems, to understanding existing programs
than to designing alternative ones. In addition to the cumulative effects
of repeating, in the literature, descriptions of "traditional" programs
which, if traced, may stem from severely limited first-hand contact, the
labels in current use in action research reports tend to carry a value
loading which operates with systematic bias. As a basis for any thought-
ful modification of established pre-school education, or a way of
creating receptivity to new ideas, there seems a reed for some change.

Problems of communication on the professional content of established
programs have led to the bases for comparison frequently being limited
to two sources of information: 1) observable activities in pre-school
centres and 2) expressions of value regarding these activities and a
certain range of teaching cr:Icerns. Questions as to these activities
are planned or valued have received much less examination, and evalua-
tion by others has tended to be largely in terms of their direct stimulus
value for selected aspects of cognitive development, as measured by
available tests. This is not always the reason for their inclusion in
the program.

The educational approach taken in this project suggests that comparisons
of professional work at the level of program "types" is inappropriate,
and tends to be misleading. It allows neither care in applying what
scientific knowledge is available, nor freedom for the creative task of
doing so with respect for individual differences and local situations.
Adding a major cultural variable, as in this project, increases the need
for maintaining this flexibility.

Since discussion based on such programs has been accumulating, however,
there is a need to try to reduce some existing confusions. The following
notes seek thought for some of these.

Enrichrrentpzaalls and established ere- school centres

One of the many sets of conflicting pressures to which pre-schocl teachers
are subject at present concerns the value of "enriched" environments.
A good deal of effort in regular pre-school centres is invested in provid-
ing such a setting, and a degree of freedom to enjoy and use it. The type
of programs developed in initial anti-poverty efforts of the Headstart
movement in the United States emphasized this aspect of pre-school educa-
tion, as a result of work by Hunt (1961), Rosenzweig (1962), Deutsch
(1963) and others.

Now, however, there is some evidence that the "enrichment approach" to pre-
school education does not solve the learning problems to which compensatory
programs were directed. Other types of programs have been shown to be
more effective, in terms of immediate test results: e.g. Karnes (1970),
Bereiter & Engelmann (1966), Smilansky (1966).

At the same time, pressures for social equality in Australian pre-school
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education increase; there is widespread action to make the more stimula-
ting environments of regular pre-school centres available, specifically,
to children in relatively deprived socio-economic circumstances, and
possibly with similar learnini; difficulties.

Many unidentified variables may have made the results of Headstart
programs ambiguous. Two points relevant to the general pre-school field
might be made here, in sorting out conflicting pressures.

First, the relationship between programs in U.S.A. which mushroomed from
an enrichment approach and those of the mainstrear of pre-school education
is not as strong az the current literature would seem to infer, with
some frequency.At the time when Headstart programs were being developed,
concern was expressed about lifting the setting and usual activities of
pre-school centres out of context of help in their use by adequately
qualified teachers. This meant that there was little relationship between
the setting provided and the level of stimulation which children had
learned to process intellectually, or to handle behaviourally. Klaus & Gray
( 19(8 ) describe quite gross adjustments seen to be needed in these areas.

Further, the "enrichment" offered appeared (to a number of Australian
observers) to be a greatly increased level of sensory stimulation at one
time - to a rather distracting level - rather thar variety over time, in
relation to children's developing abilities and interests. The more
controlled and spaced presentation of stimulation is probably more charac-
teristic of the established pre-school field, at least in Australian
programs which would be considered adequate.

Lack of recognition of the difference in the context in which enrichment
was presented, as well as of the more limited (and difficult) purposes of

compensatory programs, could lead to some unwarranted de-valuing of
environmental variety and freedom to explore it, as variables of merit in
the educational experiences of pre-school children. A further reason for
concern with this was put forward in the previous section of this report

(see p.46:3 ).

These notes are not, however, an argument for or against either enrichment
or structure in any blanket terms. It is suggested that the main point is

one of environnent-child relationships, not just that of stimulus variables.

On the side of regular programs in more privileged areas, expectations of
cognitive effort may need to be examined, if access to an enriched physical
and social setting is not to be taken for granted, and children and
teachers become dependent on an increasing range of sensory stimulation
and special equipment to forestall boredom,and maintain group control.

For children whose first-hand experience and "processing" skills are much
more restricted, teaching help may need to precede stepped-up levels of

stimulation. This is one of the questions for this project.

The consequences of extending the peer-group and play situation of pre-
school centres, without ar inbuilt education program made possible by
professional training, is a matter for serious study and has been in
question for some time. A number of variations have been tried. There is,
it appears, in Australian society, a growing tendency to replace the
naturally-formed social contacts and spontaneously-explored worlds of
children with adult-created situations which also meet the needs of
parents. When this is done, children may no longer be able to nace their
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or "intake", nor to receive the necessary teaching help in taking whatever
may COME.

One useful outcome of experiments with enrichment may, then, be a reminder
of the doubtful value of replicating pre-school education in terms of its
observable features, and of the inaccuracy of interpreting it at this
level.

Concern with

In spite of a good deal of recent criticism of the emphasis on "all-round
development" in the general pre-school field, this position has been re-
affirmed over the last few years. For example, Lyon et al (1968), in a
reply to issues raised by de Lemos (1968), stresses the importance of a
more balanced set of objectives thin some contemporary programs would
advocate.

This concern which is widely shared, both here and overseas, tends to be
misinterpreted. The "child development approach to education" has become a
cliche with emotional overtones. In currently increased contact with the
mainstream of education, those who see value in this approach have been
challenged to pin down what they mean more adequately. Usually, however,
the position is just re-stated in similar terms, and the issues remain
unresolved.

This project also has an interest in overall development. A few comments
here may help to crystallize the reasons, and to provide a means of test-
ing the thinking of others, on this issue.

The usual interpretation in the literature of the position taken in the
pre-school field is that there is a spread of teaching objectives across
all areas of development, and that concern with these is then, of necess-
ity, held at a fairly general level. For instance Karnes (1970, p.60)
describes the major goals of the "traditional" nursery school program as
promoting the "personal, social, motor and general language development
of the children". Bereiter (1966) writes: The midtake that seems to be
inherent in the "whole child" point of view as it exists among educators
is contained in the assumption that this concern requires a broad, un-
focused educational program that recognizes no priorities and tolerates
no omissions".(p.11) "The teacher who tries to meet all the
children's needs is bound to extend herself beyond her range of compe-
tence - into realms of social work, psychotherapy, and even medicine. Not
only is she likely to do unwitting harm, but she will be shirking the
full-time job she has been charged with - that of promoting learning."

(p.12).

A number of interesting and important points have arisen from the concerns
of such studies; de Lemos (1971) summarizes some of the main questions
raised. Along with awareness of the need to give serious thought to these
issues, there is also a concern at the superficiality of these descrip-
tions of traditional programs which, if traced, may be found to rest on
very limited first-hand knowledge. Assumptions have been made about the
character of Australian programs in particular. (e.g. Moffitt, 1971
quotes Weiltart , 1967, and de Lemos, 1971, quotes Bereiter, 1966.) The
cumulative effect over time tends to be highly selective and increasingly

abbreviated.
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Though programs are described from one viewpoint only, labels are
attached at a general level. Whatever the nature of the program, however,
it seems that discussion of conditions affecting the acquisition of
specific cognitive skills should be detached from discussion of who
should be teaching what - where and when! That is a decision of a very
different kind, requiring a different set of information and the
assumption of some quite different responsibilities.

To deal, however, with "all-round-development", as far as possible here;

1) A distinction is made in pre-school education between a wide range of
teaching concerns which apply in general, and against which child-
ren's progress needs to be studied, and the much more limited set of
immediate priorities for planned attention at any one time. Teachers,
therefore, are certainly not trying to deal with all aspects of
development for every child, at once.

2) Some aspects of children's development are provided for by planned
attention to constant aspects of the physical setting, and of
teacher training; also by the general organization of the program
and by preparation prior to children's arrival.

3) The reasons for attention to various areas of learning differ
considerably, as does the nature of the attention given. "Concern"
does not always mean concern with a teaching goal, in the sense
usually meant at other levels of education. It is the tendency to
group issues under a descriptive, rather than a functional label,
which obscures these purposes. The task for pre-school education
seems more one of differentiating concerns now grouped under social,
emotional, physical or intellectual development, in a way which
indicates the content of the concern and the work to be done. This,
rather than forgetting previous insights (also communicated from
research on children), in the process of trying to incorporate new
ones, may help towards a real resolution of conflicts and not to
limiting awareness. At least this would allow a realistic look at
some practical problems.

A few examples may illustrate the current source of communication
problems and perhaps of some lack of clarity in teaching practice. It
may also sugges. a way of reducing these.

Concern with "social development" may covers

helping children to learn those social requirements necessary to
maintain a constructive social learning situation

taking responsibility for social learning resulting from the natural
contingencies of peer interaction.( Since the peer-group situation is
often a new ex;?rience which can make considerable impact, this does
seem necessary. Attitudes to social learning situations are involved.)

helping children differentiate social pereepLions

creating a climate which evokes and sustains educational effort -
interest in others' ideas, enjoyment of achievements, hearing another
viewpoint, sharing general knowledge

Other content could be quoted here, but these may make the point. With
older children, positive responses may be established; pre-school child-

ren are in the process of learning them. Individual differences are great.
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7:noern with "emotional development" may mean:

* children from excessive frustration which may build a
:f or hosti,.e feelings

* naintainin47 conditions which develop positive attitudes and feelings
towards adults, so that educational communication can occur

* referral through parents for help in reducing sources of apparent
psychol:c7ioal stress

* helping children tc face up to the consequences of their own acts

oreatin; sprortunities to extend the range of positive feelings
which cnildren may have experienced

C:n-rn with "rhysical development" may cover:

* r-ovidinz constructive outlets for energy

* nidinz the development of specific physical skills

* sharr.enin sensor`: skills - for instance, visual acuity

* allowinz tine for physical exercise

* ensuring that equipment is relevant to physical maturation

(C ^z_ .1t :ve development is discussed under the next heading.)

These examples may illustrate the communication problem which is of
.,:hoer: in these notes. The grouping gives no clues as to the reasons
for zivin; planned attention to any one task.

A teacher at any age level can hardly avoid dealing with the same range
:f concerns. They are often those which require a response when issues
arise, rather than some teacher-initiated action. In pre-school education,
however, tho:att is given to the nature of the response which will be
helpful tc yours g children, and to its probable effects on other aspects
of behaviour and learning. Matters '.7:1Thh can be separated in theory

szn:Ai:es Taite inseparable in practice; the only choice possible is
'ne-:e= tc ignore them or not.

Cognitively oriented? - a matter of emphasis or content?

Related to the previous point is the fact that "traditional" pre-school
education is on trial at present, for underestimating cognitive goals
and being cverconcerned with social and emotional issues. Admitting the
range of concerns just discussed, this point needs more careful study
than it receives when criticism in this direction is met by assertions
of equal concern with intellectual development. It is possible that the
real differences are in the content and object of thinking, rather than
in the emphasis aiven to cognitive development. This matter really needs
to be discussed on the basis of data. Again, some differences may arise
frcm the fact that, until recently, pre-school centres have not been
faced with the task of helping children with the acquisition of early
cognitive skills which other children brin, tl the group situation.
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How much might the impression conveyed by established programs be due to
the following?

1) In pre-school centres, perceptual differentiation and cognitive
effort are frequently directed to the immediate and real environment
(both social and physical), and to children's impulsive or thoughtful
responses to it, rather than to symbolic representations of their
world in books, pictures, or teaching materials.

Some interesting questions centre round this difference. The sequenc-
ing of stimuli which is possible at a vicarious level may simplify
classification and the acquisition of concepts, but not necessarily
the ability to conceptualize; it may also create problems of motiv-
ation and of generalization. This may matter much less in relation
to acquiring and using understanding of the physical environment
than it does to acquiring and using understanding of the human
environment. Further, it seems fairly well established that complex-
ity of stimuli tends to involve cognitive effort rather more than a
"pre-digested" quality.

2) There may be more acceptance of positive variation in the combin-
ations of cognitive skills acquired, in regular pre-school centres.

While it is not suggested that minimal levels of certain skills are
not essential in certain environments, there is no evidence that
these are better learned at earlier than at later age levels, as
long as certain prerequisites are in order; neither is it evident
that direct instruction in advance of formal schooling is essential
for children from normally nositive environments. Some balance of
interests, in relation to what formal education is able to provide,
may be important to retain.

Reflection, exploratory thought, the task of distinguishing reality
and phantasy; invention, imagination, the ability to formulate
meaningful questions, make comparisons, be aware of significant
relationships, to recall events accurately - these all receive a
good deal of attention, and would appear to have both immediate and
future value. Something of the emphasis in pre-school centres may
be due to awareness that the spontaneous expressive and imaginative
tendencies of young children, relevant more to the arts, perhaps,
than to the sciences - which require a somewhat different brand of
creativity - can either be preserved and developed or fairly
severely disabled in pre-school years. These are not easily re-
captured.

Definitions of intelligence could, then, be a little richer than the
items of standardized tests suggest. Work seems needed, however, on
defining variables more concretely, thinking out prerequisites in
cognitive learning, and being able to recognize valid evidence of
progress. At present, it may be that pre-school programs do need some
increased understanding of cognitive concerns. Possibly, however, there
is a parallel need to recognize the very limited help which current
theories and measures of intelligence give with teaching questions, at
the pre-school age level.
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Self-initiated learnin,, activities: a less effective method ?

At d time whin there are reactions throLeloat the formal education
system to ireoedure Jf u captive audience in a common
body if khovded,,e, it seems strange that the greater freedom of even
younur children should to so much in question. Evaluation of pre-school
programs as adequate preparation for school has not, it appears, been
accompanied by any equivalent evaluation of conditions for learning in
early school eludes. There is, also, a tendency to assame that all
children should fit a school program which has proved useful to some
(Gordon and Wilkerson, 1966).

In spite of this, however, qucstions of the effectiveness of programs
emphasizine self-initiated activities, for developing certain aspects
of cn,,-nition, remain. Although there appear to have been some chances in
the pre-scnool field arisinG from re-examination of the general value of
play, the ern :oasis in prodrams is certainly still in this direction.
Self-initiated activity has been challenged as one of the "sacred cows"
of tne pre-school movement (Gcldman, 1973, p.29).

This would, be such more true if it were seen as a method of teaching
specific cognitive skills. In Australian pre-school education, however,
self-initiateu activity (or more accurately, self-directed activity) is
%ct seen to serve the function of a method of teaching or learniNc at
all; rather it is the context for or result of these. Any one of the
followinc rray be involved in the balance of freedom and control, in the

more usual kin cf program.

1) the opportunity to help children learn something dependent on the
presence of freedom (e.g. voluntary involvement in learning
situations., self-control, responsibility-taking, interest in discov-
ering their cwn abilities and the point where further learning is
needed; ability to use materials creatively ).

2) a personal context for teaching perceptual, cognitive, or expressive

skills (e.g. one may learn to differentiate, analyse, compare, and
classify, in the context of an interest in sand play, block building,
playing house, or watching snails; one can communicate feelings and
experience through singing, painting, or dramatic play. It would is
clearer if these concerns were not grouped under the frequently-
lsed category of "extending children's interests", but the educational
issues were defined.)

3) a general condition in the program's organization found to be of

practical value (e.g. in allowing the teacher to vary the degree of
help to individuals, depending cn immediate objectives and ability to
Irroceed with these independently; a chance for children to regulate
energ7 output and fatigue, according to a wide range of individual

differences; an opportunity for teacher observation of progress in
behavioural areas which reflect the learning and use of prerequisite
skills and abilities; the chance for children to consolidate previous
learning and to seek their own cognitive "match" in new activities. )

The role of education in assisting progress towards independence and

self-determination is of particular interest to this project, in relation
to both adults and children. Activity which has a purposeful, self-
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directed quality, but is free to vary in its object, involves awareness
of possibilities and of sources of information, the formulation of some
idea and the maintenance of a cognitive set in pursuing this. It can
also include evaluation :against some accepted criteria. Bringing one's
own behaviour increasingly under the control of thought, and understand-
ing its implications for others, would seem to be goals of some
educational significance. In pre-school education, howeN,er, more help
with the "processing" of information and experience may need to be
given.

The questions surrounding the balance of freedom and structure in
education programs are, then, attached to specific varieties of learning
rather than to an overall method or to any one age level, and these
relationships are considered important to pursue.

Some of the most obvious variables in the increased effectiveness of
more focused teaching effort for some aspects of learning do not appear
to have been identified. One might ask whether "research" is necessary
to demonstrate that if one works harder, more often, at less things,
with more help, and is clearer about some immediate goal and the nature
of the learning involved, learning is likely to be accelerated in this
specific area ?

The apparent reversal, in interpretations by others, of the methods and
content of pre-school education seems to illustrate a major point of
difference with the mainstream of education, and the reason for concern
with retaining a degree of independence, in spite of the need for help
in some areas. It is difficult to put one's finger on the actual problem,
but one suspects it is a very major and pervasive one; and that it may
reflect the real meaning of an approach to education which is child-
rather than subject-oriented. The same issue is represented by the
question raised on Aboriginal education at the outset of this report.
It is a matter for the starting point for thinking. The nature of the
change expected in the individual learning needs to be defined before
one can examine its educational validity; seek knowledge and design
activities relevant to this; and understand what one is asking from the
learner.
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SECTION III: INITIAL FIELD WORK

Chapter 7 THE PRACTICAL SETTING

7.1 At he time this project was initiated, no agency in either pre-
school or ,%ooriginal fieldo of work was oII:cially taking responsibility
for planning for the educational needs of children from Aboriginal
families in Victoria.

The Department of Health (Vic.), Maternal & Pre-school Division

The position of the Maternal and Pre-school Division of the Department of
Health, Victoria, allows it to subsidize existing pre-school programs
initiated by local groups, but not to establish new ones. The practice
of communities themselves taking the initiative to develop early education
services seems, in principal, to hold an element of local involvement and
responsibility which is important, particularly as both capital grants and
subsidies covering a teacher's salary are provided through the Health
Department. In two ways, however, this system fails to reach children
from some families where a pre-school teacher could be particularly
helpful. Some areas miss out altogether as the majority of families
living in these lack the resources, knowledge, skills and personal freedom
to undertake such a community task. Secondly, established pre-school
centres do not make a practice of studying the extent to which all families
in the local area are served. Again, the initiative to create educational
opportunities for children is left with parents who differ markedly in
previous contact with planned pre-school services, and in their ability to
meet the fees usually necessary to cover the expenses of a regular pre-
school centre.

We knew that even in communities with established pre-school centres,
maLy Aboriginal children had unequal chances of early educational help from
a qualified teacher.

The Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs (Vic.)

A re-organization of State Government provision for the Aboriginal
population of this State occurred during the early stages of work. The
newly-established Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, Victoria, quickly
initiated widespread efforts to improve the adverse housing, health and
social conditions with which many Aboriginal familit3 were faced. With
these as priorities, no plans for pre-school education were in hand, and
collaboration between th.:, Monash University Planning Committee and the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs seemed profitable. In 1971, however,
the Ministry decided to intervene directly in pre-school activities for
Aborigines in Victoria, and appointed two pre-school officers to establish
contact with families with young children. This move changed the future
administrative situation in relation to some carry-over from an
experimental period of work. The outcome of this situation will be
discussed in later sections of the report.
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7.2 The ;art- Aboriginal pre-school population of Victoria

An estimate given by the Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs to a meeting of
pre-school personnel in August, 1971, set the number of part-Aboriginal
children of 4 years and under in Victoria at 1,078.

In relation to the total part-Aboriginal population of this State (approx.

6,000) the pre-school population forms a very much higher proportion than
the comparable age group in the total community. There is every

indication that the number of part-Aboriginal pre-school children living
in proximity to non-Aborigines is growing. This creates a significant
group whose needs and those of their parents must be considered LI

educational planning. There is a parallel need to consider how this

might affect work with non-Aboriginal families.

The task involved in organization of any pre-school services differs
considerably according to region. In some towns, there are concentrated

numbers; in areas such as Gippsland, a relatively small number of families

is scattered through an extensive area.

7.3 Areas selected for exploratory won:

Contrasting country and metropolitan settings were chosen for initiating

experimental work. A concentration of Aboriginal families was known
to exist in both rural and urban areas, and expected differences in the
extent and duration of contact between Aboriginal and white communities
interested us, in relation to educational progress. Since, in Victoria,

no full-blood Aboriginal groups carrying on a tribal life still existed,
the questions needing investigation and the practical situation for field
work differed from those in some other States.

Exploratory contacts with Aboriginal families, with the Ministry of
Aboriginal Affairs, Victoria, and with a small Advisory Committee, guided
the Planning Committee's decisions on areas selected for field work.
This was initiated at Swan Hill in January, 1969, and in the metropolitan
suburbs of East Preston, Reservoir and West Heidelberg in March, 1970.
The next section of the report briefly describes what was known then of

the two settings in which pre-school work wes to be developed.

The Swan Hill setting

A prosperous country town on the northern border of Victoria, some 250 miles

from Monash University, Swan Hill has a population of approximately 7,000.
Arriving by road, one is greeted on the outskirts by a notice board
claiming the title of Victoria's premier town. Centred in an area of

fruit-growing, sheep and mixed farming, much of the employment available

to Aborigines is seasonal. For three months or so, at the start of each

year, activities in many Aboriginal families are organized round fruit-

picking; children from several families may be left with grandparents

while mothers also earn what they can. Light industries such as fruit

canning, and the town's steady tourist traffic add to employment

opportunities; but there is no certainty fr,r Aborigines about obtaining

regular work.

At the time of initial contact, fringe-dw Jing Aboriginal families,

previously housed in tin huts on the river bank on the outskirts of the

town, were being re-housed within the town itself, at a standard
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comparable to that of the white community. This was part of a major
effort by the Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, Victoria, to improve the
housing and health situation of Aboriginal families. By 1969, a
number of families had been physically absorbed into the town, in homes
scattered over quite a wide area, rather than concentrated in a particular
section. Some families still remained in an obvious fringe-dwelling
situation, their living conditions presenting a strong visual reminder of
community responsibilities yet to be met.

Re-housing programs such as that carried out at Swan Hill, within a
relatively short period, solve some problems but tend to create new ones.
Some effects of re-housing on family life, including children's educational
experience, are noted later in this report. It was our responsibility,
however, to deal with the realities of existing conditions and to assess
the possibilities of some co-operative effort over children's education.

The Aboriginal adults in Swan Hill used as a meeting place a building
provided by the Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, Victoria. Recreational
and educational activities for adults, and meetings of a local Aboriginal
Assembly were encouraged and guided by an Education Officer and Aboriginal
Welfare Officer employed by the Ministry. This centre also provided a
source of help to Aborigines with employment and personal problems. In
addition, a Health Sister and visiting Social Workers also employed by the
Ministry, operated from this base.

Through existing activities at Wandarrah (or "meeting place") as the
building was named, preparatory contact with Aborigines was made and
Monash University project staff were invited to work in the Swan Hill area.
The Centre provided a physical base for starting work and an entree to
contacts with Aboriginal families with young children. It also seemed
that the Ministry program of health and social work there would ensure
attention to the basic needs of families; thus some educational
activities for children and parents might be developed to advantage in
this broader context of overall concern.

On the matter of contact between Aboriginal and white communities in
Swan Hill, it appeared that, on both sides, there was a range of
attitudes and experience. Some evidence of discrimination in favour of
the white community was known to exist; there was also active effort on
the part of come citizens to support attempts by the Aboriginal
population to increase their independence and to deal with their own
problems. While a few Aboriginal families moved freely across cultural
boundaries and functioned successfully in two ethnic groups, we knew that,
for the majority, unknown members of the white community would not be
automatically accepted, and that much time could be needed for establishing
positive communication.

This situation was reflected in the fact that only one or two Aboriginal
children had attended either of the two subsidized pre-school centres or
the play group for younger children already operating in Swan Hill.
Plans for work in this project included developing contacts with existing
pre-school services in the town, and understanding why they were not used
by many Aboriginal families with young children. A high degree of
mobility in the Aboriginal population made it impossible to tell how many
parents and children might participate in some other type of educational
program. At that time, however, there were 18 families (with 41 children
under school age between them) with whom the staff at Wandarrah were in
contact.
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The Metropolitan setting

Any clear-cut picture of the part-Aboriginal "community" of Melbourne was
difficult to obtain. A study by Barwick (1962) indicated a good deal of
factionalism among the three regional groups of Aborigines represented:
those from Cippsland, those from the Western District, and the Cummeragunga
people who had crossed the Murray from New South Wales. The latter group

were then the leaders in activities consciously Aboriginal; in these they

had the highest status; then came the Western District people and then

those from Cippsland. Barwick observed that as more part-Aborigines
settled in Melbourne, these old regional loyalties were slowly breaking
down, inter-marriage and economic differences cutting across older ties.
A more general 'black' identity appeared to be emerging. The 1956
Commission into Victorian condi_tions of Aborigines under McLean had
recommended dispersal and compulsory absorption into the community. This

appeared to have brought about a state of economic absorption without

assimilation.

The situation in 1970 was a rapidly changing one, since the newly
constituted Department of Aboriginal Affairs was formulating new policies.
How much remained of some distinctly Aboriginal orientation in part-
Aboriginal families in urban areas was unknown. Yet this was not at all

an academic point; it had important implications for our project. If a

majority of the part-Aboriginal families seek assimilation into the white
eommunity, the project should support them in achieving this goal.
Alternatively, if they wish economic absorption and economic security while
maintaining a very strong identification as Aborigines, this could have

difficult implications. We thought it likely that individual families

might vary considerably along this dimension.

The location for a Metropolitan program was, however, mainly determined by

the distribution of Aboriginal families throughout the suburbs of Melbourne.

A breakdown of available information for the North-Western, South-Eastern

and Eastern - Outer areas of Melbourne showed that of a total of 45
metropolitan families known to the Department of Aboriginal Affairs, 35

lived in the North-Western sector Ind 23 of these in the suburbs of

Preston, Reservoir and West Heidelberg. The number of children under

school age in these 23 families was thought to be about 30.

Little was known of the educational needs of the children in these families.

Two other sets of information suggested that actioA in these suburbs would

be useful. A number of the families were known to have the kind If

multiple social and economic problems which usually prevent parents giving

any consistent attention to children's early educational experience. As

at Swan Hill, however, the Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs was employing

staff to help families reduce these problems. A qualified nurse, social

workers, and a housekeeper, - some Aboriginal - were already in

contact with the families in this area. We were, therefore, reassured

that we would not be attempting to initiate educational work in isolation

from some overall program to support the general well-being of the

families concerned. Any education program to be effective, would need

solid underpinnings of this nature.

An initial survey was made, too, of existing pre-school facilities in the

Preston/Reservoir and West Heidelberg areas. While these districts con-

tained several Baby Health Centres, and six Primary Schools, adequate plans

for pre-school education were lacking. For nine families, there was no

kindergarten within walking distance; for a further 6, the readily

accessible subsidized kindergarten could offer no possibility of vacancies,
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its waiting list being 97. Three more families were within reach of a
kindergarten attached to a Catholic school; some vacancies were expected
here for the following year. A Methodist kindergarten somewhat
accessible to the remaining five families expected a few vacancies for
younger children late in the year, but none for four-year-olds again until
the following year. In all cases, had enrolment been possible and sought
by Aboriginal parents, it seemed highly likely that some financial help
towards fees would be needed and additional assistance with appropriate
clothing and transport.

As a result of this preliminary survey, the areas of East Preston,
Reservoir and West Heidelberg were selected for a second project effort.

In contrast to Swan Hill, there was no established group activity evident
among the known Aboriginal families and the extent of any type of contact
between them was unknown. The Aboriginal Advancement League had its
headquarters in the adjacent suburb of Northcote and we considered the
possibility that it might provide a positive nucleus of contacts within the
metropolitan Aboriginal community. At this time, however, the League
appeared to be coping with internal conflicts and not in a position to
extend its activities or give thought to pre-school education. It

represented only one section of the Metropolitan. Aboriginal E: p, another
faction bitterly rejecting it. Any close association with th- T'ague on
our part would, at this time, have incurred a similar rejection by some
families of any program offered. This situation was confirmed in
discussion with others, including the Aboriginal Social Worker on the
Advisory Committee involved in early project planning discussions.

The general characteristics of the north-western sector in which it was
decided to initiate work include a very high proportion of Housing
Commission homes. Streets are pleasantly wide and houses mostly in

reasonable order. Apart from a major suburban shopping development and
a creek creating a physical barrier between sections, the area at first

appears somewhat featureless. There is limited scope for interesting
activity outside the home, and the delinquency rate is one of the highest

in the Melbourne suburbs.

It seemed likely that most Aboriginal families established in Housing
Commission homes would be less mobile and more in a position to
participate in planned educational activity. We had some indications from
contacts made outside this project that having some guarantee of a "roof
over their heads," parents in this area were not likely to give up this

new security.

In view of the widely scattered distribution of families with pre-school
children, it was not feasible to envisage a program built around a physical

centre; a high degree of mobility on the part of any teacher would

obviously be needed. At the same time, impressions gained from this
initial survey suggested that an education program of some Kind for these

families was an urgent need.

What action was approprial.a?

Early contacts with the two areas selected for action made it clear that
their regular pre-school services were not an appropriate starting point

for educational work with these families. The gap between the social

experience and the information held by many Aboriginal families and the

non-Aboriginal adults using local pre-school centres was far too great to

allow comfortable interaction. Further, sending very young children to a



pre-school centre was a cultural pattern evolved in the white community,
in response to needs in parents and children resulting from quite
different family experience. We could not assume that such activity
would be needed, understood or valued by Aboriginal parents. Only
one or two children from these families had attended the regular pre-
school centres to date; it was also known that Aborigines set considerable
value on young children being at home with their mothers, and being taught
by Aborigines. Even at school age, required attendance at white-oriented
educational institutions was still a source of friction between Aboriginal
families and educational authorities.

Quite apart from children's educational needs, awareness of the position of
their parents required, then, that we think out some revised concept of
pre-school education which recognized major cultural differences while
maintaining adequate educational standards. Immediately we were faced
with the question, "To what degree do cultural values relevant to
education differ between these families and the general community?"

The first task, however, was to find ways of establishing contact with
Aboriginal parents and to begin to build up a degree of trust and
positive communication across cultural and experiential barriers.

"Y.

a

Metropolitan

Program

Notes Metropolitan program illustrations

Photographs illustrating the Metropolitan program in this report were

taken by Miss Considine during regular teaching sessions, and used as a

basis for communication with the families themselves.



Chapter 8 ESTABLISHINC COWTNICATION : THE NATURE OF THE TASK
(as understood by project staff)

How easy or difficult would it be to establish positive contact with part-
Aboriginal families? This was unknown. The experience of others made it
clear that we were unlikely to achieve it without sensitivity to how
situations might be interpreted by them. But could we as non-Aborigines
act with sufficient understanding, early in the project, when to achieve
such understanding was one reason for the project's existence? It seemed
likely that awareness on our part of the reactions of parents would be
less difficult than understanding why these were occurring.

With no previous opportunity for direct contact with Aborigines, our
own personal reactions were hard to anticipate. It was likely, however,
that they would be important. We knew that what would count most in any
approaches we initiated would be the nature of our usual ways of
interacting with other people - perhaps with a reminder to ourselves that
visual cues and actions were likely to carry far more weight than words.
It was, however, our possible responses to what others might do, and the
situations which we created for interaction, which required some thought
in advance. We tried to crystallize our thinking on educational and
social concerns sufficiently sharply to allow our spontaneous

behaviour to express these concerns; also to have a sense of direction
which ensured that cultural problems were not resolved at the expense of
educational ones. We were aware that this could happen.

Since there is limited time, in most cases, for preparation in embarking
on new areas of field work, this report includes extracts from working
notes from this project in order to suggest some of the points considered
to need thought before direct involvement with Aboriginal families.
They may be of help to teachers and others facing similar practical tasks.

The following informal notes cover :

1) the main points which we had in mind in approaching initial
contacts

2) the practical situations in which contacts were made

3) an attempt to conceptualize practical issues in interaction

in terms of behavioural learning theories

4) impressions and reactions from initial interactions

The extracts represent an approach to the setting at Swan Hill, following
preparatory talks with the Aboriginal Assembly there, the Director of

Aboriginal Affairs in Victoria, and the Ministry Education Officer at

Wandarrah. Experience in this setting helped the following year in

contacting families in Melbourne.

8.1 Reflecting on cultural and social expectations and concerns

Of first importance, recognition that a position of equality, on purely

human grounds, needs to be achieved. This seems far more a matter of

immediate personal respect for another person than an abstract respect
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for another culture. If this is in order, freedom to act in culturally

different ways is automatically preserved. This basic respect for
individuals - adults or children - is a tradition which is fostered in the
established field of pre-ochool education; the problem is to understand

what it means in interaction with Aboriginal families. Differences

between families may mean, as usual, that there is no one answer.

Establishing communication - a sense cf trust - could take months, a year.
We must be prepared to wait, this is something which can only be given.
But if acceptance in one group might not be expected quickly, neither
should we anticiedte rejection. A fairly matter-of-fact approach might

help; a clear, brief statement of the reason for being there, without
trying to justify one's presence, as though it might be rejected.
However, it might! - and this we may need to accept. A history of
prejudice is met by prejudice. From the Aboriginal viewpoint - and
sometimes from ours, "white" is not "beautiful."

How much does the collective past of a cultural group influence inter-
actions in the present, in comparison with the weight of immediate
experience? It can only do so as it has been met directly in various
ways in the lives of the present generation. Its influence is likely

to be on expectations - and that of immediate experience on whether these

are fulfilled or challenged. Opportunities for positive personal inter-

action across cultural boundaries, then, are important if positive change
on both sides is to occur.

Interaction must nct be forced by the way in which the program is

organized. It is dependent on physical proximity but this should be

flexible. There should be no "captive" situations. We need to create

one physical spot where we have a right to be - and can be easily

approached - but our task is to invite contact, to offer resources, not to
press for interaction. If this is not voluntary, and prompted by some

common interest, we will have achieved nothing.

A focus on children, not on adults, creates a possible meeting ground.
Some neutral territory for contact is important, where parent can meet
teacher free from the weight of being known as a "problem family" in the
sense of needing help with some of the more obvious aspects of life. We

will need to make sure that parents know that in the pre-school program we
do not have or want general access to the social work records kept by
Ministry staff. If we need confidential information about something
affecting our work with children, we should talk directly with parents,
or with others involved, so that they know what we know and why we need to

know this. This seems basic to the possibility of building a situation

of trust.

We need to avoid communicating any expectation that we should have e.rly

access to people's homes. Just having a house to care for is a new
experience for many - associated with the power and control of others and

their own current position of inferior statu,. An official visit is likely

to evoke anticipation of the need to conforn. to some requirement, imposed by

the majority group . . . possibly anxiety ur hostility from a feeling of

being inspected. None of these responses will set a positive basis for
communication, but there are signs that they may have a low threshhold.
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Families are probably exposed to attention from a number of different
official sources. We will need to avoid adding to pressures - to wait for
the privilege of contact on home ground.

What is the real issue in the "hand-out" problem? Withholding resources
obviously needed to cope with matters of family survival cannot be the
solution. The basis of self-respect (as distinct from self-confidence)
should not be dependent on whether or not one needs help from other human
beings. Everyone needs this at times - it is not a sign of strength to
refuse to admit this, particularly when others are affected. There is
something worrying, unsound about the premise that a positive self-image
for Aborigines is dependent on their demonstrating to themselves or others
an ability to do everything for themselves. Their ethnic self-respect is
the responsibility of :he white community. Increasing practical
independence, socially and economically is important - but more likely to
be accomplished by support in facing realities, and by being aware of some
attainable intermediate goals, than by meeting a lack of honesty in the
evaluations of the white community, which eventually will be recognized.
It is this kind of protection that seems to hold the essence of paternalism.

At this point, the "hand-out" question seems much more a matter of HOW help
is provided and WHY it is provided, than how much is needed or from whom it
comes. But this may not be so from an Aboriginal viewpoint and such
distinctions might be unrealistic in practice. A well-established and
very global response is likely.

d.2 Reflecting cn educational responsibilities

Awareness of edu-:ational responsibilities complicated cultural issues.
Since the former were the reason for the project, further thinking in
advance was needed. What kind of pre-school education program would be
helpful to Aboriginal children? When it comes to any learning problems,
is the origin of these in any way distinctly Aboriginal?

There is a basic problem to be faced in initial moves. The concept of
"pre-school education" has become almost synonymous with "attending a
pre-school centre," in many people's minds. From this position questions
for negotiation in new situations tend to centre round material resources
and issues of "running a pre-school group." We know that some of the
most active Aboriginal parents have been interested on this basis. In

concern with the need to respect cultural differences and encourage
responsibility-taking, others have supported the idea. Positions of
ownership, increased autonomy and control are well overdue for Abo:.iginal

adults. This makes it specially difficult to keep the planning of a
pre-school education program focused on children's needs, and to create an
opportunity to study their progress before deciding what teaching
situations will make it possible to give appropriate help. What kinds of
things do these parents specially want their children to learn?
Individuals - both cni''ren and parents - may differ markedly in how much
their previous experien allows them to use a group learning situation.
So far, we know little about the kinds of help parents have been able to
provide at home. As far as we know, they are concerned that their
children learn what is needed to operate successftlly in the general
Australi i community. It is unrealistic to erect that this could be
achieved by the setting up of parallel pre-schcD1 services.



If part-Aboriginal parents themselves wish to limit interaction with white
society then they need information on the probable educational consectences
for their children before they make such a final decision. Since lim.lted

educational progress is contributing to the position of dependency from
which adults are trying to escape, somehow a way must be found to solve
children's and adults' needs concurrently. The contributions which a
qualified non-Aboriginal teacher can offer in no way set limits on what
Aboriginal parents themselves may wish to teach their children. For a
bi-cultural society, children would seem to need bi-cultural learning
situations.

Time is imrortant - time to establish the positive personal communication
which would allow some discussion of the matter of children's progress and
what more adults might do to help. There is no certainty that a group play
situation and the presence of parents wil. provide the educational

ingredients needed. This is rather like multiplying the family situation

in which any problems may originate. Are these of the kind that are
likely to be changed by parent participation in a group with children?

Some very informal arrangements, a temporary setting for establishing
contact, and a chance to answer some of these questions are the immediate

needs. Will it be possible to leave decisions about "who controls what?'
and to avoid creating roles which appeal on grounds of social status rather
than actual teaching responsibilities, until an educational framework for

discussion is established. The general wady of organizing work will need

to be one that allows for the situation of very different families. This

will not happen if we talk in the context of what activities for children
a few of the most interested parents would like to "run."

Is this communication goal realistic? Not until parents have some concreta

experience of seeing how an adult works with young children in a teaching

situation. Questions about what she is trying to do, with the help of
different materials, may then arise and a concept of pre-school education
begins to have some reality. A shared enjoyment of what children
achieved and the withholding of any early attempts to influence parent-child
interaction may help in moving out of a power-oriented framework for

Aboriginal/white contacts. This is worth striving for.

What other advance concerns? Met decisions can only be made as the
situation develops, but when so much is unknown, it helps to clarify

expectations. One further area for reflection - the need to be sensi-
tive to Aboriginal families across a much broader range of characteristics

than those highlighted in the remedial framework of current action research.

What, for instance, might we learn from them - new viewpoints, different

skills, another emphasis in values?



6.3 The practical situation: Swan Hill, 1969

What was the situation in 1969, when tle project started?

At Monash University we had one half-time Project Co-ordinator and one two-
fifths time Psychologist; no suitable teacher was available for work in
Swan Hill. Two hundred or more miles away from the University there was
one roam where Aborigines gathered for meetings, craft work, a cup of tea
with friends after shopping or a rest while waiting for a ride back home
for those living out of town. Wandarrah, the building provided by the
Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs for a meeting place for Aborigines in the
area, was the practical setting for establishing contact. No special
facilities for children existed there. Apart from the meeting room, the
building consisted of offices where staff employed by the Ministry were
available to help with health, social welfare and adult education problems.
An Education Officer, a Health Sister, a Secretary (all non-Aboriginal) and
an Aboriginal Liaison Officer worked there full-time, and a Social Worker
from Ministry headquarters in Melbourne on alternate weeks.) A small,
high- fenced back yard and adult toilets, and an office-sized storage room
completed the scene at the back of the building. In front - a porch on
to the street, and in the centre of the road - a main road in the middle of
town - a wide nature strip served as another gathering spot for Aborigines.

"Vandarrahe
Swan Hill

fi VA

Children tended to follow adults about as they came in and out of the Centre,
and moved from one place to another around town. Their newly-acquired
homes have not yet replaced more familiar places for socializing or sharing
problems.

How might one start on the task of getting into communication? Weekly
visits by the Project Co-ordinator, with psychological testing of children
as soon as feasible, seemed the immediate practical possibilities. But
first, some unbroken time for becoming a part of the scene, at least in
the physical sense would be needed; for some tentative planning with
Wandarrah staff or practical problems, and on the local meaning of cultural
and educational questions - and most of 311, an opportunity to listen, to
be a participant observer, and to start to break the perceptual screen
created by life in a very different context.



Initial contacts . . . from teaching notes

Two weeks with a motel room as home base. Days at Wandarrah, melting into
the local scene as far as possible, while Aboriginal adults come in and out
- some of them cheerful, some exhausted; some expressionless, others
hostile over some immediate problem; some attractive, well-dressed, others
reflecting poverty and depression. Children of all ages from tiny babies
to teenagers - all of them part-Aboriginal, but physically contrasting -
dark- skinned, unmistakably Aboriginal in facial characteristics, to blue-
eyed children so fair in colouring that their Aboriginality is only
evident in their parents' identification with the Aboriginal community.
The young children seem to have little to do; they spend much of their day
waiting, while adults attend to their problems and needs. In between
waiting, they are en route somewhere else. Some appear exhausted; others
take it in their stride.

A smile and a brief explanation about the reason for one's presence, and
an expression of regret at not knowing people's names, serve to avoid any
misconceptions - that one may be a Welfare Officer, come to take away
someone's uncared-for (from a non-Aboriginal viewpoint) children - or some
other representative of white man's power - or just as unwelcome, someone
with a combination of curiosity and charity towards a 'downtrodden
minority." A working spot at the end of the room from which to come and
go - varying physical proximity according to the awareness and responses of
parents and children. This is a two-dimensional jobs - horizontal movement
to accept a cup of tea and to talk for a little with mother or grandparent;
vertical to sit on the floor with semi-mobile babies, enjoy them with their
parents, or observe their response to a stranger. Some working materials -
a plan of the building, a map of the area, a rule for measuring possible
play space - visual cues to help establish a role, and something concrete
to talk over with those who make direct contact, reducing the intensity of
the social issues in interaction by the presence of objects representing
a common interest. Following an initial explanation, interaction is not
pressed. There is freedom for others to respond or not. Some do, others
remain expressionless. On some mornings, one accepts many cups of tea
interspersed with handshakes and short conversations - on others, little
happens. It is a little like living on the edge of a world which looks
reasonably familiar, but you know it is not. In spite of leaving
opportunities sometimes there are no approaches made from within it. Dut
the silence is not uncomfortable. For these Aborigines, time is not an
issue. The thought of a three -yerr grant presses, but one of its special
contributions is to pay for time to establish contact. This time is
needed.

A meeting at night with the Aboriginal Assembly. It is a privilege to be
invited. This is an effort from within the Aboriginal community to think
out and deal with their own affairs; it is not an easy process for those
who come. The agenda includes plans for starting a pre-school program;
five or six of the younger mothers are there amongst a group of about

twelve Aboriginal men and women. The only other non-Aborigine
present is the Education Officer in charge of Wandarrah, but he is there
in a consultant role, not in the chair. There is an opportunity for
making a start at explaining a pre-school program in an educational frame-
work - as a way in which parents and teachers try to see that young
children have all the help they need with various things they are learning

at that age. It is fairly certain that, even with examples, verbal



statements will mean little. Some concrete experience of what is involved
is needed before there is much to discuss. But since the Assembly exists,

the decision is theirs. Would they like to make some plans of this kind at

Wandarrah? It would mean making a few minor changes to the building to make
it safer and more suitable for children while we try to find out the most

helpful ways of working.

The older members of Asseml* approve... Then someone asks the younger

mothers since they are the ones most directly concerned. Smiles, inter-

ested faces, and silence. Some murmurs of assent. It is agreed to

start the next week. After the meeting one more vocal member explains
that the younger mothers had told her that they wanted to say 'yes' but
"were too shy to speak out." Reassuring - out a reminder that in the

presence of older Aborigines, as well as non-Aborigines, younger parents
might not express their own opinions freely; also that representing other
people in meeting situations is not an Aboriginal mode of communication,
but one used by the white community. There was no way of knowing how
much these factors were operating or in what ways one's own presence
affected what was said. But the atmosphere of the meeting was friendly,

relaxed.

One week later, driving north from Melbourne in late afternoon. On board,

a few essentials for the first pre-school sessions on the following day -
a large rug, play material for babies, a little equipment to interest older
children - some Kleenex and towels. Enough to make an adult meeting room
look different and inviting for children, but not too different for adults.
Two sessions planned for the following day. Would anyone come?

On the first day, three children and one mother in the morning; 11

children, five mothers and a grandmother in the afternoon. The next week,

two different children in the morning; two mothers, an aunt and six of the

same children in he afternoon. Three of last week's group are sick.

Over the next months, parents and children came into the setting created
for informal communication, some intermittently, some regularly
participating in family-style groups. Children of five down to very

young babies were likely to be present. The adults bringing them changed

from week to week in some families; in others mothers usually came and
occasionally a father or grandfather either out of work or on irregular

hours. A two-hour session was the plan, the Aboriginal Liaison Officer
helping with transport of more distant families in the Ministry-owned bus.
On occasions, no-one came. But usually, there were several children with

two or three adults. On some afternoons there were even too many for such
a mixed age group in a temporary setting.

Minor modifications were made to the room; a small piece of adjoining land

was leased which, with the back yard cleared and a cyclone fence erected
made a reasonable space for outdoor activities for a limited number. The

addition of children's toilet and washing facilities, the purchase of a
minimal. amount of children's furniture, and a selection of play material
made it possible to function in a temporary setting, within requirements

set by Health Department reguLktions. The storage room was cleared to

make a small office. Financial and practical support from the Ministry of

Aboriginal Affairs made the building modifications and purchase of

furniture possible. The room used ab a playroom once a week was cleared



of all signs of pre-school activity at the end of the day - a careful plan
to make clear the limits of change introduced and the extent to which
another non-Aboriginal adult was operating within a place which represented
important rights to Aborigines. kfter some months of weekly visits,
communication was sufficient to allow the introduction of the Project
Psychologist and the organization of initial testing sessions.

Impressions and reactions from expelience in this Swan Hill setting and from
work initiated in Melbourne the following year precede a report of various
initial measures of children's progress and related environmental factors.
In this way, some of the realities of the situation, for individual parents
and project staff, may emerge more vividly; a more varied range of
information from the project can be shared, and some links established
between psychological theory and teaching practice.

Swan Hill
program

Courtesy: Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs
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8.4 Conceptualizing early interaction in terms of behavioural learning
thcory.

The concept of teaching on which this project attempted to operate included
the application of established research findings on factors influencing
behaviour and learning to practical teaching responsibilities. Since the
cross-cultural social learning situation of necessity took priority in our
first year of work, and behaviour in that situation played a major part in
communication, the theoretical framework of Skinnerian learning theory
(Skinner, 1953) proved a helpful context for thinking about work.
Experimental research has demonstrated, across a range of situations outside
the laboratory, how principles of reinforcement from operant conditioning
theory may be in action in teaching situations in ways which work against
the teachers' intentions (e.g. Harris, Wolf & Baer, 1964 ; Scott, Burton &
Yarrow, 1967). Much controversy surrounds the question of whether operant
conditioning principles are relevant to education. Argument here appears
to arise, however, from attempts to apply to education the techniques through
which reinforcement principles have been demonstrated in experimental
research. This by-passes the main question of what relevance the
psychological principle of reinforcement so established (as distinct from
the activities through which this finding has been demonstrated) has for
teaching situations. The responsibility for education would seem that of
applying such a principle appropriately, rather than of maintaining the
technical procedures and scientific safeguards necessary for the quite
different immediate purposes of 7esearch.

In order to illustrate links between one set of psychological principles
and practical operations, the following discussion intentionally highlights
specific elements of early interactions at Swan Hill. These represent a
small part only of the total situation, however, and this should be kept
in mind in reading this section of the report.

Inclusion of this selective presentation of certain elements of early
interactions has these purposes: 1) to indicate that recognition of the
psychological issues in practical events is a necessary pre-requisite to
using relevant research findings in pre-school education; 2) to illustrate
the practical help which results from establishing conceptual links between
research and teaching; 3) to contribute something to general understanding
of certain features of Aboriginal/white interactions; and 4) to suggest
how the teaching field might appropriately influence scientific inquiry.

In what ways, then, could one better understand and control onela own
behaviour during somewhat crucial early interactions if sensitized to how
the immediate consequences of events were strengthening or weakening the
chances of their future occurrence, through the operation of reinforcements
of various kinds, determined by personal reinforcement histories ?

Example 1 : reciprocal reinforcements in early social contacts

As a representative of the white population, in general still a symbol of
control and an uncertain object for trust to many Aborigines, one d-d not
expect immediate acceptance. The visible form of this state of affairs
made an impact, howeve-, for which one was not entirely prepared. In
some early interactions (and still in some new contacts) it was nat
for one's normal expressions of interest, friendliness, or concern to be
met by a complete absence of any reciprocal overt response. Possibly
nothing was said; sometimes faces as well remained expressionless; a
degree of tension could be felt; the social situation was ambiguous. If
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there had been physical withdrawal, one might more comfortably have
interpreted the lack of response as shyness (which appeared to operate in
other cases). But in the framework of non-Aboriginal social relations,
the lack of recognition that an obvious approach had been made would usually
be interpreted as disinterest, direct ignorOing or rejection. It was,
therefore, difficult not to react automatically with a consequent withdrawal
of spontaneous expression of warmth, and of non-intrusive but friendly
approaches, and to maintain nonetheless a positive expectation of a
response at some time or another. In teaching children, one was used to
this kind of demand on one's understanding, persistence and confidence.
With one's peers, however, different meaninf:e operate. A conscious effort
was found to be necessary in order to avoid one's conditioned responses
influencing behaviour in directions which would have communicated to
Aboriginal adults something quite contrary to what one wanted to say, non-
verbally, and to what one understood might be helpful to them. The
theoretical framework sensitized one to the probable consequences of one's
own automatic responses, and helped in interpreting the situation more
objectively. Without this, perceiving the responses of Aborigines in the
social reality of a non-Aboriginal world might have resulted in these
responses successfully extinguishing the non-verbal element of a positive
approach, and the associated opportunity to move into more direct forms of
positive communication. We might have communicated inadvertently (at the
level of associative learning) precisely what we wished to avoid teaching -
that is, that the white population said one thing but did another. It has
been demonstrated it various areas of psychological research that this
doub..e-bind situation can exist in spite of intentions. Therefore, the
awareness of reinforcement contingencies and increased control of one's own
responses made possible by analysis in terms of operant conditioning theory
would appear to offer significant help in making progress with some mutually
accepted goals.

In restraining natural tendencies to over-ready interpretation of behaviour
based on previous experience within our cwn culture, it proved helpful at
this stage to learn from those more familiar with the situation chat these
responses could represent a protective device; a need for time until re-
assured of the motives and attitudes of unknown non-Aborigines; a ger_rally
less verbal communication system; or just a well-established habit in the
presence of white adults. It was useful to remind oneself, too, that the
meaning for us of acceptance or rejection on cultural grounds was amplified
by project responsibilities; these gave positive responses from Aboriginal
adults a reinforcing siliency not attached to their counterparts in liety

at large.

Example 2 : clear labelling of reinforcement contingences

Another matter requiring thought for existing reinforcement histories was
the meaning which cur reactions to attendance or non-attendance at pre-
school sessions correyed to parents, and why they participated. For part-
Aborigines, who very often have not experienced positive responsiveness from
the general community, there would be no reason why its social approval of
their behaviour sY:ould hold reinforcement value. They have had little
prestige to lose by lack of conformity and some satisfaction from retaining
a degree of autonomy. On the other hand, one observed that the negative
attention of white society had acquired reinforcing properties for some.
These increased the probability of certain behaviours, almost traditional
in Aboriginal/white relationships.



For some part-Aborigines, behaving in ways which brought disapproving
attention, even to the point of police action, appeared not to be a
conscious, deliberate activity. Rather it seemed an unconscious - often
desperate - response to hopelessness and despair, bcth cultural and
personal. For others, however, a conscious manipulation of the
contingencies of attention from the white community was a way of
maintaining some personal autonomy in the face of white authority.
Efforts might vary all the way from the mild (but not hostile) familiar
amusement of "taking the white man for a ride," or the materially
rewarding "playing the system" of social benefits, to vigorous resistance
to anything originating from sources which represented white authority.
This has been expressed on occasion in a range of less acceptable social
behaviours - destroying public property, violent epithets, refusal to
participate in activities at Wandarrah, failure to pay rents - all
guaranteed to bring fairly certain and immediate negative attention from
official machinery and the white community. Seldom has the white
community revealed any awareness of the reasons why such sources of
satisfaction were sought, or of their own direct responsibility for
maintaining conditions which both evoked and reinforced such behaviours.

In view of reinforcement histories such as those just described, it
appeared most important to ensure that mere attendance at pre-school
sessions did not, in itself, become an issue. Staying away could become
one more way o4 registering a protest against goneral conditions of
discrimination and prejudice. It was necessary, therefore, that any
absences were not to be met by expressions of undue concern on our part,
or social pressure to participate. Such attention to negative behaviour
would only reinforce responses incompatible with pre-school education.

Was consistent praise and approval for attendance on pre-school days the
best method of establishing regular habits of participation? Behaviour
modification theory might suggest such a course. If, however, over time,
these responses acquired positive reinforcement properties for the
Aboriginal adults in question, two things. would be very wrong. Aborigines
would be even more subject to control by a majority grcup, having learned
to need this approval; and there would be ro way of observing the
development of voluntary interest in and concern with their children's
education.

The real work seemed to need a focus not on their behavioural responses but
on the origins of reinforcement. It was necessary to establish some new
contingencies, at t!.e same time ensuring that unhelpful ones were withdrawn,
and that the rearms why these were satisfying were dealt with in some ether
way. The consEi',ences of parental participation in pre-school activities
should be some immediate, satisfying and obvious connections with children's
progress - awareness cf some new skill acquired; a child a little easier to
manage; awareness of an increasing vocabulary or of sources of fun in
something done together. Very careful labelling was attached to absences.
If mentioned, they were strictly related to something children had missed,
that could have beeu helpftd to them; or to the fact that the mother
herself as a person had been missed by the teacher and others. Quite apart
from any problems arising from past experiences, it was essential that the
involvement of families in a pre-school education program was not a
conforming response to the values of other adults, but a voluntary expression
of concern with children's progress.

It took a little mental re-organization to rally feel that there was no
special problem if, at the end of a five hour drive and an overnight motel



stop no-one, or only one or two, came to the group. Sometimes, however,
some extreme form of communication is necessary in order to break through
others' established attitudes and expectations about what one may think
matters. As a means of conveying a strong pattern of primary concern for
Aboriginal families and children's education, this weekly pattern helped.
At first its meaning did not register. Then there were signs of awareness
that, since no demands were made in return, it was people that mattered.
There were a few directly appreciative comments about weekly visits. A
little later, a case of oranges for one's sick mother from the Aboriginal
Assembly seemed to put a final seal on an unspoken agreement, in a way
distinctly expressive of some Aboriginal values. Some of the "shoulds" in
the situation had apparently been removed, and intrinsic sources of
reinforcement appeared to be operating.

It proved possible, then, to transform a social situation in which non-
educationally-oriented reinforcements operated into one in which
educational communication was possible, without withdrawal of warmth or of
support for Aborigines' efforts towards independence. The main point was
to establish very clearly that, in our view, such positive feelings and
support were not kus had been learned) contingent on mi behaviours.
Respect, recognition, and iaterest in individuals, understanding or concern,
were to us responses warranted on the simple basis of human equality; in
this situation, they did not have to be fought for, nor were they the
prerogative of those 410 co-operated. Non-intrusi-;e, consistent but
carefUlly non-contingent reinforcement for adults (varying with opportunity
and need) therefore accompanied efforts to avoid creating in our program
sources of satisfaction non helpful to educational goals; to establish
opportunities for intrinsic reinforcement; and to provide a new basis for
communication across socio-cilltural borders. With one teacher, weekly
visits only, and an unpredictable pre-school population, formal
documentation of any change occurring was not within the realm of possibility.
Also, the support offered in similar directions by other staff at Wandarrah,
in between and during sessions, must have contributed to any positive
results.

In this project, however, the point was not to test hypotheses or replicate
findings which have been subject to widespread scientific study. The
issue for this educational effort was to use theoretical knowledge of well-
established explanatory principles in order to understand the variables in
a specific situation, and to control these more effectively, towards some
educational outcome. If results were not in line with theoretical
probabilities, the results of carefully controlled research would not be
disprovei. Findings might have been generalized inaccurately in this
instance, or the results confounded by a multiplicity of other associated
variables, over which no control was possible in this teaching setting.
But results out of line With predictions based on well-known theories can
raise questions for further study; and attempts to apply research to
teaching may in turn sensitize research to possible new emphases. Where
outcomes were in line with predictions, there would be further informal
empirical support for a psychological theory, and its relevance to some new
situation would have been illustrated. Such a working relationship between
research and teaching seems a successful way of avoiding the conflicts
inherent in action research. The focus in a teaching program is on seeing
the relevance of a body of research data about factors affecting lt ming,
and of uslic rather than extending this.
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8.5 The outcome of initial contacts

Results of these initial efforts at Swan Hill to establish bases for inter-
action on the grounds described will show in the nature of data presented
in other sections of the report. A few general comments here may be
pertinent.

The early interest in co-operating with a teacher over educational activities
for pre-school children has been sustained and developed in this part-
Aboriginal population. Later in the first year, the project psychologist's
visits for testing purposes were accepted without strain, and spontaneous
interest in children's progress was shown by some parents. Attendance at
teaching sessions was affected by a range of factors but these did not
include power struggles with project staff, although there is still evidence
of these in action in other situations involving non-Aborigines in official
roles. Comments from parents still indicate expectations of discrimination
in other settings, and communication on matters important to them is limited
to those with whom personal experience has built up a feeling of trust.

In 1970, a full-time teacher was appointed to the program. Preparation for
this chAnge was necessary and a time of overlap with original staff
arranged; but the teacher herself wim subject to a variety of "tests" and
it was necessary to maintain the existing contineencies and unconditional
social acceptance. There was, however, no major crisis; attitudes to
the program have been increasingly positive and there are more families
seeking participation than one full-time teacher can assist.

There is no doubt that some direct benefits to parents help to sustain
positive attitudes to the program (for example, time on occasions with a
few less children). They do not only represent concern with children's
education. But other reinforcements operating are consonant with, and
not in conflict with, educational purposes and are recognized openly by
teacher and parents, as part of the general effort. They are common to
regular pre-school programs.

8.6 Reflections on operant conditioning theory and education

The experience reported leaves one with several reflections on the
contribution of Skinnerian learning theory to education. The degree
to which the outcome of early interactions at Swan Hill was the result
of attempts to deal with reinforcement contingencies cannot be known.
It was, however, in line with predictions and contrasted with other
situations in which different reinforcement contingencies operated. The
conceptual framework of operant conditioning theory was certainly helpfb1
in analyzing elements of a complex social situation.

Recording the following reflections may be useful.

1) In contrast to the emphasis originating in behaviour modification
theory, the significance of operant conditioning principles for
education may not lie in the application of effective schedules
of reinforcement. It may be, instead that, through awareness of
existing reinforcements operating, one is able :

a. to avoid being manipulated by these
b. to ensure that informal and formal cow.unication are consistent
c. to create opportunities for learning which would otherwise be

precluded, by the extinction of responses incompatible with
learning
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d. to build up reinforcement histories which lead towards a degree
of freedom from the operant conditioning of the natural environment

2) In interaction involving racial issues and minority groups, the concept
of behaviour modification seems particularly inappropriate, since it
implies that the problem is on the other foot! - that the behaviour of
the social minority is in need of modification. The principle of
operant conditioning, however, as it relates to incidental learning
allows one to underrtand better what may be wrong with one's own
behaviour, and how unintended discrepancies between behaviour and
verbal statements may be a source of lack of trust.

3) In generalizing from experimental studies of behaviour modification, it
seems that the focus has been on the activities in which operant
conditioning principles have been demonstrated, rather than on
understanding the relevance of the principle This may partly
be the result of failure to differentiate the immediate purposes of
experimental research and teaching; consequently, forms of reinforcement
which can be measured easily and varied widely in frequency within the
period of an experiment, have been generalized to education. In

keeping with this, mediating variables studied have dealt with
quantitative (e.g. satiation and deprivation) relationships rather than
qualitative ones between a state of receptivity in the person learning

and a reinforcing consequence from the environment. The existence of
the former state appears at times to be ignored in discussion.

Field work in a project such as this serves as a strong reminder that
the "rat" must be reasonably hungry, that something has made him so,
and that given opportunity, that "rat" may prefer a different or far

more varied diet. The difference between concern with the nature of
reinforcements in the environment as they influence others'
reinforcement histories, and concern with using established
reinforcement histories to control others' responses seems synonymous
with the difference between an educational program and custodial care -
there is some overlap in the elements of each, but they are used in
the second case to help manage another, in the first case to help,
another manage himself. Extinction procedures in behaviour modification
are, therefore, much less likely to conflict with educational goals
than the administration of schedules of social or material reinforcement.
In teaching, one may need to be far more concerned with modifying the
nature of reinforcements operating in the learning environment than with
modifying the nature of the responses learned as a result of existing
ones. The principle is still relevant; but the starting point, and

therefore what should be modified, differs. Experience in this project
suggests that such a reversal is essential in work with Aboriginal
families; that incidental 1,.arning is crucial in cultural interactions;
and that on no account should expressions of personal interest and
warmth towards a people be contingent (unconsciously) on their behaviour,
if positive communication is to be established.



8.7 Introduction of Metropolitan program : 1970

Contacts with Metropolitan families were made on an individual basis,
since no group activity drawing them together existed. In initial
contacts, we tried to communicate the concern of pre-school teachers
with all families with young children, but also our concern to give
some priority to Aboriginal families at this point, since they seemed
to miss opportunities to be part of community planning.

Early discussion with Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs staff had been help-
ful in giving some indication cf the general situation of families for
whom addresses had been supplied. Contacts were made independently,
however, and we had little idea in advance of likely responses to an
opportunity to think about children's education.

In order to keep first approaches informal, and not officially over-
powering, the Project Co-ordinator made an initial enquiry about the
family's interest in talking over possibilities. Parents (usually the
mother) were then invited to come out to the car and meet the pre-school
teacher who would be working in the area; she then had a little time
with any parents interested to make a personal contact and arrange a time
to come back. This avoided a two-to-one situation, any expectation of
an immediate invitation into homes, and - hopefully - a situation in
which parents felt obliged to commit themselves with a nominal "yes which
would be retracted later. We tried to keep the emphasis on giving inform-
ation about an opportunity to talk and learn about pre-school education
and on arousing interest in hearing more about possibilities, knowing that
previous contact with something called "pre-school education" was unlikely.
Most of all, however, initial calls were planned as friendly personal
contacts, which allowed parents freedcm to respond to the social situation
to the extent they felt ready for, or wished.

We also tried to make it clear that, if the teacher were invited to return,
it would be possible to work outside - on the porch, in the yard, or in
the project car, for example, with one or two children for short periods.
In this way it was possible to prevent the absence of the usual physical
facilities for teaching creating any feelings that the privacy of
families might be at risk; room was left for parents to take some
initiative.

In March, 1970, we tried to contact the 16 known Aboriginal families
with young children, in the program area, in such a manner. TWo had
left the district. In 11 cases, the response to initial contacts was
positive; mothers accepted the invitation to talk about possibilities,
asking the Project Co-ordinator into their homes and coming out, with
varying degrees of confidence, to meet the project teacher. In a
further instance, both parents were working during the day and contact
was made indirectly. Through these visits, the pre-school teacher
:lame into regulhr coatact w_th 22 Aboriginal children between 1 and
5 years of age, and 4 non-Aboriginal neighbours, and began to develop
co-operati7e working contact and communication with each family. A
further four Aboriginal children participated for short periods while
parents were in the ars,

In the two remaining families en our initial list, immediate reactions
were doubtful; conversations were carried on through closed wire doors.
In one case, there was obvious interest in and concern with children's
welfare, but shy withdrawal from contact. On a second visit, more
communication was possible, but the family was found to be moving away.



In only one instance was there any overt expression of negative attitudes;
here again a later visit found the family to have moved because of a
housing problem, which may well have beer the reason for earlier lack of
communication.

A home visit teaching program was developed from this beginning. All
parents freely offered the use of their front rooms for one or twu teach-
ing sessions weekly. As families came to know and trust the visiting
pre-school teacher, they asked if she could visit other families too.
Some of these were non-Aboriginal neighbours or friends. While practical
possibilities set limits to the _Lumbers that could be included in the
program at one time, it has been a project policy to respond to the
suggestions of Aboriginal parents, where at all possible, for exteniing
project enrolments - particularly where these entailed interaction with
non - Aboriginal families. In this way, Aboriginal parents were in a
position to offer scmething to others in the community, and to control
the balance of Aboriginal/white interaction in the program, rather than
being expected to come into an existing group of preaaminantly non-
Aboriginal families who were already familiar with pre-school education.

Some characteristics of teaching activities and of the families partic-
ipating in this program, and something of the experience of the teacher
herself, are described in further sections of the report. The over-
riding emphases which we tried to communicate in early contacts and
ongoing work wore:

1) educational concern for all young children, regardless of their ethnic
origin

2) recognition of th particular position of Aboriginal families
in the general Australian community at present, and interest in
supporting their efforts to cope with a social and physical environ-
ment which held sources of practical and psychological stress, and
to build a more secure family setting for the future

3) respect for parents' existing beliefs, values, and preferences for
ways of dealing with young children

4) an absolute acceptance of parents right to contra what happened in
their own homes, and concern to arrange teachIng sessions so that
both parent,' and children's immediate needs were considered.

Just what these emphases meant in any practical sense is difficult to
communicate in a written account. Illustrative comments appear in
later chapters.
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SECTION IV: INITIAL DATA ON CHILDREN - GROUP REPORT

Chapter 9 SEIMCPION AND MIMI OF TESTS

There is legitimate concern among qualified pre-school teachers .t
present regarding the widespread assumption in action research
programs that group results on psychometric measures of intelligence
provide an appropriate basis for planning pre-school education
programs, rather than some of the information relevant to this.
Some such concerns have been mentioned in other sections - for example,
on the different purposes and responsibilities of research and
teaching, and on criteria for evaluating pre-school programs.
Others, such as the task of defining *intelligence* (rather than
having it defined by available tests) are general problems in the
fields of psychology and education, much more far- reacting than can be
tackled in this project. They do, however, throw into question the
meaning of much of the current literature on compensatory education.

This situation appears to have arisen because, in neither education
nor psychology, has there been a planned and comprehensive approach
to solving certain major problems which limit the practical contrib-
utions of these fields, and depend for their solution on cross-
disciplinary communication. Now, in the urgency of dealing with social
problems, action research has been funded as though these limitations
were merely matters of application. This is by no means the case.
There is a history of lack of purposeful two-way communication between
the fields of psychology and education which has some negative
consequences for dealing with teaching responsibilities and measures
of learning in children. These consequences are not dealt with at all
by the recently increased involvement of psychologists in compensatory
education, and of teachers in actin research.

It has, therefore, been necessary to give considerable thought to the
place of a testing program in an educational project at present.
Attention is drawn to the following statement of the purposes which the
testing program was seen to serve. Further, communication of the think-
ing behind test selection, in some detail, and a critical review by the
project psychologist of certain features of the tests selected for use,
were considered necessary prerequisites to readers' interpretation
and possible use of the initial test results presented in the next
chapter.

,I9,1 Purpose of testing pram

The rims of the testing program in this project were two-fold:

1) to obtain some broad descriptive data on standardised scales of
mental development. (Such information is relevant to general
statements made about the progress of Aboriginal children, and to
interpretations of data from various tests in current use with
pre - school children.)
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2) to provide detailed information on each child', progress (from

study of performance in the test situation) as a basis, together
with other behavioural datatfor planning individual educational
programs.

The psychological examination was not directed at categorizing child-
ren into ability groupings nor was it planned as a pre-treatment

assessment to be used as a baseline for evaluating the effectiveness
of the pre-school program. The former aim is quite antithetical to
basic educational ideals held by members of the project staff;
the latter is a highly equivocal research method in such a setting,
where changes in an individual's status on test norms may result
from a range of factors unrelated to the education program, and
known to be significant influences on learning And also impossible
to control in the families concerned.

FUrther, the psychological assessment of pre-school age children is
a hazardous proceeding, and that of children deemed to be in need

of special educational intervention programs even more so. To our

knowledge, no research study of the experimental effects of pre-
school education programs has taken up the problem of validity of

the initial assessment of children. Research evidence which pre-

dates such programs has indicated that such assessment may signif-
icantly underestimate their existing ability. For example, none
of the tests used at this age, with the exception of the Terrill
Palmer scale, allow for an adjusted score related to test refusals.

With the additional problem of interpreting the educational relevance
of test results and problems of reliability of scores over time, it
seems at this point that the main contribution of psychological tests
to pre-school education 1r the information yielded, at one point in
time, on the relative progress of aspects of learning considered of

educational relevance.

The descripti7e data presented in this section of the report are
included from the viewpoint of their relevance to some of the state-
ments and assumptions being made about Aboriginal children as a
group, and the effa:ts of certain kinds of learning environments.
Group analyses of initial test results provide a means of checking
one's expectations of Aboriginal children.

9.2 Selection of tests = notes on some contributions and limitations

1) Binet Scale (1960 revision)

For an initial examination it was decided to direct efforts to
obtaining a complete performance for each child on one basic instru-
ment at least. For pre-school ages the most widely used scale in
both research and clinical work is still the Binet Scale, either
the earlier 1937 revision or the more recent 1960 revision which was
used here.

The pre-school extension of the 1.1SC, the WPPSI,covers only a limited
age range (4-5i years) and, though it consists of a set of zub-tests
and provides measures of Verbra and Performance IQ, this different-
iation of scores has not, to our knowledge, been successfully
validated factozially.
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It also lacks the well-established eduoationally predictive value
of the Binet Scale which, it was anticipated, would prove useful
in follow-up studies. The selection of the Binet was based on
the following further considerations :

(a) It is highly acceptable to pre-school age children. This
important aspect cf any scale designed for use with this age group
would seem to have been given less attention by other test construc-
tors. It is seen to have ensured the long standing viability of
this scale. (The Merrill Palmer Scale also has this characteristic,
perhaps to an even greater extent, but lacks other advantages of
the Binet Scale). In this respect the Binet Scale, in our own
clinical experience, had contrasted with more recently developed
scales such as the WPPSI and the ITPA, and earlier ones such as the
Minnesota Pre-School Scale. Thus Palmer (1970, p.102) observes in
a recently published Handbook on the psychological assessment of
children : "The Binet Scale has the distinct advantage that... its
items are addressed to children, attract their interest and hold their
attention." Such a feature goes a long way in ensuring at least
the validity of the child's performance on the test, not, of course,
what the test is presuming to measure.

(b) It is a well validated measure of general ability in our society,
being widely used to classify individuals on this dimension, and at
the same time to establish the validity of alternative measures and
methods of classification. From the viewpoint taken in this project,
much of the criticism of the Binet Scale as a measure of intelligence
is not seen as relevant to the pragmatic usefulness of the instrument.
Measured intelligence has been seen in this project as essentially
a bio-social trait and the possibility of culture free or fair tests
rejected. While the general factor of the Binet Scale may be more
accurately described as a "Verbal-educational factor" (Vernon 1961)
and the test "largely a measure of scholastic aptitude... heavily
loaded with verbal functions" (Anastasi 1968) this is also seen to
typify intelligence tests designed for use in our culture.
(Anastasi, op.cit.)

Certainly as a measure of scholastic aptitude it has been well valid-
ated over the years. Indeed it was this particular aspect of intell-
igence that focally concerned the originator of the scale - that
which "constitutes the intelligence of a pupil, the capacity to grasp
and assimilate instruction" (Binet, 1909). Binet himself had never
conceptualized intelligence as other than an essentially modifiable
characteristic which yielded to "skilful farming". At the same time,
Binet's own approach was essentially pragmatic - his test worked and
in successive revisions has continued to work. It is, however, a
technological rather than a scientific instrument - a tool that has
been found useful in making classifications and predictions about
children's intellectual functioning on the basis of the sample of
items constituting the scale, and the population sample on which it
was standardized. The measurement, in common with that of other
psychological tests, is both indirect and relative. However, in
themselves these do not constitute instrinsic weaknesses of the test
as a measure of scholastic aptitude for popAlations similar to the
population on which it was normed.
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(c) It was considered as appropriate a test for the part-Aboriginal
participants of the pre-school program as any other available scale
in terms of the standardized sample providing the norms for the scale.
Australian norms are not available for this, or any other test scale
at pre-school levels. Certainly the Binet Scale has been somewhat
more adequately standardized at this level for the American population
than most other scales. At the same time its over-all norms have
been criticized on the basis that, specifically, both negroes and
itinerant workers were excluded from the general standardization
sample; indeed this has been the case in the construction of all
such widely used scales in the U.S. Thus it is argued that with
these significant sections of the national population excluded from
the norming population, which at the same time included an excess
proportion of urban subjects, national norms represent over-estimates
of average performance. Local norms have been proposed as a "help-
ful supplement" (Anastasi,

On the other hand some English studies have suggested that the Binet
Scale may be under- nonmed for the general school population of the
United Kingdom. This may well be so as it seems likely that the
greater cultural homogeneity of this populace, despite t recent
influx of "colored" immigrants, could well be reflected -A a higher
mean score and the same situation could hold in Australia. What
has come to be termed "measured intelligence" can lay little claim
to being a fixed, invariant characteristic either in relation to
individuals or populations, though the underlying genetic basis of
the behaviour sampled may be both.

An examination of the age placement (particularly of verbal items)
in the original Binet Scale, compared with the recent revisions,
reveals a consistent downward shift to younger es,e levels. It

seems unlikely that the intervening years have seen dramatic improve-
ments in the gene po-N1 of Western societies, but revisions of the
test indicate that today's children are expected to exhibit such
"intelligent" behaviour at earlier ages than their counter-parts
in the first decade of the century. At the same time the children
of the current in- m_-rants to the urban complexes of contemporary
technological societies may be nc less "intelligent" than those at
the turn of the century, but test at lower levels on today's norms.
These comTlex issues of Lorming, however, involve all attempts to
construct measures of psychological characteristics with any general
applicability - not )1ut the Binet Scale. In the case of this scale,
however, the data that has accumulated over time and across groups
makes it possible to raise them.

With respect to the norming cf tests for pre-school age children,
additional problems are created by the general inaccessibility cf
subjects prior to the age of compulsory school attendance. Thus
the authors of the ITPA test found that the sscio-economic compos-
ition of their pre-school standardization sample showed serious dis-
crepancies when compared with that of the r,o; ,Ition at large - short
comings that were much less marked in tnc:, school age sample. Pre-

school samples drawn for test norming are, in g.eneral, likely to under-
represent lower socio-economic status f< ,ies and the test norms

produced constitute over-estimates.
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The extent to which this has affected the Binet norms at these levels
is not known - the only test to our knowledge which has provided
critical information on these SES differences between the norming
population at pre-school and school age is the ITPA. However, it
is of interest to note that Binet himself commented on the large
number of children at 3-4 years classified as backward on the Binet
and Simon 1908 version of the scale - this he attributed partly to
the "timidity", but largely to the "ill-will" frequently exhibited
by this age-group, which resulted in a large number of refusals to
answer the questions.

On the contemporary scene this negativism is seen to characterize
children from sub-cultural groups rather than the population on which
tests are normed!

More basic than the problem of obtaining a representative sample of
pre-school children for norming tests is that of constructing a set
of test items which adequately samples the verbal abilities of
children at this age. In this respect the Binet Scale has a some-
what wider range of applicability at pre-school levels than the strong
verbal bias of the test items at later ages might indicate. While
virtually all the items at the early levels involve a comprehension
of, and a readiness to respond to, verbal directions, only a small
proportion of these require a familiarity with the repertoire of
the adult speech community for their successful performance. On
such items, however, pre-school children who are restricted to a
verbal repertoire at home markedly discrepant from this are handi-
capped. This point is discussed further in later notes on the ITPA
test.

Over all, the advantages of the scale which are seen to rest on the
demonstrably sturdy pragmatic qualities of being an efficient techno-
logical instrument were seen to outweigh its shortcomings as a
scientific measure of factorially defined cognitive abilities with
norms appropriate for the population to be studied. In any case no
such alternative measure was available. At the same time, it was
planned to supplement the initial assessment of the children's current
cognitive status provided by the Binet Scale with additional test
measures where appropriate, and to utilize in addition observational
data.

2) Leiter International Performance Scale (1948 Revision :

C. H. Stoelting Co. Chicago. T.P.P.) This had been considered as
a possible alternative to the Binet Scale for the initial assessment
of the children. Designed initially as a cross-cultural test of
general intelligence, it was modelled on the 1916 version of the
Binet Scale, covering a range of intellectual functions of similar
scope. The scale is characterized by the almost complete elimination
of instructions either spoken or pantomimed. Despite the sharp
contrast in test content administration, it has been regarded as
constituting a "non-verbal" equivalent to the Binet Scale (Anastasi,
1968) unlike other performance scales. Items require the setting
out of the solution in a response frame which holds small blocks that
juxtapose the stimulus card slotted into an adjustable holder.
While most of the early items involve largely perceptual matching and
discrimination, later ones require an internal manipulation of the
stimulus material, demanding more abstraction and thinking skills
than would appear to be the case with items in the 4-7 years age range
on the Binet Scale.
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Not surprisingly it has been re-appraised recently as "among the best
non-verbal tests of receptive cognition" (Palmer, 1970, p.207).

As far as is known the Leiter Scale has not been subjected to factor
analytic studies, but on face value it would seem to be more highly
saturated with Spearman's 'g' factor than the Binet Scale and, in
Cattell's terms to be more a measure of 'fluid' ability, less one of
"crystallized" ability than this scale (Cattell, 1963, Horn & Cattell,
1966, Cattell & Butcher, 1968). A built-in feature of the Leiter is
that successful performance requires learning to carry out these tasks.
Thus, overall, the items of this scale would appear to qualify as poten-
tially better measures of "fluid" ability - in that they are novel
tasks, not drawing on "over-learnt abilities" (Ferguson, 1954) - than
Cattell's own "Culture-Fair tests".

Reas for using the Leiter Scale as a supplementary test rather than
as a "Culture-Fair" alternative to the Binet

The decision to use the Leiter Scale as a supplementary source of
information regarding the level of cognitive functioning of the child-
ren, rather than as an alternative and more appropriate choice than
the Binet, was based on the following considerations.

(a) Current thought, as indicated previously, has largely rejected
the notion that psychological measures of ability can be constructed
that are in fact culture free (Biesheuvel, 1969) or that they would
prove adequate tools even if this were feasible (Anastasi, 1968).

(b) The fact that a test is "non-verbal" in no way established its
suitability as an instrument for cross-cultural or sub-cultural testing.
Language is only one of the many parameters along which cultures may
vary, and one more readily accessible to exclusion by skilful trans-
lation of verbal items (see Ortars comments on his experience in Israel
quoted in Anastasi op.cit.)

(c) The results from earlier cross-cultural studies using the Leiter
Scale had certainly established that it was not culture-free or fair.
In the manual for the 1946 revision, the author himself would seem to
regard the test not as an international measure of intelligence, as
originally conceived, but as a non-verbal alternative to the Binet
Scale within the American culture. Studies quoted indicate a satis-
factory level of congruent validity on the basis of correlations with
the Binet Scale and somewhat similar predictive validity in relation
to educational performance.

(d) Studies of young deaf children would seem to indicate that the
Leiter is a more satisfactory instrument than others for assessing
cognitive development in these linguistically handicapped groups
(Lenneberg, 1967). It has also been found to be "a powerful pre-
dictor of academic aptitudes in deaf children" (a study by Birch &
Birch, 1956, quoted inthe manual for the Leiter Scale). This would
seem to establish its value as a necessary alternative to the Binet
Scale for these handicapped children within the culture not, as
Lenneberg sugges'Is, its suitability as a measure of intellectual
development among so-called culturally "handicapped" groups.
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(e) Cross-cultural studies have indicated that it is not merely the
item content that may be unfamiliar but the way of thinking demanded
by the item. even where the content may beequally familiar or un-
familiar to both groups, this difference may be maintained. Indeed
"non-verbal" items may be more demanding here than verbal items
where an alien "problem-oriented" or "abstracting" mode of thinking
is required. Thus empirical data has indicated that differences
or deficits on "non-verbal" tests may be greater than on verbal tests
among groups who are handicapped at the same time by limited familiar-
ity with the language (Vernon, 1965, 1969).

(f) More recently, sociolinguists have pointed out that minority
groups may learn, or be educated in, the language of the "power"
group of a speech community, but have only a limited opportunity to
share other "socio-cultural patterns" of that group (Fishman, 1970).
Neither the modal experiences, nor modes of thinking of the dominant
group may be as accessible as the linguistic forms - under these cir-
cumstances the test findings of Vernon and others are hardly surprising.

(g) Much of the evidence of verbal-non-verbal differentials in test
performance has come from studies of older age children - at the stage
of entry to secondary school or later. There is a lack of confirm-
atory evidence that the same differentials may hold for primary and
pre-school age children from these so-called "culturally deprived"
groups. Particularly at the earlier ages it may well be the exper-
iential basis for the developnt of certain concepts that is lacking,
the absence of the appropriate linguistic forms only a surface mani-
festation - a situation to which the Genevan school has drawn attention
(see Sinclair 1969).

(h) While the emphasis of this school of research has been on the
importance of non-linguistic activities for early cognitive develop-
ment,there is evidence from other studies, also, that play experiences
including the toys available, may contribute to performance on ability
tests and may also vary for different sub-cultural groups. Berrstein's
studies of verbal-non-verbal differentials in working-class and
middle-class youths, which he attributed to differences in the ling-
uistic codes characteristic of these groups (Bernstein 1960, 1962)
are well-known and frequently quoted references. Less well-known
is a more recent study (Bernstein & Young, 1967) which found social
class differences in parents' attitudes to toys. These attitudes
correlated more significantly with Performance than with Verbal I.Q.
on the WISC. In an earlier study, Bing (1963) demonstrated relation-
ships between early maternal behaviours (as reported by mothers) and
children's later performance on non-verbal as well as verbal tests.
Hess & Shipman's (1965) studies showed concurrent relationships between
mother's behaviours and children's performance on non-verbal tasks.

Summarizing these considerations it seemed unlikely that the Leiter
Scale represented a more appropriate test for making initial assess-
ments regarding the cognitive abilities of children in the program
than the Binet Scale. We knew little of the children, but from what
was known of the tests both were sets of cognitive tasks requiring
crucial previous learning experiences, as well as certain levels of
ability for successful performance.
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At the same time the test situation itself, regardless of the type of
task, was likely to be an unfamiliar experience to all the children
and affect performance on both scales. However we were interested
wherever practicable to use both scales - both appeared likely to provide
useful though different sorts of information regarding the children's
development. In particular,the inclusion of a completely non-verbal
scale had important advantages as it seemed to us that, where the
investigators only concern is with verbal or linguistic defects, these
may well be the only ones uncovered.

Some disadvantages of the Leiter Scale as a psychological measure

(a) A practical, but not trivial, negative aspect of the scale that
those unfamiliar with it may not appreciate is its lack of reads
availability and high cost. It cannot be procured directly from 1°061
test distributors and is a good deal more expensive than individual
test scales in regular use. This proved an unfortunate limiting
factor in the extent to which it could be used for re-testing.
Because of the cost, only the first set of material (for years 2-7
on the scale) had been ordered.

This did not provide a sufficient ceiling for a few of the older, more
advanced children at initial testing, and limited the number of older
children on wnom re-testing was feasible. Consideration was given
to using thelocally produced (also expensive) Queensland test, the
lower age limit of which overlaps this scale. It incorporates fea-
tures of the Leiter Scale such as the non-verbal administration of
items that are of a "figural reasoning" rather than a performance
type, in a scale of more sophisticated construction. However the two
test measures are not comparable and the additional information
obtained would have been difficult to interpret.

(b) Another practical disadvantage is that it can be very time -
consuming to administer. As with the Binet, a certain scatter across
age levels occurs and, to obtain a ceiling age, not just one but two
levels with no successes have to be administered. However, as the
child must be given the opportunity to learn how to do the test, more
lower age levels have to be administered than would be required to
obtain a basal age even with a wide scatter. For the more advanced
children this may necessitate a very long test session.

(c) The value of this commendable, if time consuming feature, of the
design is unfortunately lost for the younger child - there are insuff-
icient lower levels of the test on which the two and three year olds
can learn. Indeed it is difficult to conceive how the test could be
made appropriate below 2 years; responding even at 2 years represents
a difficult task. This had repercussions for the initial testing of
the younger children on the scale - they could not in fact "take the
test" till thoy had been in the program for some time.

(d) The original design of the Scale was modelled on the 1916 Revision
of the Binet Scale and the Scale has been revised in 1940 and
again in 1948; its test construction remains fairly primitive by the
sophisticated standards that have developed in the intervening years.
In this respect it is nowhere like ar thorough in its standardization
andnormiag as the 1937 Revision of tne Binet. It is, like the Binet,
an age scale but unlike the 1960 Binet,has not been restructur3d to
yield deviation scores with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of
1( throughout the scale. On the Leiter Scale, I.Q.'s are calculated
on the basis M.A. x 100.

C.A.
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Unfortunately the author discovered when the 1948 revision was
being completed that the age placement of items was too low - by
about six months. To counteract this bias he recommends adding
five points to the I.Q. obtained on the scale, to bring this figure
in line with that obtained on other scales. This appears a hap-
hazard and rather unsatisfactory arrangement and may still not
sufficiently correct the bias; some comparative figures reveal mean
Leiter I.Q.'s a good deal lower than those on the Binet. A con-
sequence of this arrangement means that I.Q.'s obtained at different
ages may not be necessarily comparable and at tne same time the
Standard Deviation for the scale, necessary to interpret these,
may vary considerably from one age to another. The author claims
that the Standard Deviation on the scale is comparable to that of
the 1937 Binet but the data tabled in the manual suggest it is very
often larger. These constructional weaknesses of the scale reduce
its value as a measure. This is particularly unfortunate in view
of the superior quality of much of the item content which would appear
to possess good construct validity of that evasive property gl.

(e) Related to these practical and methodological weaknesses of the
scale is its limited use in routine individual testing. There are
only limited data available on the scale because of this lack of wide-
spread use in clinical, educational or research settings. Data
obtained with the scale cannot be examined and interpreted, as is the
case with the Binet Scale, in the light of this background information.

3) Bayley Scale of Mental Development (The Psychological Corporations
N.Y.. 1969)

From the very inception ci the project, it was apparent to the planning
committee that a significant number of very young children would be
involved. They had already, in a sense self-selected themselves, at
least into the Swan Hill program, as indicated above. It seemed
important therefore to plan for their needs as well as those of the
older children - more often than not, their siblings. From this point
of view some assessment of the developmental status, particularly of
the children around 2 years of age, appeared likely to provide a cer-
tain amount of useful information. It was considered that the Binet
Scale would prove to be an inappropriate instrument here, as basal
ages often cannot be established with this age group on the scale.
Thus it would be necessary to select from among the Infant Scales
available.

While a good deal of concern has been expressed in the literature
regarding the dubious predictive validity of these scales, this has
not been shown to be related to any intrinsic weakness in the scales
as measures of current developmental status (Bayley,1970). Such
criticism has arisen from what is seen to be inappropriate uses of
the information obtained - that is, to classify children as possess-
ing a certain ability level and predict their subsequent status on
the basis of test performances which represent neither direct nor
absolute measures of such characteristics. The approach taken in
the assessment of the older pre-school children - that of obtaining
a reliable measure of a child's current status on a standardized
ability scale - seemed equally appropriate for the younger children,
as it is indeed the rationale that has been proposed for the use of
Infant Scales themselves (Bayley, 1969 p.4.) .
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At the same time, the reliability figures quoted for some Infant Scales
and the inter-correlations between re-tests during the second year
compare favourably with those for the third and fourth year on pre-
school scales (Bayley, 1970).

The choice of the recently revised Bayley Scale which had just become
available was not a difficult one to make. This revision represented
a far more thorough-going attempt to standardize such a scale on a
representative sample of the population than previous Infant Scales.
An earlier revision of this scale, standardized on a quite small and
almost certainly biased sample of infants, had been shown to possess
a rich variety of item content (Stott & Ball 1965) and this has been
returned in the current version, with the additional advantages of a
psychometrically much superior construction. Behaviours reflecting
motor co-ordinations and skills have been reserved for a separate
scale. The Mental Scale i;:self, as described by Bayley, has been
designed 'to assess sensory-perceptual acuities, discriminations,
and the ability to respond to these, the early acquisition of 'object-
constancy' and memory learning and problem solving ability; vocal-
izations and the beginnings of verbal communications, and early
evidence of the ability to form generalizations and classifications"
(Bayley, 1969, p.3). Materials for the items are attractive and
practical (durable, washable plastic).

Much detailed care was reported to have been given to the placement
of items on a scale of difficulty and to the instructions for their
administration and scoring. However the opportunity to study the
scale in more detail and in a wider context than that provided by a
clinical setting prompts the following more critical observations.

(a) The representativeness of the standardization sample
Bayley herself strongly represented the necessity of ensuring that
"the standardization sample upon which test norms are based be
representative of the population for which the test is devisee
(1969, p.7). This may be seen as a critical feature of a psycho-
metric instrument rather than an instrument for investigating a
developmental process. In the latter case, the behaviour sampled
provides objective evidence of the presence or absence of a partic-
ular developmental pattern - for example, whether or not the child
has acquired object constancy; shows evidence of symbolic function;
can conserve quantity and so on. This information stands indep-
endently of any test norms. However, norms are needed in order to
answer other sets of questions about the child.

Performance on items of a psychometric scale only acquires meaning
in terms of the age placement of the items (based on the performance
of the standardization sample) and, additionally, in the case of a
scale constructed like the Bayley, in terms of the mean performance
and variability of the normative sample for the particular age group
to which the child belongs. Thus the representativeness of the
standardization sample in relation to the population for which the
test was devised becomes, of necessity, an intrinsic component of the
calibration of the scale.
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While the sample was large compared to that of other Infant Scales -
a cross-sectional sample of over 1200 compared to a longitudinally
tested sample of 61 infants for the original scale - on closer
examination it turns out to be somewhat less representative in im-
portant ways than the claims made both by Bayley herself and in
various reviews of the scale. Reference has already been made to
the very real, possibly insurmountable, difficulties in obtaining an
adequate standardization sample at levels below the years of com-
pulsory schooling. However, minimizing the extent to which the sam-
ple failed to reflect accurately the proportions of children in
the age range of the scale in the selected strata of the U.S.
population as described in the 1960 census figures) may well mislead
subsequent users of the scale - particularly as Bayley claims that
such discrepancies as occurred are unlikely to have more than a
minimum effect on results. She found, in children up to 15 months
(Bayley, 1965) no significant differences on the mental scale related
to variables of geographical location, parents' education or ethnic
group - the areas of sampling where discrepancies occurred. As in
other standardization samples, rural groups are markedly under-
represented and, though non-whites were Amcluded, non-white rurals
are scarcely represented. Again, the lowest occupation and education
groups are under-represented.

These discrepancies are less likely to affect results for children
in the younger half of the age range of the scale (up to 15 months).
With the emergence of what Piaget terms the "symbolic function" later
in the second year, "mental" test items become increasingly vulnerable
to cultural specificity and one finds it difficult to accept Bayley's
claims that the sampling discrepancies can only have a minimal effect
on results for this older half of the age group. Consequently,
expectations that test norms are adequate for the population for Ilich
the test was in fact devised - a national American population - may
need to be revised. Where it is used with children from sub-groups
under-represented in the population on which the test was normed -
that is, rural dwellers, with heads of households of low occupational
status, limited schooling and of non-white ethnic origins, scores
obtained are likely to be subject to a certain "systematic error"
(Shapiro, 1970) resulting from the scale's calibration on an insuff-
iciently representative sample. A majority of the children with
whom the scale was to be used belonged to such sub-groups of the
Australian population.

(b) Z.s.....es_ti..onadp1sacmentofitems. Though, as indicated
earlier, there is variety in the mental processes tapped by the scale,
the placement of items and their actual content would appear less
satisfactory. Characteristics both of the original standardization
sample - small, test-sophisticated and almost certainly non-represent-
ative - and of the population on which the revision was normed would
both seem to have contributed to this situation. The ultimate
selection and placement of items on a psychothetrically constructed
scale of development is determined by their statistical requirements,
not by a sequencing derived from a theory of mental development.
Thus characteristics of the sampling utilized in the construction of
the test may exert a significant influence on the content and place-
ment of items. Where, for instance, peg - boards and form-boards
represent familiar activities to a number of children, timed items
with this material (and on the Bayley Scale there are more than half
a dozen of these) may prove quite sound statistically.
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With children fnr whom the material has novelty and the activity
represents a problem solving task rather than a performance of a
previously learnt skill, timed items, in the light of current develop-
ental theory (see Hunt, 1961) would appear quite unsound. At the
same time, it is possible that they might have been found less
satisfactory if children from a wider range of backgrounds had been
represented in the construction of the test.

Several other items included in the scale seem not to meet a basic
selection criterion recommended by the original innovator of the
Mental Scale - Alfred Binet - that only those items which all children
brought up in reasonable environments have had equal sTscrtunity
to learn should be included (Binet 1905). On the Bayley Scale items
such as "looks at ,actures in book" and "turns pages of book" are
found at age placements of 10 and 12 months respectively. "Names"
or "points" to pictures - black and white line drawings on a card
represent items credited from 19.3 months on. Children from favoured
environments are provided at early ages with the opportunity to learn
to responZ to series of such items. How many successes they score
ji likely to reflect their developmental level. In contrast, quite
reasonable environments may not provide children with such opportun-
ities till a much later age. For these children failure, which
again may be on a series of test items, is seen to provide highly
equivocal information regarding their developmental status. While
"the item content provides a suitable vehicle for some children to
give early evidence of the ability to form generalizations and class-
ifications which is the basis of abstract thinking" (Bayley, op.cit.),
for others it fails to tap these underlying mental processes. The
ability may, cr may not, be present.

The composition of the scale at the older age range thus appears to
lack a sufficiently satisfactory selection of item content. Too
large a proportion of items appear dependent on precocious experiential
opportunities. Some, at least, of these might ha, been weeded out
during the revision if sampling across a wider variety of home environ-
ments had been effected.

(c) Developmental status is psychometEipallv. not s-choln ica2LE
defined As an over-all consequence of the above problems a & bi;
the psychometric assessment of developmental status - the Mental
Development Index (MDI) - representing the child's test performance,
may not prove to be a psychologically meaningful one.

The author herself recognizes that there may be some difficulty here
at least where the child is "exceptional" - in this case, mentally
retarded. In such instances she recommends the use of "age equiva-
lents" to provide "a more direct estimate of effective level of
functioning" (Bayley 1969 p.33). "Age equivalents ", however,
represent no more than an alte=rnative transformation of the child's
raw score - into a "mental age" rather than an Index or MDI - a nom-
alized standard sccre with a mean value of 100 and an SD of 16.
Though a mental age rather than an Index results, this is not
necessarily any more meaningful psychologically; it is not related
to a psychologically defined developmental sequence. Instead of
being seen as so many SD units below his age group in developmental
status he is seen as so many months below.
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TO amplify the picture provided by these quantitative scores, 1107107
suggests a qualitative study of the test protocol, by means of the
"Situation Code" groupings of test items. However, these groupings
of test items are found to identity activities only in terms of
particular sets of test material. The situation codes represent
an important component of the instructions for the administration of
the scale. They indicate, for instance, that a task is administered
only once, though the differential scoring of the child's response
may provide a series of non-sequential items on the scale. The only
additional information to that required for administration convenience
is an alphabetical abbreviation of the verbal description of the test
material and/or activity. For example, "1r identifies 'Pegboard ",
°S° "Pink board ", *UM - "Jointed doll' and 'W' "Hinds broken doll."

Though the scale does lay claim letup a variety of mental processes
a claim somewhat substantiated by factor.analytic studies the
situation codes in no way identify these. Sor are they identified
in relation to the actual test items anywhere in the menual. This
might have been anticipated on the basis of experience with other scales
such as the Knot. It is difficult to see how the situation codes
could contribute to a qualitative study of the test protocol; they
convey no information that has not already been acquired in the actual
administration of the scale . a task already accomplished by the
Examiner. At the same time, some qualitative study of test perform-
ance would seem to constitute, for diagnostic purposes at least, a
necessary amplification of the quantitative picture of developmental
status.

These limitations are highlighted when the scale is used with children
in the 18 months range. Here the EXaminer, sensitised by the work
of Piaget and his colleagues, is likely to be concerned with obtaining
objective evidence regarding certain critical aspects of the child's
stage of mental development - that is, on the presence of internal
representation of objects and events and the emergence of symbolic
functioning. This evidence is most readily available on verbal items -
in a child's discriminative response to verbal stimuli and appropriate
naming of objects and pictures.

However, for those children who fail to respond to such test items,
this negative information may not be taken as unequivocal evidence of
the lack of such abilities. The task, or the materials, may have
failed to engage interest; experimental encounters with the part-
icular content of items may be lacking. The vulnerability of the
scale to these effects has already been discussed. The quantitative
measure of developmental level inevitably reflects such failure; the
careful EXaminer will turn to a zualitative study of test performance
for confirmation of this diagnostic picture. A focal concern will
be with whether the child's successes are largely on items dependent
on refinements of sensory-motor skills or whether there is evidence,
in the child's performance on other non-verbal item*, of internal
representations and some symbolic functioning (success on "delayed
reaction, form-board reversal, re-assembly of a simple familiar
object, symbolic play behaviour etc.). All these tasks are in fact
represented on the Bayley Scale, but it is left to the individual
skills of the EXaminer to identify them and use such intonation in
a qualitative assessment of developmental level.
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Thus, as a Scale of Mental Development, the Bayley Scale would appear
to function almost exclusively as a psychometric instrument, and one
with less general application than its :urrent wide-spread acceptance
in clinical and research settings would seem to indicate. The
qualitative use of the child's test performance is seen to be limited,
since this mist be related to some sequential account of the develop-
ment of mental processes such as that provided by Piagetian Theory
(Met. 1960.

For this project, -1 approach based on Piaget's account of the early
stages of mental growth (op.cit.) offered advantages, particularly
in respect to flexibility of materials and tasksras well to the
psychologically more meaningful nature of behaviour sampled. There
were, however, some obvious drawbacks. Not least of these was the
need to construct a set of Piagetian -type tasks appropriate for this
age range. While the early sensori-motor stage had been well mapped,
this was not the case for the early period of the pre-operational
sage that from 18 months to around four years - the focus of our
interest. This seemed likely to represent a major research under.
taking in itself and one quite inappropriate in view of our resources
and immediate needs. At the same time, the advantages that the
Beyley Scale cfferel in providing, across the age range of the Wad-
ren, some continuity of assessment with the Binet Scale, both in
respect to type of instrument and the nature of the data obtained,
would be lost.

On these grounds it was decided to retain the Bayley Scale as the most
suitable psychometric instrument available, but to supplement estimates
cf the developmental status of individual children with observational
data both from the child's test performance and other sources.

4) Pe bod Flotkme Vocabu
Service Inc.. let)9

Souse critical comments

This test has been :d defy used in the initial assessment of child-

ren in a numtlr of pre-school intervention programs in the U.S. (and
more recently in Australia). Tt was selected as the *instrument of
evaluation" of the national survey of Project Head Start (Anastasio
1968). The test consists of a set of 150 plates, containing four
pictures.

For each test item the child has to select, 14 a pointing response,
the most appropriate picture to match the eerd spoken by the
Examiner. The test comes in alternate fc,- s with norms for children
aged 21-18 years. Test reliability figu:e' quoted in the manual are,
for pre-school age children, comparaJ,le to those of the Binet Scale
with which it appears to show some c ,eruent validity - a correlation
of .71 is qu,ted by the author as t, Aectian value obtained from the
results of several studies.

As described by the author, the test is "designed to provide an
estimate of a subject's verbal intelligences by 111,-ans of a short
restricted sample of behaviour - i.e. through "measuring his hearing
vocabulary" (Dunn, 1959).
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As no verbal response is actually required of the subject, the test
is seen to be especially applicable to persons unable to vocalize well.
(Anastasi, op.cit.). Initially this led to the test's acceptance as
a suitable measure for screening the ability of certain handicapped
children. In more recent years this same feature has recommended
the use of the test with groups of children seen to be inhibited
and/or limited in their verbal expression - as an acceptable test for
ethnically different and lower-class children in particular. With
pre-school children it has the additional advantage of meeting the
need for an individually administered test but one which makes minimal
demands regarding the time and skills of a trained examiner, thus
making possible the processing of large numbers of children.

However, though the PPVT was introduced in the second year of our
program, the test was not used as an instrument for rapid screening
of either general or verbal ability nor, more specifically for assess-
ing the "hearing vocabulary" of the children. The test was added
to the initial assessment of the children more to study the value of
the test, and of the information conveyed by the scores obtained, than
to assess the child. The addition of the PPVT for these reasons
presented little in the way of practical disadvantages as the test
requires ajlinimum of time and 9ccasions little restrtance - in fact m
it has proved useful in clinical practice as a quick means of
"breaking the ice" in an individual test session with a shy or self-
conscious child. At the same time, as the PPVT has been more widely
used in the setting of pre-school intervention programs and with ethnic
and minority group young children than other tests, information
obtained seemed likely to prove of value for comparative purposes.

The reasons for rejecting the PPVT as an acceptable instrument for
assessing the general, or the more circumscribed aspects of verbal
development that it lays claim to measure, stemmed from the limited
nature of the evidence regarding the test's validity. In particular,
as far as children of pre-school age are concerned, there appears to
be a complete lack of substantial evidence that the test provides a
measure of what it was designed to measure that has any general
application. In view of the current wide-spread acceptance and use
of the test in a variety of research and educational settings with
young children, the bases for these objections will now be discussed
in some detail.

The validity of the PPVT as a wide range test

Content validity The author claims that the method of item selection,
based on the item pool provided by "Webster's New Colligiste Dictionary"
established its "rational validity" as a measure of "hearing vocabulary".
For older elementary and secondary school age subjects, this may
provide an appropriate source of items, though problems are seen to
arise when a "recognition" vocabulary rather than a vocabulary of "use"
is involved - a point which will be discussed later in relation to
the norming of the test.

This source of items cannot be taken as establishing the "rational
validity" of the test as a measure of hearing vocabulary for younger
and, in particular, pre-school age children. Dictionary listing of
words reflects the verbal repertoire of the adult speech community,
not necessarily the home repertoire (Fishman, 1970) of the young
child.
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They are largely acquired referentially, through exposure over time
in educational settings, not experientially, in the primary group
settings of the home and its environs where the acquisition of the
child's initial hearing vocabulary takes place - and indeed a good
deal of its subsequent development. It will be necessary to return
to the issues raised here when problems specific to the pre-school
levels of the PPVT are discussed.

Construct validity The author's aim in sampling "hearing vocabulary"
is to provide an estimate of the subject's verbal intelligence.
However he does not produce any evidence in relation to the construct
validity of a measure of hearing vocabulary as a test of verbal
intelligence. The only support for this claim is that the vocab-
ulary tests of the Binet and Webster Scales are seen to correlate
more highly with total scale I.Q. than other items, in the case of
the Binet, or sub-tests in the case of the Webster. Both these
vocabulary tests require the oral definition of a word in a relatively
small set (compared to the 150 items of the PPVT) of carefully selected
and graded items. The construct validity of these vocabulary tests
as measures of verbal intelligence has been empirically established
by studies carried out on these two scales and relates solely to these
"particular vocabulary tests - it cannot ee taken as evidence Per the
construct validity of a quite different "vocabulary test" as a
measure of verbal intelligence. To the extent that "congruent"
validity can be taken to establish the "construct" validity of a measure,
evidence for this is far from satisfactory. No attempt was made to
establish the congruent validity of the test, with either the Binet
or Webster Scales as criterion, during the process of test construct-
ion, for the full-range of the test, or any part of it. The evidence
the author quotes here comes from a heterogeneous collection of data
obtained subsequently, in various studies, often from small samples
of atypical children - institutionalized, physically or mentally
handicapped, heterogeneous in age, if not in ability. The median
value of the correlations obtained between PPVT and Binet and Webster
Scale I.ksapproximate .70, but this cannot be taken as an indication
of the extent to which the tests are measuring the same thing,without
additional data. For some samples, the size of the correlation in-
dicates some congruence, for others very little.

Predictive validity According to the author, the test was designed
to predict school success and, as he puts it, the predictive validity
of the test becomes a matter of "paramount importance". Despite
this, neither in the construction stage of the test nor subsequently
has its predictive validity been established. This contrasts sharply
with the efforts of Binet, virtually at the turn of the century.
Having put together his 1905 scale, Binet checked that the classifi-
cation of pupils on this scale agreed with their current school
performance - that the test had construct validity as a measure of
the child's ability to profit from instruction. This was the first
step in establishing its "predictive validity" - that the measure
provided by the scale could be usefully employed to make predictions
regarding a child's likely success in the tasks required by the school
situation. This first step does not appear to have been taken with
the PPVT. At the same time the only study giving any indication of
the predictive validity of the test, published prior to the issue of
the 1959 Manual, was one showing this to be low at Grade 1 level.
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The author, tabling this finding, comments that the test is likely to
be a much better prediction from Grade 3 on. Though this may well
be the case, evidence to substantiate it is lacking.

The validity of the test as a measure for general use in the
population. The PPVT has been used as a "national" instrument within
the U.S. and when used in Australia, test norms are most commonly
referred to as "American norms". The sample on which the test
was normed, however, was drawn from white children and youths
"residing in and around Nashville, Tennessee" (Dunn, op.cit.). No
check would appear to have been made on the extent to which this
sample reflected the composition of the white American population in
general on such characteristics as level of occupation, education,
urban/rural residence and so on - standard practice in safeguarding
against bias even where more rigorous mcthods of sampling are employed.
The test may have been designed, initially, for use with exclusively
white subjects, necessitating the exclusion of non-whites, though
this is not stated. As a national instrument however it lacks
validity and, without re-norming, is inapplicable to those groups of
the population not represented in the norming population, but who have,
more recently, become a highly significant proportion of the subjects
with whom the test is used. Thj.s applicability of itest to a
population ?or which that test was not designed is seen as a partic-
ularly critical issue when the behaviour sampled is "hearing"
vocabulary - a vocabulary, not of "use" as Anastasi (op.cit.)
describes it, but one of recognition. Both the size and content of
a person's vocabulary of recognition are seen to be highly susceptible
to the specific demands of their immediate social and educational
milieu. College students, for instance, are known to have recognit-
ion vocabularies far in excess of their vocabulary of "use", reflect-
ing their need to comprehend communications from a wide variety of
sources (Miller, 1951). The necessity for extensive comprehension
of the "standard" repertoire of the speech community varies consider-
ably with the person's interaction with the formal institution of
society, quite apart from the capacity to develop such comprehension.
Thus differentials related to social class, ethnic group and ecological
distribution are all likely to be large.

The validity of the PPVT at the pre-school level of the test
The doubts raised above as to the validity of the PPVT as a wide-age
range test become more emphatic at the lower age levels. The sample
on which the test was normed at these age levels appears even more
unsatisfactory - the geographical basis was more restricted and no
check was carried out as to whether the bias towards upper S.E.S. levels,
for which pre-school samples are notorious, was present here. Thus
there is no guarantee that the satisfactory growth curves reported
for the items retained in the test would be replicated in data from
a more comprehensive sample of white American pre-school children.
In view of the fact that there is little else to recommend the
rather large and heterogeneous collection of items used to measure
the child's "hearing" vocabulary and estimate his verbal ability,
this is disquieting.

There seems to be little "rational" validity for the items selected,
and certainly no cogent reason for the expectation that they would
form part of the young child's every day vocabulary of "use".
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Again this is in sharp contrast to the vocabulary test at pre-school
levels of the Binet and to other items at this level which are seen
to load on the same factor of "verbal comprehension". The "Picture
Vocabulary" items require that the child name line drawings of what
are largely familiar household objects; other items, that he produce
a relevant association to words from a similar range - key, stove,
ball, for instance.

The inappropriateness of a test based on a recognition vocabulary
at pre-school age
As indicated above, any "rational" validity the item content may
possess for older children is not seen to hold at this age level.
It could be argued that a wide ranging test of recognition vocab-
ulary such as the PPVT has little basic construct validity at this
age as a measure of a child's vocabulary of use, much less verbal
ability. Sociolinguists such as Fishman (op.cit.) see the young
child'3verbal repertoire as restricted to that of the "hearth and
home" and it seems unlikely that any standardized test of a
recognition vocabulary would do justice to the variety of hearth
and home experienced. Varieties of a language are seen to exist
in all modern speech communities, though the diversity represented

41.1 4,1

may be marginal linguistically. However it is just those linguisti-
cally unimportant differences - lexical nd phonological rafter than
syntactical - that are likely to affect the child's performance on
a test such as the PPVT. That is, the label given to things (and
the things labelled) and how such words are pronounced, are likely
to differ between the Examiner (and the test constructor) who use
a standard variety of the language, and the young child who may use
a non-standard. At the same time "how a thing is called" in the
case of the young child, as Roger Brown has pointed out (1958), and
whether it is labelled differentially at all, depends very much on
the "non-linguistic" activities of the adults who rear him. Even
without variety of language, there is likely to be variety of
activities - particularly where the ecological settings are different
(i.e. rural/urban and inner city suburban).

Other pre-school scales, where verbal comprehension items contribute
to the over-all measure of ability, make much more limited demands
than the PPVT on the child's familiarity with the lexicon - e.g. the
Merrill Palmer Scale in particular. A high or low level of
familiarity with a large collection of lexical items from the standard
variety of American English is not seen to provide information that
is relevant to developmental issues. What it may provide is inform-
ation regarding the child's position in relation to this standard
variety of the adult speech community, the extent to which he and his
family participate in this compunication network. As sociolinguists
see it, he will acquire this standard variety as a result of exposure
over the years to the formal institution of school - at least this is
seen to be an important function of this institution in our society
(Fishman op.cit.).

Limitations of the PPVT as a measure of language development or
language deficit
Vocabulary items are more appropriately r,c7arded as measures of
conceptual, rather than strictly linguistic, development. They are
taken to be an indicator of level of symb, Iic functioning - an indirec'
measure of the child's symbolic representation of his world as the
latter is, largely, inaccessible to the Examiner.
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Verbal comprehension tests, such as Vocabulary items, may represent
far from ideal measures of the child's level of symbolic functioning.
Thought at this age is not seen to be dependent on language - at
least the weight of available evidence supports this position (Furth,
1966; Sinclair, 1969; Lenneberg, 1967). Vocabulary items, however,
constitute one of the mosc readily available measures of the child's
functioning here, since they are relatively easy to construct,
administer, and standardize, compared to items that are perhaps more
appropriate.

As measures of language development per se, or as indicators of
language deficits, the status of vocabulary items is much less equiv-
ocal. They appear to provide information that is quite inadequate
and which may be misleading for certain groups of children. In
contrast to our current state of knowledge regarding children's
acquisition of grammar and phonology, and of their developmental
sequences, little is still known of the processes involved in vocab-
ulary growth and of developmental sequences here, as well as the role
it plays in language development. What is known suggests that est-
imates of size of vocabulary are not sensitive measures of development
and that differentials relate more to the use made of language than
to its acquisition (Menyuk, 1971a, 1971b). The items of the PPVT
are made uwdf singular and conotive nouns with a rew gerunds,
adverbs and adjectives. They are thus limited largely to the same
form class and one which would seem to evidence the largest differen-
tials related to class in the spontaneous speech of school beginners
(Brandis and Henderson, 1970). It could be anticipated that the test
performance of children from homes where the purposes for which
language is used differ, as well as the variety used, may be quite
depressed in relation to the narms of the PPVT - to be at an immature
or retarded level here. Their acquisition of language, of a
linguistic system nay be, however, from a developmental stand-point,
substantially normal.

Conclusions

Thus the PPVT is considered to lack basic construct validity as a meas-
ure of either intelligence or linguistic development with pre-school
age children. No congruent validity for the test, at this level, has
been established with other acceptable measures of intelligence. At
this stage it is difficult to see how any congruent validity could
be established for the PPVT as a measure of linguistic development.
What little is known of its predictive validity in regard to academic
success in the early school years indicates that this is, on the
author's own admission, low. Its chief virtue as a psychometric
instrument would seem to lie in the minimum time, effort and skill
that are involved in obtaining a quantitative assessment. In view
of the lack of validity of the measure obtained in relation to the
purposes of assessment, this is seen to be a highly dubious asset.
The test does prove an indication of haw similar children, or groups
of children, are to the standardization sample in Nashville, Tennessee.
For comparative purposes this may prove to be useful.
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5) The Illinois Test of Psychaliaguistic Abilities_Ciiirka_McCarthy
& Kirk, 196g7-

Two sub-tests from this test - the Auditory Association Test and the
Visual Association Test - were included in the general test program.
The Auditory Sequencing Test was used with a number of children, and
certain individual children were given various other ITPA sub-tests.
These were added to the test program in the second year of the project
for reasons similar to those that determined the inclusion of the
PPVT. Again, the ITPA test has been used, though not so widely, with
groups of children involved in interaction programs here and in the
U.S.A. and with other samples of part-Aboriginal children, so compar-
ative data were available which might prove useful. At the sane

time, inter-test comparative data were of interest; the project

children's performance on the ITPA Scale could be compared with that
on the basic instruments and we could gain some idea of the nature
of the information conveyed by group results on the ITPA.

As the ITPA was found to be much less acceptable to the children than
the PPVT, as well as a good deal more time consuming, the Number of
sub-tests that could be included was strictly limited. The reasons
for our decision :ITt to use the scale as a whole as a basic instrument
for assessing current level of ftulction ins; in the area oflq°sycholing-

uistic abilities", as well as the basis for selection of these
particular sub-tests, are outlined below.

The ITPA test is based on a theoretical model of communication,
derived to some extent from communication engineering models. These

aim to provide the specifications for a]1 the purposes and all the
levels that are, apparently, involved in the understanding and

speaking of a language (Osg:lod 1957). Though the test itself does
not incorporate all the potential features of the model, a signif-
icant number are thought to be incorporated. Thus the sub-tests are
identified on the basis of the distinctions drawn in Osgood's '.del
of communication between different levels of organization, different
psycholinguistic processes and different channels of communication -
the three basic dimensions of psycholinguistic abilities, according
to Osgood.

In the ITPA battery, two levels of organization are distinguished - a
higher, "representational" level - sufficiently organized to mediate
activities requiring the meaning or significance of linguistic

symbols (McCarthy & Kirk, 1963, p.1.) and a lower level cf organiz-
ation, the "integrative" level, (represented here by a sub-level of
this, the automatic-sequential level) dealing with the non-meaningful
use of symbols, principally their long term retentions and short-term
memory" (p.11). Three psycholinguistic processes are distinguished:

1) a decoding process - obtaining meaning from certain stimuli
(visual or auditory); 2) an encoding process - expressing meaning

in appropriate responses (words or gestures r and 3) an associative

process - the intermediary stage where symbols (related to auditory

or visual stimuli) are internally manipulated. Channels of commun-

ication - the sensory paths involved in the linguistic symbol
reception and response - are represented by two combinations of
channels - an auditory-vocal (auditory input/vocal output) and a
visual motor channel (visual input/manual output).
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In the experimental version (1963), only nine individual sub-tests
representing abilities, regarded as distinguishable in terms of
channel, process and organization level, were realized. Two
additional sub-tests were added to the 1968 edition of the test.

Despite this appearance of comprehensiveness and specificity in the
range of sub-tests provided by the ITPA, its status as a meaningful
measure of a child's psycholinguistic abilities is dubious and seems
likely to remain so. The premises which inspired and guided the
construction of the test represent at best only one of the major
theoretical approaches to language - a probabalistic information
processing model. In the intervening years since the test's initial
construction, this theory has steadily lost ground to a structural,
linguistic approach, in the face of an accumulating body of evidence
obtained from careful linguistic analyses of extensive samples of
the young child's spontaneous speech (McNeill, 1966, 1970; Menyuk,
1971).

The sub-tests of the scale appear to sample quite inadequately
the young child's language behaviour, and at the same time, this
sampling is in no way independent of general intellectual skills:
total score on t",e scale correlates significantly with Binet I.Q.
scores, zp do several of the4gub-tests independer3ly. (See data
from original standardization, McCarthy & Kirk, 1963, p.59, and that
from the validity study, McCarthy & Olsen, 1964, p.73). This is not
surprising as at least 6 of the 9 sub-tests of the original version
show some similarity to items or sub-tests on the Binet and WISC
Scales. The ITPA does offer a fairly clear-cut distinction between
cognitive tasks involving what are more characteristically termed
verbal modalities and non-verbal modes of functioning. However, some
of the value of this is lost by the low test - re-test stability co-
efficients for a restricted age range on the "non-verbal" tests such
as Motor Encoding and Visual Motor Association (McCarthy & Kirk, p.31).
Differences observed in a child's performance across these modalities
may reflect little more than the unreliability of the sub-test scores.
The tests with the highest reliability co-efficients (Aud. Association
and Aud. Sequencing) are in fact quite direct analogues of familiar
intelligence test items (Verbal Analogies and Digit Span).

The auditory-vocal channel - that is, the verbal sub-tests (with the
exception of Aud. Sequencing, measuring auditory short-term memory)
are seen to be largely measures of the development of conceptual
language similar in their function to many of the verbal items of
general intelligence scales. The evidence available indicates that
such measures are highly susceptible to social and ecological factors
- to social class, ethnic, rural/urban residence as discussed previously
in relation to other instruments (Binet, PPVT, etc.). For children
from families not represented in the standardization sample of the
ITPA (a random sample of white children residing in a medium-sized
urban complex in Illinois and showing, at pre-school levels, a marked
bias towards upper occupational levels), tests of this type are
thought to provide an even less appropriate basis for assessing psycho-
linguistic abilities than general intellectual ability.
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Thus, while a majority of contemporary psychologists would take
measured intelligence to reflect, inevitably, such cultural
influences, a majority of psycholinguists would regard language

across such differences of milieu Lenneberg, 1964, Menyuk, 1971).
development, in terms of com etence, as being relatively invariant

The only sub-test of the ITPA test which, superficially, might be
thought to lay claim to assess linguistic "competence", though
premised on a quite different theory of the acquisition of grammar,
is the Auditory-Vocal Automatic Test, subsequently renamed "Grammatic
Closure". However, what this test is seen to require is largely a
knowledge of English inflections, a mastery of what McNeill sees as
"one of the most peripheral parts of language" (McNeill, 1970,
p.1100). Also, it is an aspect of language highly vulnerable to
dialect differences ( Labov, 1964 ) and exposure restricted to
the "hearth and home" language variety of the pre-school child
(Fishman, op.cit.) discussed earlier in relation to the PPVT.

The young child may be quite competent linguistically but fail items
because he has been exposed to a somewhat different variety of
inflections, or because he is at a stage of over-generalizing a rule.
In both instances rules have been abstracted and competence acquirej.
At the same time-, ambiguous features"bf the test format _"%self require
the child to discover the specific nature of the task - a cognitive
rather than a strictly linguistic feat. Thus the child may indicate
in his spontaneous speech that the present progressive "ing" inflect-
ion is appropriately and flexibly used but fail to produce it in
response to the particular test item of the pictured dog and the
verbal cue "the dog is ."

It is not surprising that this test correlates so highly with the
Auditory Association Test and shows such a similar pattern of inter-
test correlations and of correlations with social-class variables.
From the standpoint of test construction, both the Aud. Association
Test and the grammatical closure should be taken to be measuring
substantially the same thing. In terms of Staats' "integrated-
functional learning theory (1968), that is, in fact, what both tests

are; they are both measures of controlled word associations. And

further, as Staats observes, "a child who comes from a home where he
has acquired good grammatical word association will perform better on
(intelligence) tests and in learning tasks." But word associations
are not seen to provide a satisfactory account of how the child acqu-
ires language (Gibson 1969, Miller, Galanter,Pribram 1960) nor a
sensitive measure of what he has acquired, (Goodman 1968).

The distinction made by the ITPA Test between the three psycho-
linguistic processes at the representational level of the auditory-
vocal communication channel while useful, perhaps in communication
engineering, does not appear particularly meaningful psychologically.
Associative processes and the internal manipulation of symbols are
involved to an important extent in the process of "auditory decoding"
or verbal reception (Deese, 1965) as well as "encoding" - that is,
verbal expression. At the same time the ITPA sub-tests of "decoding"
(receptive) processes and of the "encoding" (verbal expressive)
processes provide inadequate measures of verbal skills that are distinct.
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This distinction has been found to be a highly significant one in
specifying differential development and abilities in language
(Reynell, 1969) and in intelligence (Guilford, 1967) and the need
for adequate measures of expressive language and divergent cognition
is increasingly recognized. This is also seen to be an important
aspect in assessing the abilities of children from lower class and
ethnic minorities, often handicapped on verbal comprehension tests
but not on ones of expressive language and divergent production
(Sitkei & Myers 1969).

The Verbal Expression (Vocal Encoding) Test of the ITPA would seem
to provide neither a particularly stable (it shows the lowest test
- re-test reliability co-efficient of the verbal tests) nor meaningful
measure of this ability. In McCarthy & Olsen's validity study, the
Knox cube test, rather than any verbal test, showed the highest inter-
test correlation with it).

This criticism of the ITPA has been directed at the meaningfulness of
the measure it provides, as this is seen to be the appropriate question
to ask of a test deliberately designed to meet certain theoretical
expectations and provide useful information, primarily, about the
subject's performance in the area of psycholinguistic abilities.
Reese and Lipsitt (1970) claim that, as regardsintelligence tests,.m
the only operational definitions of validity are in terms of criterion
measures - either concurrent or predictive. That is, our interest
is not in the intelligence test performance per se but in whether the
test gives "useful information" about other areas of the subject's
behaviour. In the case of the ITPA this is not seen to be so, though
neither the concurrent nor predictive validity of the test in terms
of the criterion measures used (McCarthy & Olsen op.cit.) appear
satisfactory. Ebel (1961) however has argued, that these measures
of a test's validity should be restricted to situations where indepen-
dent measures are either feasible or necessary - when tests are used
to predict or when they constitute convenient substitutes for more
exact but more laborious methods. This latter situation in particular
is the case with the PPVT, as we saw above. Neither situation would
seem to hold for the ITPA, which scarcely constitutes a convenient
substitute measure and was not designed primarily as a predictive one.
Here is a case where meaningfulness, as this author suggests, should
replace validity as a first concern. Certainly the criteria, either
pre or post-selected by McCarthy and Olsen, do not inform us as to
what many of the sub-tests "are supposed to measure".

Despite the fact that in certain settings and where additional inform-
ation is available, the test may have value as a diagnostic tool, the
issue of the meaningfulness of the measures cannot be avoided. Thus
Bateman, in a monograph devoted to the diagnostic usefulness of the
ITPA observes that the first question asked after any psychological
instrument has been administered is: "What does it mean?" (Bateman
1968). At the same time the authors of the ITPA regarded it as
essential to demonstrate all the four types of validity discussed by
Cronbach (1960) including its construct validity, on the basis that
the test "will be used to diagnose linguistic problems and to assess
treatment over time (McCarthy & Kirk op.cit. p.35).
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This ambitious program is far from being realized and in view of the
highly dubious nature of the measure of psycholinguistic abilities
provided by the scale, it seems unlikely that it will be.

The appropriateness of the ITPA as an instrument at pre-school age levels

For early age levels of the range of the ITPA, a more basic issue
than that of the validity of the test is seen to emerge - namely that
of the appropriateness of the instrument. Before children can stand
independently, certain weighing scales are regarded as inappropriate
instruments for measuring weight: while a child has to be physically
supported on the instrument, his weight, though measurable, cannot be
ascertained. Psychological scales represent indirect measures of
characteristics, and competence must be estimated from performance on
the particular test items of the scale - a complex procedure. Where
test items do not, in fact, provide a stimulus for performance it is
not possible to invoke this complex procedure of estimating competence.
As in the case of the weighing machine, if the child does not place
his performance on the scale, this characteristic cannot be measured
even where the instrument is properly calibrated. This sitation is
seen to hold for the ITPA scale, where a certain proportion of younger
age children do not so much fail particular test items, but fail to
take the tuet itself. The tame on which the chilli' is expected to
perform are inappropriate for this younger age group - a situation
recognized by Frostig (1968) who does not recommend the diagnostic
use of ITPA below age five years.

The current widespread use of the ITPA with pre-school children involved
in intervention programs is indeed surprising in view of its apparent
inappropriateness as an instrument below the five-year-old level.
That it should prove an inappropriate instrument at younger levels is
perhaps not unexpected in view of the account of test construction
outlined by McCarthy and Olsen (1964). The basis of task selection
was largely theoretical and the criterion for the retention of items
was their statistical behaviour in small "probing samples" - almost
certainly even less representative than the standardization sample
proved to be at this age range. Thus, not until the standardization
of the test was under way, was it discovered that norms could not be
established for the lowest age range, the two year olds, "because of
difficulty in using this instrument on so young a group" (McCarthy &
Kirk, 1963, p.21). While McCarthy and Olsen (op.cit.) admit that a
"comprehensive observation program" could have been utilized to
establish the content validity of test items, they saw this as too
"arbitrary and subjective" an approach, preferring "less direct but
more objective indices" (p.23) as provided by the statistical analysis
of the data from "probing samples". Even a limited observation
program might, however, have revealed the variability and unreliability
of the young child's level of responsiveness to demands for highly
focussed cognitive activities such as those contained in the sub-tests
of the ITPA. Where there are analogous items on other scales (e.g.
the Verbal Analogies Test of the Binet) they are introduced into the
test at much later levels than the lower limit of 2i years of age on
this test.

On the evidence, it seems that ITPA cannot be regarded as an appropr-
iate instrument for use with the younger age levels of the range for
which it was, ostensibly, designed.
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Neither, on the basis of the points discussed earlier, can it be
regarded as a valid measure of psycholinguistic abilities. Rather
than being regarded as the most comprehensive test available here,
it would seem a more accurate assessment of the situation to conclude
that there is no comprehensive or adequate test of psycholinguiscic
abilities available. What diagnostic value this scale possesses
would appear to derive largely from the provision of a dichotomous
classification of sub-tests into auditory-vocal (auditory) and
visual-motor (visual) channels of communication. However this is
seen tc be closely analogous to the verbal/non-verbal modality - a
distinction traditionally drawn within the item content of general
ability tests. On the ITPA Scale, this channel identity is combined
in nost of the sub-tests with other inadequately substantiated dis-
tinctions between psycholinguistic processes and levels of processing,
so that its value is diluted.

Thus it seems quite doubtful that what the teflts of motor encoding
(manual expression)and vocal encoding (verbal expression) measure
differs only in the channel involved. Neither seem adequate samples
of expressive ability in verbal or gestural language and both are
characterized by the unreliability of the measure in any case. The
grammatic closure test (auditory-vocal automatic) is scarcely the
4411ditory-vocal cnan.wri equivalent of the - visual closure test.. The
vi:Ial-m(,.Lr (verbal) soquencirx test is not .L::dependent of the
auditory channel - "verbal rrediation" would seem to be involved in
this, viu,11 test and others Duch a. tne Knox Cube. At the same time,
noitner in theory nor in Dractice, can auditory reception be regarded
as indeTendent c)f nrocesses; nor indeed is auditory assoc-
iation in3epndent of receptive or exrressive processes. A general
linpuistic ability factor emen7ed in all three processes, with the
association test showing the hi:-nect loading. There was, however,
evilence of a "rather rei7ular relation of the visual motor association
witn the auditory vocal association test" (McCarthy & Kirk 1963, p.62)
in the Liter-test correlations of the standardiation data. Thus at
least these two sub-tests involving -oth channels, or both a verbal
and a non-verbal modality, appeared also to be measuring processes
with something - not Perhaps appropriately termed "association" - in
com:-cn.

The Auditory-Vocal lAuditcry) Association Test and fire Visual-Motor
Associati-,n Test

In view of the c-,.'what tedious nature of the administration of the
c7.,m:lote scale at any ap-e level and its limited acceptability as a
tack at rre-scho levels, only these two sub-tests of the scale were

frr comr,aricon purposes. They were seen to have the advan-
tarof -,ffering contrasting modalities or "channels" in the present-
atio -A tasks involving somewhat similar demands - the meaningful
relating of symbolic items. The task in bcth sub-tests could be
interpreted as one involving, in Spearman's terms, the perception of
relations and the eduction of correlates. The auditory association
test may be regarded as a measure of Cattell's "crystallized ability"
- as indeed it had been found to correlate significantly with other
accepted measures of this, such as the Binet Scale and the similar-
ities sub-test of the WISC in particular. The visual association
test may be seen to qualify as a measure of Cattell's "fluid ability"
factor correlating significantly with a "visual" type of intelligence
test such as the Raven Matrices (McCarthy & Olsen, 1964, p.18).
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Thus these sub-tests parallel to some extent the Binet and Leiter
Scales, though, as measures, neither are seen to provide as reliable
or as valid a set of scores. At the same time they seemed to offer,
in combination, a useful and parsimonious approach to examining the
performance of groups of children on representative sub-tests of the
ITPA Test, without the necessity of subscribing to Osgood's seemingly
inadequate model of the nature of psycholinguistic processes and the
measure of these that the ITPA Scale provides.

The Auditory Sequential Memory (Auditory-Vocal Sequencks)Sub-Test

In the ITPA model of psycholinguistic abilities, this sub-test,
together with Auditory Vocal Automatic (Grammatic Closure), is taken
to measure auditory vocal channel processes at the "non-representational
level". This is the level dealing withwthe non-meaningful use of
symbols, principally their long term retention and the short term
memory of symbol sequences" (McCarthy & Kirk, 1963, p.11). The tests
measuring abilities at this level are presumed to be "non-culturally
dependent" (Bateman 1968). Bateman claims that the inclusion of the
AVA sub-test here, despite its obviously high semantic component, is
justified on the basis that the grammatical usage, as measured by the
test, isoacquired automatically or on a habit basis.

The empirical evidence available, including the data published with
the experimental edition of the test, as well as subrequent research
reports such as Bateman's own (ibid.), all indicates that the test is
as culturally dependent as the Auditory Association Test - one at the
representational level. The two tests inter-correlate at a higtly
sigrIficant level, load similarly on the general linguistic ability
factor in the author's factor analysis of test data, and evidence
much the same pattern of correlation with such experiential variables
as are represented by social class and ethnic group membership. The
theoretical basis for identifying such a test as the Auditory Vocal
Automatic as a measure of the "non-meaningful use of symbols" appears
questionaole - if indeed the behaviour implied by this term can be
said to exist.

Thus Miller et.al. (1960) argue that all human behaviour, not just
speech, is characterized by organization. As these authors see it,
an organized representation of the environment must mediate any observed
correlation between stimulus and response in the behaviour of human
beings. A subject's responses to such a test, even where "nonsense"
words and "nonsense" figures constitute the stimuli, inevitably reflect
this characteristic of human behaviour. Indeed children's responses
to such stimuli do indicate an organized representation - a meaningful
use of these symbols which though "nonsense" are not meaningless, as
McCarthy & Kirk (op.cit.) themselves discovered.

On the other hand, the Auditory-Vocal Sequencing (Auditory Sequential
Memory) would appear to be measuring an ability not inappropriately
identified as at a "non-representational level". The nature of the
stimuli and their mode of presentation largely prevent any organized
representation on the part of the subject. Empirical data from
studies using the ITPA consistently indicate that this sub-test, in
contrast to the AVA, is essentially, "non-culturally dependent" to
use Bateman's term.
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Indeed the test profiles of the "culturally disadvantaged" children
presented in this particular author's text show scores "peaking" on
this se)-test; all other auditory-vocal channel test scores are below
the mean - that for the Auditory Vocal Automatic markedly so.

Similar windings have been reported from other studies where ITPA has
been used in the pre-testing of target children in pre-school inter-
vention studies (e.g. Klaus & Gray, Karnes, 1970). AlPthe same time,
data from the published studies on the test constructioe of ITPA
suggest that this particular sub-test, unlike the majority of sub..
tests, :provides a measure of a relatively independent factor, and a
consistent and stable measure at that. The few inter - correlations
between this sub -test and others on the battery appeared meaningful -
moderate but significant inter- correlations were observed with both
the Auditory Association and Auditory Vocal Automatic sub- tests.
Thus it might be concluded that the Auditory Sequential Memory sub -test
is measuring, reliably and at se-se level of generality, an ability
related to the acquisition of aspects of language measured by these
two sub - tests, but one which is at the same time relatively independ-
ent of them.

The authors of ITPA describe the sub-test as measuring the ability to
repeat correctly sequence of symbols: as a test of immediate
auditory recall resembling the standard digit repetition test (McCarthy
St Kirk, op. cit. p.12). The reason given for making certain alter-
ations from the "standard test" administration procedure was to increase
the test's discrimination (compared to the repetition of digits items
on the Binet Scale) across the age range of ITPA. These alterations
however, in particular the change in sate of presentation from one per
second (standard) to two per second, would seem to change the nature
of the task in a quite significant manner. It cannot be assumed for
instance that in this altered version it holds the same relationship
to general intelligence that has been found in many studies with the
standard memory span test.

In a summary of studies identifying Catell's general factor of fluid
ability as distinct from a general factor of crystallized ability
(Horn, 196e), memory span tests emerge with a factor co-efficient on
this general fluid ability only a little below tests of figural
relations such as the matrices - widely regarded as measures of pure
'g'. Indeed Horn, outlining, this theory of fluid general ability,
presents memory span tests as having a pre-eminent status in its
assessment. He sees them as fairly pure measures of what he terms
"anlage function" those basic capacities of central neural organiz-
ation that govern intellectual performance and the only kind of
behavioural function manifested at early "preconceptual" stages of
development. Eysenck (1967) also has argued that the demonstrable
significant relationship seen to hold between memory span and general
intelligence (as measured on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale)
suggests that it is an important basic component of a scientific,as
distinct from a technologicaltconcept of intelligence.

Memory span tests with their slower rate of presentation would seem
ts be measuring the efficiency of a consolidation process that takes
place after stimuli have been registered but before this material has
been transferred into long -term storage (Eysenck, vp.cit.).
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What the more rapid eresentatien on the Auditory sequential Memory lest
would seem to provide is wore a measure of this registration process
a measure of °immediate echoic memory° (Neisser, l9a), most appropri-
ately measured, according to this author, by just such a rapid present-

ation. To Neisser, the intact functioning of immediate echoic auditory
memory represents a 'Isiee qua nen° in the perception of the stimuli of
speech, stimuli that are, by their very nature, sequential. Thus
auditory input is alwayF extended ever time and some form of transient
memory must, of necessity, be preserved for long enough to permit La..
ceetieh of these sequential stimuli. At the same time, suen a pre-
liminary transient storage mechanism is seen to be relatively
unaffected by exaeriental ieflences. On this basis such a test as
the Auditory Sequential Xemory sub-test of the ITPA would seen: to
have a certain unique poteetal fcr the detecti-n of dysfuneti:ning
in the ntuaal organization underlying the perceptual integration of
speech stimuli. In particular it .oald seem to have the a:want:Ace
of measuring percestual as distinct from concertual functioning, unlike
the otherauditory vocal channel test of ITPA aed, it cchsequence, to
be relatively "culture- free".

However, any test of this nature does demand, particularly in the
yoow child, A certain ',peel of develop:lent ..;41 attentions' behavisur

and talk resuoncivenecs. :;either cf theze are likely tc be unrelated

to the general level of cognitive develnpment or inlensitive to
differentials in rarer.t -chili interaction. Inuepcndence of terformance

in relation to "measured intelligence° and cultural exierienceL: would
seem to be a relative rather thar ar ab.oelute factor. At the saae

time, while the test neoac, to be identified as different from a stand-
ard digit repetition test, it does arr ear to have ;'otential as a
measure of a specific ability that is to .7.-2 extent i:.dependent of
the particular ITFA model cf psychelinc.'istic ability. The content

validity of this sub-test - now it samples that ?bout which
conclusions are to be drawn* - is not seen to be depender.t or: tr.e ITFA

manual's rationale here. The !rocess a;:parently tatped by this test

would seem to be one of :,12:1C imrcrtance in tni-, percertion of steech

that has a role in any theory of lane-oagc and lanvac,e acquisition -
indeed its significance hai been recof-ni.:ed in a °cognitive° (i.e.
Neisser, op.cit.) rather than a gibeiavicurist° mcael such as Osgooi's.
The norms provided by the ITPA manual for this and other sub-tests,
as well as the availability of findines for -articular grouis of

children, constitute ar invaluable aid, however, for any diagnostic

use of the test.

Thus the Auditory Sequential :'.emery sub-test was aided into ti-e latter,;

for this project, as an i:strItment with a certain Ectential for detect-
ing limited acquisition of langltage that might be tne resit of sor-e
perceptually-based difficulty in the integration of o:eech stimuli.
It was used in the initial testing of children in the : :etrorolitan
prograr and, as a majority cf '.ese were given this ;articular sub-

test, group results are inc.:: ,e1 in the tables for initial test results.
Ito repeat testing was carrieu eut on the groub neitner cn tneoretical

grounds nor in the light of (-Tirical data available would any signif-
icant changes here hare been anticipated.

* Manual for APA standards for Educational & Psychological Tests &

Manuals,19(rApbp.12-14.
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4) Assessment of Children's Language Comprehension ( ACLC): Research
Edition

(C. R. Foster, J. J. Giddan & J. Stark: Consulting Psychologists Press
Inc., 1969)

When the research edition of this test became available in Australia
it was also included in the initial assessment of some of the children
in tne Yetropolitan program. The rationale here was similar to that
underlying the use of the Auditory Sequential Memory test. This
test also appeared to have potential for detecting perceptually based
difficulties in fandling the reception of language - in this instance
tne number of "critical elements" that could be simultaneously pro-
cessed by the child.

In the ACLC, a core vocabulary of 50 words is used to assess the child's
ability to process increasing complexity in the number of "critical
elements" combined in the speech sequence. Thus, at the four critical
element levels, the child has to process the subject(which may or may
not contain a modifying word), the verb and the prepositional phrase.

The core vocabulary of 50 words was selected on the basis of being easy
to picture, commonly used, and comprising no more than two syllables.
As far as possible, the difficulty of the task in terms of the individual
words has been reduced to a minimum by using short words with relatively
familiar concrete connotations. The individual vocabulary items are
presented first; this provides an opportunity for pre-testing the
chili's psssessicn both of the lexical units and of the semantic use
portrayed in the pictuie. This is a helpful feature when using the
test with Australian children, as a few of the vocabulary items would
appear less familiar to them because of a difference in semantic use.
In tne vocabulary test the child has merely to identify by a pointing
response some common count nouns, the present progressive form of
verbs, some prepositions and adjectives. At subsequent levels of the
test only tr.ese same items are used in combinations of 2, 3 and 4
"critical elements".

:nus the test minimizes to a significant extent individual variation
aronR children in the range and variety of rbal concepts possessed -
an important consideration, as we have seen, in language assessment

designed for children cf pre-school and early primary school
age. Further it is possible to identify specific areas of the
individual child's receptive language difficulties on the basis of
actual performance on the test items. Thus the child's difficulty
«i:1 be revealed as stemming from a basic deficiency in the acquis-
itisn cf the core vocabulary used here, or in certain peripheral items
only; from processing at one or another "critical element" level;
or in deficits of attentional behaviours producing an erratic perform-
ance at several levels. The test can be seen to actualize the
authors' design of defining receptive language difficulties in
young children and, to some extent, their additional aim of indicat-
ing guide lines for the correction of language disorders. Thus it
would seem to meet the basic content validity criterion of a test
(see above) of sampling with some adequacy that about which conclusions
are to be drawn. No data is available on other aspects of its
validity. Indeed these may be regarded as irrelevant for a test
designed for these purposes, as well as premature at this stage of
its development.
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Ebel (1961), as previously noted, has argued that meaningfulness
should replace validity as one of the major desirable characteristics

of a measuring instrument. This would seem particularly desirable

in the field of language assessment tests. Here one's concern is

most frequently with the definition of the nature and extent of the

language difficulties themselves, not with how well a measure designed
for this purpose agrees with, or predicts, the score on a measure

devised for some other purpose. Where this other measure may be,

to a large extent, a function of general intellectual abilities or
acculturation, rather than language, such validity estimates may be

irrelevant if not misleading.

The test is, however, essentially a pragmatic instrument, limited to

a definition of a child's performance in terms of actual behaviours

sampled by the particular test items. It has not been derived from

any theory of language or its acquisition and the difficulty pro-

gression of items is conceptualized in terms of the number of "elements"

involved in the comprehension of a phrase, rather than in relation to

stages of linguistic complexity. From a linguistic point of view it

scarcely represents a measure of language comprehension, as only a

very limited aspect of linguistic competence is assessed. In

young children this aspect may be more dependent on the development

of perceptual and attentional capacities than on linguistic ones.
While the absence of test norms is not seen in itself to be a dis-
advantage, the lack of any normative data certainly is, particularly
when using the test with younger children. Without such data it has

limited usefulness as a source of developmentally relevant information.
With older children however it is likely to provide diagnostic
information of value when used in combination with other measures.
For the young children with hhich the project was concerned, it also
appeared to have some diagnostic usefulness, chiefly because of the
relative independence of the aspects of language assessed from the
conceptual abilities tapped by verbal ability scales or the Auditory

Association sub-test of the ITPA.

i1/44(

/
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Metropolitan program: psychological testing in a home rlituation
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Chapter 10 INITIAL TEST RESULTS : GROUP REPORT

10.1 Practical procedures

The testing program operated between September, 1969, ,.rld November,
1971. During this period, teachers were in contact with 92
Aboriginal children between one month and six years of age; also
with an additional 6 children from neighbouring non-Aboriginal
families in the Metropolitan program. The frequency and nature of
teaching contact found to be possible and appropriate varied greatly
between children. The reasons for this also applied to the testing
program. It was possible, however, to administer some tests of
cognitive progress to 74 of the Aboriginal children (Swan Hill: N
39; Metropolitan: 35) and to the 6 white children.

Of the remaining 18, two children missed all testing sessions since
their families were out of the area at the time; one left for school
before the next tasting round; two died; four left the district
after a very short time in the program or while still under 9 months
of age; ani nine children not tested were in limited contact only
with the teacher and still under 2 years at the time of the last test-
ing session.

At Swan Hill, it was only after several months of weekly visits to
establish initial contact that a second white adult could be introduced
into the setting with some likelihood of acceptance, and before organ-
izing testing sessions was a practical possibility. There is, there-
fore, a time lag between initial teaching contact and initial tests
for many of these children, although teaching records were kept from
the start. In the Metropolitan area, where work was initiated in
the children's h)mes, and there was no existing group activity between
familiel, it was possible to arrange testing much earlier. The
following Table shows the number of children from both programs
tested at stated intervals from the date of first teaching contact;
for virtually all the children, the initial test was the Binet scale.

TABLE 1

No. and age of children tested within specified periods from
first teaching contact

Time lag from
first teaching
contact

Swan Hill Metropolitan

yrs.mths. Under
4.0 + 4.0

yrs.mths.

4.0 +
Under
4.0

2 months 3 2 10 13

3-6 months 0 2 3 7

7-12 months 7 5 ) 0 1

13-21 months 5 15 1 0

Totals 15 24 14 21
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Time periods do not, however, indicate consistency between children
in extent of exposure to teaching help; the number and type of sessions
attended during a similar time period varied greatly in both programs,
and time of entry to the program affected the number of passible
sessions before the next testing period. For this reason, the
number and nature of teaching sessions preceding testing, rather
than time elapsed, are the relevant factors to keep in mind in con-
sidering results, and "initial" tests mean first tests rattler than
measures prior to teaching contact. The number of teaching sessions
between initial contact and first test varied widely, due to an
equally wide range of practical factors. In the Swan Hill program,
the range was from 1-75 sessions; this represented the extremes
between a child entering the program just prior to the first test-
ing round, and testable on entry, to one admitted well before the
same round and unable to co-operate in a test situation until the
following year. The median nunl)er of sessions prior to first Binet
tests at Swan Hill was, however, only 17.5 sessions. Corresponding
figures for the Aboriginal children in the Metropolitan program
were a range of 2-21 and a median number of 10.17 sessions.

Since it was not the intention of the project to study the effects
of some common treatment for all children, this unavoidable varia-
bility was not a major problem, although It mast be kept in mind
in any discussion of group results.

The setting for testing differed between the two programs; at Swan

Hill, it was carried out in the pre-school office at Wandarrah; in

the Metropolitan program, testing was done in the children's homes.
Initial test sessions closely approximated an individual learning
experience within the pre-school program, rather than the opportun-
ity to display learned abilities which affords the majority of
children who attend a pre-school centre. Older children were seen
on their own, younger ones with their mothars peesent. The oldest
and most confident children were tested first so that others and their
mothers had an opportunity to become familiar with the examiner and
develop at least a minimal relationship with her, in advance of
their own test session. It was decided to commence testing well
below an estimated basal age so that successful achievement on
tasks was the salient feature of the session for each child. This

resulted in an unnecessarily long test session for some children,
because of the widespread scatter of successes and failures which
might be said to characterize the performance of the children as a
group. Any disadvantage was more than offset, however, by the
opportunity for gaininc in self-confidence and experiences of
achievement which this created for the majority of the children.
This proved a particularly valuable approach in the examination
of the younger children, where the examiner could share with the
mother her own interest and enthusiasm in the child's successful
achievements, and interpret "failures" in a positive way.

In spite of this approach, there were some children in each program
whose response to initial efforts at testing did not allow arrival
at a valid test score. The task was attempted again when there
was apparently more possibility of establishing rapport and co-oper-
ation, and having test items actually tried. In the Metropolitan

program, for example, it was not possible, on the first test round,

to obtain a response to the PPVT for 5 out of the 33 Aboriginal

children tested; on the ITPA Auditory Association sub test for 9;,

on the ITPA Visual Association for 5; and on the Leiter Scale for

1. children.
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(The majority of these children were between 2.0 and 3.11 years of
age). The Binet test was successfully administered to all but 2
children in the same program. It seems necessary, therefore, to
make a careful distinction between "failure" on test items attempted,
and failure to take the test.

For the majority of children, however, initial test results appeared
to give a reasonably accurate picture of the child's current level
of functioning on the scale employed.

The context for presenting_and interpreting test results

As well as leaving open the matter of the educational relevance of
test results, we wish to preface the following discussion of diff-
erences between croups and individuals with a reminder of the
cultural position taken in this project.

1) Any value judgment attached to such differences is relative to
the culture and sub-culture in which one is expected to be function-
ing successfully.

2) The croup data presented is the result of accumulating work with
individuals, as they became involved over time in a teaching program,
and nnt the outcome of testing some selected sample. As the number
of tests built up, it seemed useful to make some group analyses for
purpx.es comparison with other studies. Although the group re-
presented is not the result of planned sampling procedures, it
illustrates the full range of differences between the Aboriginal
families known. Since different practical problems, rather than
any consist.ent attitudes or characteristics on the part of parents
accounted for the few cases not tested, there seems no reason to
sAspect that the group report is heavily biased in any direction,
as a samle of families of Aboriginal descent, living now in urban
settircs.

:dscu:,sion of initial test results : group report,

The reasehz for discrepancies in the total number of children to whom
tests were a.imiNister2d and differences in the mean ages at which they

aizinistere,1 have been indicated in the preceding procedural
n:,tes. To recaritulate briefly: the chief reasons for these
discrepancies stemmed either from the nature of thetstrument or the
accessibility of the children. Thus mean ages for the PPVT, the
ITPA sub-tests and the Leiter Scale were all higher than that for the
Binet Scale. Though all four tests ostensibly provide similar lower
age limits, more difficulty was encountered in administering the ITPA
sub-tests and the Leiter Scale and, to a lesser extent, the FPVT to
the youngest children. Consequently, for some children, initial
testing with the::,e instruments was done at a later age tLan with the
Binet. At the same time, these instruments were introduced at a
later stage of the program to the Swan Hill children. For the
Metropolitan children, testing across these measures was almost
comrdete - that is, to the extent that the children's age and continu-

ing contact with the program made this possible. It was not possible
to achieve this ooverag.e with the Swan Hill children as has been
indicated above.
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Only in the case of the Leiter Scale are the discrepancies in
numbers large; but here the pattern of scores suggests that the
sample tested was fairly representative of the population of children
in contact with the program. The only large discrepancy in mean
ages is on the ITPA sub-tests, both in relation to the age at
initial testing on the other measures and in relation to program.

In the case of the Bayley Scale, the difference in numbers largely
reflects the presence at Swan Hill of a much higher proportion of
very young children - siblings, for the most part, of older children
in the program. In view of the wide range of ages of children
assessed on this particular scale, the small size of the sample, and
the unequal distribution across these ages, the average score is not
a meaningful figure.

Combining the individual test results of the children at initial test-
ing on Binet, PPVT and Leiter Scales does seem to provide a meaningful
picture of the performance of children as a group on these separate
measures, and a basis for examining group differences in performance
on the different measures. The Binet and PPVT were administered to
almost all the children and the mean ageand range of ages, though
not identical, are comparable. While fewer children were given the
Leiter Scale, the sample can be regarded as representative of the
children in the program; and again the mean age is similar though
the lower limit here somewhat older of necessity. The mean age
taken across the three tests was just four years (4.03 years).

Group results on Binet Scale : Mean performance across both programs
(N 61)

Mean age : 3 years 10 months with an age range from 2 years 4 months
to 5 years 3 months.

Mean 30 (rounded) SD = 12 pts. (rounded)

Mean I.Q. for the group is approximately 10 points below I.Q = 100,
(the normalized standard score for the test) or .62 standard deviations
below the norm of the test, representing a significant discrepancy.
As previously indicated,no Australian norms are available for this
scale. Interpretation of the individual child's performance is based
on the American norms provided in the manual. In the case of group
results, however, these are likely to vary ecologically in Australia,
as is the case elsewhere, with children residing in rural areas or in
the lower class districtz of cities tending to test below the norm ,

and those in middle class districts above it. Thus though the perform-
ance of the children as a group can be said to fall significantly
below the norm of the test, it is not known to what extent they fall
below the norm of the population of children residing in similar
residential areas.

Distribution of scores : this was approximately normal, though there
was a greater range of low scores than high scores. No child scored
above +1 standard deviation from the test norm; but some children

scored more than one, and a few scored more than two, standard devia-
tions below it. The performance of the children tended to show
restricted variability, the majority scoring being within -1 and +1
standard deviations from the norm of the test.
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TABLE 2

INITIAL TEST DATA FOR PART-ABORIGINAL CHILDREN

Mean scores,*mean ages, standard deviations, and range of scores and ages
(by test and program)

Test N

Range of
scores Mean SD

Difference
from norm
of test

Age range
(yrs. &
mths.)

Mean

age

SWAN HILL PROGRAM

Binet (Form L /M) 31 59-109 86.0 13.54 -13.97 2.6 - 5.3 3.11

P.P.V.T. 3 29- 94 67.9 18.57 -32.03 2.9 - 6.4 4. 4

I.T.P.A. (A.A.) 2 9- 44 27.5 9.11 - 8.50 3.8 - 6.5 5. 0

I.T.P.A. (V.A.) 2 21- 46 34.9 6.57 - 1.04 3.8 - 6.5 5. 0

Leiter 1 35-135 89.67 26.40 -10.33 3.8 - 6.1 4. 4

Bayley 1 50-132 83.21 21.78 -16.79 0.7 - 2.11 1.10

METROPOLITAN PROGRAM

Binet

P.P.V.T.

30

30

79-111

56- 90

94.77

72.67

8.66

8.81

- 5.23

-27.33

2.4 - 4.10

2.4 - 4.10

3.10

4. 0

I.T.P.A. (A.A.) 28 22- 43 30.61 5.83 - 5.39 3.2 - 5.0 4. 1

I.T.P.A. (V.A.) 28 23- 49 34.79 6.04 - 1.21 3.2 - 5.0 4. 1

Leiter 29 45-140 96.41 26.21 - 3.59 3.3 - 5.0 4. 2

Bayley 4 76-119 99.50 20.44 - 0.50 0.11-1.11 1. 5

COMBINED PROGRAMS

Binet

P.P.V.T.

61

63

59-111

29- 94

90.33

70.21

12.14

14.83

- 9.67

-29.79

2.4 - 5.3

2.4 - 6.4

3.10

4. 1

I.T.P.A. (A.A.) 52 9- 44 29.17 7.61 - 6.83 3.2 - 6.5 4. 6

I.T.P.A. (V.A.) 52 21- 49 34.86 6.23 - 1.14 3.2 - 6.5 4. 6

Leiter 47 35-140 93.83 26.21 - 6.17 3.3 - 6.1 4. 2

Bayley 18 50-132 86.83 22.02 -13.17 0.7 - 2.11 1. 9

* Binet and Bayley Scales : Mean = 100; SD 16

P.P.V.T. Mean is a standard score of 100; SD 15

The Leiter Scale is an age-scale and, when used in comparison with other
scales, the author recommends adding 5 pts. to the quotient obtained

from M.A.
C.A. No standard deviation for the over-all scale is reported.

An SD of 20 has been estimated from data in the manual relating to the
age range tested.

I.T.P.A. sub-tests : Mean = Standard score of 36; SD 6
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Group results on PPVT : mean performance across both programs (N = 63)

Mean age: 4 years 1 month, with an age range from 2 years 4 months
- 6 years 4 months. Mean I.Q. = 70 (rounded) SD = 15 pts.
(rounded).

Mean I.Q. on this test is 30 pts., or two standard deviations below
77-1717ralized standard score of I.Q. = 100 for the test. Clearly
the performance of this sample of children on the tasks sampled by
this particular test is quite significantly different from the
sample of children on which the test was standardized. Again, no
Australian norms are available and the American norms provide the
basis for the interpretation of the scores of individual children
when the test is used here. It seems unlikely, however, that local
norms would accomodate a discrepancy of this size. At the same time,
as has been indicated earlier, tests of "recognition" vocabulary such
as the PPVT are especially vulnerable at pre-school levels to the
impact of both group and individual experiental differences. It is
not known whether the large deviation from the test norm evident in
the group results represents as gross a discrepancy in relation to the
performance of children residing in similar residential areas. Some
unpublished data from a small sample of Melbourne pre-school children,
showed the sample as a whole, from a mixture of working class and
lower middle class residential areas, to be testing at two-thirds of
a standard deviation below the test norm for the PPVT, 1-01t a sub-
sample from an inner industrial area tested at two standard deviations
below (Clough, 1971) - that is, at a similarly "deficient" level to
this part-Aboriginal sample.

Distribution of scores : on this test the distribution of scores does
not approximate a normal distribution. There is a marked tendency to
bi-modalism, with one peak registering just below -1 standard deviation
from the norm of the test and another just below -2 standard deviations.
At the same time a small group of children score below -3 standard
deviations. Thus the mean as a measure of central tendency here does
not accurately reflect the group's performance, but is somewhat
depressed by the build up of very low scoring children. At the same
time, not only is the mean well below the test norm, but the upper
limit of the range of scores fails to actually reach this norm. In
view of these features of the distribution of scores, data obtained
from the test, may not - for this sample of children - be useful.
In the case of the Binet Scale, though the mean was negatively dis-
placed in relation to the nr,rm of the test, the distribution of scores
was approximately normal. On the PPVT however, not only is the mean
of the sample grossly displaced in relation to the test norm, but the
distribution of scores does not approximate a normal distribution and
shows a "peaking" of scores on both sides of the sample mean.

Group results on Leiter Sca_e : mean performance across both programs
(N = 47)

Mean age: 4 years 2 months with an age range 3 years 3 months to 6
years 1 month. Mean I.Q. = 94 (rounded) SD = 26 pts. (rounded)
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As results on this test were to be compared with those obtained with
other instruments, five points were added to the ratio I.Q. obtained,
a procedure recommended by the author of the scale which has already
been discussed. Problems in the comparative use of this instrument
remain, however. Unlike the other tests in the battery, the mean on
this scale does not represent a normalized standard score with a
specified standard deviation. It is an age scale, on which the
"average" child is presumed to obtain a quotient of approximately 95
and for which the standard deviation is presumed to be equivalent to
that of the Binet Scale (16 points).

Data published in the manual suggest that the standard deviation for
pre-school age children is clpser to 20 points and has been taken at
this size for comparative purposes here. On this basis the mean for
the sample of children is approximately 6 pts. or .3 point of a
standard deviation below the norm of the test. Whether the standard
deviation of the test is taken to be as large as 20 pts. or approxim-
ately that of the Binet Scale, the mean of the sample shows a dis-
crepancy of less than a standard deviation from the test norm.
At the same time, though the group of children taking the Leiter test
failed to cover the sample of children in the program, the range of
scores suggests that it was representative. Variability of scores
is extremely large, again suggesting that at least for this age range
the standard deviation for this scale is substantie'ly larger than for
the Binet Scale.

Distribution of scores : though markedly flattened, the distribution
of scores is approximately normal; there is a balance between high
and low scoring children, though again a tail of a few very low scoring
as on the Einet and the PPVT. As was the case on the Binet Scale,
the largest group of children falls between -1 to +1 standard dev-
iations of the norm for the test. Again there is a group of children
who score below -1 standard deviation, but unlike the Binet Scale
there is on this scale a small group of children who score above +1
standard deviation from the test norm.

The extreme variability of the scores in a sample of this size indicates
the extent to which this particular scale discriminated children's
performances. In view of this, it may well not be meaningful to re-
gard the mean of the sample as reflecting a central tendency in the
group; it would appear to represent rather an averaging of a wide
range of positive and negative scores. Indeed the value of the scale
would seem to lie in the provision of just such a discriminatory
picture of the individual child's strengths and weaknesses on the
cognitive tasks that make up the scale. In this respect, the group
of children tested was seen tc, be quite heterogeneous. At the same
time the group results did reveal that, on a test of "non-verbal"
cognition, there was represented in the sample a number of children
of potentially very high ability, which balanced to some extent the
group of children with demonstrably limited abilities on this and

other tests. While the wide dispersion of the scores of the group
does not appear to be meaningfully subsumed under a measure of central
tendency, neither can the over all performance of the group be taken
as significantly different from the norm of the test.
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Group results on Bayley Developmental Scale (N 18):

WE222222M51.2-2
Mean age: 1 year 9 months with an age range from 7 months to 2 years
11 months.

For this particular scale the age range of the children tested was
extremely wide, and there was a very uneven distribution of ages in
the small sample. Only a very few Metropolitan children had younger
siblings in contrast to Swan Hill. At the same time a number of
children in the age range 2 years 0 months - 2 years 6 months were
examined on the Bayley Scale at Swan Hill because of difficulties in
establishing a Basal age on the Binet, and in one instance a 2 years
11 months old child whose Bayley D.Q. was extrapolated. The chief
value of the scale was as an estimate of the developmental level at
which individual children were functioning at an initial stage of
contact with the program. Developmental quotients for these
"toddlers" tended to be well below average and a small group of
infants (under one year) were examined for comparative purposes.
Group means have been tabled to complete the survey of initial test
results. They .lannot be taken as representing the central tendency
in group data; -ale sample was quite inadequate for such purposes both
at Swan Hill and in the Metropolitan area.

Mean developmental quotient As indicated above, it is not meaningful
to refer to the average of the scores collected in this instance.
The distribution of scores is markedly bi-modal. For the older child-
ren - those in the second year and upwards - scores tended to fall
well below the norms for the scale and below this "average" for the
sample. For the infants, scores tended to group above the norm of
the test and well above this average for the sample. Thus the mean
developmental quotient of 87 points (rourr'ed) represents a point
between the lower average score of older children and the higher
average score of the infants.

However, even with a larger sample of children, more evenly distributed
across the age range, it seems unlikely that the figure provided by a
developmental scale - a developmental quotient - constitutes a mean-
ingful descriptive summary of the developmental status of a group of
children of varying ages. Statements that certain developmental
behaviours were manifested or not in some proportion of children at
specified ages provides a useful descriptive summary of group behaviours.
The mean developmental quotient for the group, calculated from perform-
ance on a heterogeneous collection of items, does not.

10. Con)arison of -rout data on three measures - Binet Leiter an
?PVT 'I.Q.'

All three tests are seen to provide measures of some general ability
that is normally distributed in the population. Despite controver-
Fio:. as to ,1:it actually meal arcs, there is some e(Alcensus
that the Leiter Scale provides a "non-0,erbal" measure of general
ability, comparable to the more "verbal" measure of the Binet Scale,
and that the PPVT represents a quick screening device for measuring
the more verbal aspects ability, and so, on this score, is also
seen as comparable.
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The three tests are also taken to be measures that apply to the popu-
lation in general, the norm of which corresponds to I.Q. = 100 with
a variability of approximately points of I.Q. On this basis it
might be anticipated that all three tests would behave somewhat
similarly as measures, allowing for a certain variation in the group
means and in the scores obtained by individual children an the three
tests. Discrepancies here might have been expected to be most marked
in the case of the Loiter Scale.

The group data indicate that the Binet and Leiter Scales do appear to
be measuring some ability that is approximately nor!,lly distributed
in this sample of the population, the distribution of which is some-
what more restricted in the case of the Binet than of the Leiter Scale.
The restricted variability on the Binet Scale, and the somewhat depress-
ed .:ample mean, could both be taken to reflect the component of "over-
learnt" abilities, seen by Ferguson (op.cit.) as contributing to the
stability of measured intelligent, on this and similar scales. With
the more nov .f. tasks making up the Leiter Scale, constraints both on
minimal and maximal level of performance are rAaced. Thus, as is
seen in the group data here, the top and bottom levels of the range
on the Leiter Scale are wider, the SD mueh larger, and the sample
mean somewhat less d2ressed in relation to the norm than holds for
the Binet Scale. In terms of the categories defined by the Tests,
the group means for the sample of children on both scales is, in fact,
similar - the group mean on both scales falls into that band represent-
ing some '20 per cent of the population - individuals of average ability
with I.Q.s between 90-109, though croup :leans on both scales are at
the lower limit of this band.

However, when we examine tne grour data on the PPVT we find that here,
whatever the ability being measured, it is net normally distributed
in this sample of the population. At the same tine, tne group mean
on this test does not categorize the group into the sane band of tne
population as the Binet and Leiter Scales but into quite a different
one. The group mean, which is below PPVT I.Q. 75, categorizes the
group on this test into that 5 ;er cent of the population defined by
the test as "very slow learners" - a categorization with irastioally
different implications than that of low averaKe on the 3i: et and Leiter
Scales. In this test not only is the mean for tne sample 47r:ssly
displaced, in relation to the norms of the test, but even the highest
scores obtained by individual children all fall below this norm.

Thus some of the theoretically-rased misgivin4s regaraing thiz- cart-
icular test would seem to be substantiated hy th -? em:irical data from
the three measures. On a priori grounds it may not be assamed that,
at pre-school age levels, the ability to handle a :articular set of
recognition vocabulary items will be normally distributed in tne
general population of such children, or that test n.--s established
on a standardi.ation sample will have any general applicability.
This situation would seem to re confirmed by the data here. At the
same time, the data from this sample indicate that using, the PPVT as
a substitute measure of verbal ability at this age lev21 -ay also not be
justified even though the correlation betwe PPVT a,d Bil.et for

instance may appear satisfactory. In this sample the eorreaation
- between initial Binet and PPvT I.Q.- was in the order of .70. But
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though the two tests ranked the children somewhat similarly in
relation to one another, the information conveyed by the two tests,
as to haw the childrea stood in relation to the norms of the tests -
a major concern in using standardized measures was quite different
as we have seen.

The data from this combined sample would not seem to indicate that
the Leiter Scale provides a culture-free measur,. if ability and thus
is more appropriate for these children than the Binet.

Certainly it did identify some children as showing well abov,-. average
ability, in contrast to their more mediocre performance on the Binet,
and it discriminated m -re between the children. But the spread of
low scores shows some of the children as being more handicapped on
this non-verbal scale of ability than on the Binet - as being less
able to focus and direct their attention, and persist in cognitive
tasks when the verbal directions of an adult were excluded. For the
more able and matuic' children, it may well provide a more sensitive
indication of potential but this may not be so for the less mature
child.

10.4 reellts on 1TFA sub-tos6s

Note. As indicated at the start of the chapter, there are differences
in the mean ages of the chillsen from the two programs on these sub-
tests (m,an acre for Metr-T-Iitan children was 4 year:. 1 month; for
the Swan. Hill chilisen it was 5 years 0 months). There is also some
differ.:.ce in the age rarLgo. However, there are similarities in the
test iatterns for the two i,-,.grams and the results have been combined
for the discussion below.

Auditory Association sub-test

N Is 52; mean age s years C., months; mean standard score a 29 _points
(rounded) SD * 8 boints (rounded)

The mean for the group is approximately 7 points below the normalized
sta Lard score for the sub-test of 36 points (SD C points) - more
tha,1 one standard deviation belo. This represents a discrepancy
from the norm of tne test that is nearly twice the size of that from
the norm for the Einet Scale, but a good deal less than that or. the
?PVT. At the same time, the group is seen to contain both high and
low scorin,, children, thovgh the latter predominate and the variabil-
ity of scores is large - exceeding that of th standardization sample.

Distribution of scores: this is approximately normal around a mean
negatively displaced from the norm of the test, though there is a
slight build up of loner scores. Thus whatever it is that the
Auditory Association sub-test may be said to measure, it would appear
to be relatively normally distributed in the group but with a majority
of the children demo_-trating some handicap here - the greater pro-
portion of children fal.inf, below the norm of the test - between this
and two standard deviations Delon.
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Leal Associ.tion sub-test

N e 52; mean age = 4 years 6 months; 1111210.112Ba2...tearein
(rounded); SD = 6 mints (rounded).

The mean for the group results almost approximates the norm the
test; it is an insignificant l/6th of a standard deviation below,
and the variability of the sample is also almost identical with that
of the standardization sample.

this represents the nearest approximation to
normal of any of the distributions of test scores around a mean which
is also unique in being close to that of the standardization sample.
The bulk of the sample falls between and +2 standard deviations on
either side of the norm; there is only a small group of children
whose scores fall below -2 SDs.

comearlpon of Brous data on ITPA AuditorUsimalluumajatal
Association sub-tests

The contrast between the group results on these two sub -tests is
sharp. On the Visual Association sub- tests, scores for this sample
show an approximately simile mean and variance to that of the
standardization sample. Ii.:tever ability is measured by this sub-
test, the sample of childre from the program could be said to be
drawn from the same populatian of ability as that represented by the
standardisation sample. This contrasts with the situation on the
Auditory Association test. Here a majority of the children evidence
some handicap and a small group are markedly handicapped. The mean
of the sample is significantly depressed below the norm, and variabil-
ity is exaggerated.

The results on the Visual Association sub-test were somewhat unexpec-
ted as several of the items contain graphic representations of objects
less familiar to Australian children in general. This would seem to
increase the difficulty level of the "decodine aspect of the test.
At the same time, successful performance requires an ability to follow
the verbal instructions of the test and to focus specifically on the
task demands. Nothing can be dcne in regard to the former difficulty,
but it is possible to minimize the latter by a careful exploitation
of the manual's instructions for the administration of the test. A
permissible feature of these is that instructions on the demonstration
items may be repeated, to eesure that the child has grasped the task
and that subsequent pointing responses are deliberate rather than
random. Bateman (op.cit.) recommends that this procedure be followed
explicitly (though it is not stressed in the Manual) and this procedure,
which was followed for this projec, may have enhanced the children's
initial scores on the test. At the same time this maximal initial
performance, and the somewhat erratic difficulty level of items,
reduced the possibility of gains on subsequent re-testing, for some
of the children, despite an apparent improvement in their efficiency
at the task.

Both the Auditory Association and Visual Association tests are designed,
according to the ITPA model, to measure the child's ability to relate
symbols in a meaningful way, as distinct from non-meaningful symbols,
or a "decoding" of symbols.
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However, though it was possible to restrict the tendency of the
immature, impulsive child to point to the first picture that re-
lated to the stimulus picture - whether meaningfully related or
not, - it was not possible under the instructions of the Auditory
Association test to curb the same child's natural tendency to
freely associate to the stimulus word - to respond with the first
word whether this was related meaningfully or not to the stimulus
word. Consequently we have the situation, in terms of the ITPA
model, of this group of children revealing a marked group tendency
to an association "deficit" on one test and a lack of association
"deficit" on another. In the case of individual chi'dren, diff-
erent combinations were encountered. Some shoved a "deficit" on
both tests, some on neither, and some a very marked discrepancy
between them.

However, we know from studies of children's free association to words
that the type of "paradigmatic" responding likely to produce correct
responses to the items of the Auditory Association test does not
emerge in the spontaneous responses of children till after the pre-
school period; and it would seem to reflect changes in the structure
of the child's lexicon (Menyuk, 1971) - in his own "dictionary" of
words. Below average scores on this test - one of "controlled
association" - are likely to reflect both the size of the young
child's vocabulary, and the extent to which it has been structured
along the lines of that of the adult speech community. While both
these developments are dependent on intellectual ability, they are
also highly sensitive to the factors discussed in relation to the
young child's linguistic repertoire.

In view of this it is not surprising that the group results revealed
a majority of children somewhat handicapped at least in the Auditory
Association test. To the extent that the test may be taken to
provide a measure of the degree to which the structures in the child's
lexicon correspond to those of the adult speech community, such a
divergence might have been anticipated and is in line with their per-
formance on the PPVT. Indeed it is in line with findings of the
ITPA authors themselves, though these are given little prominence.
These authors stress that the two Association tests are measuring a
common "association" or intellective ability as manifest in the hand-
ling of different types of meaningful symbols - graphic and linguistic
/1. and that the meaningful nature of the symbols represents the
critical aspect of the task in both tests. The pre-selected criter-
ion in the validity studies of the test was the Similarities sub-test

.y3f the WISC (McCarthy & Olsen op.cit.). However in these studies
they found that the Auditory Association test had small but significant
correlations with a wide range of tests including this one.

The test with which the Auditory Association sub-test had a correla-
tion of a high order here was the spelling section of the Standard
Achievement Test (.51). (Very few of the "predictive and validity
co-efficients" of the sub-tests were of this order - the only others
were that of the Au2itory Sequencing with a memory for "Random Word"
test and the Auditory .focal Automatic with a word reading achievement
test). Ile authors conclude that the Auditory Association test
"appears to be a test of intellectual and linguistic ability with a
greater emphasis on the latter than previously thought" (McCarthy &
Olsen p.18).
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On the other hand the test of Visual Association they regarded as
validated in this same study by its small but significant correlations
with two tests of a "visual type intelligence" (ibid. p.18) - the
Raven Matrices Test and the Goodenough Draw-a-Man, with which this
test correlated at about the same level of significance as did the
Auditory Association and the WISC similarities.

Thus it would seem that a common component of both these tests is some
sort of general intellective ability, whether this is conceptualized
as an ability to form meaningful associations, or, more commonly as
Spearman's 'g' - the ability to perceive relations and educe correlates.
However the difference between them would seem to lie not just in the
fact that one test calls for such ability in handling linguistic as
against graphic symbols, a valuable diagnostic distinction, but that
one measure is contaminated here by additional linguistic skills -
of the sort which appear at later ages in spelling achievement tests.
As the Auditory Association sub-test of the ITPA, more so than any
other sub-test of the scale, with the possible exception of the
Auditory Vocal Automatic, correlates consistently with some exper-
iental variables such as social class, the relationship between this
test and educational achievement may be mediated by these shared
correlates of achievement.

The group results, then, would seem to indicate that this sample of
children as a whole had much the same mean level of ability to relate
graphic symbols in a meaningful way (McCarthy & Olsen op.cit.), and
were as heterogeneous here, as the standardization sample on which the
ITPA was normed. But the mean ability of the group as a whole to re-
late linguistic symbols in a meaningful way was significantly below
that of the standardization sample and even more heterogeneous. In

view of the group mean on the Visual Association test, a group
association "deficit" in ITPA terms or a poor group level of general
intellective ability does not seem the likely source of this depressed
group mean. Neither would it appear to be simply that the difficulty
lies in relating linguistic as against graphic symbols as the older
children, at least, could manage this readily enough and could often
solve the verbal analogies problems of the Binet, despite below aver-
age scores on this test. Rather would it seem to be a lack of those
facilitating experiences in their everyday life which may be seen to
contribute to an early convergent structuring of the childs lexicon
and, as a by-product, ready and accurate responses to this, and other,
controlled word association tests. Where a certain optimum level of
intellectual ability is present, these experiental factors would
appear to accelerate such structuring, and make readily available that
store of good grammatical word associations which Staats regarded as
characteristic of the middle class child, and an important component
in this child's initial advantage in relation to both test and class-
room situations. At the same time, these factors are likely to be
continuously operative in the child's environment and not cease to
function once he has entered the school. Indeed the pattern of corr-
elations between this ITPA Auditory Association sub-test and environ-
mental variables strongly suggest that they continue to make an
important contribution to performance here.
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The distribution of this sample of children's scores on this test, when
compared with that of the Visual Association sub-test, would seem to
indicate that a majority of children (but by no means all) lacked such
facilitating experiences to some degree, and a smaller group lacked
them to a very marked degree. However, a similar situation may hold
for certain other groups of children in the community whose performance
could also prove to be somewhat depressed in relation to the ITPA norms,
established cn what appeared to be, at pre-school levels, a possibly
biased sample. Evidence regarding the general applicability of the
test is, as stated earlier, lacking.

Differences in initial test data related to rogram age & sex

10.5 Program differences in initial test data

Certain unavoidable differences already discussed in the setting and
timing of the testing must be kept in mind in any consideration of
differences between the test data obtained initially from the children
in the two programs. All the children in the Metropolitan program
were tested in private houses, either their own or the familiar home
of a neighbouring child. The majority of children in the Swan Hill
program were tested at Wandarrah, both because of initial and con-
tinuing differences in the structure of the two programs, but also as
a result of pragmatic considerations to conserve time and energy in a
very packed testing schedule. On the other hand, more of the Swan
Hill children had experienced considerable contact with the program
prior to initial testing - for a variety of reasons. In some cases
these resulted from practical difficulties - a child was absent or
ill when testing had been arranged.

In other cases the child's responsiveness in the test situation was
not regarded as sufficiently adequate to guarantee a valid assessment.
The "testing in the home condition" enjoyed by the Metropolitan
children was seen to produce this basis for valid assessment at an
earlier stage of the program; so, to this extent, the differential
advantages of the two groups of children balanced one another out.
It is possible, however, that the testing condition for the Metro-
politan children did constitute a more advantageous setting for the
child. Certainly children settled into the test situation with re-
markable ease, and were generally impervious to background activities
in the home. These seemed to provide a source of reassuring support
rather than a distraction, and the strange adult and novel situation
appeared to readily assume a cloak of familiarity against this back-
ground that was not matched by the setting at Wandarrah. However,
while it is known that children are less distractible in familiar than
in novel surroundings, it is not known what effect this has on test

Differences in initial results on Binet Scale : Swan Hill/Metropolitan

On this scale numbers children tested, sex distribution and mean
age at testing were all comparable. Bit age range of the Swan Hill
children was somewhat wider, including a7: it did children who were
close to, or just over five years of age at first testing.
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The mean for the Metropolitan children was almost nine points higher
than that of the Swan Hill children - a bigger difference between
the means of the two groups than that between the test norm and the
mean for the Metropolitan children. This difference proved to be
statistically significant. At the same time there was a difference
between the standard deviations of the two sets of scores - that for
Swan Hill being nearly five points larger, or almost half as large
again as the standard deviation for the Metropolitan children.

The main source of the difference between the group means for the
children would appear to be the presence in the Swan Hill sample of
a group of children (approximately 1/4) whose scores fell in the
lowest range of the distribution. While the upper limit of the range
of scores for the two groups of children is similar, the lower limit
for the Swan Hill children fell 20 points below that of the Metropol-
itan children.

Differences in initial results on Leiter Scale : Swan Hill/Metropolitan,

Numbers are not similar here - almost all the Metropolitan children,
but only a proportion of the Swan Hill children, were given this scale.
However, mean ages and sex distribution are similar though again the
upper limit of the age range for the Swan Hill children is higher.
Here the mean for the Metropolitan children was almost seven points
higher - again a bigger difference between the means for the two
groups than the difference between the mean for the Metropolitan
children and the test norm. Again the differences proved to be
statistically significant. Here however, the variability of the two
groups was virtually identical and the range of scores similar.
Though the range of scores is similar there is a build up of low
scoring children in the Swan Hill sample but not in the Metropolitan
- odd individual children obtained low scores.

Differences in initial results on PPVT : Swan Hill/Metropolitan

Numbers are comparable here, and sex distribution. Mean age as well
as range of ages differ from the Metropolitan sample, largely reflect-
ing the delay of about a year in using this test with the Swan Hill
children. The mean for the Metropolitan children was almost five
points higher than that of the Swan Hill children. The difference
did not prove to be statistically significant and is small compared
to the difference of both groups from the norm of the test. While
the difference between the means of the two groups is small, the
difference between the lower limit of the range is large. Again
there is a group in the Swan Hill sample of low scoring children,
though the top limit of the range is a little higher than that of the
Metropolitan group. Differences in the range axe reflected in diff-
erences in variability which are marked. Again the Swan Hill sample
is more variable, with a standard deviation more than twice the size
of the Metropolitan sample.
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Differences in initial results on Bayley Scale : Swan Hill/
Metropolitan

Comparison here is not appropriate because of gross differences in
numbers, mean ages and range of ages of children in the two programs
given this test.

Differences in initial results on ITPA Auditory and Visual
Association Sub-tests : Swan Hill/Metropolitan

Here again the Swan Hill children were older, both because of the
delay in introducing these tests but also as a result of difficulties
in administering the test to the younger children entering the program
at Swan Hill. Some of these failed to "take the test". There is
also a difference though not a large one in numbers of children
between programs.

Visual Association Test

There was no difference between the means for chittifEff ill the two
programs who took this test,and both the range of scores and their
variability were similar for the children from the two programs.

Auditory Association Test

The Metropolitan mean here was just over three points or a standard
deviation higher than the mean for Swan Hill. The difference between
the means of the two groups was only half that between the norm and
the Metropolitan mean. The Swan Hill children were considerably
more variable and the difference between the means proved not to be
statistically significant. As with the Binet Scale, though the upper
limit of the range of scores was similar and in both cases children
in both programs scored above the norm of the test, in the Swan Hill
group the lower limit was markedly below that of the Metropolitan
group - this also was seen to be the case on the PPVT.

Summar, The main difference on initial tests seen in results for the
two groups of children is the presence in the Swan Hill program of a
group of very low scoring children. Though the presence of statist-
ically significant differences between some of the test means enables
us to state that, in these instances, there is a high probability that
they represent samples drawn from different populations, the psycho-
logically significant aspect of these differences would seem to lie
in the presence of this low scoring group of children. These low
scores may represent deficiencies in basic cognitive ability. But
what would also, if not primarily, seem to be involved is a lack of
conceptual development appropriate to the cultural milieu which is
premised by the particular tests. This would seem to be responsible,
for instance, for the exceptionally low scores registered by some of
the children on the PPVT and Auditory Associative Test of ITPA - low
scores not paralleled in the children's performance on either the
Binet or the Visual Association test.
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Some of the young children in both programs registered low scores on
the Leiter suggesting that there may be a strong cultural bias in the
ability of young children to focus on such cognitive tasks. However,

only in the Swan Hill program were older children encountered whose
scores on the PPVT and Auditory Association Test fell at a point more
than three standard deviations below the norms for the tests. At

the same time there were many children in the Swan Hill program with
scores comparable to those of the Metropolitan children. Also, in
both programs, there were children with above average scores, and on
the Visual Association Test and the Leiter Scale with well above
average scores. The only test excepted was the PPVT - all'the child-
ren in both the programs had scores which fell below the norm for this
test.

10.6 Age differences in initial test data

The initial test data was dichotomized by age at initial testing into
those children who were four years and over and those who were under
four years of age at the time the first test was administered. This
resulted in approximately equal numbers of children in these age group-
ings on the Binet and PPVT tests only. For reasons outlined previously,
a larger number of the children to whom the Leiter Scale and ITPA sub-
tests were administered were in the four years and over category.
We were interested in examining for age effects in the results of the
initial testing; and dichotomizing the over-all sample in this manner
represented a convenient break-down that produced comparable numbers
for those two tests with the widest coverage.

On the basis of what was known of the test instruments themselves, it
seemed not unlikely that these could favor the younger children.
Thus the Binet Scale, though characterized at pre-school levels by a
rather variable ratio of verbal to non-verbal, performance-type items
at different ages, is seen to make increasing demands towards the end
of this period, and subsequently, on the child's ability to use
language for more conceptual purposes. On this basis, the younger
children could have been at an advantage.

In the case of the PPVT, while the nature of the task is invariant
across these levels, the difficulty level rises rather sharply. The

subject has to indicate correct recognition, not only of a greater
number of words, but the words themselves become increasingly less
familiar. The nature of tasks on the ITPA sub-tests also do no: vary
with age but scoring standards are clearly adjusted to the difficulty
of the tasks themselves, for the young child. Minimal performance
is credited with a moderately below average standard score for the

younger child. However, an older child's ability to handle the task
and to score successes on a limited number of items only, rates a very
low standard score indeed. On the Leiter Scale, the response
behaviour required of the subject does not vary but the complexity and
the conceptual content of the stimulus increases and the criterion of
successful performance of these more difficult items becomes more

stringent. In each case, then, it seemed possible that the instruments
themselves might place the older children in this particular sample

of children at some disadvantage.
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TABLE 3

AGE DIFFERENCES: INITIAL TEST DATA: PART-ABORIGINAL CHILDREN

Mean scores,* mean ages, standard deviations, and range of scores and ages
( by test and age group )

Test N Range of
scores

Mean SD Difference
from norm
of test

Age range
(yrs. &
mths.)

Mean

4 yrs. 0 mths. & over

Binet (Form L/M)

P.P.V.T.

28

31

59 - 111

29 - 91

90.86

67.32

13.15

17.20

- 9.14

-32.68

4.0 - 5.3

4.0 - 6.4

4. 8

5. 0

I.T.P.A. (A.A.) 35 9 42 27.94 7.64 - 8.06 4.0 - 6.5 4.11

I.T.P.A. (V.A.) 35 23 - 44 34.31 5.77 - 1.69 4.0 - 6.5 4.11

Leiter 28 55 - 119 92.21 19.11 - 7.79 4.0 - 6.1 4. 7

Bayley 0 - - -

Under 4 yrs. 0 mths.

Binet (Form L/M) 33 65 - 109 89.88 11.40 -10.12 2.4 - 3.11 3. 1

P.P.V.T. 32 38 - 94 73.00 11.70 -27.00 2.4 - 3.11 3. 2

I.T.P.A. (A.A.) 17 28 - 46 31.71 7.10 - 4.29 3.2 - 3.11 3. 8

I.T.P.A. (V.A.) 17 24 - 49 36.00 7.13 0.00 3.2 - 3.11 3. 8

Leiter 19 35 - 140 96.21 34.60 - 3.79 3.3 - 3.11 3. 7

Bayley 18 50 - 132 86.83 22.02 -13.17 0.7 - 2.11 1. 9

* See footnote Table 2 , p.114
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At the same time, as the younger children were quite often siblings
of the older children in the program, their position in the family
might well have been disadvantageous in terms of both the amount of
adult interaction they had enjoyed, and their exposure to a wider
range of environmental encounters.

Differences in means and variability of scores of children four
years and over and under four years

With the exception of the Binet Scale, where the one point difference
between means favoured the older group, the mean scores of the younger
group were higher. The largest difference was on the ITPA Auditory
Association sub-test, but none of the differences proved to be stat-
istically significant. The scores of the two age groups differed in
variability - on the Binet and PPVT the older group were more variable,
on the Leiter Scale the younger group showed marked variability, part-
icularly in view of the small size of the sample. Though there was
little difference between the two age groups on the ITPA sub-tests,
in terms of size of standard deviations, there was a very obvious
difference in the range of scores on the Auditory Association sub-
test. Some of the older children, but none of the younger children,
obtained very low standard scores. The difference in the upper limit
of the range was much less marked. A similar, but weaker effect is
observed in the range of the PPVT scores. Thus it would seem that
in the case of these two instruments, there was a tendency for the
older age children to be at a disadvantage. The particular age-
break used here and the differences in the variability of the two
groups (as well as the smallish sample size) may all have contributed
to reducing the significance of its impact on mean scores of the two

age-groupings.

The differences in the range of scores on the Leiter Scale would appear
to have somewhat different origins. A few of the younger children
obtained very low scores here, and a few very high scores. For the
older children, range and variability were much more restricted.
Successful performance on this test in the case of the younger child-
ren tended to be something of an either/or situation. Either they

already had developed certain basic cognitive capacities that seemed
to constitute essential pre-requisites for performance on the task or
they had not. Though the test provided the opportunity to learn to
use these, and to apply them to the particular tasks that the scale
presented at increasing levels of difficulty, there was not the
opportunity to develop these pre-requisites during the short test

session. In particular, as indicated above, this test would seem to
require developed capacities for focusing on the elements of a cogni-

tive task; the child must discriminate the nature of the task itself
and the adequacy of his performance, as well as carrying out the
increasingly difficult discriminations demanded by the items.

The non verbal administration permits little guidance or support on

the part of the Examiner; thus well-developed voluntary attentional

behaviours and self-initiated task orientation is required of the child.

The chief source of variability in the older children's performance

would seem to be in their ability to solve the discrimination tasks

themselves. In the case of the younger children, the relative
presence or absence of these pre-requisite capacities, as well as

their application to the tasks, would seem to be involved.
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This dual source of variability would seem to result in a less
adequate instrument for generating comparable test data across the
age range of this sample, despite the value of the test in providing
information about the functioning of individual children's ability.
These same queries arise in relation to sex differences in the next
section.

The over-all results failed to reveal any marked discrepancies in
the performance of these two age groups of children on the tests.
It is possible, however, that an age break-down at another point might
have proved more sensitive than one at four years. In particular,
the Binet Scale results proved remarkedly little affected by age, as
did those on the Visual Association sub-tests. Queries could be
raised regarding the comparability of the distribution of scores
obtained with the other tests across these two broad age groupings,
though differences between the means proved not to be significant.

10.] Sex differences in initial test data

There were, by chance, more boys than girls in the program; though
numbers are unequal, the mean age and range of ages of the two sexes
are very similar. Sex differences favoring girls appear on all the
tests (the exception - the Bayley Scale - will be discussed separately).
Those on the ITPA sub-tests proved not to be significant; those on
the Binet and PPVT reached statistical significance, and differences
on the Leiter Scale proved highly significant. Differences in the
variability of scores were small and inconsistent.

Evidence in the literature regarding sex differences in cognitive
functioning tends to be scanty and inconsistent. Most widely used
tests of general abilities are in fact standardized to minimize sex
differences, and this would cover the tests here with the possible
exception of the Leiter Scale. There is some consensus that during
the pre-school and early school years, girls perform better on most
tests of verbal ability (Maccoby, 1967) and on language measures
(McCarthy, 1954); but, while they are found to test higher in pre-
school years they lose this advantage at high school levels. At the
same time boys' superiority on spatial ability tests during these later
years is not shown during the pre - .school years (Maccoby, ibid.). The
small differences between the sexes on the Binet and PPVT is in line
with these findings, though larger differences might have been antici-
pated on the Auditory Association sub-test. The very large difference
on the Leiter Scale (over 20 pts. difference between the means of the
sexes - over a standard deviation unit) is not congruent with this
data. The sort of cognitive abilities involved are not seen to differ
between the sexes during these years; spatial and analytic abilities
subsequently become better developed boys. But, during the pre-
school period, girls have not been found to be superior.

A more likely source of the marked sex difference in performance on
the scale in this sample of children would seem to lie in the
behavioural pre-requisites for a successful deployment of abilities,
rather than in differences in the abilities themselves. That is,
the girls on average possessed better developed attentional behaviours
and capacities for self-initiated and directed activity on cognitive
tasks.
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TABLE 4

SEX DIFFERENCES: INITIAL TEST DATA: PART-ABORIGINAL CHILDREN

*
Mean scores, mean ages, standard deviations, and range of scores and ages

(by test and sex)

Test scores Mean
li

Range o
SD

Different Age range
from norm (yrs. &
of test mths.)

Mean
age

BOYS

Binet (Form L/M)

P.P.V.T.

34

35

60-111

38- 90

88.76

67.91

12.20

13.80

-11.24

-32.09

2.6 - 5.3

2.6 - 6.4

3.10

4. 1

I.T.P.A. (A.A.) 27 17- 42 28.89 6.62 - 7.11 3.2 - 6.4 4. 7

I.T.P.A. (v.A.) 27 24- 49 34.41 6.37 - 1.59 3.2 - 6.4 4. 7

Leiter 27 35-138 86.15 25.87 -13.85 2.9 - 6.1 4. 2

Bayley 10 71-132 88.40 25.78 -11.60 0.7 - 2.11 1. 9

GIRLS

Binet (Form L/M)

P.P.V.T.

27

28

59-109

29- 94

92.30

73.07

11.99

15.80

- 7.70

-26.93

2.4 5.3

2.5 - 6.4

3. 9

3.10

I.T.P.A. (A.A.) 25 9- 44 29.48 8.68 - 6.52 3.2 - 6.5 4. 7

I.T.P.A. (v.A.) 25 21- 44 35.36 6.16 - 0.64 3.2 - 6.5 4. 7

Leiter 20 48-140 104.20 23.44 + 4.20 3.4 - 4.10 4. 2

Bayley 8 50-119 84.87 17.76 -15.13 0.11- 2.6 2. 2

* See footnote Table 2, p.114
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There was some evidence that differences in these areas charact-
erized the respsnse of boys and girls on other tests, but only on the
Leiter Scale did these differences have such a marked effect on
performance. This would seem to occur chiefly because the admin-
istration of the test deprives the child of the adult support and
direction that is a feature of the test situation with other instru-
ments.

As we saw above, it was these pre-requisites for successful performance
that seemed to create difficulties for some of the younger children
and these sorts of behaviours probably constitute an important facet
of what is termed "maturity" in the pre-school child. At the same
time, they may be a contributing factor to the young child's adjust-
ment to the demands of the school situation and his accomplishment on
cognitive tasks there, particularly where other things such as verbal
skills are equated. In this sample of children, differences between
the sexes in verbal skills were small, particularly when compared to
those on the Leiter Scale; it is possible that the determinants of
sex differences on this scale also play a part in the observed
iifferentials between the sexes in early school achievement. At this
stage we can only hypothesize as to the nature of these determinants
- that they do not lie in cognitive abilities per se is suggested by
the data here on other tests and in Maccobyls review (op.cit.) of
published research data.

Other possibilities were investigated. Some deficiency in colour
vision might have affected the performance on the scale of individual
boys in the sample resulting in a lower group mean. At least three
of the boys did appear to have difficulties here; the Metropolitan
sample was screened for colour vision and any of the children with
anomalous results were tested at the College of Optometry. However,
no consistent relationship would be demonstrated between the presence
or absence of apparently defective colour vision and performance on
the Leiter Scale itself . Only on a very few items of the scale could
colour confusion, resulting from such deficiencies, have constituted
a potential source of difficulty. A few of the boys also appeared
to have particular difficulties in handling the perceptual discrim-
inations demanded by the tasks; but excluding these cases still left
a significant difference between the means for the two sexes.

Unfortunately the published data on the Leiter Scale is limited, at
this age level in particular, and it could not be ascertained whether
the sex differences in this sample of children have been observed to
occur in other such samples. Some of the recent literature on
cognitive style (Witkin, 1969) and its effects on performance on
cognitive tasks, as well as on the social influences that are re-
lated to its development seemed relevant to these differences. So
also did Maccoby's (1965) hypothesis that different "response dyles"
characterize the sexes - the boys tending to an impulsive, the girls
to more passive, inhibited,pattern of response.

Successful performance on the scale may, to some extent, be seen as
requiring a more differentiated "field analytic" approach (Witkin
op.cit.) to the tasks but, at the same time, good attentional
behaviours and task orientation are also necessary.
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While in our culture, child-rearing practices experienced by boys are
thought to enhance the development of the former, the latter behaviours
are more characteristic of girls. We know little however, of the
modal child-rearing practices in part-Aboriginal families, whether
they differ for the two sexes, or indeed if there are practices which
could be described as "modal". That there are differences and that
these have consequences for non-c gnitive characteristics of children
which have relevance to performance on cognitive tasks seems plausible
enough in the light of the research Wikin and colleagues on cognitive
style. However, in the case of the Leiter Scale, we know too little
about what are the relevant non-cognitive characteristics of children
that influence successful performance on these particular tasks.

As noted in relation to the age group difference, a problem with the
scale is the apparent complexity in the sources of variability of
pre-school children's test performance. Analyzing results by sex
raises further queries as to the comparability of group data obtained
with the Leiter test at the pre-school level - sex as well as age
would appear to be a complicating variable. Certainly the scale
would not appear to have potential as a sturdy, culture fair measure
of the general ability of "culturally different" groups of pre-school
children, if the marked sex bias of the test appearing in this sample
of children is replicated in other samples. Its "culture-fairness"
to the girls of the sample, whose mean score on the Leiter was
considerably higher than their mean score on the Binet did not extend
to the boys - their Leiter Scale mean was a little below their Binet
mean.

In summary: the sex differences observed in the sample on the Binet
and PPVT scales tended to be in line with general findings that
girls show a certain superiority over boys of this age in their per -

formance on psychological tests. The large sex difference observed
on the Leiter Scale is not congruent with these findings which stress
that differences are small and relate more to verbal skills than the
spatial and analyzing abilities which appear to be components of this
scale. Sex differences on the Leiter Scale are difficult to interpret
as little comparative data is available; also, insufficient is
known regarding what appear to be non-cognitive sources of variability
in performance here. The evidence from this sample suggests that
these may influence the performance of different age groups but, in
particular, operate to depress the scores of boys on the test. For
children of pre-school age the scale is not seen to provide a satis-
factory culture-fair instrument of general ability, despite its value
as a diagnostic test for assessing cognitive strengths and weaknesses
in individual children.

10 8 Non-Abori inal children : initial test results N = 6)

A small group of non-Aboriginal children also participated in the
program in the Metropolitan area and they were tested at the same time.

Their results naturally are not comparable to those of the Aboriginal

children: the latter represented a very high proportion of all
Aboriginal children of pre-school age in the area, while those of the
non-Aboriginal children represent only an infinitesimal sample of

this group of pre-school children.
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TABLE 5

WITIAL TEST RESULTS s NON-ADORICIRAL CHILDREN*

Metropolitan Prism

Mean scoresx,mean ages, standard deviations, and range of scores and ages
on each test

Test N

.

Range of
scores Mean SD

Differenci
from norm
of teat

Age range
(yrs. &
aths.)

Mean
age

...
1

Hint (Form L/H) 6 97-133 112.00 13.74 +12.00 2.4 - 4.9 3.9

P.P.V.T. 6 77-104 90.67 8.85 . 9.33 2.4 - 4.9 3.9

X.T.P.A. (A.A.) 5 33- 46 39.80 4.82 + 3.80 2.6 - 4.10 4.1

I.T.P.A. (V.A.) 5 34- 46 39.40 4.98 + 3.40 2.6 - 4.10 4.1

Leiter 4 74-123 105.50 22.93 + 5.50 3.10- 4.10 4.5
.

.

These were neighbours of the Aboriginal children participating who were
also included in teaching sessions.

x
See footnote Table 2 p.114
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Where Aboriginal familias are housed is partly a matter of chance;
it cannot be said however that the participation of the non.
Aboriginal children was a chance matter being a neighbour waa,but
being a participant was not. Prior to the program they had developed
a relationship with the Aboriginal family, their children played
together and they were invited to participate as a result. Further
they were at home. A large number of preschool children in the
area spend their day at child-minding centres and, as there is a
dearth of kindergartens, few children have the opportunity to exper-
ience mx pre-school program.

The main interest of this data is not in comparing the results for
the two samples as they clearly are not comparable, but in the
opportunity provided to compare the results in this group across the
same instruments. Despite the differences in mean scores between the
two groups, the PPVT mzan I.Q. for this group of children is virtually
AEALEmplant from the mean Binet I.Q. (21 pts. rounded) as was the
case with the Metropolitan Aboriginal sample. For this small group
of children, the information conveyed by results on the PPVT would
also appear to be just as misleading. Individual children in this
sample would be categorized as inappropriately in relation to their
ability level on the Binet as was seen to be the case with individual
Aboriginal children.

On the two ITPA sub-tests - Auditory and Visual Association - the
mean scores for this group of children are almost identical as is
also the variability and the range of scores. Their ability to relate
"meaningful symbols" is apparently equally engaged whether the input
is auditory or visual - in contrast to the Aboriginal sample. Leiter
Scale scores cannot be compared to Binet as only four of the six
children could be tested on this scale; however the scores do indicate
a tendency for these children to be less "advantaged" here than on
the Binet Scale, compared to the Aboriginal children.
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TAaLE 6

INITIAL TEST DATA : PART-ABORIGINAL CHILDREN (Metropolitan only)

I.T.P.A. : Auditory sequential memory sub-test

Mean scores,* mean ages, standard deviations, and range of scores and ages

Test N Range of
scores

Mean SD Difference
from norm
of test

Age range
(yrs. &
mths.)

Mean
age

METROPOLITAN (and total)

I.T.P.A.

A.S.M.
22 30 - 54 38.04 6.83 + 2.04 3.3 - 5.7 4.3

4 yrs. 0 mths. and over

I.T.P.A.
A.S.M.

13

_

30 - 43 35.69 4.84 - 0.31 4.0 - 9.7 4.8

Under 4 yrs. 0 mths.

I.T.P.A.

A.S.M.
9 31 - 54 41.44 8.09 + 5.44 3.3 - 3.10 3.8

BOYS

I.T.P.A.
A.S.M.

11 30 - 54 37.82 6.78 + 1.82 3.3 - 5.7 4.3

GIRLS

_

I.T.P.A.

A.S.M.

-

11 30 - 52 38.27
-

7.21 + 2.27 3.5 - 4.11 4.3

Not testable : N=4 (2 yrs. 6 mths. - 4 yrs. 3 mths.)

* I.T.P.A. sub-tests : Mean = standard score of 36; SD = 6.
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TABLE 7

INITIAL TEST DATA : PART-ABORIGINAL CHILDREN (Metropolitan only)

A.C.L.C. (Assessment of children's language comprehension)

Mean scores, mean ages, standard deviations, and range of scores and ages
(by test item, age & sex)

[

Test
item

1 NI PossibleiRangeange ofl
1 score [scores

Mean I

1 score
SD I Age range

I (yrs & mths.
I Mean I

age

TOTAL (Metropolitan only)

'Vocabulary "lo' 50 35 - 48 42.60 4.62 3.5 - 5.1 4.4
2 Critical elements 12 10 6 - 10 8.50 1.24 3.5 - 5.3 4.5
3

IN " 12 10 4 - 10 6.7o 1.67 3.5 - 5.3 4.5
4 " " 11 10 2 - 8 4.90 2.30 3.5 - 5.3 4.6

4 yrs. 0 mths. & over

Vocabulary
2 Critical elements

3
I, n

4 " "

6

8

8

8

50
10

10

10

38

6

5

5

- 48
- 10
- 10

- 8

44.50'3.89
8.62
7.00

5.37

1.41

1.69

2.45

4.3
4.3
4.3

4.3

- 5.1

- 5.3
- 5.3
- 5.3

4.9
4.9
4.9

t
4.9

Under 4 yrs. 0 mths.

Vocabulary
2 Critical elements

3 "

A " n

4
4

4
3

50

10

10
10

35 42

7 9

4 - 8
2 - 5

39.75
8.25
6.00
3.67

4.57
0.96
1.63
1.53

3.5 - 3.10
3.5 - 3.10
3.5 - 3.10
3.5 - 3.10

3.7

3.7
3.7
3.8

BOYS

Vocabulary 4 50 35 - 48 40.50 5.80 3.5 - 5.1 4.2
2 Critical elements 5 10 7 - 9 8.60 0.89 3.5 - 5.3 4.5
3 "

,, 5 10 4 - 8 5.6o 1.52 3.5 - 5.3 4.5
4 " " 5 10 0 - 6 4.00 2.34 3.5 - 5.3 4.5

GIRLS

Vocabulary
2 Critical elements

3 "
u

4 ,I,

vT

7
7

6

50

10

10

10

38 - 48
6 - 10
6 - 10

2 - 8

44.00
8.43
7.43
5.67

3.52

1.51

1.40
2.16

3.6 - 5.1
3.6 - 5.1

3.6 - 5.1
3.9 - 5.1

4.5
4.2
4.2

4.7
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Chapter 11 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF POINTS MADE ON TESTING

Comment from an educational viewpoint

Practical repercussions for children and not theoretical concerns prompted
the review of issues in obtaining and using data from standardized tests.
The detailed examination of selected aspects of tests in widespread use in
pre-school projects is meant to convey the importance, in our opinion, of
more appropriate interpretations and use of such data than is characteristic
of current literature and discussion on early education programs. The ques-
tions and practical responsibilities to which test results are applied do
need, it seems, to be more consonant with those questions which available
tests are able to answer; and when applied to the educational field, their
relevance needs to be specified, rather than assumed.

If children - including Aboriginal children - are not to be short-changed
educationally, some re-orientation of thinking and action in the following
areas seems urgent.

11 .1 The use of icoup means as a basis for educational planninK

Reports of changes in group mean performances on standardized "intelligence"
tests are covering up the range of differences to which educational planning
needs to be directed. This then tends to create new stereotypes, both edu-
cational and social, which operate against progress with verbally expressed
concerns for children's equality of educational opportunity. For Aboriginal
children, this seems particularly unfortunate since existing inequalities
may be considerable.

Attention is drawn in this project to the range of scores obtained in a rel-
atively small sample of Aboriginal children. As a group, this sample can
only be described as extremely heterogeneous. The point for pre-school edu-
cation is the need to plan for much greater discrepancies in levels of
progress than are usually met, or could be accommodated, in the usual-sized
group enrolled in pre-school centres; also to note the wide scatter of abil-
ities within some children, apparently due to gaps in experience.

At the school level, too, it is quite evident that unless teachers' expec-
tations of children are based on study of what has actually been learned,
prior to school entry, and not on some "average" performance reported as
characteristic of Aboriginal children, the progress of those with most
ground to make up will probably come to a sudden halt. This has already
occurred for some children from this project.

Bruce, Hengeveld and Radford (1971) explicitly report a considerable range
of performance in Aboriginal children at the early school level. It is,
however, their general statement that Aboriginal children "will almost cer-
tainly, as a group, perform less well at school than their Australian and
migrant counterparts" (p.25) which received public attention, which has been
communicated to meetings of educators, and on which plans for education tend
to proceed.

On one hand, children within or above the average ".ange in certain skills
may be subject to teachers' negative expectations for a "culturally disad-
vantaged" population; or their skills may go unrecognized and unencouraged
- especially if social conditions and practical circumstances limit their
free expression. On the other hand, the extreme needs of the lowest scoring
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children may fail to be recognized. Once in a learning situation not
adjusted to prevent total failure, the conclusion is drawn that there
is something wrong with the child which needs to be rectified, not
that a planned education system has not examined his needs, when it
exists for just such a purpose. The starting point for teaching has
been obscured by a general expectation.

The concern with group mean changes already noted has an unfortunate
counterpart in the advocation of blanket teaching recipes. When it
comes to adequate teaching of children - in educational difficulty or
not - the task assumed in action research of trying to establish
probabilities between some general goals and a general type of program
is not relevant. It needs to give way to the task of identifying specific
next steps for particular children and concern with how factors known to
affect progress are operating, and may need modifying, in the experience
of individuals.

There is nothing new in these concerns in education. The problem lies
in being aware of their meaning and presence in action.

For teaching purposes,then, it is necessary to note that studies reporting
lower group mean performances of Aboriginal children on standardized tests
may certainly indicate the need for additional support in learning for
some, and the importance of examining factors responsible; but the
information which helps with the giving of additional support and action
to deal with the causes of problems is not group data, but information
on individual progress and personal circumstances, obtained on the basis
of what is already known about factors affecting early learning.

11.2 Interpretations of initial test scores

In this project, it was clear that a number of children at all age levels
were unable, for a variety of reasons, to cope with several tests on
first presentation. Much significant and successful teaching had been
done, then, before a valid sccre on test instruments could be obtained
for these children.

Since there is no evidence to the contrary in most reports of experimental
pre-school programs, it is possible that difference scores between pre-
and post-tests do not only represent change in the cognitive abilities
which a test claims to measure. Instead, there may also be change in
the behaviours, attitudes, and general comprehension of tasks which allow
pre-school children even to undertake a test item requiring an overt
response on demand. Describing differences between Aboriginal and other
Australian children at pre-school age mainly as relative levels of
cognitive skill is, in the light of data from this project, likely to be
inaccurate. When no score on a test item may cover both failure on the
item and failure to take the test item, it is also highly misleading to
teachers and parents. Low scores tend to draw intensified demands for
cognitive effort, without recognition that pre-requisite learning in
other areas may not be sufficiently in order to allow this progress.

Attentional skills, sharper perceptual differentiation, ability to enter
into sustained communication with an adult, motivation to undertake a
task, accurate recall of previous experience, intellectual curiosity,
control of physical energy, responsiveness to adult interest and help with
learning, - even these, of the many pre-requisites to cognitive progress
require a range of conditions for learning which differ considerably from

those which help - for example - concept development or classification
skills.
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Possibly, some of the failure to sustain initial gains from intervention
programs may be due to the fact that they were not entirely "cognitive"
in the first place. More accurate description of initial test scores
would help, then, to take the focus off the problem as seen by adults,
and redirect attention to understanding the immediate problem for
children, and the factors sustaining it which are open to modification.
Educational efforts to reduce differences observed might then be more
successful.

11,3 The ambiguity of questions to which standardized tests are now
directed

Matters of norming and the general applicability of standardized tests
vary in significance, depending on the questions to which tests are applied.
Conversely, one might question the significance of some of the questions
to which tests are applied, and therefore whether it matters to solve the
associated problems of norming at all.

Tests seem to be applied now, to two kinds of comparative questions.
Problems of norming matter for one, but not for the other. They matter
very much when the question asked is: "Are children from specific cultural
or sub-cultural backgrounds performing at levels of general ability
consonant with the average for the general population. Such a question
is asked about Aboriginal children; but the norms of the tests used to
measure differences place them at an immediate disadvantage, particularly
at pre-school age. Whether or not a test is standardized on an
Australian or American or some other national sample would seem far less
relevant than whether the standardization sample determining the norm
for the "general population", and the basis for comparison, represents
other groups living in socio-economic conditions and with opportunities
for exposure to intellectual stimulation similar to those of the Aboriginal
children in question.

When this is not the case, as it seems from the review of tests in current
use, not only is the size of negative differences inflated (since what
is "normal" is non-representative) but there is a tendency to associate
lack of progress with ethnic minorities, rather than with the social and
economic conditions in which they live. Hence negative stereotypes and
expectations tend to be perpetuated and nay be exaggerated, with probable
negative effects on the self-concepts of those so labelled. PUrther,
remedla) .:ffort3 again are directed to symptomatic difficulties in children
rache thal to th.?ir envizunment.ta origins.

Alternatively, if the question which one wishes to answer with test data
is %hat ;:fifererces can ts observed in the relative educational progress
of children livini; in erAironrent:. own to differ in the educational
orr.ortu:ties they offer, nrmink; prblems of tic kind described are no
longer an issus. Discrr:Far.cies between the composition of the stand-
ardization sarple and that of tie group;; under stuey just represent
the origins cf the differences one wishes to examine. In thi.s case,
however, questions of test content take cn special significance, since
eifferences to which one is sensitized will be limited to those which
particular tests measure. Since the tests themeelves will have been
constructed from onr cultural viewpoint, the outcome is almost a fore-
gone conclusion.
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11 aataternal_protzess over tire

Psychcmetric tests are now being used to measure change occurring in
experimental pre-school education programs, rather than to predict
achievement or to control variables in psychclogical research. For
this purpose, quite different methodological issues in test construction
need attention. Since this change in the nature of questions to which
standardized tests are directed has not been openly recognized, problems
of methcd affecting the adequacy of information obtained for educational
purposes tend to be obscured by concern to report some "scientific"
measures of progress.

Unfortunately, however, as in the physical sciences, a scientific
instrument has no constant scientific value or validity; this is directly
tied to the questions which it sets out to answer.

Discontinuity from one age to the next,in the nature of items from which
psychometric test scores are derived,obscures what has been learned or
not in pre- and post-test differences. Those with responsibility for
planning programs and teaching children therefore lack sufficient infor-
mation concerning the content of a child's progress, on which to base
further planning.

The limited contribution of psychometric data to teaching responsibilities
needs to be acknowledged by researchers as well as teachers, and support
given to efforts to define specific varieties of learning and levels of
skill in the acquisition f these. When the nature of changes expected
is clear, it is possible to develop valid measures and to study factors
affecting progress. More recently developed standardized tests have
been directed to these ends. But in solving the problem of discontinuity
in learning measured from one age to the next, and the multi-dimensional
quality of previous test items, ancther problem has arisen for early
education.

11 .5 Confusion between teaching plAectives and measures of progress

There is now a growing tendency to argue the educational value of changes
measured by standardized tests, rather than the technical effectiveness of
those tests for measuring specific aspects of learning. In the process of
solving some problems of psychological measurement, educational purposes
are being defined by implication.

Programs of pre-school education, described as "cognitively" or "language"
oriented may deal with only a very few selected aspects of language or
cognition. Usually this selectivity is not discussed directly, or it
is justified on the basis of a theory of current interest to research.
Reasons for lack of concern with aspects of learning rot covered by test
items are rarely included.

For example, even within the same general area of development, changes
in "intelligence" may mean changes in ability to match a greater range
of visual and verbal symbols (as in P1/1/T) or more efficient automatic
verbal associations (as in ITPA). rhe program conditions under which
these have been achieved are then advocated as of general value for
"intellectual" or "language" development. No questions are asked, for
instance, atout the whole range of intellectual activity characterized
by its voluntary nature which, by definition cannot be tested on demand,

but must be observed in an unstructured setting. In the search for
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culture-fair intelligence tests, "intelligence" increasingly became
something tied to manipulating visual rather than verbal symbols. In
the Piagetian era, it may be interpretea as having acquired "object
constancy" or the ability to "conserve" quantity or weight, and training
towards the establishment of such concepts may be given time and effort.

Somehcw, the measure has become the goal, and what general issue of
intelligence that measure represents (such as changes in perceptual
awareness, or ability to process multiple dimensions of a stimulus
simultaneously) which rrigt.t need to be learned in a variety of situations
in crder to generalize usefully, may not be identified. And when
measures and objectives are not defined independently, research proceeds
on self-fulfilling prophecies.

A clear distinction is needed, it appears, between progress with con-
structing standardized tests which generate unambiguous data on change in
children, and progress with defining criteria for :;lecting educational
objectives in general, and priorities for particular children at a part-
icular time.

It is one thing to argue that teachers need objective measures of progress
in children; but quite another to imply that what children need to be
helped to learn should be determined by the nature of items in available
standardized tests. When this happens, children tend to be used for
immediate research purpcses rather than benefiting in any way from the
use of accumulated knowledge in education programs.
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Chapter 12 INITIAL OBSERVATION DATA : TEACHING RECORDS

A few dimensions of learning were seleotcl from many possibilitie,1 for
.:eoording ;icro:;s the gr:Alp. Selections sere mads. wi':,!4 a view t'

vxtendiag the descr4tive information a7ailable from 1.11 t?et:.ag program.

Singe for tea3hirg purp)ses what is noeded is information whinh lifters
for individuals, their -2 we.: a limit L: w!-Loil teachers could neet the

additional recording responsibilities of describing all children on the
same aspects of development. Actually, such an effort has limited
educational value. Observations on one group of children cannot
replace the need for similar observations of the individual progress of
children enrolled in subsequent groups, if teaching is to build on
what has already been learned.

The observational data presented here axe intended to serve two pur-
poses. 1) They provide some check on the genRrality of some charact-
eristics ascribed to part-Aboriginal children as a group, as a result
of psychometric studies of their progress. 2) They illustrate
dimensions of the practical process of learning and teaching which are
not dealt with by measuring the outcome of that process with standard-
ized "intelligence" tests. Drawing attention here to variables which
describe the functioning of a person in learning situations is
intentional; most studies which establish associations between content
of programs and some cognitive outcome in children ignore the interven-
ing variables which describe the interaction processes involved in
effecting change. Thus they may help teachers little in knowing how
to assist a child with a certain combination of abilities and difficult-
ies to make progress from one level of accomplishment to another.

That, however, is the responsibility which teachers face. They cannot
ignore the fact that the total effect of a similar program (as distinct
from the probable effect of a few of its elements on a few aspects of
learning) is not constant from one child to the next. Experimental
action research programs should not encourage us to revert to a naive
and temporarily comfortable state in which teaching responsibilities
stop with those of exposing children to adult-approved environments,
regardless of their personal meaning for very different children, at
varying points in their development. To increase understanding of
ways of helping children in early educational difficulty, one cannot
consider stimulus variables in isolation. The vital conditions for
learning are not described until the variables created and maintained
by environment X child interactions are recognized.

For a start, there is a state of understanding communication between
child and teacher to be successfully achieved, and this - for young
children - is a very personal matter. The development of such a state
is often of necessity a major focus and contribution of pre-school
education, and has been considerably under-estimated in recent liter-
ature in this field. Parent-child relationships vary considerably
in the extent to which they develop attitudes and behaviours which
help children to learn with awareness, in a variety of situations and
from a variety of people. It is recognized that the intuitive nature
of understanding between some parents and children, and their close
emotional ties, may make this task more difficult than it is for a
teacher. On the other hand, it is also recognized that young child-
ren have difficulty in learning from adults who have not established
positive personal relationships and communication with them, which
are expressive of sensitivity to their individual experience.
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( "Learning" here means not just the acquisition of information or of
behavioural characteristics responsive largely to external stimuli; it
means change, in the form of new understanding or increased awareness which
motivates personal effort.) The extent to which such teaching-learning
relationships generalize from one adult or one situation to another -
for example, from pre-school to school situations, is a neglected area
of study. One might hypothesize, perhaps that they need to be well
beyond the stage of initial acquisition for this to occur, and that the
presence of like elements in the new environment is particularly import-
ant for young children.

12.1 Learning behaviours and attitudes selected for attention

The data summarized in this chapter might best be described by the
general label of "learning behaviours and attitudes." Selecting for
attention specific aspects of learning in this general category was not
a theoretical decision, nor does it represent affiliation primarily with
a "learning to learn" school of thought. It was largely a case of recog-
nizing prerequisites in the process whereby adults can help children to
educate themselves. This is the focus a theory of teaching, as distinct
from a theory of intelligence.

Voluntary use of learning opportunities was the underlying behavioural
ingredient of interest. A captive audience, which the teacher then
must be able to "motivate" is not considered conducive to educational
progress. We tried to record, across the group, the initial reactions
of children to the learning opportunities with which they were presented,
directly or indirectly. Observations were organized round the follow-
ing aspects of learning.

Exploratory behaviour

How actively do these Aboriginal children respond to new forms of
stimulation, and what is the nature of their responses? Are these largely
on a sensory level, one of perceptual differentiation or of intellectual
curiosity? Are there signs of apathy or withdrawal which might reflect
habituation to low levels of stimulation? Sensory handicaps, physical
fatigue, negative self-concepts or general lack of confidence might be
expected on the basis of the physical and social conditions which
some Aboriginal families experience. Are there early signs in children
of uncomprehended previous experience, discouraging further intake, or
of lack of awareness of anything to discover?

Attention - focusing, concentration

Length of time spent at one activity (beyond the stage of passing interest
only) is not the point here. Observations were intended to catch the
characteristic degree of absorption, of involvement in the task in hand,
or the absence of an established pattern of goal-oriented investment
of energy. Is concentration sustained in spite of the presence of the
usual competing stimuli?

Question-askirK

Evidence of efforts to act on intellectual curiosity was of basic interest.
Ability to formulate questions which arise from first-hand experience is
a pre-requisite cognitive skill which might well be influential in whether
or not accommodation (in Piaget's terms) occurs.
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Question-asking has an obvious relationship to vocabulary development
and to a range of general knowledge relevant to managing the environment
in which one lives.

Verbal communication skills

The concern here is essentially practical. Can children make them-
selves understood to a teaching adult? There has been much theoretical
discussion of the relationship of language to cognitive development;
but the emphasis has been on measurement of levels of existing skill in
both, rather than on the factors promoting language comprehension and
expression, and what active role this plays in achieving cognitive
progress. The existence of language is a necessary precondition, but
hardly a sufficient condition for lively thinking. Human stimulation
and some minimal expectations are probably necessary precursors of early
mental operations and, again, language is needed in order to communicate
or check the results.

Attitudes to adults taking teaching role

What kind of a stimulus do adults present to part-Aboriginal children?
Do the children seek their company? If so, for what reasons? Since
teaching depends on adult-child communication, the impact of reinforcement
histories and the cumulative effects of feelings experienced in early
parent-child contacts meet the teacher immediately she attempts interaction.
She has no option but to begin at this point, in observing progress and
selecting teaching priorities.

One cannot help children learn if, for instance they anticipate punish-
ment for every move they make; or if they avoid interaction; or if
they are so involved in testing control or seeking security that they
are not free to respond to stimuli other than those associated with their
emotional needs. The salient qualities in adult-child interactions are
very likely to be expressive of cultural differences.

12.2 The setting for observation

The physical and social setting for observation differed somewhat between
the two programs. At Swan Hill, the initial observations reported for
about half the children were made in a family-type group situation; in
the Metropolitan program, opportunities for observation were centred in
or around the home, usually with two or three children present and a
mother near at hand, if not in the room itself. Observations for the
more recently enrolled children at Swan Hill were made in situations more
similar to those for the Metropolitan program - some in the home itself,
others with very small groups of three or four children. While in both
programs the physical setting was variable, other elements of the stimulus
situation relevant to the responses under observation were held constant.
At a general level, for example, activities planned consistently allowed
opportunity for the occurrence of the behaviours of interest; the

teacher made clear her invitation to children to use available freedom
to see what they could do; and there was room for choice in the activ-
ities selected.

It was noted, however, by teachers that in home teaching sessions psychol-
ogical conditions appeared to exist which created certain restraints on
children's use of freedom for self-initiated activity. The contribution
of the more neutral setting of a pre-school centre, where children can
more readily risk being wrong, and pre-established requirements of
children do not exist, is no mean factor in the development of voluntary
involvement in learning.
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The presence of other children and the more generous space factor in a
pre-schcol centre dilute the adult's concentrated attention, sometimes
an uncomfortable source of tension if a less confident child feels that
his every move is under observation. Our teachers have reported having
to make a conscious effort to create an atmosphere of psychological
freedom in the home setting, which throws teacher and child into concen-
trated interaction at a pre-arranged time and for a pre-determined
period.

This experience was of interest in view of rather opposite problems of
teaching in pre-school groups 25-30 children. It reminds one that too
early participation in formalized learning situations may induce self-
consciousness in some young children. Awareness of the problem, however,
allowed teachers to adjust their own behaviour and therefore to keep
important general conditions for both observation and teaching more com-
parable. A teacher working with children at home could, for example,
move sufficiently out of range to reduce tension to minimal level: by
taking the opportunity to talk with parents, in another part of the room.

The frequency of behaviour during one session was not the focus of concern.
Observations were oriented to documenting the presence or absence, over a
specified period of time, of certain varieties of behaviour (indicative
of learned abilities), relative emphases within one child's activity, and
the level of independent behaviour of which he showed himself capable.

At a specific level, elements of the stimulus situation, relevant to the
behaviours observed, were held constant across children, since they were
built into the operational definition of the behaviour to be observed.
For example, exploring "on own initiative" excludes immediate reactions
to direct urgings from parents to "go and play with the toys", or to the
control-maintaining device which often keeps children in a group in
perpetual motion - "what about finding something to dos"

12.3 stimulus variables and describin, behaviour

The observations in this section are considered merely a start in describ-
ing, pith some degree of scientific care, variables reflecting the out-
come of exposure to hopefully educational experiences. They could be
viewed as "with-in child" variables which interact with other aspects of
deeloprent to affect progress with learning. But conceptualizing the
behavioural responses observed as the outcome of individual encounters
with a planned teaching environment holding certain characteristics is
more accurate than viewing them as established personality factors which
could be predicted independently of stimulus situations.

In everyday life, we differentiate outwardly identical behavioural acts
by the circumstances in which they occur; they can acquire quite opposite
7eanings ander different stimulus conditions. In discussing children's
educational progress, however, this double source of meaning sometimes
goes unrecognized. Pronouncements are made about children's "failure"
at school, as though this were not relative to a certain set of environ-
mental conditions in the setting in which that result occurred; these
not only help produce but affect the description of the result. For
reasons, then, both of clarity of definition and of the educational
consequence for children, there is an effort here to differentiate not
only behaviours, but also the stimulus conditions under which they can
be observed or learned. The code categories used to describe responses
incorporate key stimulus variables.



Describing children's progress with any aspects of learning is only
possible if what "progress" entails is clear. This is not made evident
by describing change in the tasks presented to children as a result of
moving from pre-school to school, or from one classroom to another, or
by listing qualifications obtained.

Both the positive direction of a general area of learning and progressive
levels of adequacy in specific dimensions need to be stated. There have
been more attempts in education, it seems, to set out sequences of
ca.7riculum content than to set down the levels of progress in children
with which this is thought to help. This whole problem is immense.
Again, in this project, there is an attempt to make a start rather than
to continue long-standing circumnavigations of the problem.

The general direction of learning under study in this ob.7ervational data
was that of increased initiative and responsibility-taking in children
for their own educational progress, for using learning opportunities and
resources for learning-human and otherwise - to advantage. Levels of
progress in a few selected aspects of this general class o_ behaviours
and prerequisite skills and attitudes are described by the codes used
to summarize teaching records, and which appear in this report in con-
junction with the findings.

12.4 Initial observations of learning behaviours and attitudes in
two groups of part-Aboriginal children

In contrast to testing records, data reported from "initial" observ-
ations were obtained from the first four teaching sessions attended.
These were consecutive for some children, bit not for others. Thi;
namber of sessions was thought to allow the unfamiliarity of teacher and
situation to wear off a little, without allowing time for significant
effects on the aspects of learning under observation. As in the usual
pre-school program, the emphasis with new children was on creating a
balance of security and freedom which allowed teachers to discover what
children had already learned, agaim3t some minimal expectations estab-
lished on cultural grounds, and against a background knowledge of child
development. From the observing end, therefore, early teaching sessions
allowed opportunity for any establisiled patterns of response to certain
kinds of environmental stimuli to become evident.

Problems of selective recording in teaching records are recognized, and
reliability checks in this setting were not possible. In this case,
however, the major selections were made in advance; the nature of records
required retention of behavioural evidence; and the aspects of learning
of interest were defined in operational terms. As illustrative material
for discussing teaching priorities, they are considered to have validity.

The following data cover all but seven children in contact with Van Leer
programs between February 1969 and December 1972. (The exceptions are
very recent enrolments at Swan Hill - all under 2 years - and two child-
ren for whom initial test results were reported whose families moved
away before teaching contact following testing was possible.)
Additions to the group for whom test data are reported total 29
Aborigiral and 6 white children (Swan Hill : 18; Metropolitan : 11 +
6); 21 of the 29 additional Aboriginal children, and 3 of the 6 white
children were under 2 years of age at initial observation.
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Age groupings for initial observational data refer to age on initial
teaching contact and not to age on testing, as in the previous chapter.
This lowers the tsp age group by alout rim months.

The nearl.er of children functioning at varioas levels or development is
reported for separate prograns and age groups; these are comtired where
the behaviour under discuesien mazes it appropriate to campute percent-
ages for a larger N.

Teaching records were coded iy the Project Co-ordinator who was not
involved directly in recording mat of this information.

Eamioratory behaviour

How actively di children in these greupe respond to new forms of stim-
ulation from both physical End human environmant? When given opportan-
ity fer exploration, what were their prelominant resoenses?

wOppertunity"in the context of salf-initiated investigation has certain
meanings to pre - school. teachers which it may he usefel to define here.
It means A stimulus situetion with the following ingredients: partial
unfamiliarity in what in visitle to children; a clear indication that
they are free to handle and try cut objects, no to inte-act with people
preheat; an intermittert schedule of social reinforcement fo- self-
inItiated Znrestigaton; udalt protection w"-_ere necessary of children's
freedom from difecticn by peers; and a planned telection of play
materials a.d situations which, being appropriate to physical anl social
skills and interests, are likely to be attz.ctive and fun for children
se that intrinsic reinforcement for voluntary engagement in them operates
csnsistently. In other w ,rds, there is are effort to create optimal
conditions for self-initiated exploration of one's immediate world and
°nee relationship to it. Ii :addition, the environment has built-in
safety features which enable teachers 1.,o take the responsibility of allow-
ing this degree of freedom to other people's children.

In the groups observed, characteristic individual responses can be
summarized in the following categories:

Code

1) Investigated immediate environment, play materials, on own initiative

2) Investigated with some adult encouragement

3) Made little or no active response, even with encouragement

X Information insufficient for coding

("Investigate .Ls seen as something more than physical contact or disin-
terested manipulation; attention is engaged although this may be at a
sensory rather than a cognitive level.)
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TABLE 8

gbilltxuliLlailialaploratory responses in teachine sessioar

Code Part-Aboriginal

..

Non-
Aboriginal

Combined programs
(N= 101)

Swan Hill
(N .. 57)

1
Metropolitan
(N 044)

.....

Metropolitan
(N. 12)

2 years and over (2 years 0 months - 5 years 9 months) N 64
.....---...

N cf
I° N N

4.,

N
1 30 46.9 18 12 3

2 , 26 40.6 7 19 5

3 8 12.5 3 5 0

Under 2 years (0 yoz4r::' 3 months - 1 year 11 months) N 0 37

N d
ic,

N

....

N 1

1 16 48.7 16 2 0
2 10 27.0 6 4 4

3 8 21.6 6 2 0

X 1 2.7 1 0 0

There was certainly no picture of apathy or disinterest in tho majority
of children's reactions to op prtunities for exploratory play. In the

Metropolitan program, the teacher commented early on the chillf,en's
readiness for materials which engaged their interest and challenged their
skills. Most of their homes appeared to provide little of this type of

stimulus for learning. Often interpreted as disinterest or lack of
knowledge in parents, the absence of play material was found tc be, at
least in some homes, a simple matter of economics. One mother commented
that she had, at times, restricted the extent to which her children played
with neighbours, s rue tam fact that they had no toys to share was a

source of embarrassment and social hurt. Whether or not this should have
been so, it was clearly a factor affecting early learning about both social
and physical worlds. (The solution to this :roblem requires thought for
both children's developmental needs and the value system of a non-

acquisitive culture.)

The somewhat; higher proportion in the Metropolitan program of children
two years and over who were not independent of the usual degree of adult
encoaragemant to try out and to investigat? would seem tp bear oat the
differences discussed in the setting for observation in each program.
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Perhaps, too, the more psychologically restricted home situation also
set more physical limits. Children in the Metropolitan program were
thought to spend more time inside than those at Swan Hill, and were
more accustomed to controlling physical energy; much exploration in
the Swan Hill group was characterized by large rather than small muscle
activity, and children here seemed subject to f:w expectations from par-
ents that this be controlled indoors.

A breakdown of results by age showed that all categories of response
occurred at every year of age, in both programs.

In the small sroportion of children who remained inactive in the presence
of environmental novelty, it was evident that the reasons vried.
Theoretical interpretations of this behaviour (such as habituation to
a low level of sensory stimulation, or failure to develop normal phys-
iological structures for processing incoming stimuli) would be very
misleading, and program planning based on such interpretations would have
merely increased children's problems. Providing positive teaching help
required awareness of influences on this behaviour as diverse as these :

apparent withdrawal from the over-stimulation and confusion found in life
in a small house with 5-( adults and as many as 10 or 11 young children;
severe Thysical fatiPue; physical handicaps sufficient to affect mobility;
fear of :unitive action from adults as a consequence of normal activity;
lack of excerience as a result cf ever-r.tective parental attitudes;
renerally ,.normal physical development; anxious, over-controlled
behaviour in responze to high parental standards; or extreme shyness
a lace _f ccn''denc=..

r:m iata, it anpars that the Aboriginal children
_n the two r-rt-.,::s sbcerved are nct suffering from severe sensory depriv-

atio:.. .v::ere there are :Arno of early behavioural abnormality in res-
psnze to timulation, it is important to label these descriptively as
inactivity, -rather tnan ts interpret them as apathy. Then one may
inveztirate :-.:ssible causes at an individual level, and plan educational
cup- :_t accsrdinrly. The absence sf any such difficulties in the small
hits zamrle _.,rennin iz nsted. Possibly this reflects a lower frequency
sf fa7lly proslems, and a :.ore adequate state of health in
children.

sneentrat",n. atteht4cn-fccusind

;:as the active exclsrati:n sf mcst children observed characterized by
of absorption usually associated with

:_:tempts to learn? It has been stated already that the
sf in behaviour included the requirement that att-

ention enFagel. O.-.e needs to ask, however, if this was merely

...:re zustained; and if it survived competing distractions
and sh:red code evidence sf foal- oriented effort - whether this was, for
__.std.-., e, a matter le .ailed examination of objects or of early

The fsliswinr categories were used in an effort to differentiate
behay.icur along the dimenzion of concentration or absorption. As with
any behavioural learninF, it is a ,,7+ 'r of abilities plus motivation.

It was necessary tr, L21-: for t of a predictable pattern in
some children.
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Code

1) Maintained concentration independently, in spite of the usual
competing stimuli (eg. the presence of other people, alternative
choices of materials, activities)

2) Inconsistent pattern; contrasts during one session in whether
activities developed beyond point of initial discovery

3) Did not sustain effort, interest, even in the absence of direct
interruptions

(Non-verbal cues expressive of affect, such as facial expression,
body posture, energy investment, and tone of voice or vocalizations
provide additional evidence of degree of involvement. These, rather
than time span differentiate behaviour; remaining physically with one
repetitive activity for a long period may serve as one of the best ways
of avoiding personal involvement in anything.)

One further level of progress could be described as "maintaining concen-
tration despite direct interruptions." It is possible that some behav-
iour coded in category 1 reached this level of independence.
Teaching records, however, did not contain the information needed to
make this distinction with confidence.

TABLE 9

Initial observat'ons of concentration. attention- focusing

Code Part-Aboriginal Non-
Aboriginal

Combined programs
(N .. 101)

Swan Hill

(N = 57)

Metropolitan

(N = 44)

Metropolitan
(N g. 12)

2 years and over (2 years 0 months - 5 years 9 months) N 64

1

2

3

X

N %
37 57.8
16 25.0

9 14.1
2 3.1

N

17

6 1

4
1

N
20

10

5I

1
I

N

4

4
0

0

Under 2 years (0 years 3 months - 1 year 11 months) N 37

N % N N N
1 16 43.3 15 1 1

2 6 16.2 5 1 1

3 4 10.8 2 2 1

X 11 29.7 7 4 1
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The gaps in data for children under one year to some extent reflect
the fact that they were less accessible to observation. At the
early stage of contacts, teachers were careful to maintain a situation
in which parents could take the initiative to seek any sustained
physical proximity, when it expressed positive feelings or a readiness
to communicate. Since very young babies were kept close to parents,
and usually well covered up in prams or baskets, only brief interactions
including some of them were possible in the early stages. There
appeared to be a shared feeling of pleasure and enjoyment between
parents over children at the more helpless stage which was not so
evident once they reached a degree of physical mobility and self-
assertion. It was in such intimate situations as those where a few
parents gathered round to admire a baby that it was important for
teachers to express non-intrusive attitudes. In some cases, it would
not have helped developing contacts to assume that Aboriginal parents
wished to share their deeper feelings with a relatively unfamiliar
white adult.

In general, concentration across the group seemed within the usual
range. At both older and younger age levels, the majority of children
were readily absorbed in purposeful activity, given an appropriate
choice. For others, this pattern was not firmly established and re-
direction of energies by the teacher was still needed. A small pro-
portion of children hae more serious, difficulty in sustaining
attention sufficiently to accomplish a coal or develop a theme in play.
Though active in exploring, their behaviour had a driven, hyperactive
quality which effectively prevented them, quite literally, stopping to
think, and screened cut adult efforts to communicate. Several children
with such characteristics may be found in many pre-school groups.
Excluding this minority, one might draw the conclusion that there were
no special problems in the area of concentration.

The data do not, however, allow this generalization. It is necessary
first to ask, "On what did these children concentrate?" Two elements
of the stimulus situation need to be noted here : 1) activities were
self-selected; 2) stimuli were largely visual. It is not legitimate
to conclude, then, that concentration extended to tasks set by others
(as in formal schooling), to maintaining an intellectual set, or even
to other forms of sensory stimulation. That many children, even at
four years of ace, found auditory stimuli of less interest was evident
in the difficulty they had in sustaining attention to recorded music,
VV the teacher's voice in general, or to stories without pictures.
This problem wac particularly evident on days at Swan Hill when the
"family croup" sessions were well attended. At times, these were a
severe test .f anyone's concentration! Space was limited; the age
range was wide; cocial experience of both adults and children was
hishly variable; and, as will be seen in data following shortly, skills
of communication were almost non-existent in many cases.

dhile the descriptive categories for "concentration" incorporated
elements of the stimulus situation relating to strength of concentration,
clearly they were inadequate in differentiating this behaviour according
to its object. There are, therefore, questions remaining about the
usefulness of the general term "concentration" in observational records,
and about the rel4tienship of the data just reported to children's
development. The engagement of sensory receptors - ensuring, certainly,
that experience (within a limited range) registers - is an initial step
only towards the development of intellectual curiosity or ability to
learn from expericnse.
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It is at this point that skills of communication and motivation to
communicate with adults need to be examined.

Question- asking

The pre-school program introduced a suddenly wider variety of objects,
people, and experiences into children's lives. Children's reactions
indicated that much was unfamiliar. To what degree did they take any
initiative in finding out, from those adults available, the names or
uses or qualities of play materials, or something about the teacher
and why she was suddenly present in their homes? Question-asking is
characteristic of pre-school children who are intellectually alert,
and who have learned to make some active effort to understand their
personal experience.

Since early forms of interrogation usually occur with parents rather
than teachers, and observation is difficult until a level of verbal
skill allows more obvious forms of questioning, data on this aspect of
learning excludes children under 3 years of age. Teaching records
over the first four sessions in the Metropolitan program included an
account of whether any questions were asked about the teacher or the
materials she brought or about the project car in which she arrived.
Awareness of the significance of this aspect of self-initiated eff-
orts to learn for Aboriginal children developed after some months of
work at Swan Hill; initial observations are limited to the Metro-
politan group. The following very simple distinction was made between
children.

Code

1) Asked questions during teaching sessions about teacher, materials,
car (of mother or teacher)

2) Asked no questions concerning the above

X Information not available

TABLE 10

Question-asking in 3 - 4 year old children :
Metropolitan program

Code

1

2

X

Part-Aboriginal

(N 25)

N = 3
N =17
N = 5

.

Non-Aboriginal

(N 7)

TJ =2

N = 4
N = 1

The small number of non-Aboriginal children provides little basis for
comparison; but the absence of any displgyof intellectual curiosity
in the majority of the Aboriginal children is striking. Whatever
the cause, there was no attempt in most cases to seek information, so
that this source of understanding new experience was eliminated.
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As in most eases, there are many possible explanations for the absence
of behaviour which might usually be expected. The most obvious
possibilities are two. Children might have been reticent in asking
questions from a strange adult, or even from their mothers.in her presence.
(Since many of the children and adults participating were as fair as
the teacher herself, it is unlikely that non-Aboriginality was a
sal_ it influence on children's responses.) Further, they may have
lacked skills of verbal communication, or established patterns of verbal
interaction originating in the need or wish to know. Information on
the frequency and quality of verbal expression follows directly.

Expressive lanpace

Teaching records included information on the presence or absence of speech
and on its clarity. Whether or not children talked to the teacher
spontaneously was also noted.

Code

1) Non-verbal during teaching sessions

2) rising grunts, signs, gestures to communicate

3) Using words, but speech incomprehensible or teacher can understand
only with much difficulty

4) Some problems cf pronunciation, but can usually make self understood

5) Talking clearly

Categories 3, 4, ?c 5 were qualified by : a. spontaneously;
b. with encouragement: c. only on request

Since communication with the teacher was the point of interest, data
refer to teaching sessions mainly. "Non-verbal", therefore, may not
be a consistent state of affairs. While the frequency of self-
initiated verbal contacts might vary in other situations, the degree
of clarity in speech represented a more constant matter of ability.

here than half the Aboriginal children of 5i years or over had no
difficulties of verbal communication which would not be expected in
most pre-school jroups. These data indicate that it is inaccurate
to state that Aboriginal children, of the ate usually attending
^eg,;1a= ;,re-sei,to centres, have language problems with cultural
origins. There i- no general picture; neither did children showing
roce verbal compet,:rce come only from families in which one parent
was non- Aboriginal.

On the other hand, there was a far higher proportion of children not
in -ferbal communication than one would expect for this age group in
general. Although it must be kept in mind that many young children
might not talk freely to a relatively anfamiliar adult, there were
other indications that language limitations were not merely motiv-
ational. Later experience bore out the absence of even minimal
vocab,Ilaticc for some; and when positive affeci. expressed direetdy
to tie :Ascher indicated a degree of acceptance and security, serious
communication difficulties still remained.
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TABLE 11

Expressive language iavpir29±osnd kar c),J?ws
efforts to communicate with teacher

.

Code

.

--- ------

Part-Aboriginal Non -

Aboriginal

Combined programs
(N = 101)

Swan Hill

(N = 57)

---

Metropolitan Metropolitan

(N = 44) (N . 12)
.....-....i

3 years u months - 5 years 9 months (N = 38 + 4 N-A)

1
,,

3 -,

4

5

N % of age
group

9
1 44.7

7

6 55.3
15

N

3

1

,

5

6

R

6

0

5

1

9

N

1

0

0

0

3

2 years 0 months - 3 years 5 months (N = ?6 + 4 N-A)

1
,12

3

4

5

N %
7

3 76.9
lo

5 23.1
1

N
2

1

(..

,
_

0

N

5

2

4

3

1

t N

0

1

0

0

3

1 year 0 months - 1 year 11 months (N = 24 + 3 N-A)

1

2

12

7 83.3
9
6 0

3

1

1

0

3 ...
1 1 0 1

4 2 2 - 0 0

5 1 16.7 1 0 0

x 1 1 0 1

Under 1 year 0 months (N = 13 + 1 N-A)

1

N %
4 2

ii

2 4 69.2 3 1 1

3 0 1 0

4
5
x 4 30.8 4 0

* Children above dotted line not in verbal commanication

N-A = non-Aboriginal
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Moving down to the 2 - 3i year old group, comparison with expectations
of non-Aboriginal children indicate greater discrepancies. Although
percentages are somewhat distorted by small Ns, they give some indic-
ation of the overall situation. Only 6 out of 26 children in this
age group could make themselves understood by using words - even as
isolated symbols. This is the age group, however, in which a dramatic
expansion of vocabulary more usually takes place. For children under
two years, "not in verbal communication" has a somewhat different
meaning. In these groups also, though, the absence of early verbal
imitations and naming responses was noticeable in the majority of
children.

How does the information relate to questions of cognitive progress?

It has two quite different implications for teaching. 1) A group
learning situation is neither productive nor possible to control when
verbal communication between teacher and child or child and his peers
is very limited; 2) Language models usually provided by parents in
one-to-one contacts with their children at home are so diluted in a
group situation that it is not conducive to making up for lack of
earlier learning.

In relation to cognitive development, however, it is not so much a
matter that the acquisition and use of verbal symbols as such is
proceeding only slowly and limits concurrent thinking. The real
difficulty would appear to be the consequences of this - in that child-
ren lack tools for learning from others. They cannot draw on available
sources of information in adults; nor can they interact with them in
ways which stimulate and develop competence in thinking for oneself,
in being aware of what one knows and does not know, in acquiring a
vocabulary which helps to differentiate one's experience; and in
communicatiw what is understood or not, in order to sort out concept-
ual difficulties or distinguish fantasy and fact.

For teacning, this means that one must not only deal with accelerating
language acquisition. It is necessary to deal with the absence of
any established motivation to communicate verbally, and the effects of
this on learning behavi)rs and attitudes. This throws a very different
light on the task for education than that conveyed by most theoretical
discussions of language problems.

These recognize relationships, but often assume the direction of effect,
and leave out any consideration of the functional meaning of language
difficulties. Problems tend to be approached as technical rather than
psychological; but technical skills are rarely acquired adequately in
the absence of awareness of their value.

Whether or not language learning has some point for children is likely
to be affected by two key issues : 1) awareness of some question,
meaning, experience they wish to communicate; and 2) attitudes to
the adults available as recipients of confidences or as resource persons.
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Attitudes to touchers

Differences in the feelings which children express towards adults and
their attitudes and expectations in adult-child interaction are of concern
in education from several directions. From the point of view of social
learning, their content is of concern in itself. In the context of
this chapter, however, children's attitudes to adults - in this case,
a new adult in a teaching role - warrant thought because of their effect
on the process of education.

For a start, if children have learned to avoid or ignore adults, there
is no way of helping them use the educational opportunities proviJed in
a pre-school prpgram until communication on a positive basis is estab-
lished. This however, is only half the picture. It is knewn that
children's behaviour towards adults exerts a strong influence on adult
responses; adult effects on children now has a documented counterpart
in the stimulus value of different children for adults and in the rein-
forcements for adult behaviour which children control. These are
operative oven for teachers who are conscious of tne need to minimize
these effects (Yarrow et al, 1q71).

A summary of records made of children' litial attitudes to project
teachers,as expressed in observable forms, shows acain a range of differ-
ences within a part-Aboricinal samrle, along with a his.ner freauency of
some characteristics than might oe oxpected for children from those
families more usually in contact with pre-school contree.

The following cues (usually in combination) aro seen a.: oroviling
evidence over time of attitudes 'cc adult:

1) Voluntarily seeking, prolonging, or avoiding physical proximity
in interaction situations (where instrumental dependence or indeendlnce,
or adult control of immediate benaviour are not issues) cr rnysical
contact of a gentle nature. (eg. running oat of ho. se, smiling ard
waving, to meet teacher on arrival; sittin close to or relaxing against
her; moving out of range in response tee adalt-initiated expressions of
interest, affection).

2) Direct verbal statements of feeling (with appropriate accomr.any-
ing facial expressions, tones of voice) - eg. "I hate you!"

3) Tones of voice, facial expressions of pleasure or hostility (:no.
scowling, answering in pleasant voice).

4) Body posture, gestures expressive of feelings (eg. of fear -
putting hands up to protect self against expected physical punishment
while backing away, starting to cry on approach of adult; of embarr-
assment - avoiding eye contact, hanging head; of tension, anxiety -
physical rigidity except for nervous hand movements in presence of adult).

5) The absence of any observable reaction t adult approaches; no
change in behaviour or the maintenance of a glazed expression; no
watching of adult which might express involvement, interest.

Obviously, there is some room for interpretation in the above sources
of information; but the leeway nere is a matter of agreement on the
use of verbal symbols for observable events.
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It is not a problem of making assumptions about internal states in the
absence of any externalized cues. While it may be convenient for
scientific reasons to describe the above purely as behavioural acts of
interest in themselves rather than as indirect measures of affect or
expectations, problems have arisen when this has been done in the con-
text of concern with educational change. In attempts to rectify
negative learning, behavioural (objective) measures may suddenly become
behavioural objectives, and one finds effort focused on a dangerous
manipulation of symptoms. Psychological meanings are lost; behaviours
learned are no longer spontaneous expressions which provide evidence
of the mediating variables which are the outcome of past experiences
and the filters for new ones. Whatever the technical advantages, the
science of human behaviour cannot afford to be less aware than the man
in the street that the same behavioural acts may be accompanied by very
different feelings in different people, or in one person over time. A
change in the stimulus situation may require a response to be re-defined
if questions of validity are to be dealt with. The distinction is made
here, then, between objective (observable) evidence and behavioural acts.
When behaviour itself is the focus of teaching, this pr -lem does not
arise. In the case of attitudes, however, one needs 1 Jok for rel-
evant indicators of feelings and anticipations.

The code used to summarize children's attitudes to the teacher during
initial teaching sessions appears below. It is not seen to describe
a unitary dimension, but rather to cover the range and combinations of
attitudes present across the group. Three major continuums were re-
presented: love - hostility towards adult; confidence, trust -
anxiety, fear in presence of adult; and interest - disinterest in adult.
It should be noted that initial shyness (such as staying close to mother
during the first session) was excluded from this set of data, as was the
whole issue of attention - seeking and control - not necessarily express-
ive of basic attitudes.

Code

1) Positive attitudes expressed spontaneously.

2) A few signs of positive feelings; diffident but interested.

3) Adult presence accepted passively; interacted but remained non-
expressive; contacts not initiated by child.

4) No overt response made to adult approach; expression non-commun-
icative.

5) Showed anxiety, tension, embarrassment or discomfort in presence of
adult.

6) Expressed negative feelings towards adult (hostility, physical
aggression) or avoiC3d, turned away from (without observable, practical
reason).

As fcr all other codes, they are applicable to a single event and do not
label children in any permanent sense. The frequency of similar
events observed is less impoitant than the relative emphases within
events observed for any individual.
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In only two cases of the total enrolment were active negative feelings
towards teachers consistently expressed, without obvious provocation in
the immediate situation. The general teaching problem in the area of
attitudes to adults proved to be one less frequently met in the usual
pre-school group.

Almost 60 per cent of the children enrolled had no difficulties with
attitudes to adults which would be expected to interfere with learning.
Almost 40 per cent, accepted the presence of adults at an unusually
passive level. (This was in direct contrast to their attitudes to
their physical environment and any play material provided.) Even when
directly approached, there was often little change in expression or
activity. Child-initiated expressions of interest in teachers' act-
ivities were few; in fact, imitative behaviour in the form of the
dramatic play characteristic of many pre-school children was almost
entirely absent. (This has been noted in other groups with culturally
different backgrounds. Attempts to stimulate dramatic play, as though
this were the learning issue rather than a means of measuring it, have
been advocated.)

Only in a few cases was there evidence of anything as negative as psycho-
logical withdrawal. Instead, behaviour recorded in initial observations
for this 40 per cent of children might best be described as an absence
of "normal" social activity rather than the presence of other learning
which could be described as "abnormal". There seemed, merely, a gap
in experience which did not exist for many pre-school children.

At this point, however, there were many possible explanations. While
these did not alter the fact that communication problems existed, they
certainly had implications for rectifying this interference to learning.
It was important to study the situation further. The most obvious
possibility was that the unfamiliar teaching situation inhibited social
responses previously acquired. On the other hand, some might suggest
that this would not have been the result if the teacher had been
Aboriginal. But one could not, on the evidence available, dismiss the
situation quite so readily. One had initial impressions from direct,
informal observations that the interactions of these children with adult
members of their own families lacked some of the forms of contact charact-
eristic of parental interaction with children in families growing up in
different circumstance-,. And while the fact that the teacher was white
might, foi children ,)f full -blood Aboriginal families, be a significant
indicator of strangeness, some of these children had one non-Aboriginal
parent and others themselves were not readily distinguishable from the
general community in any physical way. Hesitation on the part of
parents in early contact could well have had a counterpart in children,
but there was no consistent relationship between the degree of read-
iness for interaction in parents and the type of behaviour in children
represented by Codes 3 and 4.

The situation might best be described in terms of a vacuum, in which
neither positive nor negative feelings existed, and in which there were
few established expectations or rewards. Adults seemed not to carry
previously-learned stimulus value as sources of recognition for efforts
to learn; nor did they seem of interest to children as representing an
adult world in which eventual participation was expected.
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While ambivalent or inconsistent attitudes could have been expressed
even within a short period, in this case quite clear-cut patterns
emerged which differentiated individuals at very early ages. It is
of interest to note that feelings and expectations which might be given
very different meanings in a developmental context (eg. hostility v
anxiety) may result in a common teaching problem. Communication
between adult and child is reduced and perhaps difficult to develop.
Of equal interest, however, is treat since the origin of the problem
differs, steps taken towards solving it may be very different for diff-
erent children. The teaoherls traini-4 and experience in recognizing
the wert indicators of various aspects of children'.; emotional dev-
elopment is an' exceedingly important element in modifying attitudes to
adults, where these are less positive than is helpful to learning.
On the other hand, she must avoid a situit:Lon in which the affective
component of interaction (positive or negative) is so predominant that
it hampers thought.

TABLE 12

Ch;ldrenis initial attitudes to adult in teaching role

Code Part-Aboriginal Non-
Aboriginal

Combined programs Swan Hill Metrop. Metropulitan
(N = 101) (N = 57) (N = 44) (N = 12)

All children 2 years and over (N = 64 + 4 N-A)*

N % of
age group

N N N

1 25 59.4 11 14 4
2 13 6 7 3
3 13 37.5 4 9 1

4 11 5 6 o
5 1 3.1 1 0 0
6 1 1 0 0

All children unaer 2 years (N = 37 + 4 N-A) *

N % of
age group

N N N

1 11 48.7 11 0 0
2 7 4 3 3

3 11 48.7 9 2 / 1

4 7 4 3 0
5 0 rJ 0, o
6 0 L.6 0 0 0
X 1 1 0 0

* N-A = non-Aboriginal



Such a situation appears in no way representative of Aboriginal culture;
nor is it dependent on more advanced verbal communication than these
children had acquired;signs of observational learning were also absent.
Rather, adults and children in the families concerned seemed to live
in somewhat different worlds once physical skills allowed a child
sufficient mobility for autonomous action. Limited language skills
were obviously relevant, but possibly an outcome of attitudes and expect-
ations rather than a cause.

A conside.'able proportion of children, therefore, were found to act
towards adults in ways which indicated that adults were perceived as
filling the usual roles of providers of comfort, protection, physical
nourishment and a degree of control. But they were not seen by this
group of children as people with whom one shared thoughts and experience,
whose activities were of interest, and whose presence was an opportunity
for communication - at least on the basis of the eviderize available.

Again, only a proportion of children needed certain teaching help here.
But for those who did, of necessity it constituted an urgent priority
in a pre-school education program.

Conclusion

As indicated at the outset, the main point of this chapter had been to
expand the decriptive picture of two groups of Aboriginal children,
begun by reporting group results on initial psychological tests. The
data in this form are relevant to current discussions of characteristics
ascribed in general to children from circumstances limited in their
social advantages, and to generalizations made about Aboriginal children,
as a result of research and experimental pre-school programs.

Some of the positive conditions known to help with certain aspects of
learning, and the ways found in this project to create such conditions,
will be noted in later sections dealing with the development of teaching
programs. It is obvious here, hovever, that some more concentrated and
consistent experience of specific forms of adult-child interaction, than
can occur in a regular pre-school group is needed to establish wnat
other children may learn in one-to-one interaction with parents in the
home.

It should not be thought, however, that the task for teach.Ln;.: purposes
is to identify a few characteristics present in some significant pro-
portion of children or families, seek some common interpreation for
these and plan a program accordingly. The task for pre-school
education is not of such a nature. Rather the teacher needs to know
that the general organization of her program will allow her to offer
the zanze of teaching help which may be needed with a group; she needs
to be aware of possible reasons for existing problems and how to go
about finding out which are operative in individual cases. Then she
needs to understand not only how to reduce negatio influences' but how
to create positive ones in practical forms zxceptable to children with
differing interests, physical skills and social experience.

That not all general characteristics reported this chapter indicate

negatives for education should also be noted.



For example, the delight whicn many children showed with simple play
materials was refreshing after the restless search of children else-
where for something new to play with and the constant efforts of pre-
school centre staffs to *keep children interested". "We've had that
beforele is a quite familiar comment from pre-school children who
have learned to expect that others should make life interesting for them.

Swan Hill
program
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Courtesy: Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs
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SECTION V TEACHING PROGRAMS AND FIELD %MK PROBLEMS

Chapter 15 THE GENERAL NATURE OF TEACHING PROGRAMS

As noted earlier, the practical organization cf teaching programs and

the teaching activities undertaken vary, at any one tise, to accomodate

difference: between the families and children enrolled; and they vary

ever time in response to changes in parents and children, and changes

in catailable resources. It is possible, hewever, to describe the vitro
of activities operative over the period of work reported and some of

their characteristics.

The procedure of reporting sore standard program cf activities for sll

families and for all children (as in action research studies) is pre-

cluded when taking an individual approach to determining teaching
priorities, as in this program. For it then follows that the relevant
learning conditions, and the activities into which these can be built,

will else vary. Even when working on the same learning issue across

a group, one must create learning situations which will interest the part-
icular children involved, laild on to previoue learning, and suit their

level of ph:feical maturation. To describe carefully and illustrate,

in a. report, such c range of teaching questions as exists in one pre-

school program is an imiossibilty.

If it is possible to continue to make some contribution from the
University to work in this field, we hope to take up specific teaching
questions for study and illustration in following reports. At present,

on the teaching end, this report concentrates on establishing a general

framework for discussing an education program which allows both an
individual approach and the application of research findings to teaching

problems. The following description of varying ways of organizing work
illustrates tnis approach, at the general level of administrative decisions
concerning the nature of useful activity with particular families.

Some general information on enrolmerts is also included in this chapter.

1111....Wormation on enrolmenlv."&ataa

*Enrolment" has not been a matter of signing a form, which commits parents

to specified responsibilities in advance. It has meant the pint in
informal contacts at which parent and teacher arrive at some mutual under-

standing that they have some common ccncerns; and that regular interaction

could be helpful to the children and a source of support to parents; and

also when it is understood that participation in the pre-school program
is not a matter of meeting requirements imposed (however nicely) by none

Aborigines. A particular effort was made to make pr-ctical arrangements
for teaching visits which would not just be ar additional source of

stress to families, already finding difficulty 11 maraging their practical

responsibilities.

In both programs, a number of parents with whom the teacher developed

personal contact sought regular interaction before current teaching loads

allowed enrolment. At Swan Hill, where the Aboriginal population is
more concentrated, interaction between families e re frequent, and the
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number of young children in one family often relatively large, this
*waiting list" of interested parents who are wanting to give their
children time and help is steadily growing, well beyond the needs which
can be met by one teacher. Creating awareness and motivating
increased educational interest in parents obviously needs to be followed
immediately by temporarily increased teaching and other preventive
resources. Unless these are available,increased awareness of possibil-
ities and existing problems by parents and teachers becomes a source of
additional stress all round. It should be noted that the ratio of child-
ren to teachers usually required for payment of subsidy in regular pre-
school centres provides no realistic basis for assessing resources needed
for work with Aboriginal families at this point in time. Not only does
the pre-school teacher need to be carrying responsibility for helping
parents as well as children with their education, but the multiple problems
in most families and the political climate for work make extreme demands
on time and energy.

TABLE 13

TOTAL !UMBER OF FAMILIES AND CHILDREN ENROLLED SINCE PROGRAMS BEGAN

Swan Hill (1969 - 1972) 28 families 67 children (part-
Aboriginal)

Metropolitan (1970 - 1972) 28 families 53 children (part-
Aboriginal)

Metropolitan (1970 - 1972) 7 families 11 children (non-
Aboriginal)

TABLE 14

ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF FAMILIES ENROLLED

Metrop. TotalSwan Hill

Both parents part-Aboriginal 11 10 21

Cns parent part-Aboriginal, one non-Aboriginal 6 15 21

Cne Aboriginal parent (mother) managing family 11 3 14

28 28 56
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TABLE 15

YEARLY ENROLMENTS OF ABORIGINAL FAMILIES IN VAN LEER PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAMS

1 Year
I

Swan Hill 1 Metropolitan* Total

FAMILIES

1969 19 19

1970 24 16 40

1971 19 17 36

1972 18 13 31

* Additional non-Aboriginal families - 1970: 3; 1971: 4; 1972: 4

CHI) EN

196c 34 - 34

1970 40 29 69

1971 32 25 57

1972 34 22 56

* Additional non-Aboriginal children - 1970: 4; 1971: 7; 1972: 6
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TABLE 16

AGE OF CHILDREN WHEN TEACHING SESSIONS STARTED. AND DURATION OF CONTACT

(1969 - 1972 enrolments)

Age group at
first session

Number
enrolled

Duration of contact (months) Still

enrolled
6 or under 7-12 13-24 Fez' 24

SWAN HILL

5 yr. olds 1 1 0 0 0 0

4 yr. olds 10 4 5 1 0 0

3 yr. olds 11 3 5 2 1 0

2 yr. olds 11 0 1 3 4 3

1 yr. olds 19 0 1 0 9 9

Under 1 year 15 0 3 0 2 10

TOTAL 67 8 1 15 6 16 22

METROPOLITAN (part-Aboriginal)

5 yr. olds 1 0 1 0 0 0

4 yr. olds 14 3 11 0 0 0

3 yr. olds 15 5 4 7 0 1

2 yr. olds 12 1 1 4 3 3

1 yr. olds 4 1 0 1 0 2

Under 1 year 7 2
.

0 1. 0
. ,

4

TOTAL 53 10 17 13 3 10
.

METROPOLITAN (non-Aboriginal)

.
,

5 yr. olds 0 0 0 0 0 i 0

4 yr. olds 2 1 1 0 0 0

3 yr. olds 5 0 1 3 0 1

2 yr. olds 1 0 0 1 0 0

1 yr. olds 3 0 0 1 0 1

Under 1 yr. 0 0 0 0 1 0

TOTAL 11 1 2 5 1 2

* Includes tam and Christmas holidays where applicable.
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TABLE 17

REASONS 'OR TERZ4INATING CONTACT WITH PROGRAM:

(196; - 1972 enrolments)

Reasons for leaving Swan
Hill

Metropolitan Total

A N-A

Started school 17 23 5 45

Started regular kindergarten * 19 5 1 25

Muvcd from area (before school age) 4 14 3 21

Handicapped; other arrangements made 1 1 0 2

Deceased 2 0 0 2

Parent interest not sustained 1 0 0 1

Still enrolled 23 10 2 35

Total enrolment
_

67 53 11 131

* Supportive contact maintained when attending kindergarten in
program area.

TABLE 18

PROPORTION OF PLANNED TEACHING SESSIONS ATTENDED *

Proportion of sessions attended Swan
Hill

Metropolitan Total

A N A

100 per cent 1 11 0 12

90 - 99 per cent 7 20 7 34

80 - 89 per cent 7 11 4 22

70 - 79 per cent 19 7 0 26

60 - 69 per cent 19 2 0 21

50 - 59 per cent 6 2 0 8

Less than 50 per cent 8 0 C 8

* This information indicates the feasibility of planned teaching
sessions and extent of exposure to these, not the extent of
parental interest or effort to ensure attendance.
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In this program, "attendance" has a somewhat different meaning than that
of nresence in a pre-schcol centre outside the home. While this was
the case for some children, the more general meaning for our programs
was the keeping of appointments with a teacher, for planned sessions,
usually in the home. (An exception to this was the first year at Swan
Hill, when a family-type group was in action.)

In the early stages of making contact with Aboriginal families, the need
for time to establish positive communication is recognized. This has
already been described. During this period, the keeping of appointments
tended to be somewhat erratic. Fairly steadily in most families, however,
absences due to failure to give preference at times to children's needs,
or to just being unaccustomed to keeping regular appointments, dropped
to a minimum, except where other major problems were also involved.
The children's own increasing enjoyment of interaction with teachers and
materials offered, and their anticipation of the teacher's next visit,
appeared to exert a considerable influence on a mother's efforts to have
children available and ready for teaching sessions, and a room prepared
at home for use. Awareness of their cnildren's satisfaction - regardless
of any progress - was a major positive influence; home visit sessions
and family groups gave mothers and sometimes fathers the opportunity to
observe this.

This opportunity to observe 1%as considered a very necessary source of
reassurance to Aboriginal mcthrs, many of whom had r:ost unhappy and un-
fruitful experiences in tlir own "education ", and some of whom had every
reason to distrust ncli-Aborigines. It was stated by some, quite directly
that, "if -HIE children hadn't enjoyed it, I wouldn't have bothered."

within periods cf contact with the pre-school program there have been
many opportunities for parent- teacher co-operation on behalf of children.

ThEre Lcve however, also been multiple problems in a considerable
proportion of farilies in both programs which have disrupted contact
seriously, making pre-school children inaccessible to any planned teaching
Yelp for considerable periods of time. To see these breaks in contact
with teachers as "attendance problems" cr indications of parental interest
in pre-school education, is most inappropriate.

Early in this report, it was star -;d that enquiries were made before
initiating Fre-school ethloation programs, about the nature cf supportive
services available to li.criginal families. It was recognized that the
introduction of pre-school programs might well be inappropriate and in-
effective unless families had arrived at some position of stability
in meeting Lasic needs. For many families, still, however, stress well
beyond what most people can handle independently is either chronic or
recurrent, and no marked improvement in certain kinds of problems has
been observable over the four years of the project.

Illustrations of the nature of these problems, possible reasons for their
persistence, and comments on the position in which they place a pre-school
teacher, are included in the notes on field work in the next chapter.

13.2 Range of teachiatielloperative:_ 1969 - 1972

Once parents decided they wished to be in regular contact with a pre-school
teacher, decisions on activities undertaken were made with each family on
the following bases:
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1) the aspects of learning in the children enrolled which need attention
next, in order to extend development *

2) what is known about the conditions which help children accomplish
the kinds of learning to be given priority

(These first two criteria for decision-making are seen as the teacher's
responsibility.)

3) the extent to which parents are already providing, or having difficulty
in providing, those conditions at home, and the possibilities of
modifying these where necessary.

4) parents' feelings and thcughts about what they themselves can do to
help their children educationally, at this point

5) the degree of interaction - current and preferred - with non-Aboriginal
and other Aboriginal families

6) the arrangements for teacher-child and parent-teacher interaction
which mutually accommodate parents' preferences and teaching concerns

7) children's previous learning, current interests and physical maturation
and h alth

8) the immediate circumstances of families

9) program facilities and resources

* It has been our concern that parents have the freedom to say what they
think Aboriginal children should be learning, and to be involved in
decitions about how to help them do this. At this point in time, however,
few parents have posed this question to themselves. Some seemed to have
been presented with ideas that better education means "not dropping out
of schoo] ", "getting better jobs", or "attending a pre-school group".
Planned teaching, however, requires conscious decisions about what is to
be learned. Consequently, it has been necessary to carry more major
responsibility for the educational content of programs that: we would prefer.
(This is not so different than the position at present in the general
community but it nas a different significtregfor Aborigines.)
In two ways, however, we are working for c es here:

a. mothers - and any fathers home during the day - are able to observe
what the children are doing in name teaching sessions, and to talk
with the teacher from time to time about what these activities are
intended to help children learn;

b. initial informal discussion with a few Aboriginal leaders has confirmed
our concern to help children develop the ability for independent action -
to think for themselves, to gain confidence, and to progress with
basic learning skills and general knowledge. All parents have also
expressed the wish that their children have the experience of social
contact with non-Aboriginal as well as with Aboriginal children.

On the above bases the following range of activities has ley.112211:.

Teaching sessions in children's homes

These form the nucleus of both programs at present. From the viewpoint
of childrer's progress, they provide opportunities for some of the more
intensive teacher-child interaction needed to accelerate symbolic activity,
and thinking and communication skills; also ability to interact with an

adult on a teaching-learning basis.
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Where the lacks in children's home experience are certain forms of one-
to-one interaction with parents, their needs cannot easily be met in a
group situation,gyared to the use of skills learned from early interaction
with adults in a group learning situation with peers. For such a
situation to be of value, it is necessary that certain forma of self-
control, communication, and learning behaviours have previously been
acquired. When this is not the case, most pre-school teachers will
admit the difficulty of giving sufficient help with these in a pre-
school group of the size presently subsidized.

Home visit sessions have the added advantage of allowing teachers the
opportunity to discover levels of progress in aspects of learning not
readily observed. Contact with children who may have limited social
experience is also easier to establish. Younger children's progress
can be observed informally, and some teaching help offered before the
age when attendance in a pre-school group is appropriate in terms of
social control and emotional maturity.

As a starting point for suacaGional conLact, home visit sessions have been
found to meet many children's immediate needs, while preserving some values
important to Aborigines and being a practical possibility for many
families. They also allow parents to build perceptions of "pre-school
education" which are oriented to its educational content, and to see
first-hand what it means to their own ch..aren, for their present as well
as their future lives.

As an observing and a modeling situation for either children or parents,
home teaching sessions allow a sufficiently salient adult model for effective
results. There are less competing stimuli. Some mothers have made
direct comments which indicate awareness of how the teacher talked to
the children, asked them questions or gave correct words for objects;
this has been followed by efforts to do likewise. Teachers have also
observed signs of observational learning - such as a mother adopting some
of the teacher's techniques of protecting the constructive activity of
an older child from destruction by a younger brother. Awareness that
this might matter, and why, indicated change in the adult concerned.

Experience in this project indicates that "talking about" is much less
effective with the families enrolled than demonstrating what helps child-
ren learn. In the first case, knowing all the "right" answers can well
be accompanied by doing all the "wrong" things. Further, the limited
education of some parents makes it difficult for them to generalize from
one situation to another, so that seeing a teacher in action in a. pre-
school gr tp with other children does not provide sufficient clues for
transferring observational learning to home events. If behaviour and
conditions at home are to change in ways which give more support to
children's development, the majority of parents seem to need to see some-
one else operating in the same set of practical circumstances with which
they are trying to cope. To recognize these problems for parents, as
well as an initial one of even sustaining verbal interaction with some
continuous theme, is merely to face up to the very real consequences of
limited educational experience. (This problem of generalization,
however, is not a rare phenomenon. Teachers are known to express diff-
iculty in seeing the relevance of teaching programs observed in one centre,
to the practical circumstances of their own kindergartens or classrooms.)

Or ization of teach sessions in homes

Teaching sessions in children's homes usually last for one hour; they
may involve just one child; two or three in the same family; or a
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similar-aged child from a neighbouring family where the parents know each
other and agree to this arrangement between them. Sessions may be
shortened for younger children or when some practical crisis in the home
arises. It is understood that the mother (or substitute relative) is
at home during the teacher's visit and invited (though not required) to
attend the session. Most spend at least part of the hour watching or
participating. To require a mother to be in the same room always,
however, removes the opportunity to develop and observe her voluntary
interest; is unlikely to facilitate teacher-parent communication; removes
opportunities to encourage some degree of children's independence; is a
practical impossibility for the mother at times; gives older pre-school
children little chance to be away from younger siblings (since one would
not want to discourage the mother's supervision of them); and makes it
more difficult to establish new patterns of iqteraction or behaviour
where some redirection is needed for progress: in adult-child relationships.

It will be noted that the emphasis is on planned teaching sessions for
children and informal learning opportunities for parents. In some cases,
this emphasis is the result of awareness that parents are having such
problems in _ealing with the practical management and security of the
family that, until this is under control, assistance is needed with the
childrer's education. In others, however, there has been a need for
time to think through - on the basis of f.lome first-hand experience - what
approach one c!In usefully take to strem;tnening conditions needed at home
for progress pre-school children. As stated at other points in the
report, the question of "parent involvement" 1.s considered to need much
thought and clarification, as it relates to special programs of pre-school
education, and to education in general. This topic will be the focus, it
is hoped, of further study and reporting.

Both teachers work from station wagons (which are without official ident-
ification, in order to keep them as unobtrusive as possible). They visit
families once or twice weekly, carrying responsibility for regular inter-
action with all known Aboriginal families with young children in program
areas. At times at Swan Hill, this number has exceeded a possible
teaching load, and the compromise has been to sustain much more limited
contact with some families. The daily total of teaching sessions which
can be carried varies with the demands of each family setting, the number
of children to be planned for, and the location of the families involved.
About four teaching sessions plus a variety of other contacts with pre-
school centres, social agencies, hospitals, for example, where others
are also in contact with the families enrolled, might make up an average
working day.

It has been found that the teacher's need to adjust quickly from one family
situation and set of circumstances to another, sufficiently quickly to
create a profitable teaching- learning experience, becomes a source of
stre,,s if more than three or four actual family teaching sessions are
attempted in cne day. It has not been found necessary, however, to arrange
daily contact for children in order to sustain their educational progress.
The more concentrated use of resources for shorter periods at regular
intervals has been found to be a more effective use of teaching time than
trying to spread this, at the same time, over more parents and children
in a large group setting. In comparison to the teacher-chi: ratio in

a regular pre-school centre, a possible teaching load would ap,roximate
one teacher to 25 - 30 children, and up to about 20 families.

Equipment used includes some of the more portable materials usually found
in pre-school centres. Children help to load and unload the selection
prepared by the teacher. A choice of activities is available. It has
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not been found necessary to accumulate the large supply of equipment
made necessary by putting a sizeable group of young children together
in the same setting. The real world in and around the home, and the
human resources the teachers themselves represent, are by far the most
important ingredients of the educational interaction situations created.
Improvised, and very simple, materials are often all that is necessary,
when maintaining the control and interest of a large group of pre-school
children is not an issue.

In home teaching sessions, teachers take much care to keep within the
limits of the arrangement made with parents. If offered the use of the
front room (usually the setting for work) they do not assume any freedom
of access to other areas of the home. At times, until sufficient under-
standing is established, it is necessary to work under conditions which
make learning and teaching more difficult - rooms without adequate light,
TV switched on or interruptions from children home from school and other
adults coming in and out. Gradually, however, awareness of such factors
in children's learning has increased, and some parents have taken the
initiative in reducing distractions; others have responded positively
to a que,tion as to how things could be arranged so that these would not
make it harder for their children to learn. There are families, however,
where this procedure is not re listic, and another setting for teaching
must be found.

Individual teaching sessions outside the home

In some cases, a combination of practical and psychological conditions at
home precludes (at least temporarily) the possibility of home teaching
sessions involving parents. But where parents are still concerned to
maintain contact with a pre-school teacher and provide some additional
opportunities fcr their children, by mutual agreement, the teacher may
take out one or wo children for sessions outside the home.

They may go ')r a walk, with the object of really "seeing" things in their
environment which are passed every day without examination. They may
visit the local park to encourage underdeveloped physical skills, or for
some quiet space to talk and listen, or just to "be" - away from a home
which may include 6 or 9 adults and even more children; or they may go
shopping with some number concepts and some fun in mind.

The activities engaged in may sound little differenr, than those planned
in regular pre-school centres or those occuring in more privileged homes.
This, however, could appear misleading, since the nature of teaching
contact with children during these activities differs in some marked
respects. It is likely to be more highly concentrated; more directed
at specific aspects of learning; more concerned with some earlier levels
of progress than those needing attention in children ready for a group
learning situation; more continuous than can be provided by a teacher
with 30 children on her mind at once; and more concerned with progress
in areas not so easily open to observation in a relatively unstructured
play situatirn.

For children needing help with verbal symbols and verbal expression, project
cars have helped create conditions conducive to learning. Impulsive
physical activity is naturally restricted - and many of the children had
already learned to accept this necessity wnile riding in cars; close
physical proximity between adult and child allows a very salient
language model; and there is a motivating feeling of shared excitement
and pleasure at a passing parade of new or familiar things of interest.
Repeated trips on the same route allow consistent labelling of objects and
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landmarks. These and the maintaining of a running commentary on immediate,
shared experience, have eventually been rewarded by a burst of clearly
modelled phrases and spontaneous recall of earlier experiences. Further
trips allow consolidation, and a chance to recognize and enjoy learning
achieved.

(It is hoped that this illustration will lead to increased thought for
the possible range of situations in which known conditions,conducive to
learning from an adult modeltmight be created - not to a sudden increase
in car sales!)

The same conditions can be created in various ways. Story-telling has
similar components, but the real world provides both a more vivid stimulus,
and a more valid reason for learning.

;Mall group activitieg

For those children ready to learn in a peer group situation, and needing
the stimulus and independence of some experiences difficult to set up in
homes, small groups of from four to six or seven children have been organ-
ized once or twice weekly from time to time. A small playroom was avail-
able in the Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs building at Swan Hill until
this year. This could be prepared in advance for teaching sessions.
Similar facilities have been needed for some of the older children in
the Metropolitan program, but we have not yet solved the problem of a
physical headquarters for the teacher in that area. Since children
currently enrolled comprise a younger group again, this need is not so
pressing, except for the teacher's own need for a recognized physical base
where she may be contacted and seen to exist in some reality by other
professional colleagues.

Previous groups, however, have been observed to lack levels of social
awareness, confidence or self-control which are necessary pre-requisites
to successful participation in the larger and more complex social learning
situations at pre-school centres or schools.

This illustrates the need to have a range of resources available. One

of these can be a regular pre-school centre. As an initial teaching
situation, however, a peer group setting is not the immediate need, either
for the children's own progress or the teacher's understanding of previous
learning. That it would have been useful later in the program for some
children not only indicates a change in average age of those enrolled,
but a far greater change in ability to use the opportunities for learning
available in such a situation.

Excursions with parents and children

Home teaching sessions have sometimes been replaced by excursions into
the community. Parents are invited and encouraged to take a major role

in such events. These have not only served to draw attention to children's
need to experience first-hand how their immediate environment operates.
They have helped to sensitize parents to what does interest children,
what there is to talk about with them, and under what conditions this
is enjoyable all round.

Again, successful communication with parents concerning children's devel-
opment is very much helped by a shared experience providing opportunities
for observational learning, and followed by some reflecting on children's
reactions and ways in which learning might have been furthered.
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The spontaneity of such situations is, however, an important element.
Advance attempts to stress their teaching function too specifically
produce self-consciousness in parents, aid do not encourage efforts to
participate. Perhaps one cf the most valuable aspects of these informal
excursions into the community - even a short trip to contact a pre-school
centre or hospital - is simply the experience of personal contact with
a white adult, on the basis of equality and m_tual respect. For some
of the parents, this has been a novel experience.

Family-type pre-school groups

As a way of establishing initial social contact with families in an
Aboriginal community characterized by some existing group activity, the
informal family-style pre-school group offered certain advantages. Most
of these were discussed in reporting initial field work. As a setting
for furthering other than social learning, however, it proved quite
inadequate. This was true for work with either children or parents.
Reorganization of early activities at Swan Hill was necessary, in o:7AA:7
to build educational elements on to the social communication established.

Children's levels of progress (even at a similar age) were far too diverse
to meet in one kind of situation. For instance, for children wno lacked
progress with attentional skills, competing stimuli were far too great
in a mixed-age, family group, and the behaviour of younger children
provided an inadequate model for the older ones. This was particularly
difficult in the absence of some of the usual parental expectations for
self-direction towards purposeful ends.

Children able to sustain goal - oriented activity tended to be interrupted
by a majority operating at a largely sensory level. Opportunities
available for using materials to express ideas or experiences were of
use only to the minority who had had enough help in digesting, symboliz-
ing, and reflecting on their experience to have readily available ideas
to express. Sometimes patterns of parent-child communication had built
up expectations of adults not conducive to progress; the presence of
parents then tended to trigger off automatic responses in children which
generalized to teachers at first; this made it extremely difficult to
reverse directions in children's learning which were negative in their
effects.

The possibility was remote, in this situation, of providing sufficiently
sustained sequences of teacher-child interaction to help children build
up learning behaviours and cognitive skills; this was particularly so
when it was also important to be aware of parents' social experience during
pre-school sessions, and to emphasize children's accomplishments rather
thaa.their problems.

As a situation for helping parents learn, this group setting also pre-
sented problems. With the presence of friends, the general activity
of the group, and physical responsibility for the safety and comfort of
young babies, the possibility of observational learning by parents was
often poor. Further, one could not discuss children with parents in
their presence. Howo-r, organized group discussion with parents for
part of the session put come in a social cituitdon they found difficult
for free communication; any issue selected _or group discussion appeared
far too remote from the immediate practical problems on individual
parents' minds. It seemed clear that useful educational work with parents
must begin in individual contact situations. Because of this, and
because of strong differences in whether a parent wished to tdentify with
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an Aboriginal community group, it was decided that any group activity
with parents should evolve from ,.heir own interests and ideas, and should
not be something created by others into which they should be encouraged
to fit. Since initial suggestions put forward by parents were geared
to money-raising rather than to learning, it was decided to delay any
organized group work until the Lulea of an educational prograz became
clearer.

It proved necessary, then, to approach work with both children and parents
at a very 'Andividual level. and to maintain a direct and equally
personal relationship with each family.

Co-operative work with local pre-school centres

Project teaches have supported parents' initial contacts with regular
pre-school centres. When given the necessary information, a proportion
of parents who wanted their children to attend kindergarten have taken
the initiative to enrol children themselves. This has usually occurred -
and been appropriate - after a period of quite intensive teaching work
with children.

For some children, individual teaching sessions have continued along with
kindergarten attendance, and communication with the kindergarten teacher
over children's progress has been established. However, much more work
needs to be done here. This double effort indicates the differing poss-
ibilities of group and individual teaching situations, rather than some
need for double effort in the form of tutorial help with the same aspects
of learning.

In some cases, practical help with transport has been necessary; parents
and project teachers have shared the overall task of getting children to
and from the pre-school centre. When some families live out of town,
have no car, and do have several children under school age, two trips
out within three hours is a practical impossiuility.

Since bursaries for pre-school attendance have been made available to
Aboriginal parents, p.oject teachers have tried to help parents tc under-
stand and to use these resources tho.:.:.htfully', rathe': than as just

another handout. The work here should not he underestimated. W:len a

parent does not know that a bursary cheque drawn on one bank can be paid
into another, and spends some days preoccupied with this problem, it is
a step towards independence when sloe finally decides to ask the pre-school
teacher for the information needed to deal with the situation.
action might not have been taken, ri-Ice admitting the need for help in
understanding things which one seemed expected to know was a source of
embarrassment and involved loss of self-respect. Official policies
tend to present an expectation of indppondentaction, when the person
concerned is not able - although willing - to meet t-fs expectation.

Alternatively, policies may not allow recognition of what responsibility
has been assumed. For example, parents interested in having children
attend a local kindergarten in one area responded to the efforts of a
project teacher to help them think through how much pre-school attend-
ance fees they might pay themselies,and how much bursary htlp they
needed to pay the cost of an educational opportunity, which they now saw
some point in. This in no way was comparable to an assessment of what
they could pay, but represented what they wante -o contribute.
Applications were made for the balance.
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It was a considerable source of disappointment to this project that, for
various reasons, State Government policies did not allow support or
recognition of this progress in parental independence. Applications
for differing amounts apparently could not be handled by a centralized
system, and some parents consequently received money which they did not
want. This, if anything, seemed to revert to har.douts. What is needed
is access to resources which can be drawn on to the extent necessary in
individual situations. Until differential help is an acceptable concept,
progress with responsibility-taking will be hindered by failure to adjust
expectations to widely varying family circumstances and previous progress.
Confidentiality in such matters - as in the general community - would
seem appropriate.

Concerning the children's experience in regular pre-school centres, there
is need for considerable additional work. Observations made of the
behaviour of Aborignal children in the pre-school centres with which the
Program has been in contact, and conversations with the teachers there,
provide evidence that teachers are anxious for guidance and that the
situation may not be educationally helpful, as a matter of course. The
outcome is very much dependent on the child's previous progress, the
emphases in the teacher's program, and the extent to which the aspects
of learning of immediate importance are those which are helped by a peer-
group situation.

Questions raised by experirental pre-school programs about *traditional"
pre-school education have not shown that the existing concerns of such
programs no longer matter. They have, however, drawn attention to aspects
of learning and levels of progress not easily dealt with in a peer-group
situation; also to the degree of selectivity in goals which operates
at the level of action, in contrast to intent, in regular pre-school groups.

As a result, it is considered important that children whose early exper-
ience has lacked some of these basic educational ingredients are not
enrolled in regular pre-school centres, with the idea that this will pro-
vide for their immediate needs. It may actually make certain kinds of
cognitive progress more difficult for them. Initial observations have
also shown that interaction with non-Aboriginal children does riot necess-
arily occur.

There is much room for further study of the experience of Aboriginal (and
other) children already in regular pre-school programs.* From work in
this project, it is apparent that neither on cultural or educational
grounds should the emphasis in pre-school education be put on increasing
.mrolments in the usual pre-school group. This can be helpful and
a,propriate. There are, however, far more urgent and suitable ways in
which pre-school teachers might support the education of Aboriginal child-
ren. Whether or not these are possible is a matter for planning in a
context wider than that of education.

* Note Although 1:4 t. 1 observational records were made of children
attending regular pre-school (Jntres during this project, the
data were considered insufficient to present in this report.



Educational work with parents in the use of community services for families

Aboriginal families have been found to have many problems in using
community services which their children may urgently need. Help at
official levels tends to be witheld, it appears, on the assumption that
help once given continues to be expected, and increases rather than de-
o:news dependence. In the experience of this project, however, this
approach has been found tc reduce r.quests for help. but net to reduce
most f the problems at all. Ttie cannot be equated with programs tc-
wards independence, or action it directicns important for children's.

For examples at official levels, it was thought tLat all pre-cchocl
children in one prem.'s had teen immunized. The project teacher became
aware, however, that this was rct the case. In the course or converse
ation, it was found that getting children immunised was not something
the parents concerned had ever experienced, and unlike most parents in
the general community, they lacked friends or relatives near, who could
help them know how to gc abcut it. Some were inhibited by the strarge-
nese of contact with people outside the Atorigifal commuvity; some had
difficulty thinking how to solve practical problems of getting to the
right place at the right time; some uere afraid of their children's
reactions and uncertain that they could handle them in that public sit -
uation; some lacked information abcut the conseque. ces for children of
not being immunized.

In this situation, the teacher was careful rct to take ever the respcns-
ibility herself. Her contribution consisted of:

a. a definite stat,,ment that this was a matter of importarce for childreh:s
health. (Previously, it had seemed acre a matter of something- they
had been told they Amtill do.)

b. the expectation of some action from parents

c. information about what was irvolved, and how children nigh.t react

d. an offer ;..o go will. the others concerned, both for personal support
and to show them the procedure

e. encouragement and help in thirkirE out how they could organize this

f. suggesting a deadline for a decisron (before the teacher's next
legit)

g. an offer of practical help with transport

Taken separately, it might seem that parents could be expected to coee
with these themselves. Together, however, they represented toc mey
changes from established patterns of responding.

The outcome of some educational helps all children were imeueized; parents
rinjoyed the trip and supported each other in e new contact with the vider
community; and, more importantly, there was satisfaction at having dealt
with this and a new -found confidence spontaneously- expressed in terms
of, !Now we know what you do, we can get together and do it ourselves
next time."



This is merely one illustration of a whole rarge of practical situations
in which failure to use necessary community services is not a matter of
motivation. The operation took teaching time, understanding based cn
ar existing relationship with parents, and concern with the goal on the
part of the teacher. For these parerts it is not likely to need repeat-
ing. There are, hcwever, many others whc have act grown up in a
community 'such as that in which they are now living. It is nct easy,
at the adult level, to fill in basic gaps in experience, when others
appear unaware that they exist.

An official letter comes, for instance, about some social welfare
arrangements. A parent may only be semi-literate and have difficulty
understanding what is said. Since she knows from its source that it
relates to a pereonal matter, she may net wish to ask just aycne to
read her the letter. In come cases, she is carrying parental respons-
ibilities alone. By the time she finds appropriate help, she may have
missed some deadline for responding. The choice then nay be between
waking public one's illiteracy when one already feels inferior, or being
judged unco-cperative cr disinterested. Often the solution is to
remain silent.

Or again,a parent makes an appointment with a specialist over some aspect
of her child's progress, with encouragement and help from the teacher.
The specialist recommends action which at that point is a practical im-
possitility in the current family circumstances. The problem cf what
to do then reverts to the teacher and mother, since both are still con-
cerred for the child. The teacher asks why the mother did notexplain
her problem to the specialist. "I tried to, but she wouldn't listen."
It is particularly difficult for some Aboriginal parents to assert them-
selves verbally, and particularly so when faced with white personrel in
roles which carry official status. Here is a parent making an attempt
to deal with parental responsibilities. But there is, in this situation,
no reinforcing outcome for the effort to master a new umdertaking.
The teacher can help to some extent to ensure that the ,xperience does
not discourage future efforts, and can help to interpret what has happened
and what might be done about it. It is imprtant that someone still
presents the expectation that the original problem will be given
attention by the parent.

Some Aboriginal families have moved well beyond the point where parents
face the kinds of problems. For others, they are not isolated
incidents, but part of the fabric of their daily lives.

Working contacts have been established with a nuuber of schools which
children from this program are attending. To date, these have mainly
centred on communication over efforts to deal with children's special
needs - a health check, eyeglasses, speech therapy, for example.
Schools have also co-operated in providing an assessment of progress in
early primary grades. (See Chapter 16)
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In moot caooe, there bac boon a readiness to communicate which shocld
make the chance for childron' proureos more secure. Along with this,
however. there h,r boon an almost complete-absence of resources for deal-
int_ with tht MAUX0 of support needed. There is an 18 months wait for
a rehool medical examination. Psyehelogical services are limited to
discussion, with the teacher; the psychologist has no opporturity for
direct contact with or study of the child in need of guidance. And
when children's level~ of pregTess de not match thu school curriculum,
the teacher may express in,dequaey in knewile what action to take.

It was quite imivsoible, with tnt recourcer of this project, to assume
the additional resPonribility ,f Action :oedod at the school level.
But the situation is open to futuie effort. This shculd, however, not
only be geared to AboriginAl chilaren, but to the proportion of the
general cermtunity in difficulty in -dray school years. The framework
needed for any such effort should not se one of "remedial" help which
label: a child with the weilet ef faitaie; but kne of adjusting the
focus from curriculum requirement: to building :n to children's existing
progress.

Note on practical resource:: of this :re.ject

The activities described have been carried out with minimal resources.
One station wagon was available for each program, and a temporary ThyLical
base for one. Each tee.cher ras worked in considerable isolation, and
under emergency conditions. After tne initial three-year grant, there
has been no assurance of continuity, and lone-rar6e plarr.int hzee been
impossible.

A full -sale pre- school ceniic io rot, however, considered eitner essentiA
or necessarily helpful in de line. gith needs uneevered. The most exIen-
ive and necessary resources fer ef thiJ nature are those 1.rovided

by experienced teachers,who car make their tire reaL'ily available to
assist individuels to ntw levlo irdeTentlence.

Under present ;*elicies, unforturately, capital funds for buildini.s. are
relatively easy to acquire. Xoney for any sustained provision :f numah
resources is net. Since educatien is a matter of human cemmunication,
and not one of bricks and mortar, this situation bas been problematical
in developing field work.
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Chapter 14 FIELD WORK PROBLEMS AND PRIORITIES

Exploratory activities described in the previous chapter uncovered wide
differences between families of Aboriginal descent, in the degree to
which circumstances allowed their taking a more active role in their
children's education. The following notes from field work describe
variations in the nature of teaching contact found possible. Some gen-
eral analysis of the range of family circumstances met in our two
programs, and an indication of how these relate to educational work and
to the responsibilities of non-Aborigines, may help in thinking out
future action.

It is the absence of significant and sustained positive change in the
overall position of many families, throughout the period of contact,
which seems to require greater attention to the nature of problems and
some major reorganization of thinking and resources.

The complexity of interacting environmental factors and highly personal
nature of adults' previous experience (and its consequences) have made
it extremely difficult to plan field work in any organized framework.
In fact, it has been hard to feel at all certain about the nature of
action which could possibly be effective, once an attempt is made to
consider several aspects of the problem, rather than only one.

This complexity has a parallel in preparing a report. Describing,
separately, the incidence of particular family characteristics, educa-
tional levels, or environmental factors, does not expose the experience
of people or set out the 14ork nFeded sufficiently clearly to help with
the planning and use of resources, or with the problems which teachers
have faced. On the other hand, describing the range of situations met in

individual families ir; a practical impossibility in such a report, and
leaves one without scme framework for working for positive change.

Gradually, however, it has become apparent that two or three variables
in combination provide clues to priorities in a sequence of supportive
action. A pre-school education program, as this is usually conceived, is
not often a first priority - not because some kboriginal children (like
white children in similar circumstances) are not urgently in need of
educational help, but because is often almost a practical impossib-
ility; also because any positive effects on children are not sustained
by the informal sources of 1 arning operating in family, community, and
formal education system.

Educational activity, however, does appear to have a highly significant
role in relation to the family problems which have become evident during
teaching contacts. But what "education" means in the sequence of work
needed, what its role is in relation to other areas of effort, who can
best further it, and whose education is in question - Aboriginal or
white; adults' or children's - needs spelling out with some exactness.
When this is tone, the potential contributions of pre-school teachers
and others to a constructive plan of work can be considered.

In this chapter, factors affecting teaching possibilities are discussed.
The nature of educational work needed, and some tentative guidelines for
action, are included in Chapters 17-18. For further notes on field work,

see the supplement, Appendix B, pp. 267-274.



JAIL Famil circumstances and education programs

It is a practical necessity to organize work according to the immediate
circumstances of families. In many Aboriginal families, however, these
change in major ways which disrupt the activities of all concerned, and
require continuing and time-consuming re-organization of teaching sched-
ules. Only by responding in a flexible manner to changes occurring in
families has it been at all possible to sustain some educationak.work.

Generally speaking, the differences between families participating in
this project,which most affect the development of work, fall into the
following groups. The lines between these groups are not at all hard and
fast for any family over time; there has, however, been an identifiable
emphasis during the main period of contact.

Grout, 1: Physically stable two parent families (51% of 1969-1972 contacts)

In this group, there is a continuing relationship between a father and
mother who are sharing basic family responsibilities. Such continuity
has been observable over a period of contact with this project, and known
to have existed previously. The partnership is not necessarily endorsed
by formal marriage, but in most cases, this has occurred. These families
have some permanence of housing which meets their basic physical needs;
for some, however, there is still a degree of mobility related to the
father's employment. (This appears closer, however, to similar activity
in the general community.)

Within this group of physically more stable families, there are wide
differences in functioning. These affect the educational work which can
or should be done if possible.

Differences between physically stable, two-parent
families, affecting the nature of teaching possible

Group la: (44 of total enrolments)

Accessible to sustained contact: sufficiently well-established and free
from excessive problems to allow opportunity for thought about children's
development and own cultural position; educational background makes this
possible though interest in doing so varies widely; practical and econ-
omic pressures set severe limits to time and freedom for adult particip-
ation in educational activities of a planned nature. Both parents nay
be engaged in a special effort to maintain or strengthen an economic
and social position, arrived at relatively recently.

In these families, parents appear to have most daily responsibilities
under control. There are intermittent problems - employment, health,
personal, practical - but parents usually seem to initiate action to try
to solve their own problems, and to maintain family functioning when
difficulties arise.

These homes apparently provide children with "normal" levels of stimul-
ation in adult-child and sibling interaction; most children here are
making educational progress at or above average leve! of ,arning,
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according to aata °stained in this project and the expectations of
project teachers. (There were a few exceptions tc normal progress, but
in these cases, the child himself had some obvious handicap which would
be difficult to attribute to socio-cultural deprivation.)

As in the general community, there were wide variations in the contrib-
ution homes were making to children's experience and learning; in the
presence or absence of child-rearing, health, practical and psychological
problems.

In the following set of tables, wl'ich ;Jive a Lreakduw-h of the general
characteristics of families, identified in this chapter, the ethnic
identification of parents is indicated by A (part-Aboriginal) and
W (white) for father and mother, respectively. For the group under
discussion, frequencies arc as follows:

A/A W/A A/W
Swan Hin is = 8 3 4 1

Metropolitan N =14 4 7 3

Total N =22 7 11 4

Group lb: ( 11% )

Accessible to contact for seriods in which most parents have some chance
to think, particularly, aLout children's needs; at other times, indiv-
idual reactions tc yeriods of family pressure (e.g. depression, exhaust-
ion, retreat from social interaction outside the family, hostility,
:ncreased practical effort, recrgarization of parental roles, the
seeking of contact with relatives) affect both teaching possibilities
ari parents' cpportunities for taking advantage of an education program.

Large families, limited material resources and facilities, and limited
educational backgrounds, all appear to contribute to the general manage-
ment problems which parents in this group communicate, directly and
indirectly. Some have no nog grown up in such homes and have no parental
model to follow. Budgeting successfully is still problematical, in a
number cf cases; it is difficult to keep all the repercussions of decis-
ions ix mind. The responsitilities which come with re-housing can be a
heavy load. With one thing and another, consistent awareness of child-
ren's experience or freedom to discuss this with a teacher, tend to be
very limited.

In this group, children's progress is variable; some need more than the
usual support in learning. In a few cases, there is little cognitive
stimulation in the home setting and children have shown severe educa-
tional retardation, against expectations for non-Aborigines. The degree
of emotional security which parents have been able to communicate to
children also varies.

In the case of these families, it is difficult to make a constructive
contribution from a planned education program. This is partly due to
parents' educational difficulties (level: of literacy and communication
skills) and partly due to the size and general disorganization of these
households. Rarely have limits been set by disinterest in cooperation.
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A/A W/A A/W l'/A

Swan Hill N= 5
3 0 0 0

Metropolitan N= 3 0 1 1 1

Total (Group lb) N= 6 3 1 1 1

Group 2: Two parent families without settled housing cuntaetiwri,d

( only)

Not accessible to any sustained contact: only a few families knew,' tA,

this project were in this position, following the re-housinr
which had occurred just prior to its initiation; these 4o
now in a settled position. At the time, however, they repreileriti,d A
nificantly different situation, affecting any plans for action in :11111.,1A

of family education. They were mobile, moving in and out of tovn, from
the house of one or another relative, which was not designed to acc,mm,_
date an extended family.

It was known that these parents were interested in participation in the
pre - school program (through direct, passing contact, or through the
comments of relatives). They were kept on a list "pending enrolment",
and opportunities were used for maintaining some intermittent contact
which might help sustain interest.

The point of particular concern here is that these were families of new
parents and young children, and no preventive work was possible. In such
cases, by the time contact is possible, there may be two or three pre-
school children who have grown up in a constantly changing physical and
social setting. While this in itself is not necessarily a negative
factor, it can make learning and general progress difficult, if its mean-
ing for children is not recognized and dealt with.

A/A W/A A/W
Swan Hill N = 2 2 0 0

Metropolitan N= 0 0 0 0

Total N= 2 2 0 0

Grout Is Intermittent marital stress or family separation (20%)

(as evident in parents' voluntary comments to teachers and
observable events during home visits)

Sustained contact possible for periods of stability or temporary
separation. When stress becomes intense, however, efforts to cope on the
mother's part may lead to mobility and inacce:.sibility to any form of
help from those in previous communjcation. She may return to her own
parents' home in the country, hoping for emotional support; be afraid
to stay in her own home for fear of physical assault, and seek safety
with friends or relatives; temporarily send some of the children else-
where; or in trying to preserve some family ,ontinuity, arrive at a
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state of physical exhaustion and psychological stress which appears to
result in temporary withdrawal from contacts outside her immediate
family.

When it is the mother who leaves home, the chances of maintaining
contact are less likely than when the father is absent; in this case
the father may need to send younger children away, in order to retain
employment. The reverse of this problem shows itself in some relatively
stable families, who are called on to house - often for indefinite
periods - pre-school children from the families of relatives. Added to
an already lively group of three or four pre-school children, living in
limited space, this may also disrupt the educational efforts of families
in the "stable" group, and subject households to responsibilities
heavier than can be carried without cost.

In two cases, families in this group tending to be subject to marital
stress have no fixed address, aLd are not yet accessible to anything but
passing contacts. Children may be left with relatives for periods,
making some intermittent activities with them possible in some cases.

When separation for economic reasons hangs in the balance, pressures
negative to family survival maz( be created by official action. Unpaid
rent can lead to suggestions from official officers that the solution
to uncertain income for family needs is legal separation and a pension.
This would seem a reversal of progress. Most certainly, it solves the
problem of arrears in rents. But it deals with none of the real problems
related to progreos to a more independent position. Economic security for
wife and children would seem to be offered at the price of family disin-
tegration and withdrawal of personal concern and support, or even a
physical home, for the husband.

11r, these families, there have, apparently, been efforts towards a more

stable position. Pressures ca .lsing breakdown appear to arise out of
parents' iterpersonal, relationship.3, but immediate economic and prac-
tical problem r3 also exist, and may well contribute heavily to the

situati'Jn.

Children.':; process again sho,:i a wide range of differences, from being
well-advanced to being seriously in need of additional teaching help.
In one ra. two cases, there are early indications of mental health being
at risk.

A/A W/A A/W

Swan Hill = 6 5 1 0

Metropolitan 1, = 5 3 2 0

Total it =11 S 3

The point at shich most families in this group seem most vulnerable is
that of the father's contribution. The Aboriginal men concerned seem to
have reached a state of personal disintegration, sometimes amounting to
mental illness, or a degree of inability to carry family responsibility
which forces their partners into separation, largely for economic
reasons. The apparent absence of personal support and concern for this
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group seems a serious gap in efforts to encourage positive home
conditions. It has not been possible to establish much communication
from the pre-school program, since men are needed for such contacts,
partly in order to avoid putting further strain on relationships between
husband and wife, already jeopardized by distrust.

While there are likely to be problems on the side of both parents, some
mothers are making a quite intense effort to maintain some family
stability in the face of such problems as periods of physical violence
from the father or intermittent separation while gaol sentences for
"drunk and disorderly" behaviour are served. Periods of desertion and
mutual distrust concerning sexual relationships also contribute to the
difficulties of this group, it seems from field contacts.

Some Aboriginal mothers have shown remarkable qualities of personal
strength and understanding, maintaining home life for children at seem-
ingly impossible odds, and with sensitivity to children's experience in
relation to their own. Feelings for the father who may be unable to
support the family, economically or personally, may not be rejecting or
judgmental. There is understanding of SOM. of the origins of the despair,
hopelessness, and loss of feelings of manhood and cultural identaty
which are thought to contribute to current behaviour. A mother may try
for many years to preserve those positive feelings which still exist in
the partnership or in the father's relationship with his children.
Beyond this, some express a depth of caring about their husband's needs
in this situation, and hold off any permanent separation because of
awareness that this withdraws his only source of personal support and
understanding, comfort and affection. In other cases, there appear never
to have been close emotional relationships, or a great deal of personal
communication.

It has been possible to re-establish contact following breakspin some
cases. When this has occurred, teachers have observed differences in
children's responses, on renewed interaction. Some appear to have re-
tained their previous progress and not to have been unduly disturbed;
some, however, have shown some signs of anxiety and withdrawal, or
behaviour which could be symptomatic of this has been reported by mothers.

In families in this group, the teacher has needed to exercise care to
retain an impartial position in respect to parental relationships, and
yet to respond to urgent needs for someone to listen and to care; also
to help interpret the unspoken expectations of the general community as
to responsibilities its members are expected to assume. Whether or not
a pre-school teacher is seen to be involved here in work which is cut-
side her normal professional role, the situation arises automatically,
since she appears to be the one person in regular, accepted contact, to
whom a parents can turn for human support.

In a few oases, mothers in this group of families have managed to main-
tain very regular home visit sessions for children, in spite of major
personal difficulties.

Group 4: Single parent families, most highly mobile, changing de facto
partners ( 20% )

In this group, some families are physically accessible for periods of
some months, usually during the mother's return to her arents' home.
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Opportunities for interaction with these families is heavily dependent
on the mother's attitude to her own position. In most cases, however,
contact is disrupted by mobility occurring during the forming vf a new
relationship. In a few, the limited education of the mother (and possible
genetic influences on this) make attempts at verbal communication, beyond
cooperative social interaction, not only difficult but probably ineffect-
ive, in any outcome for children.

The numbers of single-parent families are being sustained by current
additions from the under 20 age group. Mothers here vary greatly in
characteristics; no one pattern of experience, readily observable, appar-
ently leads to this situation. Once in it, however, it seems to be
rvetitive. A few single-parent lam:U.1.es have a fixed address; most,
however, make intermittent nse of their parents' homes.

Swan Hill N = 9

Metropolitan N = 2

Total N =11

(Aboriginal only)

The degree of involvement of single mothers with their children has
varied widely. Children from an earlier relationship are not always
accepted by the current partner, and tne mother is forced to choose be-
tween him and her children. Under these circumstances, children have been
divided up between relatives, or have become wards of State. In such
cases, educational work done with them or with the family seems to bear
little fruit, since the relationship with both children and parents is
disrupted, and one must start again - even if they are still within any
reach of contact.

In this group, too, there is no predictable pattern about children's
cognitive progress, although there are no top levels of performance, and,
in some cases, social behaviour and dependency relationships have shown
various signs of disturbance and coniuoicn, though this may be cnly
temporary.

Note: The circumstances of three Metropolitan families (5%) were unknown.
Teaching contact for short periods occurred while children from these
families were living in other homes where the teacher was working.

14.2 Summary: variables affecting the possible contribution and organize
ation of a planned pre- school Education program

In practical terms, it is evident that a considerable proportion of
Aboriginal families in programs to date in Victoria are not immediately
in a position to involve themselves actively in a regular pre-school
education program. Attendance figures in the previous chapter show, how-
ever, that most families are interested to do so during periods when
family circumstances allow. The range of differences between families
concentrated in any one area requires a highly individualized supportive
program.

The key issues affecting participation are not - as might be thought -
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cultural relationships or parental interest, motivation or effort on
behalf of children; these are open to influence and change within a pre...
school program, if necessary. Instead, the basic factors which emerge in

this project are:

1) sufficient family stability to make families accessible to some
sustained contact with a source of educational encouragement and

help :

2) sufficient freedom from multiple problems of family survivals

a. to allow parents time, energy, and psychological freedom to be
open to thought and communication in relation to children's
progress, and their own cultural position

b. to allow opportunity for any increased awareness of these to
result in the taking of action, rather than the experiencing of
just one more source of stress

Group is families ( 44 of total enrolments for combined programs) are
mainly those in which these two prerequisites exist. They are more comp
parable to families in the general community who - while coping with
intermittent, and often quite severe employment, financial, and personal
problems - are in a position to take some action within the home, as a
result of awareness of their children's experience, interests and needs.

In these families, children show no signs of severe educational retard-
ation, although this may mean that parents have learned to manage family
problems in ways which avoid a situation of cognitive deprivation for
children, rather than that their problems are any less. Here, a pre - school
program can play its more usual role in supporting and extending (rather

than replacing) the family's contribution to children's general develop-

ment and education.

Even in this group, however, it should be recognized that the achievement
of such a position of relative stability and independence was quite
recent for most of these families. Sustaining it still required a good
deal of effort. What was needed appeared to be time for consolidation,
rather than any new set of demands on parental energies and thought.

14.3 Conflicting priorities and teachingrespo.isibilities

As stated in the working notes on pre-school education in an earlier
chapter, the first responsibility accepted by teachers in a regular pre-

school program is that of helping to ensure a basic set of conditions

which make learning at a cognitive level possible for individuals. Some

of these relate to the learning environment, some to states within the

person which make such learning possible.

In the usual teaching situation, the teacher finds a few children who

cannot make educational progress because one or another of these sets of

conditions is missing. She then has the responsibility of introducing
compensatory elements into the kindergarten environment which is under

her control; also, through contact with paZents and referral procedures,

she tries to reduce the influence of factors adversely affecting a child's
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chances for progress. The combination of these external and internal
conditions necessary for learning may then possibly be achieved.

In field work in this project, however, teachers were faced with the task
of teaching children, most of whom lacked several of these preconditions
for optimal development and cognitive pregrees. Added to this, as report
ed earlier, sustained contact which might have allowed compensatory
efforts within a preschool program was a practical impossibility in
maey cases. Conditions in which many parents were living were so adverse
that they could not possibly create a home setting which could stimulate
and sustain educational development in children. (These adverse condit
ions were by no means all physical.) At the same time, those same
conditions created problems for parental own educational and personal
development.

The teacher's normal responsibilities fur maintadnieg and consolidating
conditions conducive to leareiee were, as a concequence, in this project
often excessive. The initial step toward:, any lasting positive change was
that of helping to tncure that parente had appropriate help in seeing
how to deal with the problems they thesiselves were facing, and also the
necessary resources. Once coediticns nand been created which allowed them
to gain more control over their ever,; day lives, zu.1 come degree of

success had been experienced with this, attention coeld be given to what
children needed from parents at home.

!:oreally, the teacher is able to play a ecreinatine role here, to
mediate between parents and specialized ceseeeity services, cooperating
in an interdiaciplinazy framewore. Thee .The is in a pesition to help
parents initiate contact with zeepert;Lvo eervieeee at a time when these
can :lay a preventive role for children and are nest to te needed by
parents. But the admintstration and nature of help available and the
range and degree of problems met have :ale it impossible for teachers to
',lay this ccooerative role, while maietainieg work with children towards
edeeational oafs.

Asuistarce available epeeifically for Attrigines was administered
largely terms cf blweet policies rather than individual situations;
it was centralized rather tnan local and eu less readily available than
needed; and it .:as activatel ty remedial ratior than preventive concerns.
This meant that problems recurred &nip in tryieg to discourage dependent
oehavicur and handoate, eel' was inereasIne-le withhold without parents'
prcblemz beinc sclved. Families were tnrc.,,rn theie own resources
cr referrei jc reieilar comseteeity servicee. Si ee the framework for
alministration of funds allocated for work wi Abcriginee was not an
ieeerdisciplinary one, the teacher was not i:. e F.eit:on to influence the
nature cr timine- of help, cr to maie nellort fur Lr own preventive
effcns. Resources for ereatin.: ecnditioee tas te deeational progress
were, therefore, avallabb. They were, however, :.efee7 used in ways which
not only conflicted with e ditions needed f. r fareeto' learning, but
actieely created no press.,...

Aboriginal families, curaged by U;.2GiVCi problems, have made fewer
demands on resources ee. triad foe .Lem. Referred back regular comm
unity services, they have met a further ael particularly damaging set of
difficulties.

With multiple problems, families are often in contact with several official
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agencies at ewe, or ever a limited period of time. There was, esealear,
no apparent coordinatioe of effort 'oeteeen theme 39VVICOO. Policies
appeared to be geared to the eeearate reseeaeibilities and differing
methods of eovensmeet Departmante and ajenziee, rather than to the
eemulative experienoe .f people. There W43 the ferther problem of *me
poszre to %rewire: indkvidael interpretations of official pencil's.
Action tauten eiteout conaere for its effects en other official SOCVi042
net only cancels out user tAm, but comaueicatea informally to indiv

thet they 4o :lot really matter. leiaa so mane of Aborigines*
problems, etitcatonal and -trier, orio:nate in exactly this kind of
feeling (i.e. there is a '.wee ef cencera fur their welfare as individ-
uals), the primer/ zoncra ef eueportive iecogram should be to
cemmelicate, at eereenal Levels, camething very different.

Constantly buffeted a left coefaeen be a eeplece at conflicting
regairements wed eo agreemeet oe ri:ritiee, a family ay be in inter
action with as male an six 4,7.'!CleJ (all resonsible for differeet
aspects of a total nreblee) witeeet fieiee any real help with the
problem as experieee4. It dia.:, ofte% t:tae caoe that tne preachoa

teacher - perhaes to only iero:e i freleeet cammenication with the
family on an individual ani trestel ealio e was the only one in a
poaition te leteteeet the siteitiee t narents *keel to help them think
oast the next stet to taee. Sieee t in role %ad le official sanalion,
her feelings of moral oblioatioe t: offer eeee 'eind ,f support

created for her a sense :f ee.illet.

Flan of these families laze 11fcrl.al 4:there can obtain

from friends and neien'ocers. is-latio% in the larger
comewlits restricts opport..:nitfez for inaieetal learning from thoee

more experienced in ootaielee fr:1 o:J7:iti services. Since the
overall outzome is not tee reolit :f leo:oioes shy one iereon or
even one department, there is 1c, tc dn:r:: a ;:are.lt can Dbject. He 1

or she is simply at the mercy of a iyate::: les:gned to see litua
tions or to act from the nee:line see port.

Those working with families i :rzsfe33:onal .:91;a:ity may similarly

be at the mercy of each a zystem. TnA4, a teacner may have h?r *loose
tional efforts of months cancelled CAt cy evictior. police
action separating chilim. from -iarents, or :4 the aeplication of a
policy in blanket "hlborieinal° ter.: a, without reference tc didely
differing needs aid vieweeints of families involved. When the building
up of trust sad effective commeeicatioe is a eeraanal and time-consent:mg
matter, every effort neels to be eae to alstein successfully
established relaticns'-ips. This zaanot be treated as jest a matter of
fending. It is a matter of creating situations in .:hick it is possible
to carry oet professional responsibilities, and of ageeemeat on the
work to be done, in relation to others interaetine dith a family. A
basic problem to be resolved is -ifeether the natoe and timing of
contacts oath families is geared to prevention, ca ,ear than to the aolv-

ins of crises which have already oecerred. One arrivea at somewhat

different action decisions and activities ::am one or aeother set of

concerns.

For both family sad professional field sta'r', then, prioritiee in

supporting families in their own course of development need to be

decI4ed before there is family interaction with variceis official
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programs. For example, when parents, for various reasons, do not meet
official requirements for retaininE a rented house, should they be
evicted as a lea,:aing experience (in icerant conditioning terms); or
is it more important to try to sustain SDMD stable family life and
current educational contacts, S that tha aaxt generation, if not this,
is less dependent on external controls and support?(There are many
reasons other than motivational affecting the meeting of finalcial
commitments , even when income appears to be adequate.) The teacher,
Isy definition, mast at on priorities dnicn help people learn positive
ways of coping in future, and Which motivate voluntary acceptance of
responsibilities, rather than conformity to requirements. In evalu-
ating progress, it is necessary to be careful on which of these bases
one is talkinE. If the former is not the direction of joint concern,
it is pointless to fund education programs. SAel funding should have
meaning in terms cf practical I:..Lrposes and professional responsibil-
ities, and not be done under a =-eneral label of "approved activity."

Currently, the administrative structure for fur ling work in the
Aboriginal field is undergoin: cs:,ma basic reorgarization. In time,
this could have exceedingly effects, if provision is male for
coordinating morn, ani for freedom sf action at the local level. It is
%doubtful, hodever, tf this dill be aocomPlished in time to peeserve
and baild on to either the field contributions or the study program
of work initiated in thio pro jeot.

Metropolitan
program
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SECTION VI : EVIDENCE OF CHANGE IN CHILDREN PARTICIPATING IN PROJECT

Chapter 15 CHANGES EVIDENT ON RE-TESTING CHILDREN

This chapter presents three sets of data concerning changes in children as
measured by initial and repeat tests. The histograms and t test results
show changes at a group level; individual changes relative to test norms
are documented in a further set of figures.

It will be remembered that this project war not designed to isolate program
variables in a pre- and post-test experimental design, nor to contrast
results with those of a control group. The test4ng program primarily pro-
vided descriptive information which helped in deriding teaching priorities,
and gave some indication of levels of performance at different time points
en a continuing sequence of learning in individuals.

The information in the following Tables and Figures is not, then, claimed
to demonstrate effects from specific teaching procedures, nor to serve as
.the primary basis fozmevaluating this pre4;gct. However adequato education
prorrams may be, learning in children - or the lack of it - is the conse-
quence of a total set of interactions between a unique individual and the
structure of his own particular environment. The privilege of teaching does
not, in cur opinion, allow one to place set expectations on what a person
shculd have learned in a given time, and to judge his progress in a compar-
ative ccntext. ::eiEher teacher nor learner is in a position of such omnip-
otence.

What can be expeceed from either i3 some :serious, sustained effort to
prcvide or to eee, to the beet of existing abilities, what positive condit-
ions fcr learning ean be created in a particular set of circumstances. The
lifferencee in hcm envircnmente and in personal characteristics with which
ern child or ancther in cur programs had to deal, during the time period be-
tween. teete, were dramatic. It can be said, however, that the programs
created esniiticne cendecive to efforts to learn in children; and that the
data reccrdel in, this chapter reflect intensive effort and ccncern, over
a perici, c. the Fart of the teacher:: concerned, and their ability to intro-
deco into eretable early environments conditions which increased
chiliren'e ehez,cee cf more cptimum development.

Data in the fcllewing Tables and Figures are, therefore, useful as a basis
fcr cianninie PArtiv:r work with particular cnildren, and for dealing with
matter:, cf ecntineity in learning. One must think out how to build on to
what ha; teen achieved. This poziticn is in contrast to that which uses
eech data to make .led menu about what should have been achieved, or
peeeibly chat cold have been achieved.

Seme children had roved on to school or to a regular pre-school centre be-
fere re-teetieg war: possible. This is indicated by symbols in the Figures.
For the Swan Hill eroup, the time between all initial and repeat tests was
approximately 12 months. For the Metropolitan group, time between Binet
tests was again 12 months, and about 6 months between all others (with the
exception of a few children.)
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Figure 2 (a). Histogram: distribution of scores of part-Aboriginal children
on initial and repeat tests - I.Q. scales - relative to means of standard-
ization samples (See footnote Table 2 p.114)
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15.1 Evidence of children's;mogress,

To the extent that higher scores on standardized tests of intelligence
represent positive educational change, the data provide some indication
that most of the children enrolled in this Van Leer pre-school program
have not only made progress, brit have made accelerated gains.

Changes recorded on test results appear sufficiently systematic to make it
reasonable to conclude that some positive effects of an educational nature
accrue from the overall, collective changes associated with the introduc-
tion of the persons and activities involved in the pre-school programs.
This interpretation of differences between two sets of test scores should
be carefully distinguished from one which claims that teaching efforts
within program sessions with children were entirely responsible for the
results, or that certain teaching procedures had specific effects. In an
education program one neither can, nor wishes to, introduce the controls
or the concentration on a very limited set of variables needed to meet
scientific standards for studying causal relationships. It is important,
however, to have some objective indications of progress in children, re-
gardless of the relative contributions of home, planned programs, and other
experiences. 40 4

There is a statistically significant change in test scores over both pro-
grams on all five measurcc, when t tcots (repeated measures) are applied.
Since care was taken to discard from initial tests those which were artif-
icially depressed by a child's inability to cope with the test situation
itself, and first tests were delayed in one program, results are considered
likely to be an underestimate of the total change in children occurring
during the period between tests. For the same reasons, one would expect any

ITPA-AA (N=24)
1

Rican z 31.

ITPA-VA (Na24)
1

-A -1 MW0 PI *1
10

SO s

+ler" 33
1 1

1

1
1 I

1 1 1

11 121 31 I 47 ST

-, +Au 1 +
1

1 I
1

1
1 1

ITPA -VA

2

17 ILY 37 4p7 $7

Figuxe 2 (b). Histogram: distribution of scores of part-Aboriginal children
on initial and repeat ITPA sub-tests, relative to mean of standardization
sample (See footnote Table 2 , p.114)
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practice effects on re-test results to be minimal.

Positive change over the group, on a test such as the Binet (which has been
found to correlate consistently with progress in early school years, hold-
ing other variables at a reasonably constant level) gives some assurance
that the pre-school programs instituted are of a useful nature. It is diff-
icult to think of an equally convincing alternative explanation for the
systematic direction of changes, particularly since knowledge of the famil-
ies involved shows experience beyond the program to be highly dissimilar.

As stated in reviewing available tests, exactly what change scores are
measuring is likely to be multi-dimensional, and inclusive of other areas
of learning than cognitive; it is by no means well defined, nor thought to
qualify for a concept of "intelligences which has some common meaning. It
would probably be generally agreed, however, that changes of the magnitude
reported for this project represent positive and significant contributions
of some kind or another to children's cognitive - and overall developmental
- progress. Certainly, there was no direct effort to train children on
test-type items, success on which might non, generalize at all to other more
everyday demands on abilities.

It is of interest to note that children's latest Binet test scores were
significantly associated wid school progress, arreported by teachefb.
(See chapter on school follow-up study for details)

Change scores were only available for a proportion of the children and some
Figures presenting only a few change scores are included to complete the
set; also to indicate the relative position of individuals at initial test-
ing. It will be noted that gains are not limited to children whose compar-
ative starting point was either particularly high or particularly below the
usual expectations, nor to one program or another.

For just a few children, the picture is one of regression as they face in-
creasing expectations over time. In these cases, there are diverse problems
in family and child, the results of which would not, in any population, be
expected to yield to anything but specialized remedial treatment. Attempts
by teachers to arrange such help have uncovered a discouraging lack of
adequate resources.

Changes of a few points on the individual test scores documented should not
be given any weight; a third test check on a few children on some tests
showed that directions may be reversed again within an even shorter time.
This substantiates the points made in reviewing tests selected concerning
a degree of unreliability in the measures themselves. Very likely, too,
minor changes may represent fluctuating performance between initial acquis-
ition of some skill or understanding, and the point at which it is main-
tained and generalized, and can be said to have a more permanent status in
the repertoire of a young child.

Figures 3 -7, showing such contrasting individual positions and rates of
progress, which vary again for individuals on different types of tests,
draw attention to the importance of not pressing on the field of pre-school
education an approach to teaching based on reports of group results. Data
from this project highlight the need to protect the individually-oriented
approach characteristic of programs in the established pre-school field in
Australia. They also show, however, that there are children in the comnun-
ity whose needs are not met by the usual group activities of pre-Lchool
centres.
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TABLE 19

Ch s in means between initial and re eat tests for outs
attending Van Leer program only, or regular kindergarten or
school following this *

'Scale Test 1 Test 2 d

Mean SD Mean SD .

BINET

Van Leer
Regular kgtn.

N = 21 86.33 14.56

9959133 1.25:r0 :193:183

School N = 6 90.83 13.69 100.33 18.60 + 9.50
Van Leer/School N = 9 97.00 7.94) 101.67 13.40 + 4.67
(6 months
of each)

PPVT

Van Leer N a 33 ;8.3o (13:04) 74.64 (13:59) 6.34
Regular kgtn. Na 2 -

School 44 N = 7 69.28 ('2I.20) 81.71 (20.14) +12.43

LEITER

Van Leer (N = 7)

'90.12 (29.59) 105.50 (20.13) +15.38
Regular kgtn. (N = 1) .

BAYLEY - BINET 1

Van Leer (N = 74.22 (13.65) 90.33 (13.91) +16.11

ITPA - AA

Van Leer N = 13) 27.46 ( 6.27) 32.54 ( 5.95) 5.08
Regular kgtn. N = 1) -

School N .., 10) 26.60 (10.50) 29.20 ( 9.75) 2.60

ITPA - VA

Van Leer N 14 34.86 ( 5:61) 37.64 ( 5.37) 2.y8
Regular kgtn.
School N = 9 33.44 ( 3.84) 40.00 ( 7.97) 6.56

* omitted where insufficient cases
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TABLE 20

Comparison of sexes : change in means between initial and repeat
tests for all art-Abori inal bo s and .irls from Inth meals

Lcale N I Test 1 Test 2 d

BOYS

Mean SD Mean SD

BINET 21 86.05 (12.90) 93.67 (10.66) + 7.62

PPVT 19 63.95 (12.19) 73.63 (12.99) + 9.68

LEITER 3 79.67 (27.15) 92.33 (18.01) +12.66

BATLEY - BINET 1 4 .70.00 (14.21) 116.25 (17.46) +1.6.25

ITPA - AA 9 26.56 ( 6.33) 32.00 ( 6.61) + 5.44

ITPA - VA 9 33.22 ( 3.53) 36.69 ( 6.64) + 3.67

GIRLS

BINET

PPVT

21

23

92.24 (12.66)

71.52 (16.52)

102.38 (15.70)

77.91 (15.74)

+10.14

+ 6.39

LEITER 5 96.40 (32.13) 113.40 (18.41) +17.00

BAYLEY - BINET 1 5 77.60 (13.7) 93.60 (11.33) +16.00

ITPA - AA 15 28.53 (10.00) 31.00 ( 8.59) + 2.47

ITPA - VA 15 35.20 ( 5.53) 38.93 ( 6.68) + 3.73
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TABLE 21

Statistical differences between initial and re eat test scores
according to program attended between

t tests (repeated measures

tests :

Scale and program t

BINET

Van Leer N = 21) 6.2138 4, .001 **
Regular kgtn. N = 6) 1.8786 ns
School N = 6) 3.0582 4: . 02
Van Leer/School N = 9) 1.6763 ns

PPVT

Van Leer = 33) 3.4162 4= .001 '*
Regular kgtn. N = 2) - -
School N = 7) 1.8039 ns

LEITER

Van Leer (N = 7)

2.7568 4. . 05
Regular kgtn. (N = 1)

BAYLEY - BINET 1

Van Leer (N = 9) 4.6165 4: . 01

ITPA - AA

Van Leer (N = 13 4.9984 4: .001
Regular kgtn. (N =
School (N = 10) 1.8895 ns

ITPA - VA

Van Leer (N = 14) 1.4429 ns
Regular kgtn. (N = 1)

School (N = 9) 3.1583 4 . 02

** Change in Binet scores significant for both Van Leer programs:
Swan Hill (N = 10) : t = 5.5803 p < .001;
Metropolitan (11 = 12) : t = 4.4461 p < .001

Change in PPVT scores significant for Metropolitan program only :
Swan Hill (N = 13) : t = 1.4860 ns; Metropolitan (N = 20)
t = 3.3087 p < .01
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TABLE 22

Comparison of sexes : statistical differences between initial and
repeat test scores for all part-Aboriginal boys and girls from
both programs

Scale and program p

BOYS

BINET (N = 21) 4.0009 <
PPVT (N = 19) 3.5493

LEITER (N = 3) 1.5056 ns

BAYLEY - BINET 1 (N = 4) 3.1334 ns

ITPA - AA (N = 9) 4.2133

ITPA - VA (N = 9) 1.5680 ns

GIRLS

BINET (N = 21)

PPVT (N = 23)

LEITER (N = 5)

4.5419

2.1946

2.1233

< .001

< . 05

ns

. 05BAYLEY - BINET 1 (N = 5) 3.0400

ITPA - AA (N = 15) 2.0929 ns

ITPA - VA (N = 15) 1.8125 ns
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SECTION VII : SCHOOL FOLLOW-UP DATA

Chapter 16 INFORMATION FROM_VESTIONNAIRES : TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS OF
ACADEMIC PROGRESS AND BEHAVIOUR IN SCHOOL SETTING

16.1 Design and purpose of questionnaire to schools

As an introductory step in obtaining information on the continuing develop-
ment of Van Leer Project children, an attempt was made to obtain a general

picture of their academic progress and behaviour at school, as perceived

by their teachers. This plan was implemented with the permission of the
Director of Primary Education in Victoria, who allowed us to seek the
co-operation of the schools at which children were enrolled. In Swan Hill

and nearby towns, 6 schools were involved, and 6 in the Metropolitan area.
Contact;with four of the Swan Hill schools, where the majority of children
were enrolled, were made personally by the Project Co-ordinator and project

teacher with the Headmaster and/or Infant Mistress, who in turn sought the

co-operation of the relevant classroom teachers. Two further oatlying

schools were contacted by mail. In the metropolitan area, psychologists
attached to the Education Department's Psychology and Guidance Section for
the districts concerned assisted in obtaining questionnaire data, through
their established contacts with schools in the area. The ready co-operation

of the Regional Director of th Psychology and Guidance Department and the

field work of staff at the local level, in expediting the collection of
follow-up data for inclusion in this resort, were much appreciated. At the

same time information was, obtained with respect to older siblings attending

these schools, with a view to estimating the extent to which family variables,

as against any pre-school program effects, might be operating.

In the case of several of the children, contact with the Infant Mistress

had been made prior to school enrolment. However, none of the teachers

responsible for completing questionnaires had any information relating to

test results, nor to progress of individual children, in the pre-school
program - nor, in fact, to whether a particular child had actually partici-

pated. While the majority of children for whom information was sought

were Aboriginal, some of course were white; and while the focus of our

interest here was not disguised in any way, neither was attention drawn to

it.

Care was taken in requesting co-operation from school personnel to indicate

that what we needed was an accurate indication of children's progress and

behaviour from the school's viewpoint; no expectancy of a diminution of

problems posed by the school situation, as a result of any pre-school

program contact, was suggested.

A copy of the questionnaire may be found in Appendix A. Questions were

directed to three areas of interest :

1) The teacher's perception of children's progress in basic academic
skills (reading, arithmetic and written expression).

2) Children's socica behaviour with peers and adults.

3) Manifestations of learning behaviours and attitudes which the
pre-school program had attemptcd to estlich and/or reinforce.

2 1 (



Additional information on children's attendance, and on the extent and
nature of contact between home and school was also sought.

The possibility of getting detailed and objective data on progress with
academic skills was discussed with the staff of the Psychology and Guidance
Branch, who helped with revisions to an initial draft of the questionnaire.
It was agreed that this would constitute a major project in itself and one
which could not be reasonably sprung on teachers at the end of term, and in
the limited project time available. Consequently, the more realistic aim
of this section of the questionnaire was to obtain the teacher's general
perception of how a child was "coping" with basic subjects. Negative
expectations of Aboriginal children are known to exist; research has shown
that teachers' expectations can be a significant factor in learning (e.g.,
Rosenthal & Jacobsen, 1971). Thus data relating to teachers' expectations
of children's progress was considered to be of some interest in itself.
Respondents were invited to use a blank page attached to the questionnaire
for any additional comments which they wished to make. This gave recog-
nition to the possibility that an intentionally simplified questionnaire
might prove a source of frustration to som,..! teachers, as a vehicle for
expressing what they considered important.

In contrast to the questions on academic progress, and on teachers' percep-
tions of parents' attitudes to the school, those on children's social and
learning behaviours and on the type of contact with parents required object-
ive description rather than evaluation; the teacher's awareness of charac-
teristic individual behaviour patterns was involved in responses.

Questionnaires were completed for all children from the Swan Hill program
attending school by 1972 (N=21) and for 20 older siblings from 10 of the
same families who had started school prior to 1969.

In the Metropolitan area, follow-up data was obtainable for 16 of the 21
Aboriginal children who had left for school by 1972 (the whereabouts of

the remaining 5 being uncertain) and for 19 older siblings from 8 of the
same families. (In both programs, data was obtained for all siblings still
attending Primary Schools; they were distributed through Grades 1-6.)
Three of the 4 non-Aboriginal children from the Metropolitan program, attend-
ing school by that time, were also included in the follow-up survey.

The questionnaire was administered at the end of Term I. All copies dis-
tributed were collected personally, (with two exceptions by mail) making for
100 per cent returns. An occasional question had not been answered; where

possible these were returned for completion.

Information from these questionnaires, reported in the following section, is
viewed merely as an indication of the current experience of these
Aboriginal children, across a range of schools; also as a general guide to
thinking about some of the statements made concerning the contributions of
pre-school education to academic progress, and on the predictive value of
data from standardized psycnological tests. Since an adequate control group
of pre-school Abcriginal children (from whom all planned educational help
was withheld) was not considered a practical or an ethical possibility, any
pre-school program effects cannot be decisively separated from other in-
fluences.
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16.2 Teachers' perceptions of children's progress in basic skills

Table 23 presents data obtained in response to the question "How well is
he/she coping with the following subjects this year?" Possj,ble answers :
"very well," "adequately" or "poorly."

TABLE 23

Academic TO ess of art-Abori inal children
previously in contact with the Van Leer

pre-school program : group data **

Number and'.percentage* of children perceived by teachers to be progressing
at various levels of adequacy (by program and sex).

School
Subject

Perceived level of performance

Coping
very well 'adequately

Coping Coping
poorly

Unknown or no
response

TOTAL GROUP (N=37)

N % N % N % N

Reading 8 22 12 32 17 46 0 C

Arithmetic 8 22 14 58 15 40 0 0

Written expression 4 11 11 30 15 40 , ' 19

SWAN HILL (N=21)

heading

Arithmetic

Written expression
.

3

3

2

6

S

_
5

12

10

11

f -

-

3

METROPOLITAN (N=16)

Reading 5 6 5 -

Arithmetic 5 5 -

Written expression 2 E 4 4

BOYS (1 =20)

Reading

Arithmetic

Written expression

2 4.

3

2

8

9

6

10

8

9
3

GIRLS (N=17)

Reading 6 1 4 7 -
Arithmetic 5 5 7 -

Written expression 2 5 6 4

** Preparatory grade: N=14 (S.H. 9; Met. 4: Boys 6; Girls 7.)

Grade I
Grade II

: N=17 " 6 " 9
: N=6 " 6 " 0

* Percentages rounded to nearest unit
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Summary of findings: perceived levels of adequacy in basic skills(Table 23)

1) In all three basic subjects, there were as many or more
Aboriginal children progressing satisfactorily ("very well" +

"adequately") as there were in difficulty. While this refutes
negative stereotypes of the low performance in early school years
of Aboriginal children in general, it also shuwo that about
half this grou. could not meet the school's expectations with
the usual amount of help. Unfortunately, the proportion of non-
Aboriginal children from similar socio-economic circumstances,
who are also in difficulty in the same schools, is not known.
None of the three white children from the Metropolitan programs
were reported to be performing "poorly" in any subject.

2) There were no marked differences between subject areas in the pro-
portion of children seen to be coping "adequately" or "poorly;"
of those coping "very well," more did so with reading or arith-
metic than with written expression.

3) No sex differences were evident between the groups perceived as
makinE "very good," "adequate," or"poor" progress in any subject.

4) Children reported as coping "very well" were distributed between
country and metropolitan programs, for all three subject areas;
the Swan Hill group contributed more heavily to the proportion
reported to be making "poor" progress in each subject.

5) Level of performance as reported by teachers was not related to
grade level, in any subject or either program.

6) A consistent level of performance across all three subjects was
ascribed tc C8 per cent of the total group; 29 per cent were
ascribed equivalent levels on two of three; no children varied
across all levels; in one case (3 per cent), available data did
not permit coding on this variable.

7) Of the most consistent performers, 14 out of 25 (56 per cent) were
consistently "poor;" of these, 1C out of 14 (71 per cent) came
from the Swan Hill program, boys and girls being approximately
equally represented; 16 per cent were seen to cope "very well"
in all areas, the re- .wining 28 per cent. "adequately."

The use of all categories to describe academic performance over the
group seems a reasonable indication that teachers considered individual
progress in completing questionnaires, rather than being influenced
by stereotyped evaluations on grounds of Aboriginality.

No consistent differeiic s were evident between schools in the frequency
wit} which childron were seon to be performing at any cne level of
adequacy.
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TABLE 24

artktvehaviours and atti.tuctpart - Aboriginal children

Questionnaire item

Totals

N

N

Swan
Hill
Ni1221)

Metrop-
olitan
(N*161

N

Boys

414=20)

N

Girls

InvestigatesiLasks Questions about new things around school (yal

1 yes, voluntarily
2 yes, when attention drawn
3 no, little curiosity

evident

14 37.8
15 40.6 6

8

8 21.6

Puts effort intox attends to work (Q.2)

1 yes, Noluntarily
2 yes, when teacher reminds
3 not even when teacher

insists

Tackles new learning tasks (Q.3)

3

eagerly
2 hesitantly

very reluctantly

7

17 46.0 8
20 54.0 13

0 0.0 1 0

19 51.4 10

14 37.8 9
4 10.8 2

Persists when meets difficulty in work (Q,.4)

1) of own accord

31
when encouraged
only when required

4) not known

5 13.5
23 62.2
8 21.6
1 2.7

2

11

7
1

Listens to teacher giving information. explaining (Q.5)

1 yes, voluntarily 18 48.7
2 yes, when encouraged 11 29.7

3 no, difficulty in attending 8 21.6

Follows verbal directions from teacher 1Q.1)

1 without difficulty 20 54.1

2 with some difficulty 14 37.8
3 with much difficulty 3 8.1

Answer ers teachers Questions

1 readily
2 only with persuasion
3 rarely, never

Teacher finds speech (Q.7)

10

5
6

13
6
2

on lesson content .6

17 46.0 6
12 32.4 9
8 21.6 6

1 clear, easy to follow
2 somewhat hard to follow
3 very difficult to understand
4 not known

21 56.8
12 32.4
3 8.1

1 2.7

12

7
1

1

6
9

1

9
7

0

9
5
2

3
12

1

IMO

8
6

2

7
8
1

11

3
2

9
5
2

8

10

8

12

0

11

7
2

2

14
4

8
7

5

13

5
2

9
8
3

10

9

6
5

6

9
8

0

8

7
2

3

9
4
1

10

4
3

7
9
1

8
4
5

11

3
2

1
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j6.3 Academic _progress and learning behaviours and attitudes

In the pre-school program we had been aware of the initial absence in
some Aboriginal children of behaviours and attitudes which appear to be
needelfor progress with learning in general. Considerable effort and time
had been necessary in establishing what would be considered by teachers as
levels both of behaviour and of motivation for learning consonant with that
of many Australian pre-school children. However, it should be noted again
that we do not have information on such areas of development in non..
Aboriginal cnildren exposed to similar environmental factors. At the same
time, it is Possible that tome inceetives for learning seen in home and
school settings of members of non-Aboriginal community are not acceptable
to members of the Aboriginal comLunity.

In this section of the report, however, the questions to be explored concern
the presence or absence of such behaviours and attitudes in children, in
relation to their progress with learning basic skills in school; and
whether or not the progreen with these aspects of development, made with
teaching help in the pre-school program, was maintained in the very different
school learning situation. Table 24 shows the areas of development of
interest, (as indicated by the questions aimed at obtaining behavioural
evidence) and the results from school questionnaires.

:Totes on questionnaire : measures of learning behaviours and attitudes

In designing tne section of the school questionnaire on leary;ng behaviours
and attitudes, an effort was mane to obtain objective (behavioural) measures
cf a kind which would separate specific dimensions of learning. There was,
however, a limit to the extent to which this was possible, short of direct
observation. The following notes are relevant to interpretations of the
statistical findings repnrted.

1) Exnierntory behaviour (Question.. .3)

there is a need in the literatire to differentiate sensory exploration
from intellectual curiosity ana investigation. While the former is
characteristic cf eirly 2.ce level:, it is not necessarily an early form
of tn- latter; one tends to relate to the level of stimulation sought
(effec !%c- the range of sensor: eeput); the other to the level of per-
ceptae_ and cognitive differeetiation (affecting, for example, the
clarity of concepts ani expr-:.ening the ability to formulate questions).
While Piae-etian their:- may not itself fail to make such a distinction,
its tereieelegy te.ids to contribute in this direction. This is con-
funine, since it nay well be that the two nave some conflicting elements.
in cur case, tne :neeral question was geared to intellectual interest,
curinsItey, question-asking, but it is possible that responses reflected
some purely sensory expineretion also.

2) Listening to teacher (Question 5)

The main issue here was intended to be one of the child's attention to
aeuitnry stimuli. There are, however, social issues involved, affect-
ing metivation, as well as those of competing sensory modes; also the
possibility cf temporary or more permanent impairment of hearing due to
chronic infection. ( :fearing tests w,re arranged where possible through
the ere-ccheol nrogram, before school P-try, in cases of suspected audit-
ory eaedican.) Further, there is likeij to be a circular relationship
between attention to tee teacher's exl.lanatins and level of verbal
comprehension.
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j) ii verbal directions (Question 1)

While fellewlee directions "with ease" infers verbal comprehension (even
if ouoported by visual saes), a negative response may reflect not only
failure to underotand but resistance to action, or both or even
feycholeeical "d ifness."

4) Headiness to calswer geestions on lesson (question 6)

The significance of this question was a matter of whether or not a child
felt able to rick being wrong saffieiently to give the teacher feedback
on wnat was understood or not. Any relationship occurring between readi-
ness to answer questions and academic progress also, however, reflects an
underlying confidence with which both are likely to be associated.
Further study could clarify such questions.

While it is eenerally recogeizd that all human behaviours have multiple
dimensions, these notes serve as a protection against assuming that inter
pretations are reversible. When the behaviour of interest occurs, one can
safely aooame that any one of its Freregaioite elements has been learned.
but when it does not, one may not azoame that any particular one of the pre -
requisites is miooing witnout further tests which isolate these. There is a
tendency to azzame, for instaece, that the aboence of adequate listening
benavioaro or tee ready anewering of teaceeret questions are largely matters
of motivation wnich can be ieere' oe eemand; alternatevely, failax. to follow
verbal direction: toms to oe in rpretee ee lack of "intellicence" - hence
geidaace teward: ielrevei : eerf:rmance may be leelacroiriate, and may
merely add tc tee ceild'e cirreet ressures.

Findings

Chi square tests (iecorporatieg Yates'. cerrecteon for continuity) were used
to examine statistical relationsniFe retween the data obtained in regard to
school progress in _n three basic sibjects and learning beeavioare and attitudes.
Table 25 :resents the reselts. (Tee lower for Written Exoression occur
because some children apparently nad not started wore in tnis subject when
the veotionnaire was eceai 'ted.)

1) Exploratory eehavie,ur uas Ine i_mineic e: leernine beeaioure and
attitude: it., died wh-en ees net aeoeciited sieeifica eay with :regress in
learnine basic oeills, althiugn readiuo aea aeitaae:ic, C ei oeaarec
aeproacned tne .05 love_ of eignificalcs. Teis filding is en kiepieg . :ith
the nature of .hat ie to pc learned; basic -...Lie of coemenecatien and fereal
systems of computatiee must ee leareeu, reee:-tively, frce etner heman beiag
- they cannot be acoeiree oy oelf-ieitiateu ineestieati:ni. This f_ndint le
also in tune with aeareness that chiidree whose zuxizzity nee seialleted,
through exploratory opi,orteniteee a'a auult eeezerageeeet at pie-sr.:noel level,
may ':e1l present a problce to :rimary school t,,aenero, resp-nsible for helping
them acquire academic skill:.

At the same time, tie eata may be seen to reflect the incomletabili4 -n
these two systems of behaviour - active explozatoryteaseive receptive - which
is recognized by Fiaget and others (eg. Perth, 1570).



TABLE 25

Relationsnir_s between academic _progress and learning behaviours and attitudes

Astects of learning 1 N Chi square* Probability

Academic PrzgTess and exploratory behaviour (Q.8)

Healing 37 2.157
Aritr-et's 37 3.370
Written r_xpression 3o 1.534

Z) Academic :r:g-ress ana concentration, effort (Q.2)

?eading 37 4.803
Aritnmetic 37 2.583
Aritten )0 4.887

5) Academ'c t, nt,w learninp tasks (Q.3)

Reading 37 11.914
Ar'trmet:: 37 12.148
Written expressi:n 3o 8.533

ns

ns

ns

p < .05
ns

p < .05

p < .001

P < .001
p < . 01

4) Acaiemic rrogress an' -ersistence in face of difficulty with work (Q.4)

AritnmEtic
Written -,.x:ret.ion

36

36
29

10.127

13.026
9.149

p < . 01
p <.001
p < . 01

5) Ao,--demic tr7.gre,, an:: listening to teacher (Q.5)

=eadinC 37 10.127 p 4:. 01
Ari:nmetio 37 10.329 p 4..001
-Ar'"- ,--.xmr,----:-- 30 10.848 p < .001

an: c:m:ren,Lnsacn of verbal directions (Q.1)

Headini: 37 5.964 P < . 02

37 9.586 p < . 01
Ar4tt,-r. =x7rc::-'7n 30 6.562 P < . 02

) A.:ademic :r:;ress and reaainess answer qaestarms on lesson (Q,.6)

01Arltmmet:c
writ_.... expressiir,

37

37

3o

12.359
8.708

11.250

P < .001
p < .

P < .001

7r:gresz and clarity of speech (Q.7)

37 10.813 P <. 01
Ar,tnmet:o 37 10.473 p < . 01
Writt.F.n 29 10.296 p < . 01

* w't-1 c=ecti-n 17:.)r continuity
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TABLE 26

Contingency tables for chi square tests : academic progress** and learning
behaviours and attitudes* in hart - Aboriginal children

Reading Arithmetic Written expression

Academic progress & exploratory behaviour

VW/A P VW/A P VW/A P

1 & 2 18 11 '29 1 & 2 20 9 29 1 & 2 13 9 22

3 2 6 8 5 8 3 2 6 8

20 17 57 22 15 37 15 15 30

X
2

2.137 X- = 5.5(96 X' = 1.5541

Academic progress & effort, concentration

VW/A VW/A P VW/A P

1 13 4 17 1 15 4 17 10 3 13

2 1T 20 2 ,) 11 20 2 12 1

20 11 57 22 15 57 15 15 30

X
2

= 4.8030 X2 = 2.5828 X = 4.5869

VW/A

Academic Froi7ress attitude to now tasks

P VW/A P VW/A P

1 16 3 19 1 17 2 19 1 12 3 15

2& 3 1i 1'1 2'z 5 5 15 18 2 t' 5 12 1

20 17 57 22 15 57 15 15 30

X2 = 11.9140 X 12.145 X' = F..5555

Academic progress persistence

VW/A P WW/A P VW/A F

1 & 2 20 8 28 1 & 2 22 r, 28 1 s2 15 21

3 0 8 8 3 0 8 8 5 0 8 8

20 16 56 22 14 I3F 15 14 29

X
2

10.1270 X' = 13.0262 = '.1490

** VW/A = coping "very well or adequately"; c. = C kink; "1.0,)rly"

* Src Table 24 for code::-.



TABLE 26 (continued)

Contingency tables for chi square tests : academic progress and learning

behaviours and attitudes (continued)

Readin6

VW/A P

Arithmetic Written expression

Academic progress & listening to teacher

VW/A P VW/A P

2 &

1

3

15 3

5 14

18

1 9 2 &

1

3

16

6

2

1 3

18

19 2 &

1

3

12

3

2

13

14

16

20 17

X2 . 9.9126

37 22

X2 =

15
1

10.3290

37 15

X
2

=

15

10.8482

30

Academic progress & difficulty following verbal directions

VW/A P VW/A P VW/A P

2&

1

3

15

5

5

12

20

17 2&

1

3

17

5

3

12

20

17 2&

1

3

12

3

4

11

16

14

20

2
X =

17

5.9636

37 22

2
9.58649.

15

2

X

15

- 6.5625

30

Academic progress & answering questions on lesson

1

2 & 3

VW/A

15

5

P

2

15

17

20 2&
1

3

VW/A

15

7

P

2

13

17

20 2&

1

3

VW/A

11

4

P

1

14

12

18

20 17 37 22 15 37 15 15 30

X2 = 12.3586 X
2
= 8.7079 x

2
= 11.2500

Academic progress & clarity of speech

VW/A P VW/A P VW/A P

2 &

1

3

17

3

4

1 2

21

1 5 2 &

1

3

18

4

3

11

21

15 2 &

1

3

14

1

4

10

18

11

20

X2 =

16

10.8129

36 22

X
2

=

14

10.4727

36 15

x 2

14

10.2959

29
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

2) All other learning behaviours and attitudes were strongly related to

school progress. For six dimensions the probability was < .01 and sometimes

well beyond the .001 level of significance. Concentration and effort were

least strongly related to progress (p <.05) and not significant in the case of

arithmetic - possibly reflecting differences in the need to concentrate;
also the fact that no amount of concentration will solve, in itself, the
problem of ancomprehended mathematical concepts, whereas it may well help
with the perceptual differentiation of words (in reading or writing skills)

and with having come thoughts to commuthcate in written expression).

3) Of the three most significantly associated measures, all are strongly

attitudinal rather than skill-based. Attitudes to new learning tasks,

persistence in face of difficulty, and readiness to answer questions carry,
like all behaviour:, physiological and cognitive components but demonstrate,
in thoir positive form, a state of general confilence iclown to affect

motivation to learn.

Without direct observati)nai data, it is possible that the strong relation-

ships rep)rted between learning behaviours and academic progress, and the

absence of sucn for exploratory behaviour, reflect the automatic associations

and values of primary teachers who have specific resronsibilities. Most

questionnaire items did, however, specify distinct stimulus situations which

serve to differentiate behavioural responses; there was also sufficient

variation in answers to suggest that they were net automatic.

r,

Metropolitan program



Significance of findings on curiosity, exploratory behaviour?

What is the point of the preceding analysis for a report concerned with
how information is used in education? Should we, for instance, put less
emphasis on self-initiated efforts at discovery at the pre-school or school
level, since in this group, and at this age level, it was unrelated to
progress with necessary basic skills with which some children appear to
be struggling? Findingscould be used to argue for such a position if these
findings were replicated in other studief'.

One needs to revert here, however, to the basic question of purpose raised
at the start of this report. Is the educational 'problem' to help
Aboriginal children cope wi'h the existing school system, or is it to help
them to learn - amongst other things - what is necessary for more confident
and equal participation in general ccmunity affaire?

The learning of basic academic skills has little educational point if one
is not aware of their relationship to possible areas of discovery, or of
discoveries one wishes to communicate. Further, many of the problems of
some art-Aboriginal adults appear to arise from lack of awareness of aspects
of their en"..Lronment, lack of information available to others, and lack of
understandin of causal relationships. There seems in some families a
fatalistic acceptance of unpleasant events which ether members of the
community have learned now to control to some extent. Nothing seems more
relevant than incrnased self-initiated explorations, a wider range of exper-
ience, and some exTerimental interAst in cause and effect, to supporting
effort:. t^wards increased autonom Somehow, progress with both sets of
learning must be made, even if tnis reduces tha immediate possibility of
accelerated effects on one. In the lonr run, to isolate the learning of
basic from concurrent exploration of the environment in which one
_roes is t- remove the need and the intrinsic motivation necessary for their
acquizition, reducinr them merely to the level of socially-acceptable forms
of accomslisnment - ssibly leading to more socially acceptable jobs.

iignificance 'f findinrs on learning behaviours and attitudes?

It is generally acceIted that attitudes to learning, attentional skills and
ability to conm.Lnicate are hit- 11y likely to be important influences in any
formal learning situation. While there is room for questioning or elabor-
ating the familiar, data from this project provide no basis for doubting
associations here. It does, however, illustrate the need to give attention
to what practical interpretations are given to existing knowledge and the
extent to wnish, and accuracy with which this is used. These are direct
resr,onsibilities, for the field -f education.

There t.nd te, be some consistent siases in the usual applications of
knowledge about motivation and learning. Children's attitudes to learning
and attentional behaviours are usually interpreted as pre-existing influences
on their rrogresc; the problem, if there is one, is seen to be in the child.

is -leficient in none areas of feeling and learning which create problems
for the teacher; the response is frequently to focus directly on motivat-
ional isow.s.

There is, however, at least an even Chan( e that the problem originates in
the educational program. Correlations merely indicate co-variance, and not
the direction - or even the presence - of causal relationships.
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It is known from principles of learning theory and from practical experience
that attitudes result from experience, and attitudes to learning from
learning experiences, and that over time the relationship is circular.
It is known that while the cumulative effects of past experiences are
carried forward into new situations, the consequences of behaviour in new
situations are responsible for maintaining or extinguishing previously
learned positive behaviours or for building negative ones and that an
influence in either direction is immediately operative.

In the pre-school program, positive attitudes to learning and learning
behaviours had been acquired by children, some of whom appeared to be
unfamiliar with feelings of accomplishment of any kind at all, or with
situations in which adults presented them with expectations and gave them
positive help to meet these. Such attitudes would not have been learned

if these children had been faced immediately with expectations of immediate
readiness to participate in a regular pre-school group. There was a major

adjustment of expectations in order to allow the fairly high probability of
success needed to build interest and sustain effort in young children.

Gains in learning were made. This was not a matter of lowering "standards,"
but one of being careful not to confuse goals with effective ways of reaching

them.

Thinking back, then, to the previous diagrammatic presentation of change
scores on psychological tests one might ask again : what is likely to be

the effect on the learning attitudes and behaviours of children - most
making some, and usually relatively accelerated progress, but from widely
differing starting points - when presented on commencing school with fairly
similar academic and social requirements, and evaluation in relation to

others? Expectations now are associated with age, rather than with previous
experience and what is already learned - and this occurs in a social situation
which publicizes any difficulty in meeting them. To what extent does this

system express what is known about positively motivating conditions for learn-

ing?

Information from research that environmental factors are theoretically
responsible for some of the large observed differences in children's cognitive

functioning does not allow us to act, in education, as though negative forms

of such factors have already been removed. (Some,perhaps, may not be open

to direct or immediate modification; some will certainly be the concern of

other professional or community groups; some will depend on changes in the

general environment.) Neither have new findings on environmental effects
negated knowledge that genetic contributions to learning also vary between

individuals.

Discussions on equality of opportunity in education have been heavily

oriented to provision of physical facilities, and equal opportunities for

attendance. They might,appropriately, be re-directed to concern with the

rights of individuals to work at learning to the best of their ability, with

awareness of their own progress. The sense of failure acquired early by

some childen seems an unnecessary result of arbitrary social expectations

which place them - through no fault of their own - in the category of those

needing "remedial" help. This is done in a social situation in which their

"failure" is made exceedingly public, and there may be little opportunity to

develop alternative abilities, possibly of equal value to society. This

form of social discrimination is an unintended outcome of current answers to

the difficult task of organizing children's formal education. It is now

so insti.Ationalized, however, that we forget its potency and the likelihood

that it operates to the severe disadvantage of Aboriginal children, and we

look for much less basic reasons for some of their current problems in school.
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The community may need to ask whether it is the social convenience of adults
or the educational needs of children which prompts such rigid organization
of learning opportunities, and definition of acceptable progress.

In this situation, concern with "drop -out rates" and with providing incent-
ives for school attendance in the form of bursaries or promises of improved
employment prospects, appear to be of doubtful value. They deal only with
the symptms of underlying negative factors. More attention to children's
previous experience, less rigidly time-related expectations, more flexibly
organized social learning situations, and a different basis for evaluating
progress might well result in more positive outcomes. Recognition of the
significance of children's immediate experience in learning situations need
detract nothing from efforts to deal with environmental factors which limit
their relative accomplishments.

The significance of the general issue of continuity or lack of it in learning
experience - at an extreme level - has been expressed, saliently, by
some Aboriginal parents in talking with the Project Co-ordinator. While
unliflely to be the only major factor involved it seems to deserve some
priority. One mother, describing her own school experience and that if
her sisters commented: "We were doing all right at school - then we missed
several years while our parents went from one place to another looking for
jobs. When we started again, the teacher just assumed we had done all that
work. From then on, we didn't know what we were doing, and somehow you
couldn't explain to the teacher. It was awfully confusing. You just sort
of give up then."

16.4 Academic progress and test results

One of the reasons for using the Binet test, and for interest in change
between initial and repeat testing was the known reliability of the Binet
te:A in predicting progress at school. What were the results for
Aboriginal children? To what degree were other tests used relevant to
academic achievement in early Primary school grades?

Test scores and questionnaire data on progress at school were obtained quite
independently. The time lag between tests and questionnaire responses varied
from approximate]y 6-18 months (see rote later on content of intervening
experience). Each child's latest available score on each test was used in
this analysis. The group was dichotomized according to the norm of the
tests :

1) Less than - 1/4 SD and above the norm of the test standardization sample :
97 c'r more on Binet, P.P.V.T. and Leiter scales and 34 or more on I.T.P.A.
sub-tests

2) - 1/4 SD and below : 96 or less on I.Q. and Leiter scales and 33 or less
on I.T.P.A. sub-tests.

The sami summary across three subject areas as that reported earlier was
used fof the questionnaire data, resulting in tl.e two broad groupings of :

1) coping very well or adequately over three basic subjects (reading,
arithmetic, written expression)

2) Coping poorly in two or more basic subjects
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TABLE 27

Relative distribution on tests of childrenx reported to be

coping or in difficulty with learninsLbasic skills

Standard deviations from noun of ea::11 test (standardizat ion sample

Leval of T":3
performance cr below

-2 - -1 4 Mean +1/4 +i +1
or above

BINET (N 37)

Coping very well

Coping ,dequately

Coping poorly

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

0

.4

0

0

8

2,
5

3

2

0

0

1

1

2

3

0

2

TOTAL - - B 10 2 2 c
)

P.P.V.I. (N = 37)

-----

Coping very well 0 2 1 1 0 2 -

Coping adeuately 0 4 4 4 0 2 - -

Coping poorly 2 JO 2 1 1_ c

TOTAL 3* 11 7 6 1 - -

LEITER (N = 24)

Coning very weJ 1 - - 0 0 0 2 0 2 1

Coping adequately - - 2 C 2 2 C 3 3

Coping poorly - - 2 3 1 0 0 0 0

TOTAL - -
.

5* 3 3 4 0 5 4

I.T.P.A. - A.A. (N = 34)

---------

Coping very well - 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 1

Coping adequately - 0 3 2
,., 1 1 1

Coping poorly 4 5 1 2 I I 1 0

TOTAL 4 8 7 5 2 ,
? 2

- V.A. (N = 32)

Coping very well - - 0 _ 2 0 0 0 3

Coping adequately - - 1 0 2 3 0 4 5

Coping poorly - - 3 2 0 1_ 0 0 4

TOTAL - - 5* 3 4 4 0 4 12

Includes 3 non-Aboriginal children
Indicates position of one child included in totals for test position

but not codeable on "coping" summary



Chi square tests were also applied to separate school subjects. (Since
expected frequencies were relatively smAll throughout, Yates's cirrection
for continuity was incorporated in the formula.) Swan Hill a:zd Metropol-
itan cases were combined for this analysis.

Commentary

Repeat Binet test scores, obtained fo lowing children's experience in the
Van Leer programs, showed a significant relationship (p.C.01) with their
general ability to deal successfaly with school requirements in basic
aspects of academic work. Since the time between these final Binet
tests and school follcw-up questionnaires varied from 6-18 moriths. and
more cases of "not coping" fell into the group for which the time lag was
longest, the possibility that school performance was more affected by
intervening experience than, by Binet scores was (-xamined.

For all but 8 children, the time lag represented school (plus home)
experience almost entirely. Repeat Binet tests had been carried out after
school entry or right at the end of the previous pre-school year. For the
remaining 8, six months of pre-school attendance and six of school attend-
ance were involved.

There were no differences in school progress associated with the time
interval which were not accounted for by pre-existing Binet scores. (The
longest time lag was for Swan Hill children who accounted for the greater
number of extremely low test scores, as well as a greater proportion of
children in difficulty in school.)

The Leiter test was also related (p <.01) to school performance. This
is of interest in view of its non-verbal nature, and the current theoretical
over-concern with language development as the only pre-requisite for learn-
ing basic skills.

Neither the P.P.V.T. nor the I.T.P.A. sub-tests were significantly assoc-
iated with reported adequacy of progress in early school grades. The
Peabody test failed to differentiate children; some with Peabody scores
as low as -2 SDs from the mean of the test were still coping "adequately"
- and some "very well" with academic work while others with identical scores
on this scale were not. Table 27 shows the comparative distribution on all
tests of children reported to be coping or in difficulty with early
academic work, relative to the norm of the test.

The data obtained from this sample of Aboriginal children is in line
with that reported from other studies, concerning the use of these tests.
That for the Binet confirms well-established findings regarding the predict-
ive validity of the test for school progress in the case of European child-
ren. The findings with the Leiter scale substantiate the author's claims
that is relationship with school progress is comparable to that of the
Binet, and where such a scale is inappropriate (ie. in the case of deaf
children) it represents a powerful alternative predictive tool.

The P.P.V.T. again fails to demonstrate any useful predictive quality in
these early school grades - a serious short-coming which, as was indicated
earlier, the author himself acknowledges despite the fact that it was
"designed to predict school success." Recent efforts to establish its
reliability as a test for Australian school beginners (Taylor, de Lacy &
Nurcombe, 1972) - European and part-Aboriginal - may appear a somewhat
pointless methodological exercise in view of the absence of any empirical
data confirming its validity as a measure of that which it was designed to

measure!



TABLE 28

Latest test scores and academic progress: part-Aboriginal children

Test N Chi square Probability

Binet (Form L/ M)

Reading 34 8.601

Arithmetic 34 6.128

Written expression 27 6.237

Overall adequacy 33 8.022 p4G.01

P.P.V.T.

Reading 34 1.462

Arithmetic 34 1.006

Written expression 28 3.165

Overall adequacy 33 2.124* ns

Leiter

Reading 21 8.615

Arithmetic 21 6.534

Written expression 14 4.978

Overall adequacy 20 7.542 1)4.01

I.T.P.A.: A.A.

Reading 32 0.448

Arithmetic 32 1.369

Written expression 25 0.210

Overall adequacy 31 0.326 ns

I.T.P.A.: V.A.

Reading 33 2.428

Arithmetic 33 2.453

Written expression 25 1.944

Overall adequacy 32 1.914 ns

* Since there were no scores on the Peabody test falling at or above
the mean of the test, the cutting point between groups was lowered

to - SD. The comparable result for the Binet test and overall

adequacy is x2
= 19.252. This suggests that the Bi.et scale, if

appropriate norms are available, may predict early academic progress
as adequately for sub-cultural groups as it does for the majority
for whom current norms are more appropriate.
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TABLE 29

Contingency tables for chi square tests : latest test scores and academic

progress** : part-Aboriginal children

VW/A P

BINET At mean of test and above 10 1

Below test mean (- 1/4 SD & below) 7 15 22

17 16 33

X
2
= 8.0225

VW/A P

P.P.V.T. - *SI from mean of test & above

Below - *SD* 10 14 24

17 16 33

X
2

2.1244

VW/A P

LEITER At mean of test and above 11 0 11

Below mean of test 3 6 9

14 6 20

X
2
- 7.5421

VW/A P

I.T.P.A. At mean of test and above 5 2 7
- A.A.

Below mean of test 12 12 24

17 14 31

X
2

- 0.3258

VW/A P

I.T.P.A. At mean of test and above 12 5 17
- V.A.

Below mean of test 6 9 15

18 14 32

X
2

= 1.9142

** VW/A = coping "well or adequately;" P = coping "poorly"
* No scores fell at mean of test or above
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As only two sub-tests of the I.T.P.A. scale were employed, results cannot
be said to contribute acceptable information regarding this scale. (At

the same time, the lack of any significant relationship between the Auditory
ASsociation test and school progress was a little surprising. It would
appear that though the process tapped by this particular sub-test may be
relevant to school activities, the test norms may be quite inappropriate
for this group.)

16.5 Social behaviour and progress in school

Questionnaire responses gave a general indication of the social
behaviour of Aboriginal children in the school setting, on a few

relevant dimensions.

Social behaviour with peers (11=36)

1) With awareness that a few Aboriginal children had been subjected
to negative verbal comments on grounds of race or skin colour,
teachers were asked to indicate whether interaction with peers
occurred "often, sometimes" or "rarely, never." It was known

that such gross categories would not catch the subtleties
children's social interactions; for this,direct observation in

less structured situations was needed. It was expected, however,

that it would indicate any children who were socially isolated.

Three of the 36 children thus described were seen by teachers to
interact with others rarely or never. From experience in the

pre-school program, the reasons are likely to differ in each case;
while not originating in the school situation, it is likely that
this would be experienced as exceedingly overwhelming. Although

these children come from families in the least favourable social
circumstances, the same problem is not reported for siblings, and
there is evidence that the origin is in previous experience rather
than in any negative conditions associated with Aboriginality.
All three children reported to make few or no normal social contacts
with peers were also categorized as in difficulty with academic

work.

2) Aggressive acts were not seen to be characteristic of those under

study. Three children were described as likely to act aggressively

(one also making few normal social contacts). Of the remainder who

had aggressive impulses under control, at least in the classroom,
nine (25% of the total group) were described as acting "with

thought for others." While the nature of a supervised classroom
could affect the expression of hostility and of positive feelings
differentially, most of those children described as thoughtfull
for ethers were acting consistently with pre-school behaviour and
their mothers, themselves, expressed similar sensitivity.
Aggressive v sympathetic social responses showed no relationship
with adequacy of progress in basic school subjects.

Approximately 30 per cent (11-...11) of the group at school were reported

to be submissive in relationships with peers; the other end of this

continuum was positive self-assertion (not aggression).

Assertive relationships with peers were significantly associated

with the absence of learning problems in basic academic subjects.

3)
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TABLE 30

Contingency tables for chi square tests : assertive behaviour with
peers and academic progress *

Acts submissively
with peers

Acts assertively
with peers

Beading

VW/A P

Arithmetic Written expression

VW/A P VW/A P

2 9 11 2 9 11 2 8 10

16 7 23 17 6 23 13 7 20

18 16 34 19 15 34 15 15 30

X
2

5.9583

p < .02

X2 = 7.2503 X2 . 3.7500

p 4C .01 p approaches .05

VW/A coping "very well" or "adequately"; p = coping "poorly"

In a large group, the ability to compete successfully for adult
attention and help, needed in order to understand work, could well be
expected to affect progress, and this in turn to add to confi.lence in
social re: ttionships.

Social behaviour with adults

The two dimensions of interaction with adults dealt with in school
questionnaires proved to be unrelated to academic progress.

1) Children who initiated contacts with the teacher, rather than respond-
ing only, constituted just over half the group. Only one child was
reported to avoid interaction with the teacher.

2) Excessive attention-seeking was apparently not a problem (with 3
exceptions among those with difficulty in learning basic skills);
approximately half the group sought "little" attention and half "some."
Twice as many of those seeking little attention were doing "very well"
or "adequately" in their school work.
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16.6 titent and nature of contact between parents and teachers in
school setting

For a number of reasons, communication between parents and teachers
is a matter of importance. In the case of Aboriginal families,
where additional understanding of cultural and social variables is
needed, some children logy need additional help with learning, and
some parents may have had unhappy associations with formal schooling,
communication acquires particular significance.

Questionnaires to schools included one item on the nature of contact
between Aboriginal parents and the teachers responsible for their
children at school. All parents had been responsive to varying
degrees to pre-school teachers' efforts to help with educational
matters; these teachers in turn had found contact with parents an
essential part of their efforts to help young children learn. Not
only this but, at a personal :eve), teachers had enjoyed, had learned
from, and had felt much concern for the Aboriginal parents whose child-
ren's development they were helping to support. It would have been
impossible to plan appropriate educational experiences without some
insight into their meaning for the family, beyond the pre-school
program itself. Many of the prints at which communication proved
important were highly practical ones, but nonetheless significant in
their influence on all concerned.

TABLE 31

aerceations La...rt-Aborigiaiwen t s at t i Witt
to their children's schools

Perceived attitude Total
N %

an Hill
N

Metrop.
N

Interested, helpful 7 18.9 5 2

Interested, not helpful 2 5.4 0 2

Not interested 2 5.4 0 2

Antagonistic 0 0.0 0 C

Attitude not known 26 70.3 16 10

Note: The question was asked for mother and father
separately but answers did not differentiate between
parents. Where acting as guardians, grandparents were
included (N 2 families)

The small frequency of families in any contact with the school removes
the possibility of a useful analysis of the nature of contacts. Of
the few cases where some interaction had occurred, it was home-
initiated in 7, but in only 2 referred to children's progress.
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There was na indication of any continuing contact between the child's
teacher and his parents, although in some schools Infant Teachers or
Headmasters assumed some responsibility - in some cases protective
and in others punitive. On the basis of questionnaire responses,
one cannot assume that tLe school learning situation for these Abori-
ginal children was characterized by any positive influence from parent-
teacher contact. Both practical problems and social/cultural
restraints are likely to be operating on both sides, although the
situation reported may merely represent the general one for all child-
ren. Whatever the reason, the absence of any sustained communication
on children's progress and educational needs may well be one factor
limiting their academic performance.

In cases where poor attendance posed a particular problem for both
teacher and child, it seemed that parents needed concrete information
on the rinsequences of tas, ratner than either over-protection or
the judgmental tenor of threats of reports for truanting; and
teachers needed information which would help in understanding reasons,
not available to them where personal contacts of a positive nature
had not been established.

What was exceedingly evident, even in the brief and informal contacts
possible with schools to date,was an enormous variation in teachers'
attitudes and reactions to Aboriginal families. These may not have
been different to taose evoked by similar problems in non-Aboriginal
families, but some may well have been experienced by Aborigines as
within the general framework of social rejection. Whatever the case,
it was clear, even in, the briefest contacts, that professional qual-
ifications did not rule cut wide extremes in teacher attitudes - from
critical rejection of Aborizinal children and parents on grounds purely
of "the rules of the schco. system" and disinterest in any other view-
point, to supportive and concerned attitudes. What was not evident
at either extreme, however, was some practical and constructive plan
of action for dealing with reported difficulties. This would probably
have required additional resources, and time which neither teacher nor
parent could have faund easily. ::ever- the -less, some increased
thoughtful interaction between Aboriginal families and the teachers
working with their children would seem a necessary area of future
effort. To be helpful, however, something far more thoughtful than just
increasing opportunities for interaction would be needed. Preparation
which would increase understanding and set positive expectations on both
sides could be indertaken at both a general and a local level, and efforts
made to establish positive personal communication before trying to deal
with natters of education.
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SECTION VIII; GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING AND ACTION

A project such as this has certain potential contributions and limitations.
It can, perhaps, help to define objectives and priorities in educational
work, and add something to understanding of the origins of educational
problems. Possibly, too, it can help to indicate some of the character-
istics which a successful plan for supportive help is likely to need.
When it comes, however, to devising action on field work, this project is
not in a position to make specific recommendations.

Although the range of problems experienced by families participating may
have been representative of the scene in Victoria, contacts in this project
were of necessity limited. Further, it is considered that decisions on
field work in any locality should be made as part of a comprehensive
approach, which involves definition cf work in other professional fields,
local needs, and Aborigines themselves.

At the outset of this project, the opportunity existed to participate more
directly in the development of field work in this State. The appointment
by the Victorian Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs of its own pre-school
advisors has changed the nature of the contribution, which has been poss-
ible or expected.

The following suggested directions for effort are presented as guidelines
for planning,and for thinking out the nature of useful action; also as a
basis for considering what responsibilities pre-school teachers may have
to Aboriginal families. These recommendations are accompanied by explanat-
ory notes; the first group relates to the general approach which appears
to be needed to educational problems; further suggestions deal more
specifically with issues of concern to pre-school teachers.

Recalling the purpose to which suggestions are directed, the basic concern
it .;:l at of the increased functional independence and social equality of
Aboriginal Australians who wish to participate successfully in the general

Australian community. Educational progress is seen as a step which it is
agreed is necessary in achieving this goal. It is sometimes referred to as
a "method" by which cultural independence might be pursued.

But the use of the word "method" here, rather than prerequisite or inter-
mediate goal, can trap us, as non-Aborigines, into thinking that The
question of how to facilitate such change has been dealt with. Only the
nature of the effort which Aborigines might make has been specified. What
is not specified are the methods of support by which white society might
help them pursue independence.

It seems necessary to draw a distinction between adopting the general
premise of a relationship between"betteeeducation and Aboriginal
independence, and making a sequential plan of action through which
Aboriginal people can be assisted over time to make the educational
changes needed to allow such independence. Questions need to be raised as
to what kinds of learning must occur in order to reduce existing diffic-
ulties for Aborigines in urban situations. Under what conditions is it
appropriate to be making plans and recommendations for their education
at all? If methods of providing educational help are equated with funding
earlier or longer attendance in planned education programs, the basic
problem may be side-stepped altogether. Consequently, it is to these other
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questions that the following working notes direct attention.

Since the responsibility undertaken by the University project staff was
that of a pre-school education project, the results of this exploratory
study are presented from that viewpoint. It is hoped, however, that
their relationship to other art.as of responsibility, and to other
approaches to the overall situation will be evident from this report.

Chapter 17 A GENERAL APPROACH TO EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

17.1 The basic Rroblem and its links with pre-school education

Whether or not one starts with the preventive concerns of regular pre-
school centres or the remedial concerns of educational intervention
studies, attention is attracted eventually to children's learning
experiences at home. One finds that some home environments may be lack-
ing certain ingredients which give children necessary educational
support.

The response from an intervention framework has been to develop parent
education programs, which instruct parents in ways of nelping children
with learning which is basic to academic work at school. In this way, it
is hoped to influence significant elements of children's home environ-
mmts in educationally positive directions.

Studies taking this approach have not, however, dealt with the question
as to wtx it is that parents of children in educational difficulty have
not created home conditions more positive for children's development?
The nature of programs assumes that interest, motivation, information
and demonstration - plus some simple teaching materials - are the
missing elements. In other words, problems are seen to originate within
the parents themselves, or at least be within their control to modify,
through conscious effort. One might also wonder if what has not been
learned by children is most successfully rectified by making parents
conscious of this, and helping them take an instructional approach with
children.

These underlying premises for planning educational work with such famil-
ies are thrown into question by data from this and other projects (e.g.
Gordon, 1971). If one studies the family situations of children referred
to by tne majority culture as "culturally disadvantaged", one finds that
many parents' environments are no less adverse to learning and behavioural
change. Negative influences in their physical and social setting, and
those accumulated from previous experience, are preventing many parents
from learning from informal opportunities, and from profiting in any
lasting way from planned education programs.

To try to rectify the difficulty for children by having teachers attempt
to teach parents child-rearing skills, considered more adequate, fails to
recognize that an even more negative set of factors is preventing adult
learning - or acting on the results of learning - toy. In .'.ddition, it
ignores the fact that relationships between parents and children who
have grown up under conditions of social deprivation may not be conducive
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to positive informal learning or to educational communication.

The most obvious source of educational problems has little to do with
formal learning, in the nom or elsewhere. There is an absence of basic
conditions needed to support general development, and to make learning
at a conscious level, or planned help with this, possible. In this
project, trying to create and maintain such basic conditions for learn-
ing has consumed our major time and effort. In many families, it has
been impossible from within the pre-school program to create or sustain

them.

Work towards ensuring such prerequisites to educational change cuts
across departmental responsibilities in health, education and social

welfare, since matters of timing and priorities are involved, and the
educational nature of supportive procedures.

Recommendation 1: It is suggested that future action in

support of educational progress is directed, initially,
to creating conditions in which educational processes may
operate.

(This is in contrast to intensified instruction which pre-
supposes conditions under which development and learning

can occur and be sustained.)

17.2 Priorities in creating conditions conducive to cognitive progress

There are limits to which one may try to influence family life, partic-
ularly that of families who identify with another cultural group. In
concern about conditions affecting Aboriginal education, it seems import-
ant to look first at contributing factors for which non-Aborigines have

direct responsibility.

Other reports have drawn attention to the continued existence of prejudice
and discrimination in Australia. This project could add to examples, and
would support concern with the re-education of the white community, and
preventive action with children, in this respect. Field work experience
in this project, however, also indicates an urgent need to re-consider
more familiar ways of organizing and using supportive resources, so that
their potential value for others is preserved. Illustrations from field
work suggest that the key to progress does not lie in just increasing
material help or educational facilities; but in the extent to which
resources and energies are used in ways which express to others under-
standing of human needs, and which apply what is known about positive
conditions for learning. What additional human resources might be brought

to bear on human problems?

Much has been said about what should be changed; little about what
accomplishing this demands from people. In order to avoid either a hand-
out situation or a withholding (in case this encourages dependence) of

support which is needed for dealing with problems, it would seem that

educational ingredients need to be built in to the manner in which re-
sources are used. It is the relationship, at any one time, between

environmental support and physical and psychological factors within indiv-

iduals which makes for opportunities to intersect the vicious circle
between depressed home conditions and limited education.
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Increased emphases in administrative procedures in the following direct-
ions would help greatly in creating such a relationship.

Recommendation 2: In order to help establish and maintain
conditions in which families can make educational changes,

procedures for administering support would seem to need to
allow:

a. the differentiation of centralized and local responsibilities

b. the planning and coordination of programs of support which
deal with the problems experienced by Aborigines, rather than
programs conceived round the usual responsibilities of sep-
arate Government Departments or professional fields of work
(e.g. health, housing, education, welfare)

Unless the principles of local freedom of action (within general policies),
differential use of funds according to family needs, and confidentiality
in administering resources on individual bases, come to be accepted, it is
hard to see how the "hand-out" problem and its negative effects on educa-
tion and independence can be overcome, without withholding support needed
if the situation is to be improved - even for the next generation.

It should be noted, however, that not all the support needed is material;
only those engaged in work at the local level can give, easily,the human
(but objective) encouragement and concern perhaps not yet expressed by,
or accepted from, the wider community. Such a local work force is needed,
too, for sufficiently regular and accepted contact with communities and
families to be conversant with their changing needs, and to be available
sufficiently readily to help forestall family crises, if this is at all
possible.

Probably one of the most major tasks ahead is trying to conceptualize
supportive work from the viewpoint of those in need of assistance. To
identify the aspects of learning in persons which do help them toward
independent functioning, without requiring behavioural conformity, further
study may be needed. Much work, also, is needed to define interdisciplin-
ary relationships within some coordinated plan of action, related to the
current experience of a family. This last task should not be under-
estimated. What is urgent is not just increased exchange of information
between people engaged in different programs, or more written reports to
be circulated. Action decisions need to reflect increased awareness of the
multiple dimensions of a problem, and some commonly accepted priorities must
be arrived at, if resources are to be used with optimum effectiveness.

17.3 EMphases in educational work with parents

Parent "involvement" is commonly agreed to be of primary importance in
early education programs. This project, however, has raised some questions
about the nature of involvement which might be possible and useful, in
relation to existing problems for children, and parents.

Two trends have been evident in work in other projects to date. In some
cases, parents are involved in planning and organizing group experiences
for pre-school children, and in taking responsibility for creating the
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necessary facilities. Attention is directed to children's interests and
needs as they can be observed in play situations, and to ways in which
parents might help them learn from these. In other cases, parents are
"involved" in situations with their own children, taking a more direct
teaching role. Thl* is thought to help with children's language and
concept development.

There are variations on these themes, but the educational task which both
present to parents is one of more conscious attention to child-rearing
responsibilities and interests.

Neither of these approaches appears relevant to the most urgent needs
of children in this project who were in educational difficulty. In fam-
ilies where this occurred, it was evident that parents had serious
problems in exercising sufficient control over their own lives and home
management responsibilities to create, in the home, conditions which
allowed children to think and to learn. In cther homes this was not the
situation, but here children's development was much closer to levels
which have come to be expected.

With a view, then, to helping parents a=iveat a position from which
they can make home conditions more likely to sustain educational effort,
this project suggests a change of objectives in work with parents.
Rather than focusing on the acquisition of knowledge and techniques
directly concerned with child-rearing, one might need to be concerned
with how to help parents to extend their own cognitive skills and gener-
al knowledge to the point where they can deal, with less strain, with
the usual parental responsibilities. In this way, parents may also exper-
ience the meaning of education for a person's life - in the sense that
they can act in the present with more awareness, knowledge, and under-
standing of the consequences for themselves and others.

The whole idea of causal relationships, and the possibility of influenc-
ing events to some degree appears to be outside the experience of some
families. If conditions needed for adult learning (as previously
discussed) are present, help can be given with thinking - with reflect-
ing on and learning from personal experience; with obtaining information
and using resources relevant to some immediate goal; with anticipating
possible results and seeking evidence of actual results; with relating
the appropriate pieces of events. These, and other cognitive skills are
necessary assets in situations requiring one to take individual

responsibilities.

Once a degree of control is established, it is much more realistic - but
likely to be much less necessary - to direct attention to children's
needs and interests. Home conditions helpful to children's development
are more likely to exist automatically, and parents will be in a better
position to stimulate, spontaneously, similar cognitive skills in child-
ren. Intrinsic reinforcement for cognitive f:ffort may then be experienced
and actively sustain further learning. There are then, perhaps, steps

which need to precede (and might possibly replace) learning more about
child-rearing, which are challenging educational objectives for either
those learning or helping others learn. It is likely that some help has
already been given with these, as part of the work of many people in

contact with Aboriginal families with multiple problems. How it might be

best to approach such a task is an area, it would seem,for much more
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thought. The notes in the following section suggest some of the points
which it may be important to keep in mind, in any work towards these
objectives. Such objectives are in lino with some world-wide interests
in helping individuals increase the degree of responsibility which they
assume - and are able to assume - for the state of affairs in family and
community, and for determining the course of their own lives, within the
limits to freedom set by the need to preserve that of others.

Recommendation 3: While a differential approach is needed
to educational work with families, according to varying
positions of stability and independence, it is suggested
that primary concern is given to whether parents have some
sense of mastery over their own lives and practical work
loads, and some appropriate source of help in trying to
acquire the necessary cog: tive skills and knowledge.

When a position of ordinary control over everyday events has been arrived
at, it may be helpful to tale up some child-rearing issues more directly.
The emphasis at this point might, however, appropriately be placed on
cultural freedom to give thought to what Aboriginal parents may want
their children to be learning, and how this might be achieved. To the
extent that non-Aborigines can help with such learning and are invited
to do so, further joint activities might be developed.

Notes:

1) It may be that there are limits to which parents can make up for
earlier educational problems. One can hardly stress the importance
of early learning and ignore this possibility. It is held, however,
that it is not known at present what is possible here, since
positive conditions for adult learning are frequently lacking for
families at present. Most importantly, too, there is a need to
respond to the awareness which has been created in parents of not
understanding how to deal with the community in which they are
living. Regardless of the extent of change possible, there is a need
to communicate awareness of and concern for their experience, and
to provide opportunities for self-initiated learning.

2) The position can be taken that Aboriginal families, re-housed
according to the social organization of the white community, are
now placed in the position of having to learn skills and to accept
responsibilities as individuals which are foreign to Aboriginal
life styles and concern with community living, and that this degree
of "Westernization" is unjustified.

The wider issues here are beyond the responsibilities which this
project was in a position to assume, although it has some common
concerns. The point which it can and needs to make, however, is
that if Aborigines are faced with certain situations, by virtue of
changes for which they are not primarily responsible, one may not
fairly hold them responsible for the consequences, in terms of any
apparent failure to meet "obligations." There is, instead, the
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obligation to help them deal with the resulting experience, and to
recognize its interrelated facets. Any thought that re-housing of
itself necessarily contributes to health, education, or even general
well-being needs careful examination. Approaching "housing" as a
primary and separate problem may lead to future difficulties.

3) In respect to the previous point, it seems most necessary to clarify
the meaning of "independence" for Aborigines,in any one discussion.

Some current policies and activities appear to contribute to
independence in the sense of learning not to seek help or concess-
ions from Government and general community. Alternatively,
independence to some means freedom to do whatever one wants to, or
can. In this context, Aborigines may pref,°r to exercise their
cultural rights to remove themselves from situations and "responsib-
ilities" which have not been self-determined and conflict with
established patterns of behaviour and values. If so, the work
suggested for adult education would not be needed.

For this project, "independence" was taken to mean learning how to
cope with one's immediate situation so that help and concessions
from others are increasingly less needed, not just less sought. If
participation in the wider community is a goal for Aborigines, this
educational experience appears to be necessary, even in order to
protect self-respect and create some sense of security and confidence.
Although academic skills and knowledge of a scientific nature are
important elements, schooling does not deal with the set of condit-
ions which allow these skills either to be learned or used.

Since unidentified differences in purpose lead to confusion and
conflicting priorities in planning, and have decided effects on
action decisions, it appears to be necessary to deal quite openly
with the nature of independence to which effort is to be directed.
Lack of clarity and general agreement here (at a functional level)
make it not only very difficult to progress with educational work;
they make it quite unclear as to whether certain educational help

should be the focus of planning at all.

In this situation, this project has erred on the side of valuing
the ability to bring thought and knowledge to bear on one's own
situation, and to be less at the mercy of external pressures, in
whatever social group one is living.

17.4 Creating opportunities for educational interaction between adults

In thinking about ways of approaching educational work with Aboriginal
parents, recognition is needed for the idea that learning and teaching
are matters of human communication and experience; and that these are
not dependent on - may even be hampered by - the development of special
activities, observable programs, courses, or facilities, in which
learning is expected to occur at pre-determined times.

Planned "parent education" programs, which publicly draw attention to the
educational differences they are concerned to reduce, may just make those
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who might wish to learn feel even more inadequate. Informal communication
and help in thinking, at a personal level, may be more appropriate.

In the normal course of events, opportunities for learning from informal
sources tend to arise naturally, in interaction with neighbours or
friends. In the case of Aboriginal families, some planning may be needed
to create such opportunities. First, social interaction in their case may
be more limited to those with similar cognitive characteristics; estab-
lishing communication beyond this group may take time and much under-
standing. Then, the nature of interaction occurring must not only extend,
where possible, existing abilities, but also counteract earlier learning
where this has had negative outcomes. Further, the nature of problems to
which thought needs to be directed usually requires communication which
must be treated as strictly confidential. Objectivity is also necessary
in the persons able to offer educational support.

Although the above requirements suggest that some preparatory training is
likely to be necessary, a variety of people might make contributions to
educational work of this kind. Assistance from both men and women probably
needs to be available.

Gaining some degree of mastery over one's personal situation, and some
understanding of how one's behaviour may affect the experience of child-
ren, is a task largely independent of the content of specific problems.
It can, therefore, be pursued in the context of an issue of immediate
concern to parents. Whether the content of the problem relates to health,
education, or social welfare, the process of dealing with it can be an
educational one. The initiative in managing personal affairs can be re-
tained, and ability to do so increased.

When there has been opportunity for parents to develop certain patterns
of thinking in the context of their most immediate concerns, help in
generalizing them to child-rearing issues can be made available, if still
necessary.

Recommendation 4: In order to provide some of the prerequisite
conditions for learning, and also effective educational help,
the following should be considered important in work with
Aboriginal (or other) parents, towards the goals suggested:

1) sustained personal communication between families and
someone able to play an educational role, at a personal
rather than official level(in respect to adult education)

2) the opportunity within such contact -

a. for parents to initiate moves towards obtaining help
in dealing with problems

b. for others to communicate information which helps to
identify possible goals, and increases awareness of
why it may be important to think about these.

There is much, it seems, to think out here. While the nature of contact
may best be informal, the nature of teaching help needed is specific to
certain cognitive skills, and may not occur without awareness on both
sides. Levels of ability reached by parents, however, are far less cricial
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here than the feeling of personal involvement and increased confidence in
dealing with experience, and being aware of some immediate, positive out-
come which underlines the possible contributions of education to daily
life.

The purpose of immediate effort does, though, need to be kept clear.
Contacts over pre-school children's needs and progress have some advant-
ages, as a basis for developing the nature of parent work suggested.* The
educational role to be played with parents should not be confUsed with
that of taking a consultant role, or a teaching role, in the development
of facilities or programs for pre-school children. If parents'energies
and thoughts are focused on these, it may just cover up the relationship
between home situations and children's development, convey misleading
information about what is involved in solving Aboriginal children's
educational problems, and suggest that it is learning related to child-
rearing which is the main issue.

It is possible to create awareness of the need to take some joint action
on behalf of children, while parents are temporarily over,-burdened with
their own problems, without implying that this reflects negatively on
parents. This effort can also be seen as a means of supporting the usual
parental roles, rather than an alternative to planned education programs,
which build on to positive home experience a group learning experience
with peers.

* If both responsibilities are to be assumed by one person, this
requires appropriate preparation, official sanction, and adequate
time in a program of work. Although, initially, only one may be
operative, there comes a point in relationships when the adult
learning situation can, perhaps, be identified and accepted on the
basis of experienced previously shared.

There are likely, however, to be many different ways of introducing
educational help of this kind into everyday activities. Understand-
ing of local situations is necessary for decisions here.

Whatever the way selected, success is likely to depend heavily on
a reduction in adverse influences in parents' learning environments.
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17.5 Aboriginal / white communication on education

There is an important task to be faced in discussions with Aboriginal
leaders on educational plans. It illustrates how some of the real work
for education may, inadvertently, be missed.

In order to recognize the right which Aborigines have to self-
determination, the emphasis is now on their assuming control of decisions
about what activities should be planned or funded. This has become, for
some, a goal in itself. When the activities in question are matters of
preferred ways of living, the stress on cultural freedom creates no
problem. When, however, the activities in mind are thought to be ways of
learning intellectual skills, needed for more equal participation in the
majority culture, the issue is rather different. These are not behaviours
which might be learned by trial and error, by having freedom to learn
from one's mistakes. They can only be learned in interaction with others
who have previously had opportunity to acquire them, and who are aware
of what might be learned.

When discussions on pre-school education, for instance, start with the
practical matter of what activities or programs should be organized,
there is no chance to think together about different varieties of learn-
ing and why these may matter in the present situation, or share
knowledge and experience concerning learning and teaching. Decisions
tend to be made on the basis of preferred activities - what people want,
or may be assisted, to "do". In this framework, non-Aborigines can only
give advice, at a behavioural level. If such advice is offered without
being requested, it perpetuates a paternalistic position which may well
evoke resistance, being felt as an attempt to control Aboriginal
activities. If advice is withheld, educational problems may not be dealt
with and paternalism may just change hands.

Achieving an educational, rather than organizational, framework for
discussing education presents problems even in the general community.
But the task can be identified and a start made.

Recommendation 5: In discussion with Aborigines, on plans
for education meant to reduce existing discrepancies, an
effort may need to be made to talk in a framework which
allows activities to be seen as teaching tools, related to
given goals. (The present tendency to focus on who should
decide activities and run programs prevents discussion of
educational questions and the sharing of what understanding
of these we have. It is not the knowledge exchanged which
is the main point here, but the process of thinking out
something together - a matter to be distinguished from
just expressing opinions.)
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Chapter 18 TEACHING ACTIVITIES WITH ABORIGINAL CHILDREN

IN RELATION TO PRE-SCHOOL CENTRES IN VICTORIA

Problems reported in field work do throw into question the usefulness

of giving priority to work with pre-school children of Aboriginal

families, at this point in time. Apart from the practical problem of

developing sufficiently sustained contact with those in most urgent

need of educational support, it seems that special help would need to

be sustained, as long as existing conditions remain. This is borne out

by information on the response to school work of children progressing,

from a retarded start, in our own programs.

For this reason, it seems a practical necessity to focus major educa-

tional effort on dealing with the origins of educational problems,

rather than their symptoms in children's levels of cognitive develop-

ment. While a circular relationship here is recognized, and theoretically,

changes in either should have positive outcomes, there are priorit .es on

practical grounds for both teacher and learner, in accomplishing change.

Concern with prerequisite conditions which make cognitive progress
possible should not, however, be taken to mean a stress on environmental

change alone, nor on parents rather than children. It requires dealing

with concurrent external influences and related internal states and

behaviours cf both. Setting these priorities might more appropriately be

activated at present out of concern for human experience, rather than

an interest in selected cognitive gains - even with the consequences of

these for the individual in mind.

In this project, it has been found entirely possible to establish

accepted pre-school education programs with Aboriginal families, and to

extend enrolment to non-Aboriginal families or introduce children to

regular pre-school centres, at the wish of Aborigines themselves. This

result should not be confused, however, with the question of what such

programs contribute to the solution of an overall problem.

Having set this context for thinking, it needs to be stated immediately

that it is still considered most important to maintain whatever contact

is possible with pre-school children and their parents.

For one thing, we have no evidence that gains made during any teaching

sessions possible are not sustained, and some clues that they are. This

is quite a different matter than whether further cognitive learning

proceeds at a more normal rate. Any gains seem worthwhile. In addition,

positive change in the problems of families and the community's response

to these may take time; this makes it important to plan some compensa-

tory measures for children's general well-being. Requirements for

physical and mental health must still be met, regardless of educational

progress, and pre-school teachers normally carry some preventive

responsibilities here. Also, children themselves may have developed

patterns of behaviour which contribute to general stress at home; some

opportunities for re-learning may bring about a state of affairs more

helpful to cognitive development.

In those families where pre-school children are not in educational

difficulty, in respect to general expectations, supportive ii,erest in
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their development may be all the special help needed; but this, too, seems
important to express and sustain, in view of the past experience of many
Aboriginal parents - both socially and educationally - and the apparent
social isolation of a number of Aboriginal families in the wider
community.

At present, then, a major reason for maintpining contact between a pre-
school teacher and Aboriginal families is just because of the positive
personal contact which can grow out of joint interest in young children's
progress, and the fact that establishing communication with parents may
take time and special thought. Such contact creates one of the few
bridges operative at present across differences in experience and cultural
barriers. In the long run, positive interaction on grounds of mutual
respect and interest, with built-in opportunities for informal learning,
may make the strongest contribution to change. This kind of communication
does not develop, however, in the relatively superficial, more passing
(though good-natured) contacts which tend to occur in groups and in
organized situations, carrying official labels.

It is important for pre-school education that the purposes of work at
any one time are differentiated clearly, so that both parents and teach-
ers are aware of what they are doing, and of why they are making certain
practical arrangements; and, particularly of how these purposes relate
to other community activities which involve pre-school children and their
parents. This helps to ensure both accurate information about community
services and some realistic basis for seeing what has been achieved to
date, in a possible sequence of work.

At present, it is difficult to know under what administrative arrange-
ments any such pre-school work could be funded or best undertaken. As
with other guidelines, however, some tentative recommendations can be
made, on the basis of experience to date, about the nature of work which
might be useful, and how it might be approached.

18.1 A suggested starting point for thinking for pre-school teachers

Previous sections of this report have drawn attention to the range of
differences between families of Aboriginal descent in this State; also
to the varying aspects of learning in children which their past exper-
ience has allowed them to acqu_re. On either educational or practical
grounds, the task of planning work with children cannot be approached
usefully with a fixed set of activities in mind.

The generally-accepted concept of pre-school education as "attendance a:
a pre-school centre" needs some re-structuriag, in order to deal with a
wider range of educational needs than usually met in regular pre-school
centres, and to recognize some serious cultural responsibilities.
Teaching activities nee to be related to some explicit objectives, the
value of which for Aboriginal children can be discussed by Aboriginal
parents. This approach is also needed in order to generalize, to quite
unfamiliar situations, teaching procedures and educational principles
found, over the years, to be important in planned programs for young
children, regardless of the particular aspects of learning to which
priority is given. For example, the principle that a pre-school program
should be evolved from study of the needs of the particular families
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participatine and on the previcus learning of the children enrolled may
meat, in sorne case:, that the immediate relevance of peer-rreup exeerience
for children, and contact with an established pre-school centre for
parents, may be an inappropriate and quite unrealistic starting point.
It is dangerously easy to hide educational problems under patterns of
institutionalized behaviour. Teaching experience in this pro3ect, in
relation to current trends in policy, leeves one with a too' deal of
concern that children's raadiness tc profit feom enrolment in a group
learning situation will be judged mainly on grounds of social confidence,
overlooking prerequisite cognitive Trogress, not S3 easily observed cr
defined.

This comment should not be t-Ikni to mean that refular pre-echool centree
have set expectatione to wh.ce cnildren must conform; rather, quite the
oipoeite is true. Teacher:: try t, design activities relevant to child-
ren's levels of development. The group situation does, however, make
certain demands on those participateig and individuals' previous devel-
oFnent is erually a consieration in enrolment.

For eon-Aboriginal teachers interastei in educational work with Aboriginal
families, it is suested that the initial question for thought might bet

"In what circuestances is it appropriate for non - Aborigines
to 1-e involved in the education of Aboriginal children?"

Within the limits which are set in answering this question - and these
exist for part-Aboriginal children as well as those living a more tradit-
ional life - one may thee need to ask:

"What educational help can pre-schccl teachers bring, to the
work of enabling Aboriginal families - at varying stages of
stability and independence - to create and maintain conditions
needed to support children's cognitive and general development?"

rather than

"What provision should be eade for pre-schooling?" - in the sense
of facilities such as pre-school centres, or of group activities'
in se:17e= institutionalized program - whether this is "run" by

Aborigines or non-Aborigines, parents or teachers.

There seems a need to create the type cf working contact between pre-
school teachers and Aboriginal parents which leaves activities on to
joint planning, and to modification according to widely differing cultural
positions, practical circumstances, and the changing degree and nature of
personal and educational support needed in any ore family, over time.

At present, it would seem more helpful if pre-school activities with
Aboriginal children could be introduced as part of some comprehensive
aptroach to helping Aboriginal families with multiple problems, rather
than initiated separately, from within the field cf pre-school education.
This is a matter of priorities and timing with any one family or locality,
ore of coordination of local support. Professional freedom is needed
concerning the educational content of work with children and parents,
however; and the collaboration needed at local levels is not something

which can be achieved by administrative decisions, or necessarily by

subsuming pre-echocl activities under the general label cf "Aboriginal".
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Pre-school teachers might, perhaps, be participants in small, local
planning groups, ir a pceition to understand the immediate problems of
particular families and to plan a possible sequence of field work, in
consultation with those families and otners in the community - and within
general Government policies concerning the objectives for which funds
are available. Professional leadership and official san'tion would
probably be needed for such a working group, and relaxed and positive
personal relationships with Aboriginal families essential. More than
one cr two special appointments might not, however, be needed. Support
which allowed persons already playing roles in the community (and with
understanding of Aboriginal needs in relation to the community as a whole )
to be sufficiently free fro= existing responsibilities to give tine to
this work, might be one appropriaoe Flan. This may wc,rk t;etter tnan
imposing some obvious additional structure.

A regular pre-school centre could serve as one possible oase from which
a teacher might, if apFcinted to do so, engage in such cooperative
activity. It may, however, be important that the employing body is such
tnat she is independent of local pressures, wnetner pre-schocl or
Aboriginal.

If such a cooperative structure for pre- school work is not possible,
experienced teachers, familiar with aocal situations, could still develop
contacts with Aboriginal families whicn would serve a variety of needs.
In this case, nowever, a =uch more general role would need to be filled,
in our experience. If a teacher is n:t to carry an impossible load of
awareness and work, tnis expanded role (wnicn occurs just by virtue of
contact) needs official recognition, s: tnat the support and resources,
and professional contacts n-,-dea tc =ake it feasible,can be arranged.

15.2 Pre-scho: centres and the needs of Aboriginal children and parents

It is Fur4z -- a basis, to allow
the develop=ent of pre-scnool progra=s relevant tc tne needs of all
Australian families, including Aboriginal; also for continuing study of
what these needs are, and now the may be changint,-, over time.

FT= tne viewp:int :f planning., a distinction needs to be made between
seeking funds

1) an .==er.,oency program ankh snbstittes for some of the usual
'no=. a.:._ contributions tc children's early learning

on =::

2) a supplementary =unity service which extends pooitive home
conditions, in ways which are valued by parents and children
and which ea__ ,t be provided, even in privileged
home situations.

In the first case, one :lans towards decreasing needs, at least for the
same families or areas.(:ne prnErams of tini- o-oject at present fit this
te=porary category, althongh "temporary" '- tc Aboriginal field
work serves more to keep clear the purpo: Jrt and the major task;
it may be unrealistic to expect an early i, the need for support.)



In the second case, the wider development of facilities is appropriate
as a general service, although there are obvious limits to the planned
education programs which a community can afford.

The relative urgency of providing funds for supportive educational services,
to families rearing children in adverse conditions, as against the need for
funds for extending general pre-school services, is not quite such a clear-
cut question as arguments for "equality of opportunity" infer. In the first
instance, there are certainly responsibilities to help children meet the
general expectations to which they are likely to be subjected. In the
second case, it needs to be recognized that educational progress itself
creates other needs, and other than educational expectations must also
be met.

If, for example, there are insufficient outlets for learned skills, abil-
ities, and understandings, and if the environment does not provide the
level of stimulation to which individuals have adapted, new problems arise.
In this case too, there can be considerable stress for families, individ-
uals, and communities. Maintaining a balance between person and environment
is a task of continuing importance and challenge, regardless of educa-
tional levels. Mental health issues, as well as social and educational ones,
would seem to be very much involved. There have been many efforts over the
years, from those concerned with a human development approach to education,
to indicate the problems which arise for people when action is taken on
one aspect of their needs, without concern for its effects on others.
Still, however, there seems to be little progress in recognizing the issue
at a practical level. We have not created a person-based action framework.

The following notes are concerned with the question of how much regular
pre-school centres can, or should, carry responsibility for the needs of
young Aboriginal children, in the present situation. Leaving aside for the
moment any cultural questions relating to the content of learning, what are
the educational issues, and the cultural questions affecting the way in
which one might work - or be able to work - with Aboriginal families?

The first matter to be considered is: how does a program in which Aborig-
inal parents are participating relate to parental responsibilities? Is it
planned to help parents in difficult family circumstances to carry
parental responsibilities which the family, eventually, will need to assume,
in order to meet community expectations and to arrive at the usual degree
of independence? or is it one which needs to develop in some more contin-
uing way, as an adjunct to homes which give children a positive educational
start? In the case of Aboriginal families, a pre-school group might,
perhaps, be viewed more as an aspect of extended family living, than as a
separate addition in the form of a community service. The point in quest-
ion is, however, not so much how it is viewed, but what purpose it serves
and who is carrying the work load for meeting certain responsibilities to
children? Unless some working agreement as to the direction of effort is
arrived at, compensatory help for children, introduced in emergency situa-
tions, may merely extend family dependency, and develop self-perpetuating
programs on bases which prevent them, perhaps, from meeting future needs.

In order to avoid this problem, it seems necessary, in planning and fund-
ing, to define "program" as a program of work towards specified purposes,
rather than a program of activities occurring in a certain place, with
certain people. The responsibilities assumed need to be clear to all
involved.
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Pre-school centres have, in the past, carried both compensatory and
supplementary roles. There are still both operative to varying degrees,
with different families. There are, however, some limits and advantages
in family or peer-group situations which are not entirely interchangeable
in their educational value. Since pre-school centres exist because
children, too, regardless of cultural identity, have rights which need to
be considered, it seems reasonable to set some limits to how the role cf
pre-school centres is automatically adjusted, in response to changes in
preferred patterns of sucial organization, adult behaviour and attitudes,
and other developments in the community.

Relationships between the work of regular pre-school centres and the
educational needs of Aboriginal children are considered, here, with these
thoughts in mind.

Pre-school centres and compensatory support *

Children from Aboriginal families in educational difficulty have been
found, in this project, to have two main kinds of compensatory needs.
One set relates to basic conditions for human development; the other to
help with specific areas of learning which are largely dependent on
adult-child interaction.

To what extent can these special needs be provided for within the usual
kind of subsidized pre-school centre in Victoria? This is quite a diff-
erent question from that of whether Aboriginal children and parents can
be incorporated, happily, into the activities of such centres.

As mentioned earlier in the working notes on pre-school education, pre-
school centres are concerned with creating and maintaining those condit-
ions which motivate and reinforce general development and educational
processed. One might reasonably think, then, that attendance at a pre-
school centre could automatically provide for any children's
compensatory needs. (The question here is one of wnat it is possible to
provide; it is not assumed that all children from all families in all
areas will need all forms of special support.)

A few of the basic conditions needed can be met in a common form, across
indivi-,als. For some children, the space, fresh air and Jun, constructive
outlets for energy, and encouraging interest and concern of an adult who
has time to listen, are needed very much. Maintaining other positive
conditions requires, however, that the teacher adapt the setting to what
the children bring to the group. Usually, it is possible to adjust,
sufficiently, the equipment provided, to maintain suitable opportunities
for the development of physical skills. This (with its relationship to
general feelings of confidence and well-being) also fills an important
need.

* "Compensationnis used here in a different sense than that of trying to
accelerate certain learning by direct and intensive instructional methods.
It is not inferred that there is something wrong with persons. One seeks
ways of reducing or counteracting the negative influences which operate,
it appears, to retard self-motivated learning. Expectations of children
may be temporarily adjusted, to allow continued progress, without losing
sight of some mitamal goals which may need to be pursued with urgency.
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kawther the above elements of pre-sehool centres are called on to
substitute for inadequate conditions elsewhere, or to maintain positive
ones in support of now leareine, is not, then, a major problem. Whether
or not they can eerve a purpose for the Aboriginal children in question
is idt, however, en whether other basic prerequisites to progress
can be ma'etuite 1. roue with tl,e kird or r.jc7 educatiL1 ret5eADti n
reported for eom.' eniliren i tnis project, some very much more gross
adjustmento to the leual e"rip eetting would be needed.

Perot'', takiee this diecuseien further, it should be re-stated that the
"retarlatiee" ueder review is rJlative to the requirements of life in the
wider Auctraliee cemmueity; also that the le.rels of learning under
discue:le: ire eot chiracteristic ef Aborigiral children in general. They
do occur, eowver, elfficieetly frequeetly to warrant special planning.

Some of difficulties A' cem:ensatery teachinc efforts in the group
eettihg were netei earlier in this rerort. Levels of' sensory stimulation,
1ppropriato to ether childroh, w'rk actively against attempts to reverse
patterns of iruleive reee..eaiee aed of or concertration whicn are
affectine the chances of coellitiv devel,,pment. The are not necessarily
evident ie vieeroAe ;invoice. activity. Ie addition, the attractiveness
ef eieeal i..u1i erevidei ie e pre-sci1 rroup competes successfully
ae.aieet the ielirect :f aAditery oeee which, ir: the midst or croup
activity, are mucn m:)r iii ices little to help establish or
strenrthe lieteele :kille, f:rtner eehced for some by varying 'degrees
of ear infectier. Oh eJlitery ac..ity, however, m Ice educational communic-
atioe lepeeie.

PIrther, the :iedte: to b.-havio.r eee.tee for the safe and enj-yable
flnctionihr of aey pr-:-zcheel eroli eave eeen feAnd tee far remevei from
the experience of eeme chiltren to deal with, ieitially, in this
it.atic::. This ear: tr for cr:',;-c smaller in eamber than t'.cse

usually subsiiieel. Tti I a c:eetr-1 rroblem. While teaching
energies must ie eefercinr, eN:tereally, these safeguards f.pr the
group. comm.leicatio: and ti-e needel for otner learnine
suffers. :ifficJltie hore are lecreased by severely inadequate cemmunic-
skills; and seme chileir e have tcqlirei patterns cf izeering verbal
request:, since these tend, ie teeir experience, rot to be follower with
effective actioe.

There are, to,, other areas for t',ourht. Attendance in a relatively
large peer-rrour, without eeme c.,miaraele experiential easis for contact,
and without havinr yet developei exerssive language t' any effective
degree, may have more negative effects ee self-concept: than positive ones
on tee acquieLtien of mere similar abilities. if the grout is largely non-
Aboririnal, early Attiteies to peers nave particular two-way significance.
Any diecrepancies in ehysioal care basic hygiene may farther work
arainst ensurini. positive self-concepts in this et:.er social group. In
the face of ncertainty or feelings, seeminrly, of unfamiliarity or verbal
frustration, AborL7inal children have bee ebserved to seek, consistently,
the company of relatives or Aboririeal fri.ends; the employment of
Aboriginal assistants ir pre-school centres, which may have certain other
advantares (particularly, perhaps for adults), el:fere another possible
retreat from verbal communication and other learning tasks. Opportunities
for learninr may inadvertently be removed, rather than presented at an
apprepriate level.
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When it comes to providing an effective substitute for the early parental
stimulation of symbolic processes, which children in other home circum-
stances receive, the pre-school group setting can offer only limited
help. Intensive, personal contact with the same adult, over a period, in
interaction situations where invitations to physical activity are few,
have been found necessary, in this study, before there is evidence of
learning. I the general group, language models - though available -
lose tneir salience; the setting itself may lack meaning, in terms of
children's previous experience and, if so, it is even harder to make up
lost ground, since motivation for communication is reduced.

Although there is considerable intellectual stimulation in a pre-school
group, children may escape responding to any cognitive challenges. This
kind of avoidance pattern can carry over from session to session. The
presence of sources of stimulation - in either equipment or persons -
is not sufric:ent. Some -en= take tine a d be able tc arouse, wait
for, and eact to it aetive, atiai e -espoese. Only then is assimilation
(ie Plagette terms) Ukely to occur. In pre-schoel grouls, nowever,
teeehere seem more Able to control their own evoking stimuli than to
influence cl,ildren's reaetioes to those, or to see what consequences
fl)low. Somethieg else cleim: the tiaeher's attention.

Teacher-child contact, rather than group attendance

Observations indicate that,much of the time, such outcomes as those noted
aoove occur without the awareness of even the most observant and active
of teachers, until some established patterns of behaviour become more
noticeable in the midst of many demands on her attention. Some teaching
tecnniques used may make this more likely. The fairly common practice in
pre-school centces of "giving children time" to produce desired responses
spontaneous'r is helpful wren the absence of these is due to affective,
motivational factors; it is not at all helpful, however, when the problem
is one of unlearned prerequisite elements of behaviour which are needed
before cucn a response can occur.

Informal discussion with teachers who have cooperated with project staff,
in their liason work with pre- school centres, indicates that they may
lock for preeTess in Aboriginal children as a matter of extended first-
hand experience - the range of activities which children have tried, and
the relatel social participation. When a basic difficulty is that of an
accumulation of unlabelled, poorly recalled, and unclassified experience,
further sensory intake is not necessarily a priority, although the
situation of a pre-school group forces attention in that direction.

Unless there is a direct effort to work at and evaluate progress with
these specific areas of leains difficulty, the problems of attempting
a compensatory program in such a group situation may not be apparent at
all. The issues discussed here may have an all-too-familiar ring, and be
dismissed as part of the usual responsibilities of a pre-school teacher.
This is quite misleading. Although areas of difficulty may be familiar,
the levels of functioning are very different; and the initial acquisition
of abilities and be'laviours is a very different learning task than that
of their maintenance and generalizatio.i. Although problems may not be
causing excessive disturbance in th. group, or reflect in any way on its
suitability for children at a different point in development, differences
in performance are far greater than would be noticed unless some definite
teaching effort is attempted.
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Children, then, may be enjoying the play materials and company which
pre-school centres provide - and this has its own value. But this may be
misleading, in educational terms. They may be making little progress
with some very basic, and not easily observable, aspects of learning
which have escaped attention. A teacher seriously trying to facilitate
these may have excessive problems to contend with in a group setting.
The consistent reinforcement schedules needed to build new learning
behaviours are almost impossible to maintain in a group of 25 - 30 child-
ren, and the social approval of peers for some existing behaviours,

which are blocking development, can make these difficult to extirNish.
Unfortunately, too, children without self-initiated learning processes
and creative skills cannot use the enriched opportunities for cognitive
exploration and creative experiment which pre-school centres character-

istically provide.

It is, then, necessary to recognize the difference between teaching
responsibilities which are largely preventive and facilitating, and those
which require the reversal of negative trends in development, and the
provision of compensatory help for pre-school children. Many experimental

programs overseas have drawn attention to the need for more focused

teaching help with similar problems (e.g. Klaus & Gray, 1968; Blank, 1968;

Karnes, 1970). Rather than being highly selective over particular skills

to be trained, in this project there has been intensive focus on certain

general categories which, while stimulating progress in areas of retard-

ation, has left room for individual variety in intellectual development.

Also, cognitive attention has been engaged in dealing with immediate,

personal experience, rather than in more specific preparation for academic

learning.

Increasing demands on pre-school centres

Questions as to the effectiveness of group situations for certain aspects

of learning serve as a reminder that attendance at a pre-school centre may

not carry any more constant value than attendance at school, when it comes

to early learning problems - although it may create less stress. But it

needs to be clear that it is the effectiveness of the group setting for

specific teaching tasks, and not of the teach,:r, which is in need of exam-

ination.

Pre-school centres, too, have other contributions to make to families.

Given time and appropriate resources, a pre-school centre could develop a

variety of teaching opportunities, including a home visiting program where

teaching outside the group is helpful.

The opportunities for teaching and learning in a pre-school group are, how-

ever, very much influenced by the children enrolled. General demands on

pre-school centres have been steadily increasing over the years, with a

significant decrease in the professional support available, in any one

centre or through the availability of advisory help. Psychological services

available to pre-school centres are also minimal. In addition, the practice

of enrolling two groups per teacher now means little time for the planning,

preparation and study which allows teachers to create an educational

setting, rather than merely one for exten'Ig children's experience.

The trend to-press for enrolment of a proportion of children with handicaps
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in pre-school centres is already an increased demand on teachers' time
for individual attention. While pre-school teachers will want, then, to
cooperate over enrolments for Aboriginal children where possible, the
extent to which they can actually assume responsibility for dealing with
urgent educational needs may be much less than might be expected. Even
if it is not possible to plan, at a general level, more effective ways
of compensating for an absence of certain parental help, some more
realistic appraisal of what can be handled in a pre-school group would
appear to be important.

Without recognition of this, there could be unfortunate results. Planning
might deal neither with providing effective compensatory help for child-
rer,nor with action towards assisting families towards changed home
circumstances. Further, the educational and other contributions which
could be made from the pre-school group might be missed by Aboriginal
children,because they are offered at a point in development or cultural
relationships which is inappropriate to previous experience, for both
children, and parents. The following guidelines may help at this stage.

Recommendation 6: that some form of sustained teaching and
personal contact with Aboriginal children and their parents,
at an individual and family level is made possible, before
enrolment in a pre-school group is suggested or encouraged.

( A home visiting program may be appropriate, or some less
personal meeting ground arranged for a start, as a way of
getting to know children and parents outside a larger group
situation; also of considering cultural issues in education.)

Recommendation 7: that care is taken not to communicate to
Aboriginal parents that attendance in a pre-school group is
necessarily helpful to a chila, regardless of previous
experience, current general state, or conditions at home.

(Instead of communicating behavioural expectations, oppor-
tunities are thought to be needed for parent-teacher communic-
ation on children's immediate needs and learning priorities,
and how these are affected by parents' own experience and
practical problemF;; decisions on how to provide for children
can then be arrived at together, and the opportunity is left
open for parents to consider,first, what they can manage to
deal with independently.)

Recommendation 8: that teacher-family contact, allowing two-
way communication, and support to parents in family roles
be considered:. the main issue in pre-school education at present.
(A variety of i.formal individual or small group activities of
immediate use car. ;nen grow out of this effort.)

Discussion 1 the use of existing community facilities for
children's ed. ation, or the planning of any additional ones
on cultural grounds, could then proceed with increased awareness

of the educational choices involver'., and of the range of values,
interests and problems of Aboriginal parents.
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Admittedly, this position assumes some distinctions in child-rearing
roles between home and community. Since these roles are not synonymous
with those of teachers and parents, there is room for some fuller
exploration here. Since what happens in a home situation is, however,
certainly a prerogative of parents, contributions from teachers to
existing problems can only be made as communication on a positive
personal basis is developed, and parents are aware of some common

concerns for children.

18.3 Suggestions about the nature of teacher preparation for developirK
contacts with families

Ideas about any necessary preparatory work with teachers can only grow
out of some agreed on responsibilities, in relation to knowledge of the
training and experience of those likely to be involved. In the present
situation, it is difficult to know what educational work might develop,
or what responsibilities might rest with various groups - or even to

what extent opportunities might exist for Aboriginal/white contact.
Tnere does seem to be a need to re-think what approach might be made to

pre-school work.

The following comments list areas in which teaching responsibilities,
inherent 1. thin toject, nave uncoverca some need for further study and
thought, in relation to the work undertaken to date.

1) Some re-structuring of the usual conceptual framework for
thinkin,: about pre-school education, in order to make this

sufficiently flexible for work outside the familiar setting
of pre-school centre, and to develop some clear professional

structure for this.

2) Thinking oot, clarifying T.estions concerning:

a. interdisciplinary relationsnips, in relation to work with

families

b. the relative responsibilities of parents and teachers, as
these involve informal learning or planned teaching

c. points of difference and overlap between the concepts of

"pre-school centre" and "pre-school education" in the
context of issiI?s in Aboriginal education

d. the meaning of "respect for another culture" in educational
work with Aboriginal families

3) Defining and studying further:

a. earlier levels of educational progress than those usually
encountered in pre-school groups in regular centres

b. questions concerning intelligence and race, and available

methods of measuring "intelligence" and/or educational

progress at pre-school levels

c. educational purposes and methods in work with Aboriginal

parents and with parents whose educational experience may
have been limited by circumstances
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In most of these areas, the need seemed to be far more one of time for
reflective examination of onets own thinking, knowledge, and attitudes,
in relation to immediate work, than one of some existing body of under-
standing or information to be learned in advance, through formal
courses. Seminar-type work sessions (not just discussion) seem
appropriate ways of dealing with these needs. Some opportunity for
preparatory discussion with others familiar with field work and local
situations is considered important before starting work. Personal
experience is seen to be needed, however, in order to make discussion
or study of certain issues meaningful.

Since the number of teachers with experience and additional study
qualifications is likely to be limited, some continuing provision for
consultation on educational, psychological, and cultural questions is
likely to be necessary. This would allow evaluation of field work and
re-thinking of next steps. The flexibility which this retains, if
allowed for at fairly frequent intervals, seems most important at
present. Contacts and consultation through such seminar work would also
help in defining what further information or study is relevant to
immediate efforts in various areas.

While some priority in in-service work of this kind may need to
given to teachers intending to work, immediately, with Aboriginal
families, it is considered that the outcome cf any seminars possible
would be more positive, and useful, if these allowed interaction between
teachers working in a wider range of situations. Contacts across
professional fields, and with persons working simply as community memb-
ers, would also help in being sensitized to a variety of issues and
viewpoints, while developing a sense of direction for professional
work.

In the matter of communication with Aboriginal people on Aboriginal
dimensions of problems, the range of differences even within this
State needs to be given thought.

These suggestions for teacher preparation are made with awareness of
some of the educational tasks which may need to be faced. Work in
these directions would be additional to any study of Aboriginal cultures,
languages, or history, appropriate to particular areas or appointments.

18.4 Practical facilities and resources found helpful in supportive,
work with Aboriginal and non - Aboriginal families in Victoria

If communication on early education is sought with teachers, by
Aboriginal communities, the following provisions have been fund
necessary (though not always available) :

1) the salary of a qualified and experienced teacher

2) some independent form of transport, which houses a small
selection of portable tesching materials and equipment, for
work with individuals or small groups (e.g. a medium-sized
station wagon - without official labels)
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3) an allowance for equipment and running expenses, for the

teacher's use

4) some temporary local base which provides office facilities
for the teacher and a place where she may be contacted; a
room suitable for teaching sessions with individuals or a
few children at a time (approx.3-8) and for informal
educational work with parents; enough outdoor play space
for the same numbers, plus some access to toilet facilities.

Since one of the characteristics of work of this kind is its
unpredictable qualities, and teaching sessions are not always possible
in all homes, facilities need to be independent, if possible, from use
by others. This allows them to be available at short notice or to be
set up in advance.

Work with large groups such as those which might be enrolled in a
regular mobile pre-school unit is not seen to be the need, although in
some areas it may be necessary to begin to establish contacts at a more
general group level with parents, since ready access to Aboriginal
homes is not a privilege which should be expected at the outset of work.
In this project's experience, more concentrated communication at a more
personal level with both children and parents - even at less frequent
intervals - is more helpful in both educational and cross-cultural terms.

The above suggestions for facilities do not mean that pre-school centres
with less adequate buildings than those for the rest of the community
are being described. The facilities needed are not those for peer-group
experience, primarily. The different and more temporary nature of
facilities suggested is partly a matter of the need for individual and
small group work; partly due to the degree of mobility still operative
for some Aboriginal families - and this is not just a question of
numbers, since educational needs and practical circumstances change
dramatically from one family to another; partly a matter of working very
effectively towards a reduced need for special efforts to counteract
adverse home conditions whicn limit parental help to children; and
partly because both Aboriginals and non-Aboriginals involved in planning
responsibilities may only be beginning to understand, or be able to
communicate on, what provision may be needed for the education of
Aboriginal Australians, or for other children and parents in a society

which can accept and enjoy cultural difference.
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IN CONCLUSION:

SOME SUGGESTED EPLPHASES

. . , on the nature and content of communication
rather than on the organization of activities

and control of facilities and resources

on opportunities to increase ability to control one's experience
and to understand the meaning of education

in this sense

. on creating home conditions which sustain educational processes
rather than on learning how to "teach" children

. . on continuity of personal-professional contact with families

. . . on adult-child rather than peer-group interaction

4, on recoqping the range of cultural and educational differences
between Aboriginal Australians

. on removing the separating label of "disadvantaged",

and the reasons for it

. . . on educational communication and behavioural freedom
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APPENDIX A.

TABLE 32: FAMILY VARIABLES AFFECTING NATURE OF EDUCATIONAL WORK POSSIBLE

(1969 - 1972 ENROLMEWTS: N = 55 FAMILIES)

Additional variables Swan Hill Metropolitan

GROUP la : TWO-PARENT FAMILIES ATIESSIBLE TO SUSTAIlin CONTACT

N = 8 N s 14

Household size 1 4 - 11 people 4 - 10

No. children
(family enrolled)

No. pre-school children
(maximum during contact)

Average spacing between
pre-school children

(40%)
*

2 - 8 children 2 - 11

2 - 4 children 1 - 3

17 - 68 months 13 - 44 (Unknown:
N = 3 )

GROUP lb : TWO-PAREiT FAMILIES CONTACT AFFECTET v MULTIPLE PROBLEMS (11g

Household size

No. children

No. pre- school chndren

Average spazirg

N = 3

7 - 25 people

5 - 14

1 - 4

14 - 20

GROUP TWO -PNO HOUSING

N = 2

Household size

No. children

No. pre-school ch4 Aran

Average spacing

15 people

2 - 3 children

2 - 3 children

14 - 17 months

N 3

6 - 11

5 -10

1 - 4

17-27

N 111

Percentages rounded to nearest unit

Plus frequent itinerants or extra boarders: Group la: N=5; Grcup lb: N=1

(cont.)
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TABLE 32 (cont.)

Additional variables

1

Swan Hill I Metropolitan

GREL1 :_jvIARITAL_STRESS OR FAMILYAFARATION 1241

N = 6

Household size 4 - 15 people

No. children 2 - 5 children

No. pre-school children 1 - 5 children

Average spacing 1D - 30 months

N

6 - 11

4 - 9

1 - 2

19 - 42

GROUPAA SINGLE KW:HERS,. CHANGING PARTNERS & HOUSING ( uu
N = 9 N . 2

Household size 3 - 19 people 2 - 6

No. children 2 - 6 children ? - 10

No. pre-school children 2 - 4 ahildren 1

Average spacing 14 - 51 months (unknown)

Notes: Family oireamstances unknown: N . 3 (5%)
in contact through other Metropolitan families.

Children enrolled distributed a3 follows:

Group la : 39%; Groap lb : 13%; Group 2 : 4%; Group 3 : 22%;

Group 4 : 19%; Family circumstances unknow7,:

Plus frequent itinerants: Croup 3: N=1; Group 4: N.3

Sources of information in Table 32: direct observation by

fie:". staff, or mothers/ verbal reports.
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APPENDIX B.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES FROM FIELD WORK

In the course of program contacts with Aboriginal families, much
informal communication on significant issues occurred. This helped in
immediate interactions. Since the content of such communication is
confidential, it cannot be used in a report such as this. General
statements of issues needing attention tend, however, to lose the impact
which individual situations and personal experience hold.

These supplementary notes on field work are intended to illustrate some
of the points made at a general level, and to place emphasis more on the
experience of the Aboriginal people involved than on repercussions for
a pre-school education program.

Two sets of notes are added here. The first set communicates information
on the current state of Aboriginal/white interaction in the areas in
which we worked. The second addition is a commentary which may help to
indicate the meaning for adults of what has been referred to as "the
absence of basic conditions for learning."

THE SOCIAL INTERACTIONS OP ABORIGINAL FAMILIES:

NOTES FROM INTERVIEW RESPONSES

A few particular issues were selected for more planned attention in a
short interview with mothers, carried out In 1972. Because this could
only be done with a rroportion of families, it seems more appropriate
to present the information obtained as supplementary notes from field
work, rather than formal interview data. There was, however, an attempt
to gather comparable and accurate background information, across all
available families, on a few particular variables of relevance to
educational planning. Also, the reasons for no interview varied widely,
on practical grounds mostly, ( temporarily out of contact; verbal
communication extremely limited; involved in solving an immediate
criais , not yet enrolled ) - and families interviewed represented
some very different backgrounds and Jircumstances. The following
information may, then, be a useful start in understanding some current
influences in the lives of Aboriginal families in these areas. By the
time these interviews were carried out, it was possible to ask parents
directly for information which helped in teaching, and in understanding
Aboriginal problems in general, and to communicate to them these reasons
for seeking it.

At Swan Hill, interviews were carried out by the Project Coordinator and
in the Metropolitan program, by the pre-school teacher , following
attention to some scientific safeguards necessary in obtaining accurate
data from interviews. Those mothers interviewed responded positively to
interview ques'ions, on the basis of previously established communication;
in spite of some problems of verbal expression, ,he following information
was obtained.
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(Notes were made in the mother's presence of the information given,
with the comment that the interviewer wanted to remember what each
person felt and said, since it was important to understani each mother's
position. Responses were coded by the Project Coordinator.)

Contacts maintained with the wider Aboriginal community

With an interest in the degree of identification with the Aboriginal
community, and in the extent to which a network of contacts within
kinship groups were still operative for these families, the following
questions were asked, after an introductory explanation about the
reasons for the interview:

Questions: * This year, have you visited any friends or relatives
outside (the suburb or town of residerce) ?

* Would they be Aboriginal or not Aboriginal ?

* Is there anyone else you would like to have seen ?

In the country? In another State?

(The interview took place in the second half of the year.)

Responses: (Swan Hill: N = 11; Metropolitan: N = 14)

In both Swan Hill and Metropolitan programs, just over half the families
interviewed had had visits to relatives or friends outside their own
locality, within the current year (S.H.: 6 out of 11; Met.: 9 out of 14).

In all cases except one (where identity was uncertain but thought to be
Aboriginal) Aboriginal relatives were involved. In half the cases, non-
Aborigines were also visited. No parents only visited non - Aborigines.

Of those who had rot made visits out of their own town or suburb, four
of the five Metropolitan families and three of the five from Swan Hill
would like to have visited relatives, and would have done so except for
lack of finance or transport. In the other three families, contact was
not sought, parents preferring - or being too busy with - family
activities. In one case, relatives themselves visited.

Contacts with nei hours or friends in area of residence

Re-housing of Aboriginal families, singly, within the general community,

has been for many a very sudden change in social organization. Such
action has increased practical opportunities for Aboriginal/white inter-

action. To what extent is there actual contact, and what is its nature?
The following questions and responses relate to interaction with

neighbours.

Questions: * Would you have any contact with next door neighbours
or not ?

* Who would have started that - who spoke first?

* What do you usually do together, talk about?

* Would there be any children next dcor ? (If yes) Do they

play with yours or not? In their home or here?



Responses:

Approx3xztely half the families interviewed in each program had friendly
but passing contacts with neighbours (S.M.: N=5; Met.: N=8). This type
of contact took the form of casual conversation, a greeting, or
comments concerning children. Of the remaining families, a few had no
contact or almost none (S.H.: 11=4; Met.: N=2) and a few had more
sustained and intimate interaction, involving visiting in each others'
homes, cups of tea together, talk "about things that women talk about".
(S.H.: N=2; Met.: N-4).

Most mothers could not remember who initiated contact; in most cases now
it was a two-way affair. In half the cases where closer friendships
operated, there had been an initial approach by white neighbours.

Contacts between Aboriginal and neighbouring white children (there were
no near Aboriginal families in most cases) usually reflected the extent
of adult interaction. Most of the contacts between children occurred out
in the street. Where there was inter-home visiting between parents,
children also played in alternative homes; where there was little or no
adult contact, however, contact between children still tended to occur
although this was away from the homes of the Aboriginal families (e.g.
up the street, across the road).

The above notes present a factual picture only. Interactions between
families reported by mothers cannot be interpreted just in cross-
cultural terms. There were expressions of familiar variations
in personal child-rearing methods (for instance - the extent of
supervision of play) or in the company available (e.g. mostly older
children around; only ones close are "too rough for mine" - or at the
adult level, "she's a bit hard to get away from"). Even in the few
cases of little or no contact, two quiwe different sets of variables
appeared to be operative. On the one hand, problems of interpersonal
relationships in Aboriginal families, obvious and disturbing to those.
living near, seemed to result in negative attitudes or rejection by
neighbours and sometimes withdrawal of previous friendship at a time
when there may have been most need for it. In other cases, Aboriginal
mothers themselves avoided contact; extreme shyness, being "too ashamed"
of the poverty and disrepair of the home, "not asking for trouble",
and "not knowing what to say" were some representative comments.

Overall, only 6 of the 25 mothers interviewed had anything more than
casual, passing contacts with nearby families. This, however, might be
true of many families in general. Its significance rather depends on
what other sources of contact with the wider Australian community were
operative, and how mothers perceived the situation. A further question
was asked.

Question: What about other friends in the area - are there people
you visit 1' Would they come to see you too, or not ?

Responses:

Answers to this question confirmed the personal isolation of the
majority of Aboriginal families within the wider community, as far as
any involvement in more than passing friendlioess.Where there was also
a one-parent situation, the sense of isolation increaLed. Visits to or
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by friends in the locality brought the number with more personal
contact with non-Aborigines from 6 to 9; in two of these three

instances, the involvement was one of obtaining supportive help.

To what extent was this situation changed by contact with group

activities ?

Participation in organized community groins

Questions * Do you belong to any orgams.zations, anywhere at all?

Any social groups? :hunch activities?

Responses:

No mothers in the Metropolitan program were current members of any

formal organizations. For a few, there was occasional involvement in

social functions run by community groups (e.g. R.S.L. and Aboriginal

Advancement League), with which husbands had some contact. Several

were interested in local football, but this still appeared to involve

more casual contacts beyond the family.

At Swan Hill, about half the families indicated spasmodic involvement

in one organized group in which there would have been opportunity for

contacts outside the Aboriginal community - the school mothers' club;

Church social groups; Salvation Army meetings; or C.W.A. Two mothers

expressed interest in sporting activities, but were not playing any

sport at the time of interviewing.

Summary

In general, the situation in both localities is one of casual inter-

action which is more friendly than not, but of very limited contact

of a personal neture across cultural barriers. It is not suggested

that this should necessarily be the expected outcome of physical

assimilation. But how much it mattered to any one family is a question

for further examination. In only one case was there any voluntary

expression of interest in more active participation aid more general

acceptance. That this is not necessarily achieved by time alone is

evident in this mother's concern for the increasing loneliness of

her adolescent children in an urban setting. The absence of anyone

to help her take preventive action at this stage seems to deserve

attention.

There were some clues,from mothers' reports of their perception:of the

town or neighbourhood as generally friendly or unfriendly, that social

discrimination had 'aeen experienced on occasions, in both country and

suburban settings, and that some families had negative expectations in

relation to acceptance by non-Aborigines. The general picture for this

somewhat limited sample was, however, one which seemed more a lack

positive experience rather than one of latent hostility, at the level

of personal interactions. The situation in both areas appeared very

open to learning. This was rather in contrast to attitudes expressed

in official communication.
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,COPINZIITAET

. . the needs of people appear to be falling between official programs

In spite of much which has been achieved as a result of increased
public concern and Government action, somehow the most urgent needs
of some Aboriginal families - those most in need of support - are
not yet met. Some families remain in deep distress. Earlier reference
in this report to the absence of basic conditions for human development
and educational change expresses the problem from the teaching
viewpoint. It remains, however, to communicate something more of the
meaning of the situation as some Aboriginal families have been observed
to experience it.

The really vital issue is something never evident in official reports,
written at one point in time. It is knowledge of the cumulative
experience over time of an individual which is the key to understanding.
This, however, is not something which can be placed on public record.
Perhaps the following glimpses of realities faced by different
individuals will help to bring to life some of the general statements
made in the body of this report (see Chap. 14), and the urgency of
some coordinated action.

The personal combinations of sources of stress vary, from family to
family; but the despair, hopelessness, and utter loneliness of some
Aboriginal adults - the exhaustion produced by fighting a faceless
enemy of conflicting requirements and negative expectations - shows
in voices, posture, facial expressions and direct comments. But there
is quite striking change evident, following periods of more relaxed
home life and less active social rejection from both Aboriginal and
White communities. Regardless of the extent of change possible, however,
there are human obligations to be met.

Basic prerequisites . . .

An Aboriginal mother and pre-school teacher sit talking during a
pre-school session. On this day the group is relatively small, but
there is a sound of busy activity and chatter. Three of this
mother's five pre-school children are present. The others are home
w th relatives. The mother is trying to say that she would like to
come more often with her children rather than sending the older
ones without her. But at that point she is reduced to tears because,
in her physically and emotionally exhausted state, the normal sounds
of children playing are beyond the level of sensory stimulation
which is bearable. She lives in the household of an extended family -
there are several groups, each with several young children. This
family organization has quite a different significance when
operating in confined space, rather than on a river bank. The mother
tries to explain that the children's noise is more than she can
cope with - anxious that the teacher knows she values the pre- school
program, that she notices the children's needs.

. . . the absence of chronic fatigue ?
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Ihquiries are made about the progress of a bowsaw :Application.
These uncover the fact that it has not been set in motion. The
reason - it is not seen to be any use; it is °known* that the
applicants will not be good tenants. This may solve one problem;
but what of the family's ?

There is a need to apply for a Court Order. The local office
requires one to state one's problem and dive personal details
across a wide counter. There in sons difficulty in hearing, one
must speak a little louder. The room is full of others, waiting.

One's home is intermittently invaded by police - unannounced and
without search warrant - looking for suspects among the itinerant
members of the household. Or you are removed in the midst of
school activity by police officers, in front of peers, and taken
into custody on charges of family neglect.

. . . the need for a positive self-Image ?

There is help with much - needed housing. The situation is ear.d.
An effort is made to buy beds, blankets. This ease it difficult
to pay for groceries but one is waging. Than there is pressure
for payment of rent - anew responsibility to assume. Budgeting
is a new skill, still problematical. Who should be paid first ?

There is unemployment, but work is finally found. 11100O0 is fixed
but there is a sudden increase in rents. Arrears accumulate and
there is an eviction order. Since there seems no solution, one
tends to ignore the rent problem. It is suggested that the best
way of solving the problem is to evict the husband and apply for

regi ar maintenance. :hare is warmth in family relationships. The
pre-school program is dependent on some family stability. TM
teacher tries to facilitate contact between twee who nadd.to deal
with the rent problem. A plan of action results.

You are ewer from home, helping a relative who has been left with

young children. Other members of the family also need help. It is

a difficult time - you are away a good deal. With several young
children, time and energy are limited. The house appears uncared
for, unoccupied, on several occasions when official visits were
made. There have been some previous problems. An eviction order is

served to quit by a certain date. The threat of eviction is a method
of warning, used to communicate the expectation that responsibility
is taken for care of homes and payment of rent. Since limited
education has very real consequences, the notice is only partly

understood. You find money, somehow, to move furniture out by the

required date - from a home only acquired after years of waiting.
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Now, literally homeless, you are vulnerable to police action on
grounds of no fixed address. You might have asked for help, but
you are proud and serious about efforts to meet the pressure for
independent behaviour.

. the absence of psychological stress ?

It is the grape picking season. This is one chance to supplement
finances needed to meet time payments, what you owe for food. Such
debts accumulate in a week or two, during periods when a change in
the husband's position requires a change in the source of pension
for wife and children - from unemployment benefits to those
operative during a period in gaol. There may be a lapse of weeks
while the necessary forms are filled out and processed. A family
can be without food during this time. There seems little provision
for income during the transfer. The children miss the start of the
school year, and some months of the pre-school program. Might there
have been other solutions ?

. the need for sustained contact with a source
of educational help ?

There is effort towards developing a mother's interest in her
children's progress, more regular contact with school and pre-school
program, and a feeling of achievement at being a little more in
control of family events. There is much still to be done, but there
is a growing sense of family identity, of progress. But one cannot
do or learn everything at once. On other official grounds, one is
seen responsible for physical neglect, and children are taken into
custody without warning. Efforts by others to express the conflict-
ing pressures and need to set priorities fail. There is seen to be
a strict separation between responsibility for physical well-being
and that for education.

. the need for acceptance - as a person, rather than
a body or a mind ?

Such sources of conflict and stress are not limited to Aboriginal
Australians; but their impact has a special significance here. Respon-
sibility for these problems is seen to be shared by all Victorians.
It is assumed that their existence is due to lack of awareness, and to
the problems of change in administrative machinery, and not to lack of
concern, It is not assumed that solutions would be easy, but rather
that they are possible and within our hands.

There are a number of possible responses to a commentary such as this.
One is to discount it. Another is just to feel distressed for those in
difficulty. A third would be that of concern to understand what is
happening to individuals caught between conflicting official require-
ments and policies, and of taking constructive action towards cooperative
effort.

It seems the third response which is needed.
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ATTITUDES OF PARENTS TO CONTINUATION OF PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM

In both Swan Hill and Metropolitan programs, parents have been asked

at intervals to express their feelings and thoughts about continuing

teacher-parent contact and teaching sessions with children. Each time,

there has been a strong request for maintaining the program, both for

children and for parents themselves. (Reactions were obtained by the

Project Coordinator, in the absence of the teacher concerned.)

Spontaneous comments indicate differing reasons and quite differing

degrees of personal involvement, as with any pre-school program. It

was intended to focus major study and teaching effort on some issues

in adult education as a next stage. Uncertainty as to the future of

work, and report-writing commitments, have limited development

beyond an initial stage.

The following comments from parents, however, indicate some of the

ways in which they see the children's program at present.

Indications that children had become a different stimulus for the

mother:

"It's easier to help them, they're interested, a bit _are

independent, will have a go at things."

"When they come and tell me about what they've seen or they're

doing, their faces are all lit up and happy and they want to

tell you about it. I feel real good. I'm happy too. I didn't

know they could be like that."

Observations of children's interest and enjoyment of teaching sessions

and of interaction with the teacher:

"He's been asking when you were coming back. They enjoyed all

the things."

"Oh, she really likes it. It's good that they don't fight over

the things. They're always fighting."

Awareness of having learned something about helping children learn:

"I noticed how she (the teacher) talks to the children - she

asks them things. I never thought of doing that before."

"I used to talk baty talk to . I've listened to the teacher

and she just picks the right words. He seems to understand what

I say to him better."

Awareness of children's progress:

"Oh, they look forward to it, learn things too, like colours

and talking better."

"It's really interesting to sae them what they learn to do."

"Well, I was thinking about that doing things for yourself -

and you know, you could go on doing things for them for ever,

couldn't you.

At the time of writing this report, parents have expressed a wish to

go on from here, to maintain both programs.
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APPENDIX C s School questionnaire

MONASH UNIVERSITY PRE-SCIOOL PROX3CT:

Mcnash University is studying the general
progress of childreL who have been enrolled
in an experimental ?re-school prerram, and
of others who have not. Children from
several schools are involved in the study.

TEACHER'S R2=: FORM

CHILD'S ::A,'z

ADDRESS

BIRTH DATE

,WWW/MOO

Teachers are asked to furnish the following AGE IJOW YRS. FIRS.
...

information CONFIENTIALLY. It will be used
in a report on the project in such a way GRADE
that narticular children, teacurs, or
schools cannot be identifiel. TODAY'S DATE

OWIWO wow OwWwwMommwm woromow

ACADEMIC PROGRESS How is he/she coping with the following subjects this year?

Very well

Readinc 0
Arithmetic (::

Written expression 0

Adequatoly Poorly

C.

r-t

SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR WITH CHILDREN (tick one box for each question)

1) Plays with others often, sometimes C Rarely, never C

2) Acts aggressively 0 Does not hurt C Acts with thought 0
others for others

3) Acts submissively 0 Stands up for Q
self

SOCIAL BEHAVICUR WITH ADULTS

1) Makes frl-Indly Responds to
approachvc to C teacher appr- C
teacher oaches but does

not initiate contact

Avoids teacher
when possible

2) Demands frequent Q Seeks some Seeks little 0
attention from teacher attention from teacher attention from teacher

OPIWWWWWW MIMEO% NWNMOD

TEACHER'S CONTACT WITH MOTM Has teacher had contact with mother?

TM OF CC7VPACT? WHO VITIATED? Mother Teacher (Tick all relevant
boxes: if contact

Q Yes, casual conversation with other than
mother, specify)7 Yes, on child's general progress C

0 Yes, on child's prot1_en4 C C
I IYes, on parents' problems 0 C
waxwo)
I no contact C 0

PARENTS' ATTITUDIZ TO SV.10r:, (circle: Mother (M) Father (F) Both (:!./F)

Inter,:sted, nelpful F N/F Antagonistic M F E/F

*.:ot intQr F /F
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2

Lzatuirc BEHAVIOUR .UD ..TTY Tick one box (usual behaviour) for each question

1) Follows verbal ,Urections:0 ,rithout difficulty

0 with sc'e difficulty

0 with :-Ach Ufficulty

2) Puts effort into attends to work:

3) Tackles new learning tasks: 0 eagerly

C:lhesitantly

very reluctantly

4) Persists when neets difficulty in work:

O yes, voluntarily

Oyes, when teacher re:.inas

Onot even when teacher insists

O of own accord

0 when encouratd

O only when required

5) Listens to teacher ivir4
information, explaininc! 0 yes, voluntarily

Qyes, when encource

0 no, little interest, difficulty in attending

6) Answers teachers questions on lesson content=

7) Teacher finds speech:

O readily

r-1 only with persunsion

0 rarely, never

0 clear, easy to follow

O sorewhat hard to follow

very difficult to understand

Onot known

8) Child investiaates, asks questions about new
things around the school (e.g. pictures,
nature materials, events):

C7 yea, voluntarily

yes, when attention
drawn to these

Ono, little interest, curiosity

ATTENDANCE Total absences out of total school days this year

Reasons for absences:

TWA: YOU FOR YOUR HELP IIi COU'LETING THIS FORM. If you wish to au ! any further

coinents on this ehila, please use the blank sheet attached.
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